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Abstract

A rhetorical analysis of twentieth-century prairie poetry in

Canada rests on several assumptions: (1) rhetoric and

poetics have a non-emptyr significant j-ntersection; (2) tfre

rhetorical and poetical tradition bears on poetry written in

this century and in this country; and (3) there is a prairie

poetry which is amenable to rhetorical analysis. These

assumptions are also the major findings of this study.

But the study itself is motivated by re-thinking the

critical cliche that prairie poetry ís dominated by a sense

of pIace. Rhetoric 's traditiona I treatment of 1 itera I

"place" as a topos is the basis of a method of rhetorical

analysis developed in Part I and applied in Part 2.

Part I surveys the relevant tradition and concludes

that ( I ) the figures function as topoi for the invention of

style, and (2) the topoi and the figures share an iterative

binary structure which is the basis of argumentation.

Conseguently, a topos is well-defined as a partial orderingr:

it is a binary relation (xry) between two terms such that

whenever (x, y) and 1y , z) then also 1.x, z) .

Part 2 traces a chronology of topoi, especially but not

only of the form (prairierx) or (x,prairie), in the work of

five major and three minor Canadian prairie poets. It

identifies the characteristic topoi and arguments of each

poet and demonstrates that rhetoric functions as an

heuristics of the composition and the reading of their work.
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Introduction

A rhetorical analysis of twentieth-century prairie poetry'

such as this is, rests on Several assumptions about which it

is best to be c1ear. First, it assumes that rhetoric (the

art of persuasion) and poetics (the art of mimetic

production) have a non-empty and significant intersection.

Secondly, it assumes that the whole rhetorical and poetical

tradition has some bearing on poetry written in this century

and in this country. Thirdly, it assumes that there is a

coherent sense and a substantial body of prairie poetry

which is amenable to rhetorical analysis.

These assumptions, though they necessarily function aS

presuppositions, are also the major findings of this study.

But the study is motivated by a re-thinking of perhaps the

single most obvious and certainly the most often remarked

fact about prairie poetry: it is a writing dominated by a

sense of place. What, then, is the rhetorical function of

" pI ace " ? Rhetoric 's two-thousand-year-oId answer ' that

Iiteral "pIace" is an instance of a topos, seems at first

either hopelessly muddled or superficially coy- fn fact'

this ans\^ler is the basis of a method of rhetorical analysis

developed in Part I and applied in Part 2: a topos is a

binary, transitive relation that is central to both the

composition and the reading of poetry; and prairie poetry is

deeply informed by a topos of place.
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Part I surveys the relevant tradition, beginning with

Aristotle. According to Thre _Ehreleric, a (rhetorical ) topos,

for example, the greater and the Iesser, is a structure

embracing a large number of enthymemes or rhetorical

syIlogísms. This observation reflects a conception of

rhetoric as the counterpart of dialectic with its emphasis

on logo.s, one of the three modes of persuasion (ethos and

pathos being the other two). Under this conception, the

topoi are used to invent the matter and manner of arguments

for persuasion by the spoken and written word. Despite the

artless clarity of Aristotle's observation, the nature of

the topos is obscured as much by its ubiquity in his work as

by the absence of any careful definition. Besides the four

topoi common to all oratory, Aristotle provides a list of

twenty-eight valid topoi and a distinction between special

and general topoi. As if this were not enough, two concepts

(predicables and predicaments, later called logical topics)

related to yet distinct from the notion of topos are

introduced in Topic.s and Catego{ies. Finally' the centre-

piece of rhetorical style, the metaphor, seems to function

as a place where the good (that is, persuasive) style can be

invented, a suggestion that is supported by the treatment of

style in T¡g_!cg!içÊ.
Roman contributions to the notion of topos do not

s list of sixteen basic topoi (Oe

logical and rhetorical topoi, and

clarify its nature. Cicero

Oratore) freely combines
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the locatíon of topos in stasis rather than in logos

represents a diminution of Aristotle s more general concept.

Regarding style, however, the Romans go much further than

the Greeks by províding an extended classification of the

tropes and the figures. These lists are places where the

several styles may be invented. Indeed, the high, middle,

and low styles are defined by the frequency and kinds of

tropes and figures used; and Aristotle's three modes of

persuasion are restated as the aims of the orator and linked

to the three styles. This developmentr ârl instance of the

Roman notion that all oratory is one despite the five

divisions of rhetoric, presages the emergence of the figure

as a topos of style.

The classical notion of topos is therefore as useful aS

it is imprecise. If function (for example, invention) is an

important part of definition, then the figures deserve to be

considered as topoi of style. fn the Middle Ages, two

rhetorical poetics do indeed treat the figures in just such

a \^ray. Geof frey de Vinsauf (P_gg.tria No.va.) applies rhetoric

to the composition of poetry, devoting most of his treatise

to the role of the figures in inventing style; Dante (Oe

VulAari Eloquentia) applies rhetoric to the vernacular,

effectively enlarging the Iist of places where style may be

invented. Both works suggest that the significance of topos

for literature is shifting from argument (logos) to style

( lexis ) .
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StyIe literaIIy constitutes the rhetoric of English

poetry in the Renaissance. Erasmus (De Copia) teaches that

style includes manner (tfre f igures) and matter (tne topoi).

Thomas Wilson (The Arte of Rhetoriqu.e) gives a separate yet

functionally similar treatment of the classical doctrines of

invention (tne topoi) and style (the figures). Peter Ramus

reduces the topoi to ten, removes them from rhetoric to

Iogic, and leaves rhetoric (apparently) only style- But

Ramistic rhetoricians (Fraunce, fot example) base the tropes

on Ramus's ten (logical) topoi, and the famous "method" is

more rhetorical than logical. Manuals of figures (such aS

Peacham's The Garde.n of Eloquelrce) which include nearly all

of the classical topoi show that style has become (by

Synecdoche ) the whole of rhetoric. And a new element ' the

imagination, is treated in rhetorical terms: Sidney's

Apologia emphasizes the poet's imaginative invention'

Bacon's De Augmentio Scientarium links reason to the

imagination by way of rhetoric.

stylistic rhetoric is the first "new" rhetoric, it

is hardly the last. Locke's empirical philosophy (An Essav

Concerning Human Understanding) initially had IittIe effect

on the rhetoric of poetry, but it did provide the stimulus

for a second "new" rhetoric in the eighteenth century.

George Campbell's A Philosophy of Rhetoric recovers much of

Aristotelian rhetoric by founding it on empiricism. Campbell

does not treat the topoi as such, but he does discuss fully
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the rhetorical triad, ethos / pathos /logos. He emphasizes

pathos--for example, to explain the power of the tropes to

affect the imagination of the reader or hearer, Campbel 1

introduces a notion of vivacity of Ianguage derived from

Locke's philosophy of ideas. Imagination is a favourite

eighteenth-century notion, and Romantic poetics fashions out

of it a new figural topos. For both wordsworth and

Coleridge, the imagination is the creating faculty (genius)

of the poet' manifested in language, and appealing to a

sinrilar appreciating faculty (taste) in the audience. But

they differ in their understanding of how this faculty is

manifested in Ianguage: Wordsworth locates the imagination

in metaphor ("Preface" to @); Coleridge

introduces a new figural topos, the symbol, defining it' the

poet, and the poem in similar rhetorical terms (Sla'lesman's

Manual, Biograpia Literaria). The ensuing so-called collapse

of the rhetoric of poetry rests in part on the inability of

rhetoric to account for the symbol.

Twentieth-century rhetoric consists of three related

strands: the rhetoric of the figure, the rhetoric of

Ianguage, and rhetoric proper. The work of Richards (The

Philosophy of Rhqtp¡ic) and Ricoeur (T!¡e RuIe of Metaphor)

shows that the rhetoric of the figure priorizes metaphor.

Though it fails to account for the dominant role of the

symbol in twentieth-century poetry (despite some advances

made by the New Critics), the rhetoric of the figure does
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consequence of Group Mu
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classical figures are signs in the

Mu A General Rhetoric; an immediate

s work is that the Saussurean sign

is also a figure).

The rhetoric of language, that is, the somewhat fuller

reformulation of classical rhetoric in semiotic terms,

derives in part from Saussurean linguistics. The work of

Barthes ( The Pleasure of the Text ) and Derrida ( Of

Grammatologv) demonstrates that the instability of, the sign

(= signified + signifier) means that the presence of author

(ethos) and reader (pathos) can never be eradicated from the

text (logos). The semiotics of C. S. Peirce, a second source

of the rhetoric of languâge, offers a broader if more

difficult notion of the sign which incorporates rather than

eliminates the rhetorical triad (Cotlected Papers Vo1. 2).

Peirce's concept of the sign , for example, accounts for the

semiotic nature and the persuasive power of the literary

symbol by iteration.

Rhetoric proper in the twentieth century is either

classical rhetoric applied or classical rhetoric rethought.

Corbett may be cited aS an example of the former; Perelman

is the major'example of the latter. fn his The Nqw Rhetgric

(co-authored with Olbrecht-Tytteca) and The New Rhetoric an-d

the Humanities, Perelman returnS us to the role of the

topoi. According to PereIman, the Aristotelian topoi are

very general premises shared by a speaker and his audience
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(for example, the greater ano the lesser). Each topos is a

preference, a simple binary ranking according to some value

("greater than" means "preferred with respect to some

criterion") which aIlows argumentation to proceed. These

topoi may themselves be further grouped into pairs ( for

example, topoi of quantity versus topoi of quality) which

again function as more generalized topoi in that they too

are binary rankings based on preferred values.

This survey of topos suggests first of all that the

figures function as topoi for the invention of style; and

secondly, that aII topoi as well as the figures share an

underlying binary structure which is successively

applicable. Such binary relations are called partial

orderings and are familiar to students of (mathematical)

logic. Recent researches in category theory have used a

generalized partial ordering, called a t-opos, to provide a

foundation for logic ( GoIdblatt

Investigation of Logic). These considerations motivate a

definítion of rhetorical topos:

A topos is a binary relation (xrY) that is

transitive, that is, such that whenever (xry) and

(yrz) then lxrz).

That all the classical topoi as well as the figures

(including the symbol) are topoi in the sense of the
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definition can be demonstrated. Besides capturing the

essence of traditional notions of topos and figure, this

definition provides a simple and flexible tool for

rhetorical analysis.

Part 2 of this study comprises an analysis which traces

the chronology of topoi, especially but not exclusively of

the form <prairierx) or <x,prairie), in prairie poetry-

these topoi are relations between a place (the prairie) and

the things (persons, deeds, objects) associated with or

belonging to that place; values and attributes of place

transfer to the things associated with it. In the work of

Dorothy Livesay, the topos (woman,land> emerges from the

early poetry of the thirties as a conseguence of topoi such

as (womanrx) and (xrprairie) (x is variously wind, rain,

bird, flower, earth, and so on). This topos ultimately finds

clear expression in the metaphor "I am mainland." One of the

major attributes of the prairie that transfers readily to

\^roman is its Dionysian quality, a quality that leads

eventually to a rejection of the male. The male is usually

figured by the (apollonian) sun or by a conseguence of its

absence, ice. When the topos (womanrice-melter) appears, it

represents the female's usurpation of the male's role as

well as her ability to prevent the coming ice-age occasioned

by the failure of man. The rejection of the male is

completed by the topos <\^Iomanrwoman) in the Iater poems.

Thus, the sequence of major topoi, (womanrland)' <womanrice-
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melter), and <hTomanrv/oman> may be said to describe Li.vesay's

female rhetoric.

Miriam Waddington, whose writing career begins in the

forties, êilploys chief1y a "topos of transformation," that

is, she uses figures of transformation to deliver themes of

transformation. The sequence (I) (prairie,colour>, (2)

(colour'Pictura>, ( 3 ) (pictura,poçisis>' for example'

describes the topoi ( I ) used in an early poem as well as the

rhetorical pointing (2 and 3 ) of a set of ekphrastic poems.

This rhetorical consciousness culminates in a later poem

which explicitly uses the topoi (experienc€ rx) and

(xrcolour) to express transformation (birth, Iife, death) in

an array of the colours (red, blue, yellow) of rhetoric. The

theme of transformation is rendered also by such Symbols as

(waterr-), (trumpetr-), and the literal signs of language,

(xr-). A particularly po\^Terful transformation is ef fected by

the topos <malerfemale>, representing the interpenetration

of the anima and the animus within any individual psyche.

Eli Mandel might be called a poet of the imagined

pIace. In the fifties, Mandel writes a straightforward

landscape poetry infused with references to mythology and

based on topoi such as <prairie r graftIIlar> . AS MandeI

increasingly adopts the resources of rhetoric, this topos is

replaced by (prairie,rhetoric). The question, how to turn

place ínto poetry, receives its fullest ans\^/er in a "tree of

pIace" constructed out of the "double" topoi, <pIace, A/B>
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and ("out of"rA/B>, in which A/B is a doubling of or pun on

the meaning of the first term. fn particular, the most

important "place" for Mandel is the double itself, a kind of

tension between the literal and the imagined, neither of

which can exist without the other. Not surprisingly, Mandel

is the first writer here studied to consciously employ a

double persona, (writerrrhetorical/serious).

The most "prairie" of all prairie poets considered in

this study is undoubtedly John Newlove. From his earliest

work (the sixtíes) to his most recent, Newlove s major

topos, (prairierx), collects hundreds of references to the

objects, persons, and deeds associated with this place-

(Prairierx) functions also aS a symbol whose values include

the imagination (of home, escape, and return) and the poet

himself. The topoi (prairie, singer) , (prairie, nomad) , and

(prairiertree) are significant stages in the devel-opment of

Newlove 's "prairie " persona. The last of these,
(prairiertree), is part of an extended topical argument that

establishes (prairie, garden) .

Robert Kroetsch's poetry (beginning in the seventies)

is a continuing argument against the law of the excluded

middle. This argument uses a topos based on paradox' (xrnot-

x), and a persona based on the derived topos, (homo,

rhetoricus/seriosus>, to engage in a search for meaning- It

concluoes, in effect, that meaning is subject to the law of

undecidability. Kroetsch moves steadily toward an extreme
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reflexivity, expressed by (xrx); in the latest poetry, (x'x)

takes the form (woman,woman>. Though the topos (prairie,x)

is present in the poetry, it is overwhelmed by paradox and

persona.

Each of the five past decades (the thirties to the

seventies) therefore introduces a major prairie poet, aIl of

whom are stil1 writing today (the eighties). These five

poets constitute the core of an an extended first generation

of prairie poetry; a second generation begins writing in the

seventies and achieves its maturity in the present decade.

Three of these newer poets represent both a continuing

tradition and a new deParture.

Andrew Suknaski makes his debut in the seventies with a

very specialized application of the topos <prairie,x):

"prairie" is Wood Mountain, and I'xrr is the people, the

times, the stories t ot the language of that place. Two of

these second terms (language and time) point, respectively'

to Suknaski's earlier and later concerns. Time, fot example'

is figured in the later poetry by direct reference, by a

topos of repetition ((timerx)), and by the fusion of two

images (a wheel and an arrow). Suknaski therefore writes

chiefly in the tradition of Mandel and Newlove

Douglas Barbourr o¡ the other. hand, locates himself in

the tradition of Waddington and Kroetsch. His affinity with

waddington is seen in his deliberate, pointed use of

ekphrasis based on the topos <sightrspeech), ott more
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precisely, on the topos (painted image,verbal image). This

topos Ieads him to explore others, namely, (verbal -,sound

image), (Sensationrword), and (soundrword>. Such reflexivity

is reminiscient of Kroetsch, but Barbour's concerns are

narrower and technical rather than philosophical.

patrick Friesen, like suknaski, begins his career as an

ethnic poet, but his earlier topos, (prairie,x>, is replaced

in the most recent poems by symbolism and a Severe irony.

The symbol <Iight,x) traditionatly signifies knowledge;

(room,x) symbolizes the female; Friesen uses these two

symbols to denote illusion and entrapment, thereby mocking

his narrator's self-portrayal as a holy fool of love. The

author's rhetoric of conviction and mockery contrasts

sharply with the narrator's misplaced reliance on conviction

alone.

The presuppositions of this study are' I hope, borne

out by its conclusions. The intersection of rhetoric and

poetics inctudes the topoi of invention of both argument and

style, teading to a simple yet useful definition of topos.

This definition, applied systematically to a body of

contemporary poetry, shows that rhetoric does indeed

continue to function as an heuristics of composition and

reading. Furthermore, the actual topoi discovered in the

poetry, ranging as they do over a long and living tradition'

demonstrate that this poetry is both substantial and

rhetorical.
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Part 1: Topos

1.1 Greek Topos

The word topos means place (r'. E- Peters, 9reek

Phi losophical Terms L967 I97 ). Aristotle's " innermost

motionless boundary of what contains Ia thíng]" (EþEics IV'

2I2a) is obviously physical topos, but he had also a notíon

of natural topos (for example, the natural place of fire,

which is derived from absolute lightness, is above üsr On

the Heavens IV, 310a-3Ilb), and, more significantly for a

literary study, a notion of logical topos (unless otherwise

indicated, aIl quotations are from the

Arístotle, Revised Oxford Translation, 2 voIs., I984, edited

by Jonathan Barnes). fn its most general conception' a

logical topos is an aspect of the formal cause of a thing:

"the form or the archetype, i.e. the definition of the

essence, and its genera, are called causes (... ), and the

parts in the definition" (P_þ-yeiçÊ Ir, 194b25-30). More

precisely, the logical topoi are the predicables and

predicaments treated in the Categories and þgLcS. Thus ' the

four predicables (definition, property' genus, accident) are

distinguished linguistic elements or signifiers from which

all proposítions are formed (Topics 101b15-25)¡ the ten

predicaments (what a thing is, quantity, 9üâIity, relation,

p1ace, time, position' state' activity, Pâssivity) are
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categories of signification in which the predicables fall

(lgplgg 103b20-30' Cateqories 1b25 f f . ).

It wiIl be heIpful, in view of the long-standing

difficulties in distinguishing between predicables and

predicaments, to quote Aristotle's explications of each.

First, the predicables:

For every predicate of a subject must of necessity
be either convertible with its subject or not; and
if it is convertible, it would be its definition
or property, for if it signifies the essence, it
is áefinition; if not, it, is a property lf,
on the other hand, it is not predicated
convertibly of the thing, it either is or is not
one of the terms contained in the definition of
the subject; and if it is one of those terms' then
it will be the genus or the differentia; whereas'
if it is not one of those terms, clearly it would
be an accident... (Topics 103b5-20).

Second, the predicaments (categories) :

Of things said without any combination, each
signifieJ either substance Ie.g., man' horse] or
quantity Ifour-foot] or qualification Iwhite'
grammaticall or relative Idouble, haIf, larger] or
where or when or being-in-a-position or having or
doing or being-affected (Categories Lb25 ff. ).

Third, the relations between predicables and predicaments:

Next, then, \^¡e must distinguish between the
categories of predication in which the four above-
mentioned Ipredicables] are found. These are ten
in number: What a thing is, Quantity' Quality'
Relation, Place' Time, Position, State, Activity'
Passivity. For the accident and genus and property
and definition of any thing will always be in one
of these predications ; f.or aI I the propositions
found through these Ipredicables] signify either
what something is or its quality or quantity or
some one of the other types of predicate. ft j-s
clear, toor on the face of it that the man who
signifies what something is signifies sometimes a
substance, sometimes a quality, sometimes some one
of the other types of predicate (Topics I03b20-
30 ).
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A simple statement of the nature of the predicables and the

predicaments seems therefore to be this: the predicables are

the four basic types of predicates useful for generating

propositions about things; the predicaments are categories

or types of predicates useful for signifying the nature of

things. Both are in fact classifications of predicates' but

from different perspectives: for the former, Lhe perspective

of the signifieri for the latter, the perspective of the

signified. For this reason, and because later rhetoricians

(.. g. , Thomas Wi I son ) referred to them as such ' the

predicables and the predicaments may be caIled logical

topoi. They are, 1iterally, places where predicates may be

found ( see also Ochs Ig7 ) .

The most important notion of topos, however, for

literary analysís, is rheto.rical place. This notion is

introduced somewhat casual 1y ( implying therefore its

treatment elsewhere in the canon) in The Rhetoric:

...the proper subjects of dialectical and
rhetorical syllogisms are the things with which we
say the commonplaces are concerned, that is to say
those that apply equally to questions of right
conduct, natural science, politics, and many other
things that have nothing to do with one another
(1358a10-15).

Immediately following this statement is an example of such a

commonplace or topos, namely, that concerned with "the more

or less" ( 1358a15 ) . A few lines further, Aristotle

identifies "the special commonplaces which are based on such

t5
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propositions as apply only to particular groups or classes

of things" such as the examples (rÍght conduct, natural

science, êt cetera) listed above (1358a17 ff. ). On the other

hand, "The general commonplaces have no special subject-

matter and therefore wiI I not increase our understanding of

any particular class of things" (I35Ba20). Finally, "we must

distinguish, in dealing with enthymemes, the kinds and the

commonplaces on which they are founded. By kinds I mean the

propositions peculiar to each several class of things, bY

commonplaces those common to all classes aIike" ( I35Ba30 ) .

This passage (as it appears in the earlier, not the

revised) translation is the source of the much-debated

distinctions between particular and general topics, or

between material and formal topics, or between particular

and coûtmon places (see Ryan Chapter 2 and Grimaldi f or a

fu11 discussion of the debate). Without engaging in that

debate, one can nevertheless observe that, whatever they

are, the topoi exist in degrees of generality ( or,

equivalently, specialization) and that they are the stuff

out of which enthymemes are made. Aristotle's further

discussion of topos emphasizes the latter: (1) the topoi are

"embodied" in enthymemes (I395b20); (2) the topoi are the

"elements" of enthymemes (1396b20); (3) "an element is a

commonplace Itopos] embracing a large number of enthymemes"

( 1403al8 ) .

Again, it will be helpful to describe the topoi listed
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in The Rhetoric. First, under the rubric of "arguments

common to all oratory," four topoi are given (1392a5-

1 393a20 ) :

I ) "Greatness and Smallness";
2') "Possible and the Impossible";
3 ) "Past Fact" i
4l "Future Fact".

Second,

1400b35

r09 ) :

the enumeration of twenty-eight valid topoi ( 1397a5-

may be summarized as follows (Lanham Eandlist 107-

Restate your contention in an opposite way.
Redefine a key term.
Use a correlative idea.
Argue a fortiori.
Argue from the past.
Turn an accusation against an accuser.
Define your terms favourably.
Play upon various senses of a word.
Divide your argument into its Iogical parts.
Argue from induction.
Argue from authority.
Argue your contention part by part.
Argue from consequences.
Invert your opponent's arguments.

(1
(2
(3
(4
(s
(6

7

I4

I
9
10
I1
L2

(13

15) Argue from appearance or its opposite-
16) Argue from logical conseguences.
17) Argue that the same results imply the same causes.
18) Argue from the earlier to the later.
I9) Substitute possible for actual motives.
20) Use general motives to argue individual motives.
2I) Argue that the truth of a greater improbability

implies the truth of a lesser.
22) Use an opponent's inaccuracies and self-

contradicition.
23) Refute slander by reviewing the facts-

(24) Prove effect by showing cause.
(25) Argue that failure to use one's best argument

shows trustful innocence.
Q6) Disprove an action by showing it inconsistent with

earlier actions.
(27) Earlier mistakes excuse or explain present ones.
(28) Play on the meanings of names.

Some commentators feel that these twenty-eight topoi
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are the detailed working out of the first four given above

(Corbett). Others feel that they fal1 into three inferential

patterns: antecedent-consequent or cauSe-effect' more-less,

some form of relation (GrimaIdi). More recently, Ryan has

argued convincingly that the topoi are the underlying

structures of the enthymemes (48-49). There seems to be a

consensus that both the first four and the latter twenty-

eight are general topoi and have a formal rather than

material nature. Thus, Grimaldi in his concluding summary

says that the general topics are "forms of inference into

which syllogistic, or enthymematicr rêasoning naturally

falls. As modes of reasoning, they may be used for the

Iparticular topics] of various subjects which specifically

differ..., and when they are applied to the Iparticular

topicsl they effect syllogistic or enthymematic

argumentation" ( Crimaldi 1 86 ) . Others hold that "the

rhetorical topics do not constitute a logical system of

invention" (Ochs 195).

The special (particular, material ) topoi are not listed

in The Rhetoric for obvíous reasons. Aristotle holds that

these topoi belong not to rhetoric but to the other scÍences

(1358a), yet he refers to and uses them constantly- For

example, in his discussion of epideictic oratory (Book f

Chapter 9), he analyzes the objects of praise and blame

(excellence and vice, the noble and the base) by defining

his termsr êstablishing the relations between them (e.9. 
'
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excellence is a noble thing) r determining the parts and the

effects of excellence, listing the kinds of noble acts, and

so on (I366a25 ff. ). Aristotle is using several topics

(definition, relation, division, effect, and so on) to

determine the "aspects of the subject," to set out the

content of the discussion. These topics are drawn from both

the logical and the rhetorical topoi (as I have used these

terms ) ; yet, the topics are not used to argue a point but to

generate the material for possible argument. As Grimaldi

says, "particular topics are concerned with the specific

content and meaning of the subject under discussion. They

enable one to acquire the factual information pertinent to

the matter which in turn permits one to make intelligent

statement upon the subject" (186).

The topoí occupy a central position in Aristotle's

concept of rhetoric as "the faculty of observing in any

givencaSetheavaiIabIemeansofperSuasion''(@

1355b25). Persuasion for Aristotle means argumentation, and

"the modes of persuasion furnished by the spoken word" are

of three kinds: "The first kind depends on the personal

character of the speaker; the second on puttinq the audience

into a certain frame of mind; the third on the proof , ot

apparent proof, provided by the words of the speech itself"

(Rhetoric I356aI-5). These three kinds (of modes or means of

persuasion) are commonly known aS gtho.s, Pethæ' and logos;

and the terms mean both the bases of persuasion (character
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of the speaker, frame of mind of the audience, proof

provided in words ) and the techniques of using these bases

to persuade (Lanham EClg-l_i_st 1969 46 , 7 4 , I07 ) . The topoi

are used to invent both the matter and the form of logosr âs

Grimaldi's analysis (above) corroborates: insofar as

persuasion is logos, it is enthymematic argumentation;

insofar as it is enthymematic argumentation, it is generated

by the topoi (Rhetoric, Book If, Chapters L9-26). But the

relation between topos and the other two modes of persuasion

is equally close. Ethos and pathos are treated in the first

seventeen chapters of the second book of the Rhetoric; the

topoi are enumerated only in the remaining chapters ( 19 to

26) which deal with logos. Yet, the discussion of pathos

uses the topoi to set out the facts about the emotions and

advocates the topoi as ways of appealing to the emotions:

"ft is now plain that when you wish to calm others you must

draw upon these commonplaces" ( 1380b30 ) . SimilarIy' the

discussion of ethos sets forth the nature and types of

"character" by using the topoi and is immediately followed

by a discussion of the four topoi common to aIl oratory
(1392b29). Evidently, the cornerstone of Aristotle's

conception of rhetoric is Iogos, and the topoi are

themselves situated in this cornerstone. At the same time,

logos and, a fortiot:1, topos are also considered not only in

themselves but in rel-ation to ethos and pathos.

Although the organizing principle of The Rhetoric is
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the threefold division of persuasion into ethos, pathos, and

logos, the later fivefold division of rhetoric is immanent.

Book III begins as foIIows: "In making a speech one must

study three points: first, the means of producing

persuasion; second, the style, or language, to be used;

third, the proper arrangement of the various parts of the

speech" (1403b5 ff.). Aristotle goes on to note that the

"means" are three and have already been discussed, that the

"sources" of enthymemes (the topoi) have also been treated'

that he wÍll turn next to style, and that delivery properly

belongs also to the art of rhetoric. Thus, four of the five

traditional divisions of rhetoric--invention' arrangement'

style, delivery--are present; only memory would be added

Iater. The relation between topos and invention has

traditionally been understood exactly as Summarized above '
but the relation between topos and style,though equally

important, has not often been remarked.

The centre-piece of Aristotle's concept of style is

metaphor. Referring the reader to The Poetics for a

definition, Aristotle notes that "metaphor is of great value

both in poetry and prose" because "Iit] gives style

clearness, charm, and distinction as nothing else can: and

it is not a thing whose use can be taught by one man to

another" (1405a5-10). A 1itt1e later, "it is from metaphor

that we can best get hold of something fresh"; "both speech

and reasoning are lively in proportion as they make us seize
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a nev¡ idea promptly"; and "the metaphors must not be fat-

fetched, or they will be difficult to grasp' nor obvious t ot

they will have no effect" (1410aI3-35). The "most taking" or

liveliest metaphor is the kind based on "proportion" (141IaI

and 1411io22). "Liveliness is especially conveyed by

metaphor, and by the further power of surprising the hearer"

(I4I2a18 ) . The most significant aspect of Aristotle's entire

discussion of metaphor in relation to style is that metaphor

is a technique of invention in style: speaking of "how to

devise Iively and takíng sayings," Aristotle says, "Their

actual invention can only come through talent or long

practice; but this treatise may indicate the way it is done.

We may deal with them by enumerating the different kinds of

them" (1410b5-15). In other words, âlthough the invention of

metaphor cannot be táught, the invention of style can' and

the best technique is metaphor (others are similes (actually

a kind of metaphor ) , epigrams, riddles, and proverbs--Book

III, cc. l0-I1). Since metaphor is based on proportion' it

follows that metaphor itself derives from the topos of

analogy. For these reasons, it makes sense to speak of

metaphor as a topos of style, a place in which style is

invented. (See PauI Ricoeur (Ig77) 32'35 and Ryan (1984)

157-72 for a full discussion of the role of metaphor in the

context of a rhetorical notion of sty1e. )

Though Aristotle's centrepiece of style is metaphor, he

also pays due attention to the so-called "classical virtues"
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of the good style: clarity, decorum, PUrity' ornament

( 140 3b5 - I414a29 pg_sslm) . He makes no mention of the three

general kinds of style (grand, middle, plain); but, as the

work of the Roman rhetoricians shows, both the "virtues" and

the "kinds" of style represent additional topoi for its

invention.

In summary, then, this discussion of the Aristotelian

topos shows that: (1) there are four distinct but related

notions of topos - -phys ical, natural, logical , and

rhetorical; (2) with respect to the rhetorical triad--

ethos/logos/pathos--topos is situated in logos because it is

the method of generating arguments; ( 3 ) with respect to the

Iater five parts of rhetoric--invention, arrangement, style'

delivery, and memory--topos is the basis of invention'

chiefly of arguments; (4) nevertheless, invention applies to

style as well as to argument, and one topos of style is

metaphor which, in turn, is understood as an application of

the topos of analogy. Evidently, the role of topos in the

Aristotelian canon is both pervasive and, especially in The

Rhetoric, creative. As Grimaldi has noted (see above), the

topoi have an undertying binary structure which is used

transitively in argument. By Aristotle's own definition, the

most important topos of styIe, metaphor, has the same

struôture: "Metaphor consists in giving the thing a name

that belongs to something else" (Poetics 1457b5 ff.).
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L.2 Roman Topos

To Cicero falls the distinction of articulating the five

parts of classical rhetoric: "aI1 the activity and ability

of the orator fal1s into five divisions,....he must first

hit. upon what to say Iinventíon]; then manage and marshall

his discoveries, not merely in orderly fashion, but with a

discriminating eye for the exact weight as it were of each

argument I arrangement ] ; next go on to array them in the

adornments of style; after that keep them guarded in his

memory; and in the end deliver them with effect and charm"

( Oe Oratore , Í, xxxi ,I42-3 ) . Cicero's contributions to the

notion of topos, however, indicate the beginnings of a long

history of interpretation, amendment, and, generally

speaking, playful use of that concept.

In the first instance, Cicero's Iist of sixteen basic

topoi is clearly Iocated in invention: "three things are

necessary to the discovery of arguments' first' acuteness'

secondly theory, or art, . . . , thirdly painstaking" (O."

Oratore, II, xxxv ,147; see also Topica.' ii r 6 ) - More

significantly, Cicero's list freely combines topics drawn

from Aristotle's logical topoi with topics drawn from his

rhetorical topoi:
( f ) definition
1,2) partition

3 ) etymology
4 ) conjugates
5 ) genus
6 ) species
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7
B

9

similarity or analogy
dif ference
contraries
adjuncts
antecedents
consequents
contradictions
efficient cause
effects
comparison

10
11
T2
13
L4
15
16

(Dç_lrelere II, xxxix,L62-xL,L7 4; Topica ii'9-iv'33) .

The list contains arguments from definition (a predicable),

from simiLarity (which, since it is based on quality' is a

predicament), and from antecedent to conseguent (a "proper"

rhetorical topic). This characteristic of the topoi, namely,

their flexibility in the hands of successive rhetors, wiII

appear again and again. Although such flexibility may be

viewed negatively, it may equally well be argued that the

flexibility of the concept of topos constitutes its second

most important characteristic, the first being of course its

function as a method of invention.

Secondly, Cicero in fact toys with the intension as

well as the extension of the concept of topos. Defining a

topic as "the region of an argument, " Cicero emphasizes a

theory of stasis within which the topics find their

application (see Topica xxir79-86 and De Oratore II,

xxv,105-113). of course, the concept of stasis is much older

than Cicero: "In Pre-Aristotelian Greek thought' in

Aristotle's physical philosophy and in the metaphysical

rhetoric of Post-Aristotelian Peripatetics of the Third

Century before Christ, Istasis] was the rest, pause, halt,
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or standing sti11, which inevitably occurs between opposite

as we1l as between contrary 'moves 
' or motions" (Dieter

369). The fullest discussion of this theory is found in

Quintilian and will be dealt with below, but its relation to

topos may profitably be described here. Stasis represents a

specialization of the topoi to the subject of jurisprudence.

All the topics become applied rather than 9[eneral, and,

though the Roman rhetors constantly assert that they are

dealing with rhetoric not just forensic rhetor:-c, the net

result is a significant shift in rhetoric toward

specialization. In a word, stasis represents a diminishment

of the range of Greek topoi at the hands of the Romans.

The question in legaI issues, saYS Quintilian, is

either definite ( special , hypothetical ) or indef inite

(general, theoretical), and the former (should George marry

the rich widow? ) presupposes the latter ( should man

marry? ) . Every question has an "essential basis on which it

rests" (Institutio Oratoria IfI, vi,I); this essential basis

is what the Greeks call stasis (III, vir3: other terms are

constitution, issue, and even question). Stasis "resideIs]

in that which I would say' if I were confined to a single

argument" (III, vi,10); it is the "most important point on

which the whole matter Iargument, question] turns" (21).

After a lengthy review of others ' views, sub-divisions, and

opinions of stasis, Quíntilian follows Cicero by concluding

that stasis in itsetf is either conjectural (whether a thing
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is), definitive (what a thing is), or qualitative (what kind

of thing it is) (80). In that review, Quintilian makes an

interestj-ng observation about the relation between stasis

and topos. We might note that alÌ three types of stases look

suspiciously like Aristotle's categories (predicaments) and

that one of them, definition, is also a predicable--but not

Quintilian: stases are not "sufficiently determined" by the

categories; only the first four categories "concern" stases;

the remaining are "topics for argument"; and there are

topics not covered by the categories (24-28\. If !\7e recall

that the predicaments (categories) and the predicables are

classes of predicates considered as signifieds and

signifiers, if we recall Dieter's notion of stasis as a rest

between oppositions, then Quintilian's stance is clear: a

stasis is a point of disagreement about a signified (if the

question is hypothetical) or a signifier (if the question is

theoretical ) ; in either case, stasis questions the

applicability of a signifier to another signifier or to

another signified. It is itself a point of binary opposition

(i.e., an issue to which a topos might apply) and sets in

motion a series of applications of topoi. Does the signifier

"marry" apply to the signifier "man" (or to the signifieds

"George" and "widow")? Yes, or flor and why? rn the course of

answering "h/hy"' the topoi are used to construct the

arguments (see Institutio V, x' and Cicero s Topiga xxi'79).

Thus, in Book III, vii, Quintilian takes up the question of



is chiefly quality (III, vii,28).

For the sake of completeness, Quintilian's summary

of the topoi or "places of arguments" follows:

IA]rguments are drawn from personsf causes' place
and time (which latter \^7e have divided into
precedirg, contempor ary, and subsequent ) , from
iesources (under whích we include instruments),
from manner (tnat is, how a thing has been done)'
from definition, genus, species, difference,
property, elimination, division, beginnings,
increase¡ consummation, likes, unlikes,
contradictions ' consequents , efficients , effects 'results, and comparison, which is subdivided into
several species ( Institutiq lQra'qe5Þr V r x,94) .

The change that results from locating topos within

stasis rather than within logos is not of great consequence

for either Cicero or Quintilian. The structure of their

treatises leaves no doubt that the correct order of thinking

about composition (oral and written) is stasis / invention /

topo s

xli,177

(oe Oratore ff, xxivrgg - xxvirIl3 and xxxix,!62-

"praise and bIame"

construct arguments

cities, and so orl r

from the topoi.

topos, and the

opportunity to
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(panegyrics) by using the topics to

of either praise or blame of gods' men'

noting that the type of stasis involved

reverse direction easily offers him the

put forward metaphor as a major topos of

VI ) . But the relocation of topos in stas j-s

instance, that the consideration of style is

; T_opica., xxi , 79 - xxv ,96'; f nstitutio OrglqlÞ, I If -

Aristotle's order is logos

suggests, for

now separated

/ invention /

style (logos considered as word). For the Roman rhetors, the

reverse movement leads from topos to "rest, pause, halt' or
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standing still" (stasis) rather than to word (1ogos)' Both

Cicero and Quintilian echo Aristotle on the rhetorical

function and priority of metaphor in style (De Oratgre III'

xxxviíi ,1 55 - xI ii, 168; Institutio oratoria vIII, vi and

IX), but cicero pointedly notes that "there is no need for

me to give you a lecture on the method of inventing these

Imetaphors] or their classification" (III, xxxviii' 156 )'

Nevertheless, a method of inventing metaphors is asSumed,

whereas for Aristotle metaphor is a method of invention of

style (and metaphor's invention cannot itself be taught).

The method of inventing metaphors that Cicero assumes is

evidently a classification of metaphors, for he has already

split metaphor proper from "metaphors" such as metonymy and

synecdoche (calling the latter figures) and he wilÌ later

classify figures of two kinds, thought and speech (tII'

lii,2o0 - 1iv,2o8). The figures of thought include some of

the most important topoi (comparíson, opposites ) and even

syllogism and example. Quintilian, similarly, offers an

extensive classification, using a distinction between tropes

(including metaphor, metonymyr and synecdoche) and figures

(of speech and of thought) as a basis. In both Roman

authors, topos's role in the invention of style moves away

from the creative (the method of metaphor whose invention

cannot be taught) to the static (tLre method of inventing

tropes and figures via classíficatory lists)'

Classification (or codification) is of course the great
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Roman virtue (or vice), and the extensive lists of tropes

and figures are the places where style may be invented. Even

the three kinds of style, introduced by Cicero and linked to

the means of persuasion by Quintilian, RâY be considered aS

topoi of style. According to cicero, "the full and yet

rounded style of oratory, the plain style that is not devoid

of vigor and force, and the style that combines elements of

each class and whose merit is to steer the middle course"

all have,'a certain charm of colouri.g, not as surface

varnish but as permeating their arterial systems" (De

Oratore III, 1ii,199). Quintilian restates Aristotle's

logos, pathos, and ethos as the three aims of the orator--to

instruct, move, and charm (Institutio Oratoria III, xiv,2)--

and links them to the three styles--plain for instructitg,

grand for moving, middte for charming (xrrt xt58-59). But

the three styles are defined on the basis of the kind and

freguency of the tropes and figures used, and the full Roman

concept of stylistic invention emerges: from aims, to

styles, to tropes and figures.

In summary, then, the contribution of the Roman rhetors

to the notion of topos is three-fold:

(t) by locating topos in invention, first, and in stasis,

second, the Romans emphasize the special rather than the

general nature of the toPoi;

(2) the same relocation suggests (by

stasis ) a change in the role of topos

a

in

play on the word

the invention of
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style from the dynamic to the static effected by the Roman

penchant for classification;
( 3 ) the figures include most of the basic topoi.
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I.3 lvledieval Topos

The classical notion of topos is therefore neither precisely

defined, nor clearly separated from notions of proof and

debate, nor extensionally determined. Rather, almost any

formal or thematic viewpoint, logical or psychological

tactic of disputation, objective fact or fictional image'

concrete example or conventional code "ry, under certain

socio-cultural conditions, attain the rank of a topos"

(Bornscheuer, "Zehn Thesen zur Ambivalenz der Rhetorik,"

L977, 208¡ my translation). Nevertheless, Bornscheuer goes

on to note four functional characteristics of the topos: it

is grounded in g4qgëq Igeneral opiníon]; it is potential

I widely interpretable and appl icable] ; it is intentiona,l

Idirected at argumentation]; it is symbolic Ifundamental to

a culturally determined communication systeml (ZO8'210).

Given such a flexible and ambivalent notion, it is

no wonder that the medieval world (which did not have access

to all relevant classical documents) seems to neglect topos

except in the most obvious sense. It is neither possible nor

necessary to trace here the causes and course of rhetoric in

the middle ages; but Murphy's generalized conclusions to his

study may be quoted by way of summary: (I) "medieval

theorists did indeed make pragmatic adaptations of ancient

materials to shape special genres Iars diçtaminis' ars

praedicandi, ars gramr,natica--which includes , f or example '
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the subgenre ars poetriae ] for their own purposes"; (2)

"Iu]nderlying every medieval rhetorical treatise, whatever

its genre, is the assumption that the communication process

can be analyzed, its principles extracted, and methods of

procedure written down to be used by others. This

Ipreceptive nature] is the essence of rhetoric" (L974 362-

3).

Three examples will illustrate the role of topos in the

middle ages: Augustine's subordination of rhetoric to truth'

Geoffrey of Vinsauf's concept of style, and Dante's search

for the ideal vernacular. Whereas alI demonstrate that topos

as such has a restricted role in medieval rhetoric, none is

as unequivocal on this point as Saint Augustine's O-n

Christian Doctrine (c. 400' translation by D. W. Robertson'

Jr.,1958). Since "the art of rhetoric" can be used to urge

both truths and falsehoods, it might as well be used in the

service of truth (Book Four' II'3). But truth is synonymous

with the teachings of the Scriptures (IV,6) and Cicero's

"eloquence without wisdom profits no one" is best

understood as referring to the Scriptures (Vr7). The

Scriptures, however, have an eloquence aIl their own'

namely, "a kind of eloquence fitting for men most worthy of

the highest authority and clearly inspired by God" (VI'9).

The model for our eloguence, therefore, is the eloguence

found in the Scriptures, not the eloquence which happens to

be held in common with "pagan orators and poets" (VIr10).
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Examples from the Scriptures are adduced (VrI'LL-2L)¡ all of

them show that eloquence is not amiss if subjugated to

Christian teaching. At the same time, the prime

consideration is not eloquence but clarity of teaching

(fX,23). For example, even Cicero gave first place to the

function of eloguence to teach, second to its function to

please, and third to its function to move (xfr,27). However,

because knowledge of the truth (obtained by teaching) does

not always result in proper (Christian) actíons (beliefs and

deeds), the other functions of eloquence may be used to

persuade the listener (XII T,29) . The three styles,

therefore, are understood and applied in the same manner:

the subdued style is used for teaching to persuade the

learner directly of the truth; the moderate style is used to

please the hearer, to hold his interest if necessary; the

grand style to move him to proper action if he is not

already so moved by knowledge (XXv'55). All three styles are

appropriate for persuasion to the truth of Christian

doctrine.

Nothing, it seems, could be clearer than this: as

Murphy notes, Book Four of On ChTistian Doqtrine is "the

first manual of Christian rhetoric" (1974 5B), and the

phrase itsetf specifies exactly what has happened to the

classical tradition. Augustine's open adoption of rhetoric

as a tool in the service of a doctrine is of course part of

the massive conflict between paganism and Christianity in
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which rhetoric h/as seen as one of the pagan "captive women"

(St. Jerome) or as "Egyptian gold" (Robertson). From the

perspective of this study, the possibility of invention
(ergo, the creative role of topos) is therefore severely

restricted. God, we might sâlr has invented the truth; man s

role is simply to teach it. And Augustine's treatise is

itself the best example of the literary quality of the

writing that results from such a prescription.

An entirely different applied and prescriptive rhetoric

is found in Geoffrey of Vinsauf's Poetria Nova (c. 1208-

L2L4, translatj-on by Jane Baltzell Kopp, in Murphy 1971).

The difference is that rhetoric is applied to literary

composition rather than Christian doctrine; the similarity

is that the topoi are absent in the rules of composition

that are treated. But this similarity is only apparent:

Geoffrey's ohrn style shows that the figures of classical

rhetoric are the topoi of invention of his styIe. It is

commonly agreed that a major difference between Geoffrey and

his sources (chiefly Cicero and Quintilian) is that he is

speaking entirely of written composition and they speak

almost entirely of oratory. An equally important difference

is that Geoffrey is concerned with and demonstrates the

invention of style, whereas the Roman rhetors were concerned

with the invention of arguments for debate. Geoffrey thus

exemplifies and amplifies that contention of Aristotle and

to a lesser extent of the Romans, that style too could be
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invented.

A brief description of Geoffrey's work will indicate

three of its outstanding features. The Poetria Nova begins

with a dedication to Pope fnnocent III (vv. I-42), followed

by an introduction (43-86) in which all but one of the five

divisions (i.e.' invention, arrangement, style, and

delivery) of rhetoric are briefly considered in the context

of poetic composition. Then, in order, Geoffrey takes up

arrangement (87-202), style ( 203-1973), memory (L97 4-2035),

and delivery (2036-65), closing finally with an epilogue

(2065-zlrf6). Inventíon and the topoi, except for a brief'

allusive treatment ín the introduction' are not discussed at

all; and the great majority of the treatise is devoted to

style (see Ernest Gallo I971 Appendix II for a fuIler

outline, and Murphy I974 170-3 for a summary).

Invention, furthermore, is the tenor of a metaphor

whose vehicle is housebuilding: to build a house' one needs

a plan, measurements, steps to follow, all developed by "the

mind's inner compass," and assembled in its "stronghold."

Only then can "Poetry come to clothe your material with

words." That is, the matter and the form of the poem are

built in the mind like a house, then the house becomes a

person whom poetry clothes in language. The house-building

metaphor is traditional (Quintilian, for example' uses it to

introduce his discussion of arrangement) r âS is the clothing

metaphor (Cicero uses it in his description of the parts of
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rhetoric). As will become apparent in the sequel, Geoffrey's

concern is almost entirely with the invention of this dress.

First, the treatment of style consists of over

seventeen hundred lines divided up as follows: amplification

and abbreviation (540 lines), the ornaments or figures (800

lines), conversions (250 Iines), and a miscellaneous section

(120 lines). In fact, the whole section is dominated by a

study of the figures: amplification proceeds by q¡ay of the

figures of repetition, periphrasis, apostrophe,
prosopopoeia, and digressionr âs well as by the use of topoi

such as comparison, and opposition. The figures treated are

the tropes (ornatus qravig) and the figures of diction and

of thought (ornatus levis). Conversion treats of ways of

changing chiefly verbs ínto nouns.

Secondly, Geoffrey tends to use the figure treated in

his discussion of that figure. "fn order, then, that your

theme may assume a rich costume, if the expression be old'

be a physician and make the o1d veteran a new manr" he says'

and launches into a discussion of transferatio (metaphor)

(Murphy 1971 60). Or, "Give hyperbole its head, but do not

allow the speech to gallop ahtay out of hand: let reason rein

it in" (70). Or, again, "With that same figure of speech

Ii.e., synecdoche], your Gion, will be assessed for your

various attributes: muddy and c1ear, narrow and broad,

bitter and savoury" (70-7f). Examples may be multiplied

almost endlessly: using amplification he discusses the
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techniques used in amplifying; a passage on prospopoeia

begins with "Come, Prosopopoeia, fifth helpmeet in extending

the journey." Today we would call this technique self-

referential or self -reflexive.
Thirdly, two recognizable topoi appear openly in the

section on amplification: comparison and opposition.

Comparison may be either "covert" or "open": the former is

indicated by the signs "more than," "less than," and "just

as"; the latter comes "disguis€d," "there is difference yet

similarity," and, not surprisingly, it is illustrated by

metaphors (42-43). Opposition allows "any statement you

please Ito be] dressed in a two-fold form": "One sets out

the thing proposed and the other denies the reverse of it"
(57 ) . His example is youth,/not-age.

There are, then, places. where style can be invented.

These places are discussed, i1 lustrated, and most

ímportantly used by Geoffrey of Vinsauf writíng a poem about

how to write a poem. His sources have been demonstrated to

be Roman (Cicero, Quintilian, Horac€)r but his method is

uniguely his own. That method consists in inventing a style

suited to his subject by using the topoi of style' namely

the figures. Such a reflexive work strikes one as entirely

contenporary and utterly astonishing for the early

thirteenth century. A hundred years later, Dante's search

for the vernacular has the same feel of the present.

De Vulgari..Eloquentig r vrritten in 1304-1306 '
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introduces a new topos of style--the language of the people.

A similar interest in the native tongue will occur in

England in the late sixteenth century, but Dante's study is

"the first piece of scientific Iiterary criticism in the

modern wor1d, and the first serious treatment of the

literary use of a vernacular" (Purcell, Introduction, Dante:

Literature in the Vernacular (De Vulgari Eloquentia) 1981

7). Eloquentia (eloquence) is the traditional term for

rhetoric (Cicero--"The pen is the best and most eminent

author and teacher of eloquence, " D_s Oratore I' xxxiii r l50 ) '
and Dante's text is perhaps best understood in the

traditional rhetorical context as it applies to writing

poetry. His subject is "the theory of the correct usage in

the vernacular" (rri). once he has discovered this

vernacular, he wiIl go on "to formulate our teaching on

eloquence in the vernacular" in terms of "those whom \^te

think worthy to use it, and for what subjects, and in what

fashion, and where, and when, and for what audience"

(Irxix). Altogether, Dante's text represents a considerable

reduction of traditional rhetoric, however, and except in

one respect introduces nothing new.

Dante's search begins with a review of a humanistic

theory of language (I,i-ix). Language is a gift of God to

man for the intercommunication of thoughts. The first word

spoken by man was obviously an equivalent of "Godr " spoken

in paradise, and the first language was obviously Hebrew.
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Different languages originated in the third 'rfal1," the fall

into a profusion of tongues remarked in the story of the

Tower of Babel. The languages of Europe still bear signs of

a common origin, as do the dialects of ItaIy. Grammar'

invented to move us slow1y back to that original unity of

language, seeks to overcome the natural variety and change

in languages as they are actually spoken. A brief survey of

Italian dialects ( x ) introduces a "hunt for the most

excellent and agreeable of them" (xi), but none of the

dialects is the "illustrious vernacular" he is seeking

(xiv). Indeed, "the panther Ihe is] trackingr -.. whose

scent is in every city, and its den is in none" is an ideal:

"... it is an illustrious' cardinal, courtly, and curial

vernacular in ftaIy, which belongs to every city in Italy

and is not seen to be the property of any one ' by and

against which the vernaculars of alI Italian towns are

measured and weighed and compared" (xvi). The four virtues

of this vernacular are described (xvii-xíx), and the search

is over.

Dante's vernacular is therefore a standard of

excellence in the language of the people of ltaly. It is not

a grammar; nor is it, a particular dialect; it is "the

Ianguage used by the famous masters who have written poetry

in the vulgar tongue in ftaly." What this standard

comprises is made clear in Book I r : only the "most

excellent" poets should use this vernacular (II'i); only the
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"most important" subjects (security, love, virtue) should be

treated in it (ii--here Dante gives several examples,

including himself but referred to as a "friend" ) ; the proper

form for the vernacular is the canzoni because only in it

"is the whole art Iof poetry] comprehended" (iii). The

canzoni is analyzed with respect to style (the vernacular

has three styles, of which the tragic is the highest, iv),

line (the hendecasyllabic is best, his own poetry is again

given as an example, v\ , "construction" (apparently' syntax,

and his own poetry is an example, vi), diction (the best

words are the " combed" and the "haitY" , vii ) , and

definition ( "an assembly of equal stanzas without refrain in

the tragic style, on one subject t oE on the same theme, ot

displaying unity of thought," viii). The remaining sections

(ix-xiv) treat some of the earlier subjects in further

technicality; the treatise breaks off a few lines into the

fourteenth section.

fncomplete though it is, De Vulgari Eilgquentia is an

application of traditional rhetoric to poetic composition:

invention yields three general places where subjects may be

found; arrangement provides the form of the canzoni; style

is treated in three levels and in specifically poetic terms.

The new thing is the language, the vernacular, to which the

traditional rules of grammar and rhetoric are applied. And

Dante nearly misses specifiying the contribution of the

vernacular: "there is no greater adornment than the
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illustrious vernaculãî," he says (II'i); a few lines later'

he speaks of the poet's "mixIing his work] with his own

roughness"; and when he speaks of diction, he claims that

"the combed and the hairy lwords] are the noblest and belong

to the illustrious vernacular" (II,vii). As might be

expected, then, the vernacular contributes a controlled

roughness of diction. It is a generalized place where the

poet can find words both smooth and rough with which to

adorn his Ianguage.

As the end of the middl e ages approaches , Lhe

significance of the notion of topos for literature might be

characterlzed by three words: logos, stasis, l9xis (style)-

Of these three, Iexis has emerged as the most important-

Poetry and rhetoric have intersected from the beginning in

Iexis: Aristotle's treatment of rhetorical style refers the

reader to his Poetics; his discussion of style in the

Poetics notes that "the element of thought" (one of his six

parts of poetry) belongs properly to rhetoric (Poelics'

1450b6 and 1456a35). Cicero's Antonius remarks that the

orator needs, among other things, "a diction almost poetic"

(De Oratore, I, xxviii,l28)ì Quintilian holds that, although

rhetoric is chiefly a practical art, it draws on the

theoretical and the productive (poetic) arts as well

( Institutio Oratoria, II,xviii ) . Horace's well-known

adoption of the aims of rhetoric for the aims of poetry'

"The aim of the poet is either to benefit t ot to amuse r oË
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to make his words at once please and give lessons of life"
("Art of Poetry" 73), is followed by de Vinsauf's and

Dante's applications of rhetoric to poetic composition. Yet,

important as this traditiona 1 intersection is , the

difference between rhetoric and poetry remains sharp:

rhetoric is to pistis (persuasion) as poetry is to mimesis

(imitation), and lexis pulled in two directions.

It is in the direction of rhetoric that the literary

function of topos as a place to invent style appears. For

Aristotle the major topos of style is metaphor; for Cicero'

Ouintilian, and de Vinsauf, the topoi of style are the

figures, for Dante, add the vernacular. In addition to this

literary function, topos retains its wider rhetorical

purpose, and the inventj-on of style theref ore always

presupposes considerations of ethos, pathos, and logos t ot

of the other divisions of rhetoric (invention of argument'

arrangement) t ot of the kinds of rhetoric (deliberative,

forensic, epideictic). The topoi of style, in short, are

becoming (by synecdoche) a rhetoric of poetry.

The pervasive function of topos in medieval literature

is amply documented by Curtius (f953). A list of topoi he

considers includes: ( I ) topoi suitable for exordia: affected

modesty (83), novelty (85), dedication (86), knowledge

dictates teaching ( 87 ), shun idleness ( 88 ) i (2 ) topoi

suitable for conclusions: abruptness (89), day is done (90);

(3) other general topoi: invocation of nature (g2), the
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world upside down (94), age in youth (94,98); (4) topoi of

style: Chapter J , "lvletaphorics" (128-44; but Curtius does

not consider the figures as topoi of style); (5) topoi of

panegyric: sapientia et fortitudo (L74), beauty, nobility,

and manliness (180), inexpressibility (159), outdoing (162);

(6) topoi of person and thing: specifically, place and Lime,

derived from the topics of Quintilian and applied to the

description of landscape (193-4).

But more important than this documentation is Curtius's

insight into the deeper significance of the topoi. Using the

topos "age in youth" as his example, Curtius notes that it

appeared first in late antiquity: "the genesis of new topoi"

is therefore a measure of literary change (82). A particular

variant of this topos, "the old-youngt !.tomanr" appears, f alls

into mannerism, reappears in a rejuvenated form, and so onr

from late antiquity onward: "This is only comprehensible by

the fact that it is rooted in the deeper strata of the soul.

ft belongs to the stock of archaic proto-images in the

collective unconscious" (105; this topos is the subject of

Chapter 6, "The Goddess Natura"). Finally, Curtius's own

willingness to find new topoi or to consider o1d topoi in

nehr ways simply asserts once more the ubiquity of the

concept.
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L.4 Renaissance Topos

That the topoi of style are a rhetoric of English poetry

becomes fuIIy apparent in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries. UsualIy such a statement would be understood to

refer to the negative influence of Ramus (who removed

invention and disposition from rhetoric and left it chiefly

style); but it may equally well be understood positively.

That is, the stylistic manuals of the Renaissance in England

constitute a remarkably fuIl-f ledged rhetoric in the

classical sense precisely because they provide a list of

places where style is invented. "Languag€," says Jonson'

"most shows a man"'and, though he is speaking here of

oratory and not poetry, the statement is amplified in his

remarks on both writing and poetry (Timber L26). The point

is that in his style the writer reveals also his thought'

and so style includes in itself the whole of rhetoric. Thís

synecdochic view of the stylistic rhetorics is over-looked

by today's readers; it is unlikely that it was over-looked

by the Renaissance reader, and certainly not by the authors

of these manuals. In the words of Brian Vickers: "Mind,

knowledge, truth; action, power, conviction: eloc-ulio

I style ] provided the passage from potentia I ity to

realization, via the control of language and the force of

feeling" ( 198I; L29) .

The first rhetoric to be printed in the English
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Ianguage is Leonard Cox's

(c. 1530). fnvention, says Cox, "is comprehended ín certain

placys r " that is, in kinds of orations: logical '
demonstrative, deliberative, and judicial (44). These kinds

of orations are also called causes, and the more limited

notion of place appears in his discussion of each type.

Thus, the logical places are definition, causes, parts, and

effects (45); the demonstrative places are of three general

kinds ( of persons , af deeds, of concepts ) , each of which has

the usual parts (of orations), each part of which has its

particular places (49-66); and so orrr for the remaining two

kinds of orations. Cox concludes his incomplete rhetoric

with a graceful apology for treating only invention, for the

elementary nature of his book, and for his "rude" style (87-

88 ) .

The manual that points the way was written in Latin by

the f riend of Sir Thomas More. Erasmus's Dr__çgBla ( 1534 )

asserts that copia (tne abundant style) has two parts,

abundance of expression and abundance of subject ( 300-30I ) .

The former treats the figures and tropes as methods of

introducing variety (307-48) and presents a famous example,

two hundred variations on "Alwaysr âs long as I shall live,

r shalt remember you ISir Thomas More]" (354-65). The latter

treats eleven methods of generating matter, including

"proof s and argiuments " which, in turn, includes the

invention of arguments from places such as description,
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definition, and deduction (each again subdivided further)
( 605-606 ) . Two points about De Copia deserve special

mention: first, the clear assertion that style includes

matter as well as manner; second, the book's several

variants and its long history as a standard school-text in

the early sixteenth century in England (Vickers I981 118-

f19). In other words, the Renaissance view of style is

verborum et rerum, from the beginning.

If Cox's rhetoric is the first in English, Wilson's The

Arte of Rhetorigue (1553) is the first complete rhetoric in

English. In his preface, WiIson expresses what was later to

become the typical English humanist attitude to Jerome's

"captive h¡oman": "Eloquence, first geuen by God, after loste

by man, and laste repayred by God agayne" (9). Rhetoric

becomes the means by which God's redemption of fallen man is

effected (10); and a man s ability to be eloquent places him

potentially above other men and nearer to God (11). of

course, Wilson vJas "a Iawyer as weII as a militant

Protestant" (fntroduction ix) and not a poet; but the

twenty-year popularity of his book as a school text makes it

easily the best measure of the Renaissance attitude to the

topoi.
First, WiIson's concept of topos is inherent in his

concept of rhetorj-c, "an art to set furthe by utterance of

wordes, matter at 1arge" (13). Second, the topoi themselves

are situated in their traditional place, invention, one of
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the five parts of rhetoric, alI of which !Íilson treats: "The

finding out of apte matter, called otherwise Invention, is a

searching out of thynges truer or thynges likely, the which

maie reasonably sette furth a matter, and make it appear

probable" (18). Third, the concept of topos is complex and

multivalent: the "places of Logique" are basic to everything

(I8). (Interestingly enough, though Wilson uses the phrase,

his notion of the concept is extremely confused. His

Rhetorique at one point lists six places of logic (see

below), but in his treatment of invention in The Rule of

Reason (1553) he lists twenty-four places which include

these six and most of the predicables and predicaments

listed earlier under his treatment of judgement. ) There are

also "three kyndes of causes or orations which serve for

every matter" (23)¡ and each such kind has its places. For

example, the demonstrative oration (24-43), whose "cause" is
praise or dispraise, may be of person, thingr or deed: the

places of person are bef ore his lif e (reaIm, shire, to\dn,

parents, ancestors) (241, during hj-s life (birth, childhood,

youth, maturity, old agê, death) (25)., and after his Iife
(no places are given). The places of deed are either places

of confirmation (honesty, possibility, ease, difficulty,

impossibility ) or places of circumstance (who, what, !'rhere,

with what help, whyrhow, when) (31); and the places of thing

are either places of confirmation (honesty, profitability,

ease, difficulty) or places of logic (definition, causes,
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parts, effects, things adjoining, contraries) (37). Fourth'

" r,r/hereas f nvencion, helpeth to f inde matter, and

Disposicion serveth to place argumentes: Elocucion getteth

wordes to set furthe invencion, & with suche beautie

commendeth the matter, that reason semeth to be clad in

purple, walkyng afore, bothe bare and naked" (I821-

Thus is style ranked next to invention, not subjugated

as a topos but admitted as the necessary and royal dress of

the naked truth. Vùilson's further treatment of style is fuI1

and traditional: its four virtues are Englished as

plainness, aptness, composition, and exornation ( 183-191 ) ;

he discusses the three kinds of style in relation to

exornation (191); and he offers a complete catalogue of

tropes, schemes, and colours, all under the head of figures

of exornation (191-2341. Wilson's view of these figures is

signalled in his introductory remarks: speaking of the

colours of rhetoric, he says they are generated "by

diversity of invention" (L921. The ensuing catalogue

functions rather obviously as a set of places where all the

figures may be found, just as it did for Wilson s most

important source, Cicero, and contains many of the classical

topoi (notably "propositio, " "distributio, " "exemplum, ". and

"contentio" 200 ff. ). Some figures' for example

amplification (treated earlier, L39-77), are directly based

on topoi such as the greater and the lesser (144). Finally'

Wilson adds an index to the whole book, "A Table to fynde
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out such matter as is conteined in this Booke" (251): but

matter, in rhetorical terms, is found in the places, and the

alphabetical listing provides the reader with a quick

reference to figures, that is, to the topoi of style.

Wilson's underlying trope, in other words, reveals clearly

the Renaissance s whole-hearted adoption of the Ciceronian

concept that "eloquence is one. " At the core of eloguence

Iies styIe, and style (through its topoi, its figures)

contains the whole of classical rhetoric.

In the context of the Renaissance concept of style as

the core of rhetoric, Peter Ramus plays a contradictory

role. By Iocating invention and disposition (arrangement) in

logic and teaving rhetoric only style, Ramus impoverishes

the sense that style is the synecdochic core of the whole of

classical rhetoric at the same time as he strengthens the

identification between rhetoric and style. fn particular'

since Ramus's invention (a list of ten distictly Iogical

topoi) and disposition (a theory of the proposition' the

syllogism, and the "method" ) belong ql¡¿ to logic, it would

seem that the logical topoi and argumentation are forever

Iost to rhetoric. In fact, this does not happen, f.ot several

reasons. First, the "method" is a rhetorical, not logical,

technique; secondly, Ramistic rhetoricians use the logical

topoi as a basis for their classification of the figures;

thirdly, the near-circularity an.d obvious self -

referentiality of Ramistic logic fuels the Renaissance
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delight in paradox, so manifest in the poetry of the period.

Far from being lost to rhetoric, the logical topics continue

to be basic to rhetoric; far from being divorced from

rhetoric, logic continues to be an indispensible adjunct to

rhetoric (and, therefore, to poetics).

It is generally agreed that Ramism in England centered

at Cambridge where it was known by the early 1570's

(Catherine M. Dunn, €d., The Logike of Peter Ramus (trans.

Roland Macllmaine L57 4) 1969 , Introduction ) and expounded

from the mid-1570's onward (Harold Wilson and Clarence

Forbes, eds. , Gabriel Harvey's Ciceronianus l-945,

fntroduction; Wilbur Howell 1956, Chapter 4). On the method,

both the first translator of Ramistic logic and the first

teacher of Ramistic rhetoric \^¡ax equally eloquent.

Macllmaine calls it "the only methode which Aristotle did

obserue" (Logike 55); Harvey calls it "the resplendent glory

of Method" (Ciceronianus 91). In essence, the method is a

principle of organizing propositions in an argument:

The methode is a disposition by the which amonge
many propositions of one sorte, and by their
disposition knowen, that thing which is absolutely
most cleare is first placed, and secondly that
which is next: and therefore it contynually
procedethe from the most generall to the speciall
and singuler (Logike 54).

This is followed by examples from the arts (the organization

of grammar), poetry (virgil)' oratory (Cicero), and history
(Livy). Macllmaine admits that "the poetes, orators & all

sort of writers how soeuer they purpose to teach there
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auditor, doo alwayes follow this order of methode, âlthough

they do not euery where insist therein" (56). He concludes

the Logike with a brief and negatíve díscussion of "the

craftie and secrete methode," clearly meaning by it

rhetorical persuasion (this method is used to deceive, is

fu11 of digressions, inverts the order of antecedents and

consequents, and so on ) ( 58 ) .

What is suppressed in Macllmaine's Ramus is that the

method consists actually of a dichotomy: the natural method

and the prudential method--"as if the natural method were

the arrangement for science, and the prudential method were

the arrangement for opinion" (Ramus Dialectique I555' quoted

in HoweIl 1956 164). Opinion, of course, is the domain of

rhetoric, and the method for rhetoric is to "arrange them

I ideas ] according to their degree of conspicuousness in the

consciousness of the inexpert Iistener or reader" (160):

things are given precedence, not altogether and
absolutely in terms of their being most
conspicuous, but in terms of their being still the
most convenient for him whom we must instruct, and
of their being most amenable for inducing and

' leading him whither we purpose (163).

Finally, Ramus notes that the whole of rhetoric (that is,

style ) " serve I s ] no other purpose than to lead this

vexatious and mulish auditor, who is postulated to us by

this Ii.e., the prudential] method" (164). From here, it is

but a step to the observation that even the more severe

natural method postulates a particular auditor, namely, one

who will be persuaded by an arrangement of propositions
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proceeding from the most general to the most particurar. rn

shortr âs ong has pointed out, the method is rhetoricar not

Iogical (f958 230).

secondry, regarding the topoi (a word neither Ramus nor

Macrlmaine usesr pr€ferring "argrument"), the Logike in
effect provides ten places of invention: cause, effect,
subject, adjoint, opposites, comparison, etymology,
distribution, def inition, and material evidence (p_u=*). rt
wilr be immediately apparent that these places are very
closely related to the logical topoi of Aristotre and alr
those who forlowed him (see Howerr r956 r56-7 ). More

interesting, from the point of view of the Renaissance

emphasis on style, is the fact that these topoi provide the

basis for a Ramistic classification of the figures. This is
clearly seen in Dudrey Fenner's The Artes of Logike an-d

Rhetorike (1584). Fenner's is the first translation into
English of Ramistic rhetoric and he classifies the four
basic tropes according to whether they invorve comparison
( metaphor ) or not ( synecdoche r rn€tonymy, irony ) ; next,
whether they invorve division (synecdoche) or not (metonymy

and irony) (169-170). (see arso sister Miriam Joseph Í19471

L962 35-36 315-328.) An application of Ramistic rhetoric to
poetry, Abraham Fraunce's The Arcadian Rhetorike (1588),

uses exactly the same classification. Fraunce introduces the

terms "congruity" and "bravery" for grammar and the theory

of figures, respectively, and consistentry cites sidney as
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one of his major examples. Both Fenner and Fraunce include

in their rhetorics a treatment of prosody (under the head of

figures), the first time this aspect of poetics is found in
English manuals of rhetoric.

Thirdly, though the Renaissance fascination with
paradox i s we I 1-known ( Rosemary CoI ie , Paradoxia Epidem.ia

1966), its relation to Ramism is not. Colie does not mention

Ramism, and Rosemund Tuve's Elizabethan and Metaphysic1l

fma.gerv (1947), though it treats Ramism, mentions only in
passing that Ramism emphasizes a kind of disjunction (347).

Ramism enters English poetry through Gabriel Harvey, a 1ífe-
long friend of Spenser and a personal acquaintance of Sioney

(Howe11 I956 247¡ Ethel Seaton, Introduction, The Arcadian

Rhetorique 1950 xii). Spenser's "8. K." addresses Harvey and

Ramism in both the preface and the notes appended to Thç

Sh-epheardes Calendar ( I579 ) (see, especially, "Septembor, "

where Hobbinoll, one of the speakers in the eclogues, is
identif ied as fiarvey); and Sidney's Ramistic tendencies are

evident in Astrophel and Stella as well as in his Apoloqy

for Poetry (see below). In both poets' worksr paradox plays

a central role (John Shawcross, "The Poet as Orator: One

Phase of His Judicial Poser" and Thomas SIoan, "The

Crossing of Rhetoric and Poetry in the English Renaissance, "

in SIoan and Vùaddington L914 5-36 and 2L2-42, resp.). But

paradox is a central feature of Ramistic logic which,

according to Harvey, was part of the "double analysis" (the
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other part being rhetoric) advocated by Ramus and himself
(Ciceronianus L577 B5-87). BriefIy, the heart of Ramistic

logic is the f amous 'lmethod"; this method depends on a

principle of dichotomization; dichotomization is a kind of

"distribution" (a topos); distribution depends on the topoi

of "opposites" and "contraries"; and the most accurate kind

of distribution is the dichotomy itself (Ramus passim).

Paradox (an only apparent self-contradiction) therefore

characterizes the "method" and, a fortiori, RamJ-stic logic

Such intense near-circularity , of course, is also a

characteristic of the best poetry of the Renaissance.

Two famous books on Renaissance poetics, one appearing

just before and the other after the entrance of Ramism into

English thought, illustrate further the sense in which

styl istics had become the whole of classical rhetoric but

with a peculiarly English flavour. Henry Peacham's The

G.arden of Eloquence (L577 ) is essentially a dictionary of

figures, classified as tropes and schemes (witfr further

subdivisions) and furnished v¡ith examples from poetry. There

are two kinds of tropes, "of words" and "of sentencesr" and

two kinds of schemes (grammatical and rhetorical ) . One of

the rhetorical schemes is "of sentences" and includes the

figures of aporia and paradox. Another is "of amplification"

which includes the following kinds of figures: topographia,

syllogismus, climax, antithesis, distributio, partitio,

divisio, dilemma, and so on. Some of these figures are, of
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course, the traditional topoi of rhetoric and 1ogic, and

Peacham himself refers to "the places from whence we may

fetch these Ifigures]" (N.iii). Amplification has a long and

interesting history: Aristotle held that it was not a topic;

Cicero cal1ed it a figure of thought; Quintillian said it

\^7as achieved through augmenting, comparing, reasoning and

accumulation and devoted a whole chapter .to it; de Vinsauf

elevated it to a major head including figures I ike

periphrasis, comparison, apostrophe, prosopopeia,

digression, description, and opposition; Erasmus studied it

under copia of matter; Wilson called it a figure and noted

that the topic greater/lesser was used in it. And so it

goes: the Renaissance notion of figure is incomprehensible

wi thout the fuI Ier context of rhetoric, including '
naturally, the concept of topos.

George Puttenham's The Art of English Poesie (1589) is

a courtly rhetoric, emphasizing several particularly English

concerns. Book II, for example, studies the prosody of

English verse, a subject that had been discussed carefully

in the correspondence of Spenser and Harvey (1579-80). This

interest expresses the Sense in which the vernacular is a

topos of styler âs in the case of Dante. Book III, on style'

Englishes many of the traditional figures (synecdoche is

"the quick conceitr" metonymy is "the misnamerr" metaphor is

"the "Sensible" ) and finishes the whole with a treatment of

sprezzeratura for the courtier.
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To consider Puttenham's book a rhetoríc of poetryr

however, begins to stretch the point: but Sidney's Apoloqv

(f583; pub. I595; rpt. Adams L97I) returns firmly to the

Iarger rhetorical context. This work, Structured like a

classical oration, represents Sidney as a logician turned

poet ( 155 ) , invokes an Aristotelian and Horation definítion

of poetry as "an art of imitation" and "a speaking picture"

of the ideal whose function is "to teach and delight" (I58-

9), and introduces a new ingredient into the rhetoric of

poetry. Compared to the other arts (including rhetoric) and

their rules, poetry is unique:

Only the poet, disdaining to be tied to any such
subjection, Iifted up by the vigor of his own
invention, doth grow in effect another nature, in
making things either better than nature bringeth
forth, of quite ane\^r, forms such as never hrere in
nature | ...freely ranging within the zodiac of his
ovTn wit. ... Il¡ature's ] world is brazen, the poets
only deliver a golden ( 157 ) .

This new ingredient is located in the individual's capacity

for invention, yet is not subject to the rules of invention

"but rangeIs], only reined with learned discretion, into the

divine consideration of what may be and should be" ( 158 ) .

The new element is the imagination.

The genesis and the complexity of the Renaissance

concept of the imagination--its relations to Neoplatonism,

for example--cannot be treated here, but its relation to

rhetoric is of paramount importance well into the twentieth

century. In the words of Sir Francis Bacon,

Rhetoric is subservient to the imaginationr âs
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Logic is to the understanding; and the duty and
office of Rhetoric, if it be deeply looked into,
is no other than to apply and recommend the
dictates of reason to imagination, in order to
excite the appetite and the will (Oç eug*gnlis
Scientiarum L623 535).

For Bacon, the imagination is one of the three faculties of

the rational human soul (reason and will are the other two),

and rhetoric clearly applies reason to imagination to affect
the will. This is a moralized version of what Sidney had in
mind, and, to see that it is otherwise essentially the same,

one need only look at Bacon's cosmography of human learning
(Book V):

58

(1) three branches of human lear
corresponding faculties of the soul):
poesy (imagination), philosophy (reason).

(2) logic (a division of philosophy)

"arts": invention, judgement, memory, and

( 3 ) elocution, "an art of transmit
doctrines: the organ, the method, and

discourse.

ní

hi
ng (and their

story (memory),

consists of four

elocution.

tingr" has three

the adornment of

( 4 ) the adornment of discourse is rhetoric.
The apparent influence of Ramus (whose method of

dichotomization Bacon derided as at best worthless, at worst

temporary 530) is seen in the removal of invention and

judgement from rhetoric. Yet, invention is of two kinds, of

the arts and sciences (inductive, approximately) and of
speeches and arguments (recovery, actually); the latter
consists of the topics and in fact appries also to rhetoric
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by Bacon's own view of its function (above). Method,

traditionally part of logic, is placed by Bacon in rhetoric:

among methods described are the magistral,the imítative, the

enigmatic, the exoteric, the aphoristic, the methodical,

assertion and proof, guêstion and answer, and methods

specially suited to their subjects (530-2). FinaIly, Bacon's

subordination of rhetoric's function to the imagination, the

faculty of poetry, directly makes much of the full classical
concept of rhetoric available to poetry without diminishing

the priority of the imagination.

A contemporary of Bacon's, Thomas Hobbes, put the

sentiments of the late Renaissance thinkers regarding topos

in a fine perspective in his translation of Aristotle's
Rhetoric: there is "one general placer" he said--"that which

is proper" ( e 1650 477). The one

"true and natural colour," to put the same sentiment in

figural terms, is knowledge based on experience (Hobbes

"Answer" Witherspoon and Warnke 2I4). Yet, the best single

closure for the Renaissance notion of rhetoric as it
pertains to poetry belongs to Ben Jonson. fn his great

appreciation of Shakespeare, Jonson wrote:

For though the poet's matter nature be,
His art doth give the fashion; and that he
Who casts to write a living line must sweat
(Such as thine are) and strike the second heat
Upon the Muse's anvil, turn the same,
And himself with it, that he thinks to frame,
Or for the laurel he may gain a scorn;
For a good poet's made as well as born.
("To the Memory of My Beloved the Author, Mr.
WiIIiam Shakespeare, and What He Hath Left Us" )
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his f!lnþ9, rích as that
sens ibi I ity that made

The argument in this discussion of Renaissance rhetoric
has been that: (I) the notion of topos enlarges to include

the three kinds of orations as well as the growing lists of

f igures; (2') the Iists of f igures include most of the

traditional topoi and actually function as such; (3) in

short, style becomes (by synecdoche) a rather ful1

classical rhetoric; (4) a new source of topos, imagination,

is emerging.
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1.5 Romantic Topos

From the point of view of the topoi, the great revolution in

rhetoric j'-rst before the Romantic era is chiefly a

revolution in terminology. Certain words (topos, invention)

fall out of usage, but the concepts contínue to function;

other words (imagination, taste, and genius), denoting new

ins tances of these o 1d concepts , take their pl ace .

Nevertheless, a revolution in rhetoric did take place in the

eighteenth centurlr and understanding its nature is

essential to understanding how and why topos continued to be

important. Students and historians of rhetoric agree that a

new rhetoric influenced by the empirical philosophy of John

Locke dominated the eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries

(HoweII 197t; Horner 1983). At the same time, the "old"

rhetoric continued to attract its adherents, a new

elocutionary movement (generally consídered a debased form

of classical oratory) flourished, and the emerging belles

letlrçe split from rhetoric proper.

The origins of these develpments are of course in the

seventeenth century. A ner,rr interest in science had ushered

j-n an accompanying disparagement of classical rhetorLc,

especially its stylistic excesses. Thomas Sprat urged men

"to reject aII the amplifications, digressions' and

swellings of style: to return back to primitive purity, and

shortness, when man delivered so many things, almost in an
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equal number of words," to use "a close, naked, natural way

of speaking" akin to "Mathematical plainness," "preferringt

the language of Artisans, Countrymen, and Merchants, befoÉê

that of Wits or Scholars" (Historv of the Royal Societv 1667

LL2-113). This attitude hTas of course extreme, and many

continued to advocate the real uses of style in literature:

"to imitate wel1 is a poet's work; but to affect the soul,

and excite the passions, and above a1l to move admiration,

which is the delight of serious plays, a bare imitation will

not serve... lbut]...must be heightened with all the arts and

ornaments of poesy..." (Dryden, "A Defense of an Essay of

Dramatic Poesy" (1668) 606). The fact was, however, that the

plain style \^/as increasingly becoming the f avoured style,

even in literature (Peterson L967). And the abuses of

stylistics and rhetoric now received their severest

denunciation from the man at the centre of eighteenth

century thought. Rhetoric, said John Locke, is "that
por..rerful instrument of error and deceit" ( An Essay

Concerninq Human Understandinq [1690] 1700 508).

Locke's theory of human understanding in the Essa,y

amounts to four theses:

(I) there are no innate ideas (Book I);
(2) the mind forms ideas through the experience of

of perceptions (sensations and re.flections) and

these (simple ideas) into ever more complex ideas (

two kinds

combines

Book II ) t

are signs( 3 ) the basic principle of language is that words
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of ideas not thirlgs (Book rrr ) ;

first ín the correspondence-s among

correspondence between ideas and

(4) knowledge consists

ideas and second in the

things (Book IV).

These four theses condemn rhetoric because it uses words

that do not signify clear ideas (490); it uses words

inconsistently (492) or obscurely 1492)i it assumes that

words (which are the signs of ideas only) are things (497');

it substítutes words for the wrong things (499); and it

assumes that the connections between words and ideas are

necessary and immediate (503). This critique is based on a

distinction among words, ideas, and things that is as old as

Aristotle, but, whereas he used it to found rhetoric, Locke

uses it to condemn rhetoric: "if we would speak of Things'

as they are' we must alIow, that aII the Art of Rhetorick'

besides Order and Clearness, aI I the artificial and

figurative application of Words Eloquence hath invented' are

for nothing else but to insinuate wrong Ideas, move the

Passions, and thereby mislead the Judgement; and so indeed

are perfect cheat" ( 508 ) .

Locke seldom uses the word "topic" in its traditional

technical sense in the Er-sav (91 and 678), Yet he uses the

traditional topoi themselves from beginning to end as he

criticizes them. Examples are found most readily in Book If-

- the hierarchy of ideas (Chapters 2-22), the discussion of

substance (Chapters 23 and 24), of relation (Chapter 25), of
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cause and effect (Chapter 26), of the association of ideas

(Chapter 33). Indeed, Locke adopts the topical approach

rather completely, but with one important exception: he

excludes the topos "figure." The analysis of language in

Book III provides an excellent treatment of "general terms"

(Chapter 3), noting, for example, that "essence" is a

general term; in Chapter 6, Locke arglues that "the idea of

substance in general" is empty but that the more particular

idea of "sorts" of substances is clearer. The argument of

the whole book, therefore, is an example of rhetorical

persuasion: it uses the plain style whicht ot so the rhetors

taught, is appropriate for instruction; it invents arguments

from the traditional places applied to the knowledge of the

d.y; and it arranges the whole according to both Cicero's

parts of the oration and Ramus 's method. But the use of

figures is treated in Chapter I0, "Of the Abuse of Words."

More generally, Locke has been hailed as the Ieading

stimulus for a "new logic" and a "nehl rhetoric" (Howell I97I

Chapters 5 and 6 ) . The "new logtic" turns out to be a

critique of the syllogism and a preference for índuction as

a method of inquiry. The "ne\nl rhetoric" hinges on six issues

(first identified by Howel1 and later discussed by Corbett

L982 73-84 ) :

IS(i) expository/didactic discourse

persuasive discourse;

(2) evidence is preferable to art;

preferable to
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( 3 ) induction is preferable to deduction;

(4) knowledge is probable rather than certain;
(5) the traditional form of discourse is worthless;

(6) the plain style is better than the ornate.

This new rhetoric evidently had little or no effect on

lJ-terary theory and practise at least until near the end of

the eighteenth century. Pope's "Essay on Criticism" (I71t)

and Dr. Johnson's Rasselas (L754) may be cited as examples

that "the aims of Itraditional] rhetoric and poetry are for

the most part identical" (Stone 1967 20). In these authors'

workS, the concepts of taste and genius became critical

touchstones. Edmund Burke explicitly defined taste as a

faculty of mind capable of responding to works of the

imagination (A Philosophical Inquirv into the Oriqins of Our

Ideas Concerning the Sublime and lhe Beautiful L757), an

idea that was expressed also by his contemporaries of a more

scientific bent. David Hume's literary essays advocated a

standard of "taste" based on experience, imagination,

practise, comparison, freedom from prejudice' and common

sense ("Of the Standard of Taste"); he held that fine

writing was the expression of "sentiments that were natural

without being obvious" ('tOf Simplicity and Ref inement in

Vlriting"); in his opinion, the orators of his day lacked

both genius and judgement as weII as order and method

(Essays: Moral Political and Lit-erarv 174l-2 and L757).

Adam Smith's Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres
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(1763t?l) treat language and composition in a traditional

way but are infused with a contemporary attitude. This may

be seen most clearly in his notion of sympathy :

When the sentiment of the speaker is expressed in
a neat, clear' plain and clever manner, and the
passion or affection he is possessed of and
intends, by sympathy, to communicate to his
hearer, is pTãÏnTy anil cleverly hit off, then and
then only the expression has all the force and
beauty that language can give it (25).

Though the figures have "no intrinsick worth of their own"

(26), the requisites of the good writer remain knowledge of

the subject, proper arrangement of its parts, and effective

expression of his ideas (42). Discourse is narrative or

probative; the former is historical writing (with poetry a

sub-species ) ; the Iatter is either didactic or rhetorical '

the difference being that the rhetorical aims at persuasion

and so emphasizes only one side of an issue whereas the

(preferred) didactic emphasizes both (63). Smith does use

and advocate the topoi: he treats "Eloquence" traditionally

according to its kinds ( demonstrative, del iberative '
judicial ) r each of which has its particular places (he uses

the word "topic" only in his discussion of judicial

discourse, referring to Quintilian for a fuller treatment

L7O-77). Demonstratíve discourse (128-34), whose end is to

praise a nan, has two means available to it--description of

actions and praise of character; the Iatter reguires a

consideration of virtue,/vice and should be arranged in

chronological order and embellished appropriately. Still'
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his treatment of the larger parts of rhetoric (invention and

disposition ) is sketchy at best: his "arrangement" is

vaguely Ramistic (24lr; his invention of arguments is

Newtonian--"vte may lay down certain principles known or

proved in the beginning, from whence we account for the

severall Phenomena, connecting all together by the same

Chain" (146)--and admittedly not suitable for rhetorical

discourse for which he favoured the Socratic or Aristotelian

methods (I46-47). His major contribution is the peculiar

importance he attached to the communication of feelings in a

characteristic style.

Locke's influence is most prominent in the work of the

man who effectively saved rhetoric from empiricism by

founding it on empiricism. In Book f of The Philosophy of

Rhetoric ( first published in L776) , George CampbeIl

establishes a theory of human nature based on Lockean

principles in order to justify the hlays of classical

rhetoric to the eighteenth century. Rhetoric is "that art or

talent by which discourse is adapted to its [four] ends"--

"to enlighten the understanding, to please the imagination'

Lo move the passionsr or to influence the will" (1850 1).

Understanding involves rhetoric in instruction, information

(and therefore perspicuity), and conviction (therefore,

argument) (2-3)¡ imagination involves the sublime (and the

"creative faculty" of the fancy) (3); the passions involve

both the pathetic and the sublime (3-4); and the will
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involves persuasion (requiring an artful mixture of aIl the

other involvements together with vehemence) (4). The

relation of rhetoric (which, generally speakitg, aims "to

convince an auditory" ) to logic (which aims "to evince the

truth" ) and grammar ( the art of conveyíng thoughts in words )

is that rhetoric participates in both: "Now, tf it be by the

sense or soul of the discourse that rhetoric holds of logic,

or the art of thinking and reasoning, it is by the

expression or body of the discourse that she holds of

grammar r or the art of conveying our thought in the words of

a particular language" (34). Logical truth is based on an

inclusive notion of "eVidence"--intuitive (mathematical,

consciousness, common sense) and deductive (scientific'

moral) (35-46). Deductive (or rational) evidence having to

do with the relations among general ideas is called

scientific; that having to do with the relations among ideas

about things is moral. All ideas are based on experience, of

course, but scientific and moral evidence are differentiated

with respect to subject ( ideas about ideas versus ideas

about things ) , certainty ( absolute versus probable) '
contrariety ( never versus sometimes ) ¡ and proof

(demonstrative argument verSus mixed argument). Moral

evidence is immediately founded in experience and is the

proper province of rhetoric: CampbelI discusses this type of

evidence f uIly under the heads "experiencerr (50-53 ) '
"analogy" (53-54), "testimony" (54-56), and probability (56-
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58). The experiential basis of all deductive evidence

naturally implies that the inguiry ínto truth should be

based on a logic of induction (caIIed, somewhat confusinglY'

"analysis" ) rather than a Iogic of the syllogism (caIled

"synthesis'l (61-7o ) .

The science on which rhetoric is founded is therefore

none other than Locke's theory of human understanding:

experience is the basis of moral evidence (Locke's ideas

about things), and rhetoric's aims include enlightening the

understanding (arguing inductively). But the traditional

concerns of rheLoric with ethos/Iogos/pathos are not

neglected. Campbell emphasizes pathos: his remarks on the

speaker's considerations of the hearer , fot example, treat

the faculties of understanditg, imagination, memory, and

passion Q2-8I)¡ passion is taken up again (81-94) with

respect to (what can only be caIIed the topoi of )

probability, plausibility, importance, Proximity' IocaI

p1ace, relation, and consequence. Invention and disposition

are omitted, aS such, except insofar as the several kinds of

orations are discussed in terms of considerations regarding

the speaker, the audience, the subject, the occasion, and

the purpose (Chapter X).

Books II and IfI of , devoted

to elocution, are in fact a study of style. The essential

qualities of style (purity, perspicuity, vivacity, elegance'

animation, and music--2L6) are related to the ends of
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rhetoric: purity really belongs to grammar, but perspicuity

relates especially to the understanding, vivacity and

elegance to the imagination, and aIl of them to the passions

and the will. The new and interesting term is vivacity: it

ís an undefined force or energy of language which commands

the attention, rouses the emotions, and is responsible for

assent or belief (73,75' 81). It is linked directly to the

imagination for a distinctly empiricist reason: ideas of the

imagination are less vivid than ideas based on memory and

sensation (81, 1I9, I37) and hence in need of enlivening.

Such ideas are however the rhetor's stock in trade by virtue

of the medium (language) of discourse. Vivacity thus becomes

a central quality of language for rhetorical purposes. ft is

achieved r âccording to Campbel I , by a diction of

particularity, a principle of economy, and appropriate use

of the tropes (285-99). The tropes especially conducive to

vivacity are (in order of treatment) synecdoche' metonymy'

and metaphor (299 ff.). This, it will be recognized, is an

old idea (see Aristotle) albeit in a contemporary dress.

By the time Campbell's work was entering its fourth

edition (1816), WiIIiam Vüordsworth had already published all

of his several pref aces to The .LyricaI Ballad-s (1798-I815 ) .

These prefaces are not, strictly speaking, rhetorical works;

but they are essentially rhetorical treatments of poetry. In

the f irst place, Wordsworth's very great ar¡Tareness of the

rhetorical triad is everywhere apparent, nowhere more so
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than in his definition of "poetry":

For all good poetry is the spontaneous overflow of
powerful feelings: and though this be true, Poems
to which any value can be attached v/ere never
produced on any variety of subjects but by a man
who, being possessed of more than usual organic
sensibility, had also thought long and deeply. For
our continued influxes of feeling are modified and
directed by our thought' which are indeed
representatives of all our past feelings; andr âs
by contemplating the relation of these general
representatives to each other r w€ discover what is
really important to menr so, by the repetition and
continuance of this act, our feelings wiIl be
connected with important subjects' ti11 at Iength,
if we be originally possessed of much sensibility,
such habits of mind will be produced, that, by
obeying blindly and mechanically the impulses of
those habits, hre shall describe objects, and utter
sentiments, of such a nature, and in such
connection with each other, that the understanding
of the Reader must necessarily be in some degree
enlightened, and his affections strengthened and
purified ( Preface 448 ) .

This passage emphasizes ethos first and pathos second,

leaving logos to third place. But such bias is more than

corrected by Wordsworth's treatment of the imagination--as a

faculty of the poet, it belongs to ethos; as manifested in

metaphor, it belongs to logos; andr âs that faculty to which

the poem and the poet appeal in the reader ' it belongs to

pathos. rmagination is the key element in "the theory upon

which the Poems were written" (445)r not because Wordsworth

said so but because it is a primary source (topos) of

matter, argument, style, ethos, Iogos, and pathos.

The word "imagination" is necessitateo by the poverty

of language (478; also, Prelude VI 592-6]'z it is itself

7I

therefore an instance of Curtius's "inexpressibitity topos-"
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This''power''ofthepoetisthesubjectof@.rgg9(xrv

206)- Its visible sign in language is the metaphor, and

Wordsworth's treatment of thís trope evokes the topoi

traditionally associated with metaphor as well as the mental

operations of empirical philosophy. The imagination operates

according to a hierarchy of powers: it confers properties

upon and abstracts properties from I tfre image of ] an object;

it makes juxtaposed images modify one another; and it shapes

and creates images by consolidating many into one or

dissolving one into many (485-6: all of !i/ordsworth's

examples are metaphors ) . The imagination shares some of its

characteristics with the fancy, but the former is essential

not accidental, fluid rather than fixed, eternal not

temporal (4BB-9). The metaphorical vehicle whose tenor is

the imagination itself is liquidity--poetry is an gverf h,

and the imagination which is its source is figured in The

Prelude as a vapour and a flood or stream.

Coleridge's poetics, like Wordsworth's, is similarly

infused with rhetorical consideratíons, but where Wordsworth

emphasized ethos Coleridge gave the priority to logos. The

centre of Coleridge's theory of poetry is the symbol:

a symboI...is characterized by a translucence of
the special in the individual, or of the general
in the special, or of the universal in the
general; above all by the translucence of the
eternal through and in the temporal. It always
partakes of the reality which it renders
intelligible; and while it enunciates the whole,
abides itself as a living part in that unity of
which it is the representative (St¿tesman's Manual
1816 30-3r ) .
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of the imagination. The secondary
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definition includes its

íts relation to the faculty

imagination is, in effect'

the symbol-making power:

The secondary I imagination] . . .dissolves, diffuses,
dissipates, in order to re-create; or where this
process is rendered i-mpossible, yet still, at alI
events, it struggles to idealize and to unify. It
is essentially vital' even as aII objects (as
objects) are essentially fixed and dead
(Biographia Literarig 1817 Chapter XIfI 167 ) .

The poem and the poet become symbolic artifact and symbol-

maker. respectively:

A poem is that species of composition which is
opposed to works of science by proposing for its
immediate object pleasure, not truth; and from all
other species (having this object in common with
it) it is discriminated by proposing to itself
such delight from the whole as is compatible with
a distinct gratification from each component part.

[rhe poet] diffuses a tone and spirit that blends
and (as it were) fuses, each Ifaculty] into each,
by that synthetic and magical power...of the
imagination. This power...reveals itself in the
balance or reconciliation of opposite or
discordant gualities: of sameness ' with
difference; of the general, with the concrete; the
idea, with the image; the individual, with the
representative; the sense of novelty and
freshness, with oId and familiar objects; a more
than usual state of emotion, with more than usual
order; judgement ever awake and steady self-
possesion, with enthusiasm and feeling profound or
vehement; and while it blends and harmonizes the
natural and the artificial, stil1 subordinates art
to nature; the manner to the matter; and our
admiration of the poet to our sympathy with the
poetry (Biographia Literaria Chapter XfV I72,
L7 4) .

Biographia Literaria of course contains much more rhetoric

than these several quotations exhibit, but Coleridge's
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symbol quite clearly represents the core of his contribution

to the traditional doctrine of style. Symbolism contributes

to the "best parts" of human Ianguage (197); metre, which

gives "vivacity and spirit" to poetry (208), is one aspect

of the synecdoche that is the poem (211). The symbol is a

new topos of style which fuses inventíon and arrangement as

weIl as the rhetorical triad into one. Yet, Coleridge

himself never indicated any awareness of his indebtedness to

the rhetorical tradition.

By the early nineteenth century, the classical

tradition of rhetoric has been recovered in several

respects: Campbell's philosopy of rhetoric rescues style

from Locke's exclusion and recovers the rhetorical triad

(emphasizing pathos); the Romantics recover ethos and logtos'

and by focussing on the relatively new concept of the

imagination, Coleridge introduces a new trope which

functions as an all-inclusive topos. fn Richard Whately's

Elements of Rhetoric (1828)' the term invention and the

concept topos are re-introduced to rhetoric. Whately

considers rhetoric to be " 'Arglumentative Composition',

generally and exclusively" (4). Whereas reasoning has two

parts, the ascertainment of truth by investigation and the

establishment of truth to the satisfaction of another, only

"the Iatter belongs exclusively to the province of Rhetoríc"

(5). His book will therefore treat of the discovery of

arguments (which he caIls "invention"), their arrangement'
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the passions, styIe, and elocution (6). AII of this of

course has a familiar shape and constitutes nothing

essentially new.

Whately classifies arguments according to several

different and traditional methods, clearly preferring a

classification according to the relation between the

premises and the conclusion (see his Table 45):

(1) a priori arguments (the premise necesarily implies the

conclusion): these are aIl arguments from cause to effect;
(2) other arguments (the premise does not necessarily imply

the conclusion): these are of two kinds, the "sign"
(arguments from effect to cause or condition) and the

example (or induction) .

It is apparent that the traditional topoi are being used: in

addition to cause and effect, Whately invokes such topics as

evidence, testimony, probability' analogy, and contraries. A

contemporary flavour is also present: a discussion of

Aristotle's "signs," for example, demonstrates a clear and

Humean distinction between causality and temporal

contiguj-ty, between cause-of-knowing and cause-of-being (53-

6).

Thomas De Quincey's review of Ï{hately's Elements, later

expanded into an essay entitled "Rhetoric" (81-133), offers

a concept of rhetoric which he evidently pretends j-s

distinct from the views of Campbell and Vühately: "We, for

our parts, have a thírd view which excludes both. Where
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conviction IWhately's view] begins, the field of Rhetoric

ends; and as to the passions ICampbeII's view], we contend

that they are not within the province of Rhetoric, but of

Eloquence" (82). Somewhat more precisely, De Quincey feels

that rhetoric consists in "finding arguments for any given

thesis" which neither prove nor disprove it but lend it

"colourable support" and provide a "ground of assent" (86).

"The province of Rhetoric...lies amongst that vast field of

cases where there is a p_ro and a con, wíth the chance of

right and wrong, true and false, distributed in varying

portions 'þetween them" (91). De Quincey is of course

something of an ironist, and he is evidently tilting at the

utter seriousness of the two rhetoricians named. Thus,

regarding the style of Edmund Burke, De Quincey notes that

" in some cases I he ] did indulge himself in a pure

rhetorician s use of fancy; consciously and profusely

lavishing his ornaments for mere purposes of effect" (115).

De Quincey is a brilliant essayist, introducing such issues

as the influence of the book and the nehtspaper on style' the

positive role of women in maintaining the "mother tongue, "

and the contributions of the Romantics to language ( "On

Style" 134-245). He agrees with Wordsworth that style is the

"incarnation" and not the "dress" of thought (229) because

matter and manner cannot be separated ( I37-4I ) . His view of

rhetoric, in other words, indicates a full understanding of

the classical tradition as it is known after Whately-
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The eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, it has been

argueo, do not introduce a "ne!.r/" rhetoríc. Rather, rhetoric

accommodates to itself the philosophy of empiricism (as its

psychological and epistemological grounds ) ' recovers a great

deal of the classical tradition, and introduces a new topos.

These oevelopments are achieved in several steps:

( I ) Locke's philosophy rejects the figural topoi and

therefore (by synecdoche) aIl of Renaissance rhetoric;
(2) Campbell grounds rhetoric in empiricism and recovers the

triad and the figures;
( 3 ) Romantic poetics emphasizes the imagination (which has

its roots in Sidney) and introduces a new figural topos' the

symbol;

(4) Whately revitalizes the traditional concept of invention

of arguments.

The net result is that significance of the topoi is enhanced.
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1.6 Twentieth Century Topos

The twentieth century course of rhetoric comprises three

related developments--rhetoric of the figure, rhetoric of

langruage, and rhetoric proper. All three are presaged in

Nietzsche's Iate-nineteenth-century Iectures on rhetoric

(BIair). In his view, language is essentially rhetorical:

"the rhetorical is a further development, guided by the

clear light of the understanding, of the artistic means

which are already found in language" ( 106 ) . The argument for

thís view is based chiefly on the contention that language

is tropical: "411 words are tropes in themselves, and from

the beginning"; synecdoche, for example, is present "when

drakon is called snake, actually 'that which looks shiny "';

metaphor appears in every designation of genus; metonymy is

present in expressions as simple as "the leaves are green";

that is, "language is actually all figuration" (108). Such

an equation of language with figure has obvious conseguences

for the rhetorical triad (and therefore the whole of

rhetoric) : "whenever the 'naturalness' is ímitated nakedly'

the artistic sense of the listeners will be offended; in

contrast, wherever a purely artistic expression is sought'

the moral confidence of the listener will be shaken" (115).

These emphases on first, figure, second, linguistícs, and

third, rhetoric proper, echo through the first half-centuryr

culminating in the structuralism and the second so-ca11ed
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"new" rhetoric of the second half-century.

Of course all three developments have been manifest in

the history of rhetoric since the beginnings, and whatevõ9

can be said about this history in the twentieth century has

its obvious roots in the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries. For example, it is a commonplace that the

dominant rhetoric in this century, ât least until recentlyr

is a figural rhetoric of the metaphor (Ricouer L977; Genette

"Rhetoric Restrained" 1982). Yet, the traditional primacy

of metaphor was enhanced by the advent of the "ne\¡7" rhetoric

of the eighteenth century and was even more firmly

established by the Romantic affinity for the imagination in

the nineteenth.

The Romantics also contributed the notion of the

symbol, whichr âs far as twentieth century poetry is

concerned, is arguably at least as important as metaphor- ft

may be that the rise of symbotism is in part responsible for

the decline of rhetoric (Todorov I47-22L1. Or, it may be

that rhetoric has been so slow in accommodating this new

trope that its presence has seemed to destroy rhetoric's

long and close relationship with poetics. In any case' the

poetics of the early twentieth century emphasizes symbol

(John Porter Houston, French Symbolism and the Modern

Movement 1980), whereas the figural rhetoric of the same

period emphasizes @phor , and a f igural rhetoric capable

of dealing with the symbol is perhaps only now emerging.
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This is not very surprisingr given that the nature of the

symbol itself poses considerable difficulties.

That the symbol is not readily separated from metaphor

is part of the difficulty. Synecdoche is viewed by some (as

it was, for example, by Aristotle) as a special case of

metaphor. But Coleridge \^las emphatic that the two were

different. He associated metaphor with the fancy (and symbol

with the imagination), and the fancy played with "fixities

and definites " according to the laws of association

(Biographia Literaria L67). What the imagination was capable

of, in his viewr w€ have already seen. Indeed, Coleridge's

reason for introducing the notion of symbol was to have a

term for a function of language "between the literal and the

metaphorical, " a function that $/as the l inguistic

manifestation of the faculty of the imagination (Statesmqn's

I{anuaf 30 ) . Coleridge 's symbol, l ike his notion of the

imagination, is definitionally characterized by an inherent

un-fixity. How does the symbol "partake of that reality

which it renders inte1ligible"? What is the "reality" or

"whole" which it "enunciates"? In what sense does the symbol

remain "a livíng part in that unity of which it is the

representative"? Coleridge did his best to fix the values of

his symbols--sun' stream, plant come with their values of

the spiritual, the eternal, the reason; and the general

context is decidedly Christian--but even he had to admit

defeat in theory though not in poetry. "IA]11 symbols of
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necessity involve an apparent contradiction" (Biographia

Literaria 85); "it is very possible that the ggra]-!ryth

represented may be workíng unconsciously in the Poet's mind

during the construction of the symbol" (Notebooks VoI. 3

4503f134). The fact is that, though grounded in synecdoche

(pars pro toto), the peculiar nature of the symbol is that

the "part" is specifically given (as word in a text) but the

"who1e" is not. The word symbol denotes both the specified

"part" and the unspecified "whole"; hence, the symbol is, ãL

best, a multivalent relation.

The nature of much modern poetry is' moreover'

unabashedly symbolic. John Houston enumerates the following

characteristic features: disorientation, incoherence'

fragmentation, di sorder, P€rturbation , suddennes s '
dislocation, alienation, nonsequentiality, unpoeticity'

imagism, enumeratory styIe, astigmatic vision,

reversabilityr corltentless ideality, transcendence (x) .

Houston notes that these features are represented most

obviously in the French symbolistes and from them pass on to

the great triumverate of the English tradition--Yeats'

EIiot, and Pound. At the same time, these characteristics

are technically grounded in the "literary Symbol," which

partakes of several levels or patterns of meaning (tne

typological, the archetyPal, the psychological ) but from

which fixed meaning is absent (267-8). As noted above, such

un-fixity is the essence of the (Coleridqean) symbol-
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Symbolism is also a dominant aspect of the poetics of

the three founders of modernism. Yeats's poetics of the

symbol is most fully (though not altogether satisfactorily)

developed in L Vision (1937). EIiot's objective correlative,

"a set of objects, a situation, a chain of events which

shall be the formula of that particular emotion" (Selected

Essays 145) is a symbolic matrix. Pound's definition of an

image aS "that which presents an intellectual and emotional

complex in an instant of time" (Literary Essays 4) explains

why "the proper and perfect symbol is the natural object"

(9). Both Eliot and Pound could not have been unaware of the

rhetorical bent of their poetics. Eliot's attitude is

negative--"the pathology of rhetoric" divorces language from

experience (Bush 17-31), but Pound's poetics seems to be a

nascent rhetoric of the sYmbol. In
(1934), he offers "the ideogrammic method or the method of

science" (26) as the proper method of studying literature in

order to write it. "Great literature is simply language

charged with meaning to the utmost possible degree" and

poetry is its "most concentrated form" ( 36 ) . This charging

is done in three ways--"phanopoeia, melopoeia, logopoeia,"

or¡ by use of image, sound, and (approximately) sense (37).

Arguing that "language is a means of communication," Pound

repeats the three ways of charging language with meaning

(63), and in the composition exercises at the end of the

same section he quotes Agricola on the purpose of writing--
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"to teach, to move or to delight" (66).

Nevertheless, the major development in figural rhetoric

in the early twentieth century concentrates on metaphor. f.

A. Richards (The Philosophy of Rhetoric 1936) argued that a

"ne\nr" rhetoric was needed to study "misunderstandings and

its remedies " (3 ) and of f ered his o\¡¡n "theorem about

meanings which may be useful in constructing the most

general problems of a new Rhetoric" (26). The "context

theorem of meaning" states:

[w]hat a word means is the missing parts of the
contexts from which it draws its delegated
eff icacy (3s ) .
IM]eaning Iisl the delegated efficacy of signs by
which they bring together into new unities the
abstracts t ot aspects, which are the missing
parts of their various contexts (93).

What this "theorem" means is itself a major problem of

meaning (the concepts "context" arìd "delegated efficacy" are

particularly problematic ) , but Richards's purported

application of the theorem is a brilliant contribution to

the theory of the metaphor. Claiming that "metaphor is the

omnipresent principle of Iafl ] language" (92¡ , he notes that

his context theory of meaning is "a summary account of

metaphor" (93). "Thought is metaphoric, and proceeds by

comparison, and the metaphors of language derive therefrom"

(94). In particular, one must distinguish between the tenoT

and the vehicle of a metaphor: "the tenor...Iisì.--the

underlying idea or principal subject which the vehicle or

figure means" (97)¡ and "the co-presence of the vehicle and
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tenor results in a meaning (to be clearly distinguished from

the tenor ) which is not attainable without their

interaction" (100). Rather surprisingly, Richards groes on to

identify hís concept of metaphor with Coleridge's concept of

symbol, without noticing there is a difference (109-111).

Ricouer's analysis of Richards's theory (1977 76-83 ) '
equally surprisingty, given his insights into the relations

between metaphor and symbol (1976 45-69), does not remark on

this lapse.

The New Critics, with whom Richards shares an interest

in language and metaphor, nevertheless shift the emphasis

slightly in the direction of the symbol. AIlen Tate , fot

example, in an essay entitled "The Symbolic Imagination,"

contrasts two kinds of imagination. The symbolic imagination

"bringIsI together various meanings at a single moment of

action" (a27)¡ it is not equivalent to analo9Y, for it

includes a temporal sequence of action, is occupied with

"the body of this worldr" and is intuitive (428). By

contrast, the angelic imagination "tries to disintegrate or

circumvent the image in the illusory pursuit of essencerl

(429). As the essay is a study of Dante, the chief example

of the symbolic imagination at work is Dante's use of the

moving Iight and the mirror, both obviously Colerídgean

symbols. This preference for the symbolic emerges also in

Tate's view of the knowledge to be found in poetry. fn

"Literature as Knowledge" (194L), Tate asserts that poetry
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alone offers a "complete knowledge" which is "of the

mythical order" (64). The several approaches to the

knowtedge in literature that Tate takes up and dismisses are

ArnoId's "culture added to science, " Morris's semiotics of

reducing literature to sign-systems, Coleridge's Iegacy of

the intellect-or-feeling dilemma, and Richards's earlier

(L926) pseudo-scíentific positivism. The only view that he

approves is Richards's in his study Coleridge on Imaqination

(1935) in which Richards argues that only the imagination

can resolve the antíthesis between Ianguage and subject'

truth and life. As noted above, this is why Coleridge

introduced the notion of the symbol. Tate does not discuss

the symbol, however: but he comes as close to ít as he can

in his approval of Richards's views on Coleridge and in his

own sense of mythic knowledge, offering' in effect' a

suppressed rhetoric of the symbol. fn "fs Literary Criticism

Possible?" (1950), Tate in fact argues for a recovery of the

full tradition of rhetoric which is "the study and use of

figurative language of experience as the discipline by which

men govern their relations to one another in the light of

truth" (33). EIiot's symbols, for example, cannot be

extracted from their "ful1 rhetorical context," Tate says'

and "'Ihe rhetorical disciplines alone seem to yield

something like the fuIl import of the work of the

imagination" ( 38 ).

A similar interest in the relation between reality and
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the imagination is expressed by Wallace Stevens. "The Noble

RiOer and the Sound of Words" (L942) is his most famous

esSâ1z r but his clearest expression of this complex

relationship is found in "Effects of Analogy" (1951 I05-30).

Stevens discusses the image as an analogy which Serves a

rhetoricaI function, concluding that there is "an analogy

between nature and the imagination, and possibly poetry is

merely the strange rhetoric of that parallel: a rhetoric in

which the feeling of one man is communicated to another in

words of the exquisite appositeness that takes away alI

their verbality" ( IIB ) .

philip wheelwright made a considerable advance in the

rhetoric of the figure in The Burninq Fountain (1954; rev.

ed. I968), first by introducing some clarity into the

confusion surrounding the symbol, second by relating the

symbolic to the archetypal. A slrmbol stands for something

other than or more than itself (7); its attitude is

contemplative (9); it is not a "natural" sign (10); and

although the common symbol has a certain stability by

convention, the importance of the symbol for literature is

that the organic, expressive ¡ or depth slrmbol has its own

life (11-I3). Referring to Coleridge's secondary

imagination, he argued that there are several different ways

of imagining: the confrontative, the distancing, the

compositive, the archetypal (Chapter 3). All of these are

involved in the kind of language Wheelwright caIIed
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its traits include referential congruity,

contextua I vari ation, plurisignation, soft focus,

paralogical dimensionalityr âssertorial lightness, and

paradox ( Chapter 5 ) . Wheelwright seems to separate symbol

and metaphor: metaphor, the most important element of

expressive language, engages tension by holding simile and

plurisignation in one (chapter 6), the emblem and the

archetype are the pictorial and the deep aspects '

respectively, of the symbol (Chapter 7). The difference

between slrmbol and metaphor, though not explicitly stated'

emerges by implication: archetypes (and therefore symbols )

lead to thresholds of experience' metaphors lead to unity of

experience (I42-7). Archetypes, when embodied in storyr

constitute the mythic which itself constitutes a way of

apprehending the world and posits a kind of belief different

from belief in propositions (Chapter 8). Truth may therefore

be created even out of the paradoxical and the apparently

self-contradictory (Chapter 9). The book concludes with

studies of the imagery in The Oresteia and the use of

expressive language in Eliot (Chapters 10 and 11)-

Such a bald summary does not do justice to the

significance of Wheelwright's ideas for this study. But it

must conclude temporarily one aspect of the rhetoric of the

f igure in this century. Wit,h some dif f iculty, the symbol

approaches recognition in its ov¡n right as a topos of style'

whose inherent persuasion is grounded in the unconscious and
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in un-fixity. The former leads some to regard the symbol as

rooted (Ricoeur L976 69); but rootedness is not the same as

canonization, and the symbol remains in some sense "free"
(Waardenburg f980 47). The nature of the symbol as a trope'

however, continues to be easily confused with the metaphor.

Two individuals made fundamental contributions to the

rhetoric of language at the turn of the centuryr a

semiotician and a linguist. This is not the place to discuss

their works as such even if that were possible: only those

aspects of their contributions that bear on topos can be

considered in any detail. Sti11, some larger sense of

context is needed, and, in the case of C. S. Peírce if not

F. de Saussure, the context is somewhat incomplete or

incoherent or even self-contradictory in the manuscripts

which are available.

Peirce defines semiotics as "the quasi-necessary, oY

formal, doctrine of signs" ( Vol

par. 227, i.e., 2.227). His key term is sign:

A signr or representamen, is something which
stands to somebody for something in some respect
or capacity. It addresses somebody, that is,
creates in the mind of that person an equivalent
sign t or perhaps a more developed sign. That sign
which it creates I call the interpretant of the
f irst sign. The sign stands fõT-Gõ,ffililng, its
object. It stands for that object, not in all
respects, but in reference to a sort of idea,
which I have sometimes called the ground of the
representamen (2.228 1897 ).

Because each sign (i.e., representamen) is associated with

three things, semiotics has three branches: (1) "pure

IT
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grammar, r' the study of relations between representamen and

grouno (i.e., of meaning); (2) "Iogic proper"' the study of

relations between representamen and object (i.e., of truth);

(3) "pure rhetoricr" the study of relations between

representamen and interpretant (2.229). Since the third

branch concerns this study directly, Peirce's definition of

the function of rhetoríc is worth stating in ful1:

Ipure rhetoric's] task is to ascertain the laws by
which in every scientific intel ligence one sign
gíves birth to another, and especially one thought
brings forth another (2.229).

The first of several observations which must be made is

that this definition of sign incorporates the rhetorical

triad, for the representamen (and possibly the interpretant)

belong to logos, and the interpretant and ground presuppose

either ethos or pathos indiscriminately (in the "scientific

intelligence"). The second observation is that, according to

Peirce, rhetoric is, in effect, the study of the power

inherent in signs. The third observation is that this power

of the sign is a power of recursion or iteration, as may be

seen directty in Peirce's comments several years later:

If a Sign is other than its Object Ileirce has
just obsêrved that the Sign and its Object need
ñot be distinctl, there must exist, either in
thought or in expression' some explanation or
argrument or other context, showing how--upon what
syétem or for what reason the Sign represents the
Object or set of Objects that it ooes. Now the
Sign and the Explanation together make up another
Sign, and. since the explanation will be a Sign, it
wiff probably require an additional explanation'
which taken together with the already enlarged
Sign wil 1 make up a stil I larger Sign; and
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proceedi-ng in the same way , we shal l , or should 'u1tímately reach a Sign of itself, containing its
ohrn explanation and those of its s ignif icant
parts; and according to this explanation each such
part has some other part as its Object (2-230
19r0 ) .

In this statement, the term "explanation" iS evidently what

Peirce formerly called "ground"; the "enlarged Sign" made up

of "the sign and the Explanation" is evidently what he

formerly called the "interpretant." Hence, the iterative

process may be represented as follohts:

Let <-t-> denote "groundr" S denote
"representamen," x denote "object," and 51 denote
"the i-th interpretant." Then'

51 = (Srx)
32=(S1rx)=((Srx)rx)

Si+l = (Sirx) =
( length i+I )

The S1 represent successive "enlargements" (i.e,

interpretants) of the initial si9n. The relation (-'-)

represents the ground relating the i-th interpretant to the

object: it remains a binary relation, though iteration

clearly encodes increasing complexities. The object seems to

remain the Same: but Peirce thought of the "object" aS part

of the sign's "meaningr" both of them capable of growth in

an endless series (2.274, 2.293), and this is represented in

the diagram if we consider the i-ary chain of x s (which

encodes a series of objects or meanings ) aS the immediate

"object" ( or "meaning" ) of S1. This seems to capture

Peirce's idea of "a sign of itself" aS well aS his idea of

"how one sign gives birth to anotherr" the process that is

90
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the subject of rhetoric. It also represents what Peirce

mearrt by " symbol " :

For every symbol is a Iiving thing, in a very
strict sense that is no mere figure of speech- The
body of the symbol changes slow1y, but i.ts nreaning
inevitably grows, incorporates new elements and
throws off old c,nes (2.222 1903).

Peirce s definition of the symbol, however ' is

intrc,Cuced in an entirely different manner. He divides the

sign "by tlrree trichotomies":

IF]irst, according as the sign in itself is mere
quality, is an actual existent, or is a general
law; secondly' according as the relation of the
sign to its object consists in the sign's having
some character in itself, or in some existential
relation to that object ¡ ot in its relation to an
interpretant; thirdly, according as its
Interpretant represents it as a sign of
possibíIity or as a sign of fact or a sign of
reason (2.243 1903).

This division ( like Aristotle's division of topos into

special and general ) has led to endless disagreements about

what Peirce meant. Peirce himself thought at first that

there were only three trichotomies and ten resulting classes

of signs; he later discovered ten trichrotomies and sixty-six

classes. Leaving that difficulty aside' even the above

division poses problems:

( I ) The notion of trichotomy derives from Peirce's

phenomenology. According to that theory, there are three

modes of being (possibility, actualit.y, law--I.23 ) and three

categories of phenomena (qua1ity, fact, law--L.284 ) ; when

these modes (or categories? or both?) are applied to triadic

relations (of which signs are the most important kind)'
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three types of triadic relations can be isolated: relations

of comparison, of performance, and of thought (2.233-34). In

general terms, these types are seen in each of Peirce's

three divisions above--e.9., his "first" division is into

the trichotomy of quality (a comparison), actuality (a

performance), and general law (a thought).

(2) But the choice of three trichotomies derives from his

definition of the sign. According to that definition, the

sign has three aspects (ground, object, interpretant); Yet,

the three aspects Peirce Seems to use in the Civision are

the relation of the sign to itself, the relation of the sign

to its object, and the relation of the sign to its

interpreta.nt. Of 
' course ' the "ground'i has not. rea1ly

disappeared--Peirce's "second" division is essentially the

"groundr" but what is one to make of his "first" and his

"third"? They too are "grounds" in the sense that any

relatj-on presupposes a ground or idea of relation.

( 3 ) The second of the three trichotomies ( the trichotomy of

relations between sign and object) yields three classes of

signs called the icon, the index, and the symbol wirose

relations to their objects are characterized by resemblance'

connection, and association of idea (2.247 I903).

Now come the several definitions of the symbol, of

which one is given here:

A Symbo1 is a sign naturally fit to declare that
the set of objects which is denoted by whatever
set of indices may be in certain ways attached to
it is represented by an icon associated with it
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(2.295 1902) .

Peirce's example is the word "loveth": associated with this

word is a mental image of one person loving another ( the

icon); any usage of this word in a sentence contains names

of particular individuals (indices); and the word itself is

the symbol (295). Another example is "iL rains": the mental

image of rainy days is the icon; those things which specify

a particular day are the indices; "rains" is the symbol

which the mind associates wíth that day (2.438). fndeed'

Peirce makes it clear that for him a symbol is a verbal sign

(see 2.292,296,298, etc.)r especially a verb or a noun

(26I,262,295,2961. He is equally emphatic that the symbol

is a growing (293), living (302) thing. of course, the

symbol itself comes in several kinds--the genuine, the

singular, and the abstract, depending on the nature of its

object (293).

since any word is a symbol for Peirce, his concept is

not the same as Coleridge's or Wheelwright's (see above).

But his careful explication of how the symbol (or the sign)

grows is a semiotic contribution to the theory of the

literary symbol and to the rhetoric of language. Peirce's

notion is rife with difficulties (see D. Greenlee L973 134-

4I for a summary of these), but he shows how the slrmbol (or

the sign) is itself a topos of persuasion. Other aspects of

the íntersection of Peirce's work with tn.toti-. include his

remarks on assertion (2.332-343), and his unsytematic
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treatment of "speculative rhetoric" (e.9., 2-105-110 ) . The

core of Peirce's influence on rhetoric, however, remains his

work on the sign (and therefore the symbol). His ill-fated

ten classes of signs, in fact, include everything that can

have any relation to the rhetoric of language: syllogisms,

propositions' terms, parts of speech' symbols, icons'

inoices, voluntary and involuntary cries, and feelings

(2.254-264) .

A work that has been (generally speaking) far more

influential than Peirce's is de Saussure's Course in General

Linguistics ( 1906-11, trans. I 959 ). Compared to Peirce's

work, which, because of its triadic emphasis and

incomprehensible breadth, seems to impinge everywhere on

rhetoric, de Saussure S use of one particular binary seems

both simple and separate from rhetoric. The necessary

context íncludes:

(1) a notion of semiology: "a science that studies the life

of signs within society" (16);

(2) a concept of (oral) Ianguage: "a system of signs in

which the only essential thing is the union of meanings

Iconceptsl and sound-images Iauditory images]" (r6[14] );

( 3 ) a concept of writing as the graphic representation of

oral Ianguage ( 23 ) .

Within this context the key term is the sign: "the

linguistic sign unites, not a thing and a name, but a

concept Isignified] and a sound-image Isignifier]" (66[67] ).
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The ful ler nature of this sign is elucidated in de

Saussure's five principles (73-i 4) z

(1) the bond between signifier and signified is arbitrary;

(2) the system has a "multiplicity" of signs;

( 3 ) the system is characterized by "over-complexity";

( 4 ) the sign is inertial with respect to innovation;

(5) the sign's relative stability makes change possible.

De Saussure s obvious preferment of spoken language

over written language is well-known (see Derrida below), but

a few comments on the relation between his sign and Peirce's

are necessary. A first approximation might be that de

SausSure's sign concerns only the arbitrary classes of

Peirce's sign (thus, it excludes, for example, icons). But

Peirce's sign is triadic, it invokes the fuI1 rhetorical

situation, and it is eSSentially symbolic, whereas de

Saussure's sign pointedly excludes the slrmbol altogether.

Although the word "symbol" has sometimes been used to denote

the signifier, says de Saussure, this is not permitted by

the principle of arbitrariness: "One characteristic of the

symbol is that it is never wholly arbitrary; it is not

empty, for there is a remnant of a natural bond between the

s ignif ier I i . e. , cons idered as a ' symbol '] and the

signified" (68). In other words, "the slrmbol has a rational

relationship with the thing signified" (73) whereas the sign

does not. It is not the case, of course, that symbolic and

rhetoríca1 considerationS are of no consequence for de
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Saussure (see his definition of semiology above); it is

rather that de Saussure has by choice limited his

considerations to a very small portion of the semiotics (or

semiology) tfrat both he and'Peirce study. De Saussure

reduces the triad to a binary, making it apparently possible

to introduce a timited principle of arbitrariness (though

some, notably Derrida, disagree). The advantages of this

move are clear--for one thing, the work becomes simpler and

more accessible. The chief disadvantage is that its

rhetorical significance becomes known only through the work

of others.

These others include many names now familiar to

literary criticism. Roman Jakobson's definition of the

poetic function of language, for example' builds directly on

the binary of selection,/combination (or, paradigm/syntagm'

diachrony/synchron! r metaphor /metonymy ) : "The poetic

function projects the principle of equivalence Ii.e., of

selection I into the axis of combination I i . e. , of

contiguityl" ("Linguistics and Poetics" (1960) I972 95). The

rhetorical significance of this formulation is that a poetic

function is defined by two traditional figures emphatically

separated from each other by a linguistic binary.

This is a rethinking of rhetoric in structuralist terms

before Roland Barthes was advocating that very project ( "The

Rhetoric of the fmage" (1964], (L977 32-51). rn essays such

as "The Death of the Author" ( 1964) (L977 142-48, and "To
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Write: An Intransitive Verb?" (1970), Barthes draws out some

decidedly rhetorical consequences of de Saussure s

signifíer/signified distinction: the arbitrary nature of the

pairing frees the reader to participate actively in the

production of meaning (i.e., the rhetorical tríad is dynamic

with respect to pathos ) ; the author is dead insofar as

control of meaning is concerned, but a narrator (a verbal

representation of ethos) lives on in the text (1ogos). The

arbitrariness (in the smal 1 ) of the sign implies the

arbitrariness (in the large) of meaning. Freed from fixity

of meaning, the text becomes a source of pleasure for the

reader who continues to desire meaning ( includinq the

meaning tanta:-ízíngly predicated by the presence of a

flickering narrator) and engages in its creation- For

Barthes there are "readerly" and "writerly" texts,

approximately, texts of "pleasure" and texts of "bIiss"
(L97 5 14 51--2). The distinction hinges on the

signifier/signífied relation: in the "readerly" text, the

text of "pleasurer" the arbitrary relation fixes meaningt in

the "writerly" text, the text of "blissr" the arbitrary

relation un-fixes meaning. Both writing and reading are

revealed as the use or abuse of various codes (hermeneutic,

semic, symbolic, proairetic, culturaI) to create meaning;

each code is a complex of signs, each of which entails the

arbitrary and hence ultimately unstable signifier,/signified

relation. Again, the rhetorical significance of "semio-
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criticism," as Barthes ca1led it, is that meaning (er9o

communication) insofar as it involves the rhetorical triad

(and the nature of the sign does presuppose this triad )

becomes utterly fragile.

In one sense, early structuralism became possible only

because rhetoric was forgotten: the binary Saussurean s ign

seems to "forget" ethos and pathos, remembering only logos.

But just as the relative stability of the sign (i.e., its

arbitrary nature) makes change in the sign inevitable, so

loss of memory makes recovery inevitable. Jacques Derrida

(Of Grammatolog.y 1976) deconstructs the neat Saussurean

dichotomy of (spoken) sign into signifier/signified in such

a way as to make remembering necessary.

First, Derrida argues that, rather than being secondary

to spoken language, "!,/riting comprehends language" (7). De

Saussure had claimed that writing was secondary because it

was a signifier of a signifier (speech), whereas speech was

a signifier of a signified (meaning). Derrida simply

observes that the signified of spoken language is also a

signifier: tree (written) signifies tree (spoken) signifies

tree (concept) signifies, for example, the tree of life

(another concept), et cetera. De SausSure S ostensible

reason simply doesn't hold because the chain of

signification does not end with the signified.

Secondly, the history of the view that speech is prior

to writing suggests two real reasons for this belief: the
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presence of the speaker helps to determine meaning ( I1-12 ) ;

the immediate speaker and the immediate meaning are grounded

ultimately in a "transcendental signifiedr" the eternal

presence and word of God (I5-I7, 23). Thís is the famous

charge of logocentrism or Iogophonocentrism. De Saussure's

sign (because the signifier is a sound-image, a spoken word)

encodes the presence of a speaker and (because the signified

presents the illusion of completed meaning) encodes the

transcendental presence of both a final speaker and a final

meaning.

The Saussurean sign can neither forget rhetoric nor

suppress the endless play of signification. But Derrida is

not yet done with it: he will destroy it directly with a

classical reductio ad absurdum argument (44-45). Two of de

Saussure's tenets are: (a) the sign-system of writing

represents the sign-system of speaking; (b) the

signifier/signified relation of any sign is arbitrary. If

(b) ho1ds, then it must hold also for the relation between

writing (a signifier) ano speaking (a signified of writing);

but this implies that (a) cannot ho1d, for a representation

is never arbitrary.

Derrida's work has other consequences for a rhetoric of

language than the demonstration of presence (ethos ) in the

Saussurean sign. Perhaps as important as the near-eviction

of ethos from writing is the near-introduction of pathos

into writing. The endless play of signification provides the
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opportunity for both. rnvoking Peirce as an a1ly--"Peirce

goes very far in the direction that I have called the de-

construction of the transcendental signified" (49)--Derrida

focusses on the process of signification by introducing ne\^/

terms dealing with its failure to achieve closure. Thus '
trace (a possibility common to aII systems of signification

46\ ; differance (difference makes the signifLer/signifed

relation both possible and arbitrary 52; deferral of the

final signified, or meaning, or presence 46-'1, 52, 6L, 62-

63); and deconstruction itself (the necessary discovery of

aporia within a text). Just as Peirce's interpretant

presupposes ethos/pathosr so Derrida's process of

signification deconstructs the absence of especially pathos

(the reader).

The significance of the structuralist and post-

structuralist moVements for a rhetoric of language is to

clarify the nature of the r:n:!;! of signification and to

explicate the process of signification (both of which turn

out to presuppose the rhetorical triad ) . But a third

signifícance emerges almost as a by-product--the ÞiÆ-tJ.'.
notion aS old aS Aristotle, is given a prominence that

elevates its role in the topoi of invention. It appears

eVerywhere as the smallest and most natural unit of

classification, analysis, thought, and, most important'

language. The general significance of the binary is well-

known (Ong 1981 13-48), but it appears now also as the basis
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of the topoi of style.

By the time that Group IrIu was using the Saussurean sign

to analyze the figures ( L970 trans-

1981), Gerard Genette had already pointed out that the

signif ier/signified relation was figural :

I B ] etween what the poet has written and what he
has thought, there iJ a 9aP, aGþã,Ç and like all
space, lt possesses a form. This form is caIled
figurg and there will be as many figures as one
õãn--Efnd forms in the space that is created on
each occasion between the line of the
signifier...and that of the signified..., which is
obviously merely another signifier... ( "Figures"
(L964) 1982 47).

Figure as the gap between the signifier and the signified:

that gap that de Saussure had said was arbitrary now turns

out to be motivated, intentional, and rhetorical. Writing

(even the zero degree of writing is "a sign defined by the

absence of sign") is always figural, always style (47I-

Genette's definition of rhetoric remarries what de Saussure

had divorced: "rhetoric is a system of figures" (48)- And

Sor once again, the whole of rhetoric enters the rhetoric of

language, but now through notion of sign as figure:

the figure, then, is simply a sense of figure, and
its existence depends completely on the awareness
that the reader has, or does not have, of the
ambiguity of the discourse that is being offered
him.... This hermeneutic circle exists also in
rhetoric: the value of the figure is not given in
the words that make it up, since it depends on the
gap between these words and those that the reader
perceives, mentally beyond them (54).

Group Mu (Mu) is rather critical of Genette's use of a

figure to define figure (Rhetoric L29 ff.): in its place
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they offer trees of the linguistic units of signification

(based on the the decomposition of these units according to

two principles, the binary sign and length of the

signifiying unit 25-28\ and assert that "every rhetorical

figure wiIl be an alteration of coordinates or displacements

on these trees. Rhetoric will thus be the set of rules of

movement on the trees" (26). A "tree" may be a more organic

figure than a "spacer" but it still remains a figure-

Nevertheless, using a number of other linguistic terms, Mtl

defines a rhetoric (of the figure) more fully as follows:

IR]hetoric is a collection of dev¿elip¡e capable
of autocorrection: that is to saTE mõdify the
norffiedqqdancy. of language by breaking
rules or creatinÇ-GG. The deviation created
by an author is perceived by the reader thanks to
a mark and subseguently reduced thanks to the
presence of an invariant. The totality of these
õperations'... tcreaEãä-@ author and perceived by
reader l. . ., produces a specific aesthetic effect
ca1led ethos, which is the real object of artistic
communiffiõn (40-4r).

Figure as deviation: this is the classical definition,

grounded now in linguistic terminology. As to the actual

production of these deviations (which approaches, in terms

of this study, topos), Mu suggests two "operations"
(addition and suppression) and one "relational operation"

(permutation) (41-2). An extended table classifying the

figures of rhetoric follows (45).

Mu's rhetoric of the figure therefore evokes the

rhetorical triad (especially ethos) through figure, avoids

topos altogether, and bases itself on binaries and
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tour de force of analysis which

establishes that the traditional figures may be considered

operations performed on signífication in the linguistic

sense. It does not admit that this argues that the figure is

a sign: but, if the figure is an operation on a sign' say an

addition, a suppression, or a permutation (which are aIl the

operations possible), then applying the permitted inverse

operation (which is also either an addition, a suppression,

or a permutation) yields another figure which is in fact the

original sign. Quod erat iemonstrandum.

Not everyone is as certain that every figure is a sign'

but even those who elevate the status of particular figures

agree that the rhetoric of the figure ( like the rhetoric of

language) extends readily to aII of rhetoric. Ricoeur, for

example, says that "metaphor is the rhetorical process by

which discourse unleashes the power that certain fictions

have to describe reality" (1977 7). On the other hand' PauI

De Man, whose Allegories of Reading (irg7g) priorizes

metaphor, holds that semiology reduces rhetoric by

emphasizing the @ of meaning at the expense of the what of

meaning (semantics) and by treating the tropes and figures

syntactically as elements of grammar (5-6). Yet, says de

Man, Peirce's semiological notion of sign (especially its

iterative nature based in the interpretant) is the very

essence of rhetoric (9). De Man's two positions would seem

to argue that the intersection of rhetoric and semiology is
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being mistaken for the whole of rhetoric toward which it

tends.

The relation between the figure and the sign is both

complex and vexing. Though the metaphor, for example ' seems

readily amenable to semj-otic analysis (vehicle/tenor =

signifier/sígnif ied ), Todorov's

( I9B2 ) argues that the ( literary ) symbol is only a

particular kind of ( semiotic ) sign. It happens to be

typological, plurifunctíonal, and heterologicaL (291 ) ' which

is to say difficult, and he castigates semiotics for

pointedly avoiding it (255 ff.). Eco's Semiotics and the

Philosophy of Language (1984) argues that the symbol is not

a kind of sign but a mode somewhat paradoxically

characterizeð. by openness /privacy' cerLaínty /uncertainty'

and textual implicature (I56-62). Eco sees the symbol as

something between a trope and a sign: it is not rea1ly a

trope because it may also have a literal truth value

(signified) whereas the true trope does not (f39-41); it is

not a sign because the signifier,/signified reration is too

unstable (L36-7 , I43 ) . In the troubl esome area of

overlapping disciplines, in this case rhetoric and language,

the symbol (sign or figure?) focusses the problem quite

precisely. If a consensus is emerging that it is both' that

is to say only that the rhetoric of figure and of language

are one rhetoric which is ultimately inseparable. Perhaps

disôourse is a more appropriate word than language (Eagleton
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1983 L94-2I1¡ Easthope f9B3 3-47), but if it ís, then a

rhetoric of language is fu11 and traditional, "every

utterance assuming a speaker and a hearer, and in the

speaker, the intention of inf luencing the other in some !,7ay"

(Benveniste, quoted in Easthope 4f).

Rhetoric qua rhetoric in the twentieth century consists

of two general kinds--rhetoric applied and rhetoric

rethought. The distinction cannot be maintained with any

rigor, of course, but the extremes may be exemplified by two

texts, Corbett's Classical Rhetoric for the Modern Student

(1968, rev. 1971 ) and Chaim Perelman's and L. Olbrecht-

Tytteca's The New Rhetoric: A Treatise on Arqumentation

(1969). Rhetoric applied itself may be further subdivided

into rhetorical analyses of 1 iterature, rhetorical

heuristics of the creative act, and so on (see James

Kinneavy s survey, "Contemporary Rhetoric" in Horner 1983

167-21-3, and the essays collected in Murphy L982). Rhetoric

rethought differs from rhetoric applied in that its

accommodation of both classical rhetoric and contemporary

thought is rather like Campbell's in the eighteenth century:

it is fuII with respect to the former and deep with respect

to the latter. Evidently, a great deal of applied rhetoric

constitutes rethinking of part of the classical tradition.

An interesting example is Kenneth Burke's A Grammar of

Iulotíves ( 1969), which uses a dramatic pentad (act / scene /

agent / agency / purpose) to explore how we think and speak
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about "motives. " Burke's is a deep rethinking of classical

rhetoric, in part because he replaces classical rhetoric's

central exemplum (the oration or its written text) of the

persuasive act with an example (drama or its text) of the

motivated act. Thus , the larger topos in which Burke invents

and arranges his argument is that particular literary genre

(just as it was in classical rhetoric) which suits his

subject. The application of the tradition is also fulI: in

the first part of his argument, Burke draws on the classical
topoi to define his subject through its "grammar" (which,

incidentally, is itself a topos for gurke); he amplifies the

scope of his argument by relating the elements of the pentad

to philosophical schools of thought; he applies his method

of "dramatism" to an analysis of modern dialectics; and, in

an appendix, he offers an interesting discussion of the four

"master tropes" as modes of thinking. On the whole, however,

no one but a Burke could reinvent classical rhetoric in this
idiosyncratic way.

Perelman's New Rhetoric perhaps best represents the

sense in which rhetoric may be rethought for our time. In it

and in his The New Rhetoric and the Humanities (I979),

Perelman reclaims and rethinks the idea of persuasion, the

rhetorical situation or triad, the major divisions of

rhetoric (invention, arrangement, style), and, especially,

the role of the topoi. Perelman's is no mere application or

contemporary reformulation of rhetoric but an integrated and
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provocative demonstration, based on a notion of
argumentation, of how the old may become new (for a

convenient summary, see Secor 1984 ) .

The domain of argumentation, says Perelman, echoing

rhetoricians from Aristotle to De Quincey, is the credible,
the plausible, and the probable, but never the strictly
demonstrable (1969 Introduction). This is also the domain of

rhetoric, the art of non-Iogical reasoning (i.e.,

argumentation ) aimed at "gaining adherence" ( 14 ).
Argumentation is above aIl audience- and speaker-conscious:

since an audience consists of "those the speaker wants to

influencer" it is "a construction of the speaker" (19); more

generally, any particular audience is a specific instance of

an idea of a "universal audience" ( 31 -32) which the speaker

has--"The deliberating subject is often regarded as an

incarnation of the universal audience" (40). Argumentation

therefore assumes a unity-in-principle of speaker and

hearerr ârr agreement of some kind, a consensus, which is
clarified by what Perelman calls the presuppositions of

argumentation (I979 I1-15): a will to persuade and be

persuaded, a common Ianguage, an issue considered both

significant and value-dependent, and commonly held bases for
agreement or disagreement

Perelman's rhetoric

notion of persuasion as

Iine between manipula

therefore is grounded in a generous

argrumentation which draws a f ine

tion and deceit: argumentation
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presupposes some agreement. Tt also recognizes a dynamic

relationship between speaker and audience that is
particularly suited to writing: in the isolatíon of the

writing act, the "audience" (reader) is necessarily some

"universal" (idea) incarnate in the "deliberating subject,"
(writer ), and an obvious extension could be made to the

reading act.

Two of the three elements of the rhetorical triad are

thus treated in an essential and new way in the concept of

argumentation. The third, logos, is discussed from the point

of view of the topoi. Argumentation is impossible unless

there are some bases of agreement; these bases include "on

the one handt ...facts, truths, and presuppositions; on the

other, values, hierarchies, and the loci of the preferable"

(L979 I5; see also I969 83 ff.). The topoi (which need not

necessarily be articulated), then, belong to thre bases of

agreement upon which argumentation depends. They are loosely

defined as "headings" or "storehouses" for arguments, in

short, as premises of a very general nature shared by

speaker and audience, and are based on Book III of
Aristotle's Topica. Perelman's contribution is to observe

that the topoi seem to occur in antithetical pairs and to

make this structure into a larger topos which he calls "the

locus of the preferable" ( I969 85 ; I979 1 59 ) . This

observation and the use made of it emphasize the role of the

binary in the topoi (see above). Three major binaries are
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given ( qual ity / quantity, orde r / ae tual ity ' and

essence,/person), each of which is a simple ranking of values

on the basis of preferability. Perelman s use of the binary

topos of preference is especially interesting. He uses

quantity,/quaI ity to distinguish between l iterary eras

(Classicism prefers quantity, Romanticism prefers quality

1979 I61); he introduces another binary, reality,/appearance-

-reversing the order of his terms--and uses it to

characterize an era itself (particular instances of this

topos indicate Romanticism s pref erences--

imaginat ion/ reason, for example L64); the topos

trutin/opinion expresses the CIassical position that

demonstration is preferable to argumentation ( 165 ) .

Perelman does not apply the general topos of preference

to style, but he makes it clear that the rhetorical figures

function as topoi of style (1969 167), treats metaphor in

the context of argument by analogy ( I 96 9 399 ), and

considers the role of the figures in the creation of ethos

(Lg79 I7 ). " In fact , it their argumentative role is

disregarded, the study of the figures is a useless pastime'

a search for strange names for rather far-fetched and

affected turns of speech" (L979 1B).

He also studies the larger arrangements of arguments

( 1979 1B -24). These arrangements are of two kinds '
associative and dissociative, both of which involve

binaries. Associative arquments include quasi-logicaI
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arguments (.. g. , the topoi ) ; real ity arguments ( either

appeals to "reality" through causalityr authority, €t

cetera r ot establishing "reaIity" by example, illustration,

model, and analogy). Dissociative arguments play a major

role in resolving incompatibilities by moving from the plane

of disagreement to another plane on which agrreement is

posSible (hence, the term dissociation). Perelman's example

is the appearance/reality paír noted above, which represents

a movement from incompatibility in "the apparently real" to

compatibility on an ideational plane of "a higher reality."

One might add that the binary itself functions as a

dissociation: the pair "appearance/reality" formally

resolves the incompatibility of two, "appearance' and

"realityr" by uniting them into one "binary."
In sum, Perelman re-establishes the centrality of the

topoi in rhetoric by using a concept of argumentation based

on tacit agreement and appealing to preferences ( values ) .

The topos he establishes is the topos of the preferable' a

binary ranking of values. This is the core of his

contribution to rhetoric: argument, topos of the preferable'

binary. Its significance may be understood by considering

the enormous amount of argumentation that rests on an

agreement that a binary opposition is a useful place to

begin. The rhetorical triad may itself be considered as

logos from two points of view (ethos and pathos). But logos

must be invented with respect to both matter and manner'
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both of which involve binaries--matter insofar as its

invention resorts to the topoí, manner insofar as the

figures of style are themselves based on binary relations.

Synecdoche is pars pro toto, metaphor is vehicle and tenor'

metonymy is an iteration of "is next tor" and so on. ft is

perhaps not an exaggeration to say that Perelman has ( like

his countrlrman, Ramus) identified the topos of rhetoric for

over two thousand years.
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I.7 Definition

my beginning is my end....

my end is my beginning. "

T. S. Eliot, "East Coker"

Several developments in this survey of topos lead to its

definition. They are Iisted in approximately chronological

order and have been discussed above in some detail:

1. The Aristotelian notion of topos almost always involves a

relation between two things; this relation can usually be

applied successively, yielding a rhetorical but not strict

demonstration.

2. The Roman concept of slesi s is an opposi

issue which can be resolved by successive appl

tion on some

ications of

the topoi.

3. The idea of figure (especially the four "master tropes")

ís always considered as a relation between two Iinguistic

elements; since the time of the Romans ' figure includes most

of the traditional topoi and functions as a place in which

style is invented.

4. The Romantic poets introduce a new figure, the slrmbol'

which (because of its relation to ethos and pathos)

emphas izes the rhetorical triad and functions as a topos.

5. The linguistic sign is analyzed as a binary (de Saussure)

or as a tríad which resolves into an iterated binary
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(Peirce). The latter version has close affinities with the

symbol which has become important in modern poetry and

poetics.

6. Twentieth century rhetorics of the figure and of language

claim they are rhetoric; the relation between figure and

sign becomes clearer and closer.

7. Twentieth century rhetoric re-establishes the topoi
(which seem to occur in pairs) as relations of preference

which rank values and make value-based argumentation

possible.

The suggestion that Lhe topoi of invention (of argument

and style) have an underlying structure ís very strong. This

structure rather consistently exhibits two characteristics:
(a) it is a binary relation of some kind;

(b) this relation is successively applicable (or iterative).

Such relationsr âs a glance at any contemporary textbook

confirms, are fundamental to the set-theoretical foundations

of mathematics. They are caIIed partial orderings, and their

two characteristics are that they are binary and transitive.

Of course, set theory is not rhetoric: set theory is one of

the foundations of mathematics; but logic studies the

foundations of mathematics, and logic is closely related to

rhetoric. From Aristotle (rhetoric is the counterpart of

dialectic) to Perelman (rhetoric is the complement to

logic), the relationship between rhetoric and logic has been

the relationship between the open palm and the closed fist.
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There would seem to be some historical precedent, then, f.or

an investigation of contemporary rhetoric to also appeal to

contemporary 1ogic. This appeal yields an insight about

topos. BriefIy, the study of the foundations of mathematics

has recently developed an alternative to set theory known as

cateqorv theorv. In very general terms, a category is a

formalization of the idea of "minimal structure"' involving

"relations" among "objects." Among the kinds of categories

is a particularly important kind called an elementary topos

which serves as a model for different "logics." One of the

most significant examples of an elementary topos is a

partial ordering. (See R. Goldblatt, Topoi: A Categorial

Investigation of Logic 1984 1-5, 24-30, 84-85.) The

definition of topos as a transitive binary relation thus

emerges from the term's history in rhetoric and from recent

developments in rhetoric's counterpart, logic. It remains

for me to show this definition is adequate to its task.

Definition: A topos is a transitive binary relation: that
is, a relation <-r-) such that if (xry) and 4yrz) then
(x, z) .

Aristotle said that rhetoric was the counterpart of

dialectic because the enthlrmeme, or rhetorical syllogism'

represented a loosening of the true syllogism (probabilities

instead of certainties, approximate rather than strict

implication, and steps missing). This can be made quite

precj-se using a partial ordering:

Let (xry) denote a partial ordering. Therefore, if
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(xry) and (y,z), then (x,z> (by transítivity). But
the form of the syllogism is: if x is yt and if y
is zt then x is z. That is, every syllogism
expresses the transitivity of the binary relation
of implication: (x,y) may be interpreted to stand
for the implication "x is y," or "if x, then y."

Thus, implication (the binary relation successively applied

in the syllogism) is a partial ordering. The converse--that

a partial ordering is a (strict) implication--is false
(consider the partial ordering "is preferable to"). The

characteristic of transitivity is precisely what makes a

topos useful in rhetorical argrumentation or demonstration.

The definition of topos may be recast using the

relation "implicationr" or [-r-]:
A topos is a binary relation <- t-) such that

[ <(x,Y),(Y,z)) , 1.x,2> ]-
By convention, ((xryl r(yrz)> means "<xry> and 1y,z) " (this

convention is adopted for technical reasons which wiII

become apparent below). Put in this wây, the definition of

topos shows precisely the relation between topos and

enthymeme.

All the Aristotelian topics are topoi in the sense of

the definition given above. Since there are fourteen

logical topics and at least twenty-eight general topics, lrY

demonstration will consist of some general remarks and

several examples. Regarding the logical topics (considered

as predicates), Aristotle himself observed that "Whenever a

thing is predicated of another as subject, all things said

of what is predicated wiII be said of the subject also"
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Predication, under the appropriate circumstances, is

therefore transitive. ft may also be considered as a binary

relation:1et <, ) denote "predication"--that is, (John'

man) denotes "the predicate man applies to John_), ott

brief Iy , " John is a ntan. "

The four common topics (Rhetoric 1392a8 ff.) are also

topoi in the sense of the definition. "The greater or the

lesser" has been treated in the introduction. Aristotle's

discussion of the topic of "the possible" shohrs that he

always combines "is possible" with some other relation

between two things: contrary pairing, similarity, priority'

whole/part, and so on. In other words, this topic may be

expressed as "possibility is transitive with respect to some

binary relations." Since each of these binary relations is,

under appropriate circumstances ' a partial ordering, so is

its combination with the unary relation "is possible." This

seems intuitively clear, and its direct expression using a

single binary relation is relatively straightforward:

Let (xry) denote "if x is possible, and if x
stands in some permissible relation to Y t then y
is possible. "

Using some f urther notational conventions, \ÂI€ may

recast this expression to make its structure clearer:
( I ) Let I' I t' denote " truth" and r' 0 r' denote f alsity.
Then IIrx] asserts "xr" and Ixr0] asserts "not-x"
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(GoIdbIatt 128 ) .
(2) Let Ix,y]o denote "x possibly implies y. " Then,
[1rx]p asserts'"x is possible." Note that

T t(1,x),(x,y)lo , It,Y]o 1

says that "if x is þossible änd if x possibly implies
y, then y is possible."
(3) Finally, letting <-,-) denote any binary relation'

t ttr,l),(x,(x,y>)lo, [1,y]o l
says "if x is possible ah¿ if (x,i/) is possible, then y
is possible. "

Thus, (3) represents what Aristotle meant by the topos "is
possible." It is a weak form of implication--which is the

point of defining a topos as a partial ordering.

The remaining two common topics,"the past" and "the

futur€r" are again considered by Aristotle in combination

with some other binary relation (more Iikely, causality'

priority, et cetera); the demonstration that they are

partial orderings is similar to the above.

Aristotle's list of twenty-eight general topics has

been intensively analyzed by Ryan (96-109 ), who, like

Grima1di, concludes that they are atI statements of binary

relation ( cause-effect, antecedent-conseguent, €t cetera ) .

These relations are clearly transitive, and therefore every

such topic is a partial ordering. Nevertheless, since an

example is also a form of demonstration (being the

rhetorical counterpart of induction), two topics wilI be

represented directly as partial orderings. Aristotle's first

topic is described as follows:

One probative commonplace is based upon
consideration of the opposite of the thing in
question. Observe whether the opposite has the
ópposite quality. If it has not, you refute the
original proposition; if it hasr lou establish it.
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benef icial; f or
licentiousness is hurtful" (Rhetoric 1397a10) .

This topic is not simply an "opposite" (which is in general

a binary but not a transitive relation ) : it is an

implication involving an "opposite. " Aristotle's

"opposites" constitute a complex theory of negation using

the notions of "relativ€s," "contraries," "privationsr" and

''negation''(@.ise1Ib5-I4a20\,andon1ythefirstof
these is itself a topos; Aristotle's example, however, is a

"contrary, " and "in most cases what is contrary to a bad

thingisgood''(@ies14a5).Letting[x,y]denote''xis
y" (x implies y, or the predicate y applies to x) and (x,y)

denote "x is an opposite of yr " the topos is

[ <(x,Y,Ix,Y]), (x,Y,o)) , ([x,Y],0) l.
In words, "if x is y, and if both xrX and y,Y are opposites,

then (under the appropriate conditions) X is Y." Ot, more

familiarly, "opposition is (sometimes) transitive with

respect to implication. "

The second example is the topic, "if two results are

theSame,theirantecedentsarea1sotheSame''(@

1399b5 ff. ). This topic involves two other topics,

similarity and antecedent,/consequent (a kind of generalized

irnplication which seems to include causality), both of which

are partial orderings. The nature of the topic may be

clarified by observing that "similarity" pushes backward

from conseguents to antecedents; or r alternatively'

"implication" pulls "similarity" back from consequents to
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antecedents. The presence of two relations in the same

topic, together with the fact that one of them travels

backwards, so to speak, suggests that the representation

will be complex, despite the intuitive validity of the claim

that it is, in principle, possible.

Let < | ) denote the relation similarity, [, ]

denote the relation between antecedent and
consequent, and ( , ) denote any ordered pair.
Then,

[ [ (x,w) , <y,z)1, (x,w) ]
represents the topic "if two results are the same'
their antecedents are also the same. "

The representation of this topic shows quite graphically how

"similarity" travels backward from consequents (y and z) to

antecedents (x and w). That the relation is transitive is

also intuitively obvious--"similarity" pushes backward from

conseguents to (tne immediate) antecedents to (any prior)

antecedents, and "implication" pulls "similarity" back from

( the last ) consequents to ( any prior ) antecedents. The

(rhetorical) demonstration that the twenty-eight general

topoi are, in fact, partial orderings is therefore complete-

Since the several parts of the assertion that all the

Aristotelian topoi are partial orderings have been

demonstrated, by another familiar topic so has the whole-

The Roman topics are in essence the sar0e as

Aristotle's, and only the notion of stasis needs to be

considered from the perspective of partial orderings - A

stasis is a point of rest between oppositions (Dieter)' "the

point on which the whole matter turns" (Quintilian), which
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is either conjectural or definitional or qualitative. These

three are aIt topoi in the sense of being partial orderings.

The nature of the opposition, in other words, is a topos ,

and the opposition itself is settled by the application of

topoi. In an obvious wôy, stasis is not a topos but a

guestion (issue, point) to which a topos applies. On the

other hand, a stasis is a point of ( rest be tween )

opposition(s), as is any binary relation. The best solution

seems to me to say that stasis is a binary relation (but not

a partial ordering).

The history of topos shows that the figure functions

rather clearly as a place in which to invent style. Four

figures are dominant--the so-caIled master-tropes, metaphor,

synecdoche, metonymy, and irony. Theír definitions have

remained fairly constant and each definition is a topos in

the sense defined above. A metaphor is a binary pair,
(vehicle,tenor); synecdoche is some variation of (part'

whole); metonymy is based on the relation of contiguity; and

irony is an extended (iterated ?) duplicity. It is also easy

to see that these binary relations are transitive, which '
for the figures, means that the relation persists through

repeated application (iteration). For examPle' the

transitivity of the metaphor may be represented by

( (vrt), T>

where the inner metaphor, (v,t), itself becomes the vehicle

of a second tenor, T. "Let me not to the marriage [v] of
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true minds ttl admit impediments; Iove ITI . ." And the

symbol, according to Peirce, is Si+l = (Si,x), where Si+l is

the (i+I)th interpretant, x is the object named by the

representamen S, and (-t-) is the ground relating the ith

ínterpretant to its object.

The transitivity of the topos "figure" is best seen in

the linguistic analysis of the sign. De Saussure, af course'

would have it Lhat the process of signification is not

iterative; but, as Derrida and others have shown, it very

clearly is. It is Peirce's analysis of the sign, however,

that reveals both that the sign is an iteration and that it

is very like the literary symbol (see above). Group Mu,

similarly, basing its definition of the figure (a deviation)

on Iinguistic notions including the (binary) sign of de

Saussure, supports the argument that the figure is surely

some kind of sign. Since the sign is an uncompleted process

of iteration of a binary relationr so is the figure. That

is, the figure is a partial ordering.

Finally, Perelman. His sense of topos is perhaps both

closest to Aristotle's and the nearest source of the

definition offered in this chapter. By associating two

simpler topics on the basis of preference, he repeats

exactly Aristotle's procedure in his discussion and use of

the topics. As v¡e have seen' a binary relation between two

simple topics is a more complex topic which retains the

essential features of the sj-mp1er topics. That essential
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feature is consistently employed but never named by

Perelman: his "preferability" is a partial ordering of two

values (simple topics), tacitly agreed to by hearer and

speaker, which makes argumentation possible. More generally'

partial orderings make argumentation (rhetorical persuasion)

possible. That is the conclusion of this chapter and the

motivation for its definítion of topos.
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Part 2. The Rhetoric of Prairie Poetry

2.I Pl-ace and Topos

That prairie writing is preoccupied with place has been a

critical cliche since the nineteen-fLf.tíes. Edward l4cCourt,

in a seminal definition, stated that "True regional

Iiterature is above aII di-stinctive in that it illustrates

the effect of particular, rather than general, physical'

economic, and racial features upon the lives of ordinary men

and h/omen" ( L949 revised 1970

56 ) . McCourt was speaking of course of prose fiction, not

poetry, but he might as well have been speaking of both-

CarIyIe King, trying to avoid the fallacy of regional

environmentalism, fel1 nevertheless into a variant, which

might be called the fallacy of regional subjectism: "there

are Ifor example] no Saskatchewan writers; there are only

vrrritersr" said Professor King, and very sensibly--in view of

this assumption--collected an anthology of "writing about

Saskatchewan" (Saskatchewan Harvest: A Golden Jubilee of

Saskatchewan Song and Story 1955) which included writers

from the prairies ( Sinclair Ross ) as wel I as from

Newfoundland (4. J. Pratt) r aIl writing about the same

place. Both of these examples, in different ways' attest to

the effect of place on writers of that place. When that

place is the prairie, the effect is most often due to the
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lace Stegner puts it, "The drama of this

the sky, pouring with light and always

th is passive. . . . These prairies are

to static; looked at for any length of

to impose their awful perfection on the

Eternity is a peneplain" (WoIf Willow L962

fn the seventies, Laurence Ricou did for poetry what

McCourt had done for prose in the fifties: exercising his

prerogative as an editor, he assembled a collection of the

work of prairie poets that showed that "the prairie is a

prominent, and often persistent, focus of the poet's work"

(Twelve Prairie Poets L976 Introduction 7'). It may be that

this demonstration was effected as much by Ricou's editorial

stance as by the works of the poets, but no one has

suggested that Ricou vüas not at least partly right. Ten

years later, Dennis Cooley introduced a new (for prairie

literature) reading of the effect of place on poetry.

Instead of arguing from the extended reference to place, and

relying heavily on the practise and theories of Robert

Kroetsch, Cooley argued from the voice of place: "These

I prairie ] poets . wrote out of an increasinglY

vernacular voice found in the people and events around them"

(Ecw IB/19 (summer,/paIl 1980): 15). But the voice of place

is stilI linked to the environment, including the physical:

prairie poems are written in "open forms and rhythmsr " the
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models are "idiomatic, open-ended" (I7). Significantly, for

the argument here being advanced, the reprint of Cooley s

special edition of ECW was entitled Bgll-acin_g. Recently, he

has argued that the vernacular is postmodern (The Vernacular

Muse 171)r ârì argument that has the curious consequence

(given that recourse to the vernacular is a traditional

rhetorical technique) that rhetoric is postmodern.

There is no question that these readings of prairie

poetry and fiction, extending over thirty years' have

identified a central preoccupation of that literature. Even

EIi Mandel, whose perception of place in prairie poetry is

somewhat different from those cited above, does not omit

reference and literality. Noting that "It]he theoretical

basis of literary regionalism is weaker than the historical

or geographical," Mandel offers his "image for the prairie

writer": he Ishe] is "one who returnsr" that is, "a man

lwoman] not so much in placer âs one out of place and so one

endlessly trying to get back, to find his [her] way home, to

return, to write himself Iherself] into existence, writing

west" (Another Time 69). The place that interests Mandel is

a state of mind, "a tension between place and culture' a

doubleness or duplicity" (69)r a state that is grounded not

in "In]ostalgia, sadness, memory, even affection" of place'

but ín language and form (76)..

Nlandel's image of the prairie poet is an image of a

"resident" in the legal and metaphorical sense; his notion
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of this poet's doubleness manifested in language and form

verges on contemporary notions of figure as a "gap" between

the signifier and the signified, between "what the poet has

written and what he thought" (Genette "Figures" 1982 47)- rn

Mandel's conception, the poet hirnself (herself ) is a f igure

of gap-ness in the text: because the figure of the "poet"

(ethos ) represented in the text ( Iogos ) is an instrument of

appeal to the reader (pathos), this comes close (as Godard

has pointed out, though inadvertently, in "Epi(pro)logrue"

Open Letter 6th ser. 2-3 (Summer-FaIl 1985): 301-35) to

grounding poetics in rhetoric. But tirere is still a great

resistance to naming the context of all that passes as

reading and writing by its traditional name (rhetoric), and

Mande1, sensitive as he is to the tradition of which poetry

is necessarily a part' cannot bring himself to "eff the

ineffable" (the phrase is Robert Kroetsch's, echoing Eliot's

delightfut "Effanineffable" from "The Naming of Cats" 1969

209).

A topos of particular relevance to prairie poetry is

based on literal "place. " This topos, which derives from

Cicero's oe l4\/çn!renqr appears most clearly in Quintilian

under both "arguments drawn from persons" and "things"
(fnstitutio Oratoria V.x.23-31 and 37). Curtius notes its

wide use in epideictic poetry (narrative and lyric) in the

Middte Ages (European and Latin_Literature in the Midd1e

Ages I53-159); I{iIson discusses its role in the praise or
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dispraise of men and their deeds in the Renaissance (qhe

Arte of Rhetorique 1553 24 ff. ); and the topographical

element in Romantic poetry attests to its continuing

influence. fn brief, this topos is a relation between a

place and the things (persons, deeds, objects) belonging to

or associated with that place: if the place is praiseworthy'

valued, ot preferred, then so is the thing; more generally'

the attríbutes of place transfer to the thing in pIace.

Vrlhether considered as an instance of (x, place) , (place, y) '
their conseguence (xry)¡ or (ifrthen), whether technically a

trope or a figure, this topos is a partial ordering in the

sense of the definition above. Iviandel's image is an instance

of (personrplace), r,vhere <- t-) is def ined by the double "out

of " ("is fromr" yet "is alien to") Stegner's
(activerlight), (light,sky), (skyrearth), (earthrpassive) in

some sense prepares the reader to accept the concluding

metaphor ( "Eternity is a peneplain" ) which conflates time

(measured by the constant "motion" of light) and space

("static," fIat as the prairie). Thus, the "argument" may be

subtle, the nature of the relation <-'-> may be flexible'

the conclusion oblique--but this is precisely the domain

which rhetoric has traditionally claimed as its very own. It

is also a domain in which topoi abound.

In the two major models of rhetoric, topos (in the

sense of both the def in j-tion of Part I , above, and the

tradition) occupies a central position. Aristotle favours a
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triad, ethos / logos / pathos, ín which the topoi (his

sense) and the figures are Iocated in logos (Iþg_Rhetoric

1355b, 1356a, 1358a, I392a-I393a, 1397a-L400b; ); rhetors

following Cicero employ the first three elements of a five-

part division, invention / arrangement / style (omitting

memory/delivery), with the topoi (his sense) embedded

centrally in the first and the figures in the last (Oe

Oratore I.142-3\. A combi-nation of the two with the above

definition of topos forms the model of reading for this

study (arrangement is omitted because the genre studied is

predominantly the lyric ) :

ethos

figure ( style )

topos ( invention ) I ogos

argument (matter)

pathos

Such a scheme, incorporating more than two-thousand

years of the practice and theory of reading and writing,

suggests that the topoi play similar roles for readers and

for writers. If one thinks of composition aS a movement from

invention to arrangement to style (tfre Ciceronian model)'

then the topoi provide the arguments, the forms, and even

the figures, approximately in that order (Sloan "Reading

Milton Rhetorically" 1983 394-410). Reading reverses this

movement: beginning with the "finished text," the reader

likely perceives the figures first, notices the Iarger form
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next (as in, sâlr genre), and gets the argument last, movingr

therefore from style to arrangement to invention. Writing

and reading do not of course proceed this simply, but íf a

general heuristics of the writing/readínq act is wanted,

then rhetoric provides a model . As Thomas Sloan notes '
"invention in rhetorical reading...meanIs] exactly what it

meant in rhetorícaI composition, finding the thought already

present in the materials" (397). Alternatively (in the

Arístotelian model), the text (Iogos, poem) establishes an

ethos by representing within itself a narrator who has been

much studied in the poetics of fiction (on narratology' see

Chatman Storv and Discoursg 1978). This narrator may be

overt ("I") or covert (the "consciousness" behind the poen

or its overt narrator), and his use of particular topoi

determines his ethos. Similarly, the topoi presuppose and

appeal to a reaoer (pathos), either overtly (a named

addressee or "you") or covertly (anything in the text is

"readable" ). The topoi of prairie poetry (usually involving

place), centred in the rhetorical triad (especially Iogos

but also ethos and pathos ) , therefore constitute what is

meant in this study by the rhetoric of prairie poetry.
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2.2 Dorothy Livesay's Rhetoric of lVoman

The several stages of Dorothy Livesay s career from the

thirties through the seventies have been outlined rather

fully by her readers of the same period: (1) the early years

(cfççLE¿!çþer ( 1928 ) and Signpost (L932) ) ¡ (2) the social-

realist period (Day and Night (1944) and including some

poems from Sígnpost as well as documentary poems for

voices ) ; ( 3 ) and the feminist love-poems of maturity
(especially @ (1967), Plainsongs (1971), and

Ice Age (197 5 ) ) . Together with works Iike Selected Poems

(1956 ) , CoIIected Posms (L97 2) , and The Vrloman I Am (L977 ) ,

all of which are republications of earlier poems, these

constitute the bulk of Livesay's work til1 the eighties. The

nehr poems of this decade, when added to the canon'

constitute a fourth phase: (4) reconsideration (The Phases

of Loye (1983) and @ (1984)).

In this "readerly" outline, thematic considerations are

dominant--sexual love in its several modes, social concerns'

wifehood and motherhood, aging (see Room of One's Own 5.L-2

L979, a special issue on Livesay). Technical studies of the

poetry, despite the implications of some of the articles'

titles, are almost completely absent; and the nod to

technique in throw-away remarks like "Livesay s Iine is

Iyrical" is followed usually by a reversion to thematicism.

Such criticism of course justifies Frank Davey's complaint
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in "Beyond Paraphrase" (L976) (I983 1-12) that other

approaches in Canadian criticism were desperately needed.

An occasional critic will mention, for example' the

"rhetoric" of Livesay's poetry:

At other times the poet mars a poem by making the
reader too conscious of an image, so that it.
becomes for him a conceit, a rhetorical device
that militates against the tone of honesty and
directness in most of the poems (Stevens [197I]
I974 s1-52).

This quotation reveals more about an attitude toward

rhetoric than about the rhetoric of Livesay s poetry: it

tells us, for instance, that the reader has chosen to

disregard the rhetoric of authenticity which is found

already in Aristotle. Perhaps, given such an impoverished

sense of rhetorica, it is just as well that references to

rhetoric are few and widely scattered. Yet, it is surprising

that little properly technical study of Livesay s poetry

exists, particularly since Livesay herself demonstrated a

desire that poetry be given "a very close analysis" ("The

Documentary Poem: A Canadian Genre" L97I 2691. Two studies

do uSe LiveSay s imagery to buttress thematic analyses

(Mitchellr L974 and Zimmerman 1974), but Woodcock's fine

survey (1979) is entirely representative of readings of

Livesay through the seventies (see also Davey I974 L68-72

and his article in Toye 1983).

Livesay criticism in the present decade' by contrast'

is rather thoroughly technical. Pamela Bantíng's feminist

reading uses the theories of Kristeva to argue that
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Livesay's figuration of woman reveals "her struggle with the

symbolic Ias opposed to semiotic] mode of Ianguage itself"
(1984 I7). Rhetorical aspects of Livesay's poetry are

treated in a number of essays in Dorney et aI ( 1986 ) .

Pierce , for example, argues that Livesay refuses to apply a

"private rhetoric to a public situation" (1986 20), choosing

instead to use "Songr and Dance" (Canadian Literature I969)

as an appropriate symbol of both personal (song) and public

('dance) f reedom (25). Cooley f inds that Livesay's women are

enclosed in the early poems, out among the elements in the

middle poems, and earth mothers in the later poetry (1986

107 ) . His argument is based on formal as much as on thematic

developments within the poetry--f.or example, an early

emphasis on closure, punctuation, and imagism ( 107-fI5 )

yields to variability and flexibility in rhymes in the

middle period (1I5-119), and downright "irregularj-ties" and

"open-ness" in form in the last period (119-I23). FinaIIy'

Jewinski openly uses PauI De Man's insight into the

difference between the codes of grammar and rhetoric to read

Livesay: briefLy, the poet undercuts the grammatical

assertions of an identifiable speaker by using rhetorical

devices, creating a sense that "'being' is that which always

exists one step beyond language" and that "hloman" is an

"unthought thought" (1986 138).

Paul Denham's Dorothy Livesay and jler Works (1987), an

expansion of his essay in Dorney, is perhaps the fullest
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study of Livesay to date. Denham favours a "dialectical

treatment" which he develops from the critics he surveys (1-

12) . Thus, Livesay's earlier work is treated as a series of

oppositíons: lyric mode ( short poem, private) versus

documentary mode (long poem, public) (13 and IB-19); and

garden symbols versus crow symbols (15). These antitheses'

including male versus female, are resolved in the middle

period (after L967) by "a loosening of form" and a fusing of

"the lyric voice and the pol itical voice " (29 ) , by a

unifying tree-symbol (30)' and by a more balanced treatment

of love (32). The poems of the eighties continue to reflect

the "feminist sensibility" (33) and the concerns with women

as artists, both of which emerged in the middle period ' but

with a new sense of distance ( 34 ) . In summary, Denham finds

that " It ]he relationship between freedom and responsibility

is a consistent pattern in Dorothy Livesay's poetry and

prose": this relationship is an opposition in the early

workr âo interdependence in the later; it provides "thematic

continuity" and is "a centraI structuraI principle"; it

shows that Livesay's two poetic forms, "the inner-directed

lyric and the socially-directed documentarY[, ] are aspects

of a single sensibility" ( 38 ) .

Although this study appears to turn to standard

critical canons and ahray from the rhetorical emphases of

some of the essays in Dorney, it nevertheless identifies the

binary nature of Livesay s work. Dennis Cooley's analysis of
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two poems, "Green Rain" and "Day and Night, " on the other

hand, argues a sharp division between Lj-vesay's lyric and

her documentary ( 1987 223-75) - He

identifies the narrator in "Green Rain" as "sincere" (232),

but the narrator in "Day and Night" is openly "rhetorical"
(248). The distinction is based in a close, rhetorical

reading of the text and a nascent awareness that both

narrators are, in different senses, equally rhetorical (229

and 237 ) .

A recent shift in Livesay criticism, then, is toward

the rhetorical. Systematic attention to the triad ethos /

logos / pathos (CooIey), to specific rhetorical techniques

(Jewinski), and to binary structures (Denham) prepare for

the study of selected topoi in Livesay's poetry. Generally

speaking, Livesay is an urban not rural poet, which is to

say that prairie-as-place is less important in her rhetoric

thanr sây, farmer-as-Iabourer or woman-as-victim: "For

Livesay... one s own' place (in Iher] poetry, ât least)

tends to be The World" (Atwood Surfacing I972 242).

Nevertheless, prairie is a part of the topos of persuasion

in both the social-realist and the love poetry, early as

well as late. Green Pitcher (L928), filled as it is with a

young woman s romantic longings for sexual fulfillment'

f igures this longing as the wj-nd:

Encased in the hard, bright shell of my dream'
How sudden now to wake
And find the night still passing overhead,
The wind stilI crying in the naked trees,
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Myself alone, within a narrow bed.
( "Reality" ç3 1972 9 )

Of course wind is not prairie-specific, but the great

prevalence of the figure in the poems and the well-known

facts about prairie life suggest that a prairie topos is

here operatinE (see CP 2-4, 6, 8, 10). This use of the

figure, however, is much Iess interesting than its role in

"Widow-Woman" (CP 10-11)' in which poem it is a part of a

very significant topos for Livesay--the oppressed female is

associated with the land itself. The association, it is

true, is implicit, but it could hardly be clearer: the woman

"should knoh/" and "should feel" the seasonal cycles of the

land; she also "should know" that a sown field Egy produce a

harvest; and she "should know" that when "The starkness of

earth cries for some covering" it will come as "The

wind...hurtling down / His burden load / His numbing gift /

of snow." The hToman-as-land is implicitly oppressed, for her

status is widowhood, and her stance is passive (she is the

slow student of patient experience). the wínd, itself part

of the "1and," is both the figure of oppression and

(curiously) the figure of sexual fu1fillment (the "load" of

"snow" may be seen as semen).

Woman-as-land is developed further ín the second book'

Signpost (1932). rn "Sun" (cP 26), for example, the speaker

asserts "I am as earth upturned, alive with seed." From

implicit association to explicit simile is not a Iarge

movement, but it is significant because the movement will
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culminate in outright (metaphoric ) identification. The

Iandscape (and therefore the woman) here includes the wind--

"I am bound as earthr let wholly free / As the slow early

wind"; ín "The Difference" (31¡, the speaker reverts to

implicit association--her lover is too "slov/" for her' more

suited to loving a "tree" than "A falling flame, a flower's

brevity" such as herself.

The same book contains another, somewhat different use

of the prairie topos. In "Sonnet for Ontarior " a poem which

George Woodcock rightly describes as "permeated with the

nostalgia of the passing hour so characteristic of Canadian

poetry in its late colonial phase" (1979 53 ) , the prairie is

the vehicle of nostalgia, whereas the present Ontario

landscape seems to evoke a positive response (Cp 35).

Crocuses, meadow-1arks, and prairie winds recall only a

remembered glory; but "This land grohts like a garden in my

heart." Praírie is romantic and past, gdrden is real and

present, or so it seems. Behind this ranking which demotes

prairie, however, is another which promotes it: the prairie

is associated with pain, with the stopping of pulse and

breath, with wildness, and with wonder and delight; the East

is associated with order and sobrietlr a (mere) garden,

tamed and subdued. rn rnythological terms, Livesay s prairie

is Dionysian, whereas her eastern garden is Apollonian; and

her well-documented preference ín her poetry (if not her

life) for Dionysus suggests that the prairie topos is
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ultimately more fundamental than the garden. "City Wife,"

for example, counters the ordered existence of a city girl

married to a farmer with the raucous call of the crow (often

seen as a prairie bird) to rebellion: "Jet cro\4rs beating

their tireless wings / / Strong crov/s breaking into

strident song"; "Is it a song they shout-- ,/ Or a warning"

rcP 42) .

In "Green Rain" (q 38), a topos that is only

implicitly linked to the land is used. The speaker, situated

in the present, recalls a day when she "!,/as thínking only of

I her ] I ove / And of I her ] love 's house. " Her present

memories of a journey made on "that day" to meet her love

include the green rain, the road, a house, the silence, and

the wínd. Each of these memories is associated, in recall,

to the speaker's grandmother by a simile. The last three

lines of the poem explain the significance of these

associations:

But no\^r I remember the day
As I remember my grandmother.
I remember the rain as the feathery fringe of her

shawl.

"But" implies that there is a very great difference between

this day of recall ( "now" ) and "that day" of journey: for

then she thought only of her love, but now she thinks of

that day as she thinks of her grandmother. VÙhatever has

happened between "then" and "nov¡" (the death of her

grandmother? the waning of love? the simple passage of

time?) accounts for the speaker's changed attitude. The poem
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presents two series of associations, (day 
' x) and

(xtgrandmother), which together establish the conclusion

(day,grandmother) of the last lines. The relation of the

Iand to that day (rain, vaIley, wind, and even road are

land-based), that is, (Iand,day), again suggests the topos

(Iand, woman>. (But see Cooley s very different reading Muse

226-3s. )

The figure denoted by "woman-as-1and" therefore offers

an early instance of a specifical 1y prairie topos in

Livesay s poetry. Its rhetorical function, the argument

establishing such a denotation, may be diagrammed as

fol Iows :

<woman, x) and (x r prairie) and (prairie 
' land)

implies (woman, land), where the relation <-,-) is
an implied ("Widow-Woman") or overt ("The Sun")
association which may be "metrbership " (as in
(xrprairie> ) .

As indicated above, a significant aspect of the pair

(xrprairie), which is rather easily overlooked, is that

Dionysian attributes of the prairie transfer readily to the

persons and things associated with it. The topos

<$/ornan ,1and) wil I become very important in Livesay s love-

poetry, incorporating much if not all of her female rhetoric

(if r may put it that way). But first, Livesay will turn to

the more "partisan rhetoric" of social-reaIism, orr âs she

has it, the documentary poem.

The reasons for Livesay s temporary abandonment of

love-poetry are well-known (see Woodcock I979 for a readable
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and fu11 account of the life and the poetry). Her social-

realist poems of course do not neglect the subject of love

(and woman) entirely, but their dominant concern is the

larger one of Iife (and womankind). Historical developments

such as the Regina Riot and the Winnipeg Strike r âs we1 I as

the facts of her biography, make the prairie a persistent if

muted ground for individual poems (CP 7T-LO6). For this

reason and because Livesay relates her documentary poems of

this period to Ann Marriott 's The Wind Our Enenly (the

Documentaries 1968 17¡ Livesay L97L 2BI), the role of the

prairie topos in that poem may be considered as an

introduction to Livesay's employment of it.

The prairie topos is muted also in Marriott's ten-part

poem (1939). The title and frame (parts f and X) personify

the wind as the arch-enemy (compare Livesay's use of the

wind in "tr{idow-woman"): it (and the wind is actually male by

implication) is a "gaunt furious self" (I) who plays "a

lonely laughterless shrill game" (X) with the wheat' the

Iand, and the people. But the wind is almost completely

absent from the rest of the poem, âPpearing only

incidentally or obliquely in parts II, VII' and VIIf -

Instead, the poem presents a number of victims of the sky:

(I) "The wheat lwhich] in spring hTas like a giant's bolt of

silk / Unrolled over the earth" (II), and "v¡as embroidering

/ All the spring morning" (rrI)r is eventually consumed by

the sky (III) i (2) "But sky like a nehl tin pan / Hot from
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the oven / Seemed soldered to the earth" (fII), and this

metal sky finally turns the nourishing earth to dust (VIII);

( 3 ) in the process, the people suffer through a life of "No

rain, ño cropr no f eedr no f aith, only / wind" (X). A

mythological marriage, in other words, between earth and sky

destroys wheat, earth , and the people : the male ( sky ¡ slJrl ¡

wind) victimizes the female (wheat, earth, and wheat) and

destroys her children ( the people) . Hesiod's Theogony

provides the ful1 story. Despite the obvious primacy of a

prairie subject, Marriott's basic topos is mythological

first and prairie-as-place second. The poem exhibits a

central weakness, an uncertainty, in that the announced

subject struggles vainly against the topos employed;

similarly, the ann-ounced hero (wind) yields to the operating

force (sun). Þlarriott's poem seems uncertain about its

rhetoríc.

Livesay has called El.4 u documentary poem, that is, a

poem that "recordls] immediate or past history in terms of

the human story, in a poetic language that is vigorous and

direct, and rendered emotionally powerful by the intensity

of its imagery," a poem whose "impact is topical-historical'

theoretical, and moral" (l,ivesay l97L 2BL). Rhetorical

aspects of this definition, interestingly enough, deal with

logos and pathos (but not ethos ) in terms that recur in the

handbooks from Arístotle to Lanham. Whether Wind qualifies

as a documentary poem in Livesay s sense is an open
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question. It seems an interpretation not a, "record" of

history; it has virtually no "human" narrative line; its

language is "poetic" in a sense somewhat opposed to

Livesay's; and, because of its lack of topological decorum,

its impact is "rhetorical." Historical events are ref'erred

to (drought, war, relief), but a reference made for didactic

purposes is not a record; a local idiom is not so much used

as pointed ( by quotation marks ) ; and the human story is

overpowered by a mythological saga of a failed cosmic

marriage reflected in a pastiche of vignettes of depression-

era life on the prairie. Marriott's language (and this

actually is appropriate for the mythological topos) is

heavily symbolical and allegorical--in addition to the

examples already cited, consider the ironic Christian

Ioading in "The third day he left the fie1ds" (III).

These two related issues--of glenre and of topos--are

raised also by the six poems collected in Livesay's re
Documentaries. First, are they documentaries in Livesay's

sense? Denham (1987 19-22) and Cooley (Muse 246-68), though

agreeing that "Day and Night" (1936) is a most distinguished

work, suggest by their treatments of it that it is better

considered a dramatic or rhetorical long poem. Livesay'

herself, claims that the later "Roots " ( 1966 ) is a

subjective autobiography, not a documentary (Documentari-es v

and 50 ) . On the other hand, it seems to satisfy the four

criteria of the documentary (history' narrative, Ianguage,
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impact) at Ieast as as well as the other works in the

collection. Secondly, a prairie topos j-s employed only
incidentally in some of the poems (see the "Epilogue" to
"The Outrider" q I19, and the voice of the wife in "Call My

People Home" qg 191), is replaced entirely in "Day and

Night" by a mythological topos (<day,night>), and is
dominant only in "Roots. " What Marriott does in [!g!,
Livesay does in her documentaries, and the prairie topos

yields to other concerns.

But it is not entirely missing. The crow (a1so an

eastern bird) flies up several times in "The Outrider"
(L944; CP LI2l , a symbol as before of the positive po\^/ers of

disorder (112, 115, 119); and the poem s "Epilogue" moves

its generalized pioneer-protagonists to "the prairie dry"
where the "serene untouchable vault of sky" (119) marks the

depression of the thírties. "Call My People Home" (1949; CP

I80) similarly locates the Canadian Japanese displaced

during the second war in the prairies at the end of "The

eastward journey into emptiness / A prairie place called
home" (19L). The voice of a Japanese-Canadian wife renders

several images--the fields are a "BIeak tableland"; "the
sweet / Heart-snaring song of meadowlarks" is heard; "In
summer the sun s beak / Tore at our backs bending"; and so

on. One image joins two for a somewhat stronger effect: "in
the pasture fireflies danced / Like lanterns of Japan on

prairie air. "
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"Roots" (ç3 267-14), written after Livesay's social-

realist period, offers a perspective on matters of genre and

topos. It is arguably a documentary and makes good use of a

prairie topos. The poem is a typical Canadian poem of

journey from the west coast to the interior prairie. A

female protagonist ( "Livesay" ) admits her longings for place

to her son--"I vlas born on the baked prairie / O son f miss

the sun" (269) and "my high land, ftY dry Iand" (270). But

when the car reaches the very centre of the prairies, a

different note is sounded (27L) z

In Saskatche\^ran
they seem to hate trees

they hate the finger upraised
to disturb the flatness
not The Wind Our Eneqy--br
We drove and drove

dust devils swirled
black puffs of oil wells

choked
we drove in madness
yet eased in the towns
to see one solid building

brick (a city hall?) pivotal
among false fronts

And after the shaken blackened houses
twisted on a dítchside
gaping doorways aching silos
we were surprised, in Saskatoon
by a green welcome.

Vühose wind?
wTãE-nemye

Spring lilacs hung down, dusky
scenting the river.

The journey ends in Livesay s Manitoba childhood home,

rendered simply and quite beautifully in images of a
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Winnipeg garden "l/here Ishe] grew amongst the flowers"

planted and tended by her parents, "heart planted then ,/ and

never transplanted" (274).

Livesay's poem is rather close to her definition of the

documentary, chiefly because of a narrative whose

protagonists are human and whose plot is historical. Her

language, too, is appropriate for the subject and the topos

employed. "Roots" replaces almost the entire baggage of

depression images and arguments with a more contemporary

set--trees not winds are the enemies, dust devils co-exist

with puffs of oil weIls, and in the centre of the prairie

desert is a green welcome. Traces of the old images remain

(false-fronted towns, abandoned farms), but the new note is

the sound of a positive response to the prairie, even though

that response is couched in negatives. The point is that

Livesay repudiates @ once and for all ' and

an overt mythological topos is abandoned along with it.

Instead, the poem employs <prairie ,x) , with x assuming

values from several different sets: positive values for the

narrator (heat, high and dry land, trees, green-ness'

gardens ) ; positive values for prairie-dwe1 lers ( f latness '
wind, gteen-ness); negative values for the narrator
(distance, dust, abandoned farms); negative values for

prairie-dwellers (trees); and so on. Together, these values

argue that beauty lies in the eyes of the beholder: whose

wind? what enemy?
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After the publication of Day and Night (I944), Livesay

returns to her earlier strength' the Iove-poem. New Poems

(1955) contains the fullest development of the woman-as-land

topos to be found in her work. The statement is apparently

simple and stark and very strong: " lvlen pref er an

island....But f am mainlandr' (rrOther" q 220). "I am

mainland" moves well beyond association and simile (see the

discussion, above, of Livesay s early Iove poetry) to

metaphoric identification: the argument by figure is

becoming more direct. Not only is woman = mainland, but

man's idea(l) of woman is woman = island. This is the core

of a poem (with íts unstated but completely obvious

conflict) which augments the tenor (man's ideal of woman

versus woman's ideal of woman) of the metaphor by offering

further explicatory or alternative vehicles. Thus ' man

prefers woman-as-road or -as-she11 circling in on itself.

Woman, however t :ra-nges across the continent, sleeps

everywhere, inhabits all times and places, travels aIl roads

without end, and, indeed' is "A place where none shal1

trespass / None possess: / A mainland mastered / From íts

inaccess." Prairie, of course' is not neglected in this

vision of woman-as-pIace: the mainland includes the sage'

the cactus hiI1, and the furrowed prairie field. But the

significance of the figure lies less in its details than iq

what it argrues: f or <womanrmainland) and (mainland'PIace>

suggest <woman ,place) , and if v/e recall that (place, topos )
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and <toposrrhetoric), then we may conclude <hTomanrrhetoric).

This is hardly a new observation. Chaucer's Wife of

Bath, for example, plays the game of rhetoric much better

than she plays the game of love; and Renaissance iconography

consistently portrays Eloquence as a fully armed or ornately

clothed female (Truth, by contrast, is either naked or

simply dressed in white), or as a Hercules Ieading his

hearers by fine chains passing from his lips to their ears

(;ohn Steadman The HiIl and the Labvrinth 1984 136 ff.). The

implication would seem to be that hroman is rhetorica, man is

rhetor; orr in terminolgy as ancient as rhetoric itself'

there i s ars docens ( theory ) and there j-s ars utens

(practice). This makes theory female and practice male, a

healthy, traditional counter to those contemporary attítudes

which take the opposite position. It may be argued that the

traditional representation of rhetoric as female is itself a

male view; but, while this is undoubtedly true, it is also

indisputable that Livesay, a \^Ioman and a feminist, adopts

the topos <womanrland) as her trademark and generalizes this

topo s to <woman, place). The tradit j-on of rhetoric (which,

insofar as it relates to poetry, also informs Livesay's

poetics) provides the topoi <placertopos) and

(toposrrhetoric), and these two suggest the conclusion

<woman,rhetoric). This latter topos is part of what is meant

by "Livesay's female rhetoric" (above).

Selected Poems ( 1956 ) provides several minor instances
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of the prairie topos, but it is marked most strongly by an

emerging and increasingly overt feminism (see, for example,

the heavily ironic "Hymn to Man" CP 227 ) which reaches its

fuller f lowering in The Unquiet Bed (1967 ) . "Ba11ad of lvle"

(Ca 265) is both autobiographical and severely critical of

the (male) world's reception of the (female) poet ("No one

remembers Dorothy / was ever here" ) . "Sunfast" (286 ) opposes

a male sun to a femaIe, green world: "I am one / with

rolling animal life / legs scissoring / the sun." The title

poem (292') asserts flatly that "The woman I am / is not what

you see / move over I ove / make room f or rt€ r " inviting

comparison with the hint of narcississtic love ín "Other"

("The country I caress" is the woman herself, for she has

asserted she is "mainland"). FinalÌy, overt sexuality,

heightened in poems such as "The Touching" (297), measures

an intensified dissatisfaction with the male lover seen in

"Notations of Love" (302).

Dissatisfaction is replaced by frustration in

Plainsongs (I971). A note informs us that plainsong is

"voca1 music composed in medieval modes and in free rhythm

and sung in unison, " though there is little of medieval

modality (as in the Gregorian chant) and much of free rhythm

in this book. The deeper significance of the title, as

established by the poems, is in the association of plain

with plaint and place ( prairie ) . This book, usually

considered one of Livesay s best (Davey in Toye 1983), is,
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in the first instance, a (female) lover's complaint in

which, secondly, a series of figures struggle to become

fully realized topoi of the form <-woman,place>. The male

lover is figured primarily as day or sun; the female is

associated with flora, fauna, and earth ("At Dawn" q 316,

"Dream" 318, "Auguries" 319, "Con Sequences" 32I, "The

Eaters" 323). A significant absence is the topos of the form

(prairie, Dionysus>, figured in the earlier poetry by the

crow. There are birds aplenty, of course, but the absence is
pointedly made in at least one poem: in "Sorcery" (318), the

speaker asks the "engineer of spring" to "magic" her "from

scarecrow into girl again." The dominance of the male lover

who says "no" in "Auguries" and who "releases" the woman in

"Another Journey" (326\ is finally broken in "The Operation"

(328), undoubtedly the most significant poem in the

collection. Love--at least of the kind represented by "but

you / were ever again there / over me lord / over me

cutting me open again"-- is figured as a disease which is

cured only when the narrator herself finishes the

"operation" which her lover/surgeon has begun by quartering

herself:
I decide to complete the operation
tear myself into four guarters
scatter the pieces
north
a crystal city of ice
arching up stretching out daily
dazedly
into uncoiling
animal sun--
another kingdom.
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Evidently, fuI1 health is a long way off: the poem ends with

the cry "O let me grow / and push / upright l / ever aware of

height / and the cry / Lo reach a dazzled strangeness / sun-

pierced skyr " in which the hroman is still a plant trying to

reach the sun. A somewhat fuller recovery is found in the

revised and extended version of Plainsongs ( I971 ):
"Heritage" ( Cp 348 ) presents a speaker who identifies
herself with her father, a kind of androgynous wholeness

found also in "De-Evolution" (346).

The Col lected Poems concludes with "Disasters of the

Sun" (355), a long poem on sexuality and aging. Seven

"disasters" are presented, not all catastrophic, all but one

figuring the sun as a dominant male principle: (1) the sun

defines the female speaker ì (2 ) "The world is round / it is

an arm' but "bright between our bones / shines the invisible
sun"; (3) tne "look" of a "calm" man at an airport reduces

the speaker to wordlessness and fumbling, is "a soft bomb /
behind lher] eyes"; (4) the hands of the aging speaker "are

knotted bones / whitening in the sun"; ( 5 ) a sunflower that
dares to stand up to the sun dies i (6 ) the northern sun,

both grower and destroyer, is "most kiIling" and "no

goodfather / but tyrannical king. " The speaker responds to

this sixth disaster ( "a11 f want now / is to grope for those

blunt / moon scissors") by emasculating the sun: (7) "When

the black sun's grone downr" the speaker asks to be connected
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underground (roots, water), and asserts that the loveliest

man is "he with moon-wand / wlno witches water." (Again, this

reading differs radically from Denham 1981 3L-2).

The figures in these poems therefore regress from the

assertiveness of the (womanrland) topos of "Other" and

return to the partial expression of the earlier love-poems:

in other words, hroman is again associated only with parts of

the land, and the dominance of the (maIe ) sun is

established. Of course, by synecdoche, the part may

represent the whole, but once an extremely powerful

metaphoric identification (woman-as-mainland) has been made,

anything less is in fact less. At the same time, rhetorical

hints of a new wholeness appear. Though Livesay's "feminism"

continues unabated after its emergence in the mid-fifties'

her female rhetoric is changing, measured by a retreat from

the central figure of that rhetoric. Livesay recovers power

in rce Age (I975), rhetorically speaking, by changing topoi

completely: Iand is replaced by ice and woman becomes a

smelter.

Much of the pov/er of a topos derives from its ability

to condense a whole range of meanings and associations into

one particularly striking figure: thus, <womanrland)

includes lesser figures such as <woman ' flower) r

<!ì¡omanrprairie), and (womanrnot-island). At the same time,

the function par excellence of a topos is to carry an

argument: thus, <womanrland) is a natural consequent of the
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antecedent figures it includesr âs well as a natural

antecedent for (landrplace) and the figures suggested by

rhetorica I tradi tion- - (place, topos) , <topos , rhetoric) - -with

their ohtn consequent, <womanrrhetoric). An isolated instance

of a topos, in other words, has almost no rhetorical

significance; a topos demands and presupposes an appropriate

context. "r am mainland," as has been shown, is such a

figure for Livesay's poetry of the fifties and sixties; so

is "ice age" for the poetry of the seventies.

"Ice age" is the vehicle of a metaphor one of whose

tenors is our collective and immediate future ( title poem

Ice Age 70). This poem, written well before the advent of

the current theory of "nuclear winterr " clearly foreshadows

it and echoes a consequent of the earlier "cold war." Vüithin

the range of its signification, therefore' falls the threat

of nuclear annihilation. The cause of this threat is male:

man tortures his prey
given sun s energy
and f ire's blaze
he has ripped away
leaf

bird
f lower

is moving to destroy
the still centre
heart's power.

Man here is not the gender-free, collective noun signifying

"a11 of us": ry has the povüer of the sun' which, wê have

seen, is male both traditionally and in Livesay s poetry.

I'he poem only sharpens this critique of maleness by its

ending in metonymic (and ironic) generalization:
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Now who among us
will lift a finger
to declare I am of God' good?
Who among us
dares to be righteous?

God, it hardly needs to be said, is the sun' is male. The

overwhelming critique of maleness ís nicely pointed by the

poem on the facing page which specifies the male's failure

to "recognize r " "yie1d to, " and unleash the female 's

creative power ( "The OId Bawd" 71 ).

To discover the woman's role in (preventing) the coming

ice-â9€, one must begin at the beginning--for the title

poem, with íts serious indictment of the maI e , i s

strategically and appropriately placed very near the end of

the book. Woman's role is implicit in the very first poem'

"Why We Are Here" (13). Some lesser reasons are given first-

-because we have "a third ear lnot €Y€ ], " because vûe are

"women / open." A deeper reason (signalled by the poet's

syntax) follows:

But some of us are here
to say lj-e down
children of men
ffi stiff brown stubble
lie down at noon the ice
melting to puddles
lie down at noon
on hard soil
singing with underground
water
lie down
and let our hands bear you as rivers
to the sea's room

This highly figured version of the sexual act ( "lie down" is

obvious, "stiff brown stubble" is pubic hair, "ice melting
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to puddles" is erection followed by ejaculation and

tumescence| "underground water" and "the sea s room" are

female excretions and the vagína, and so on ) yields the

equations man = ice, woman = earth + water (river and sea).

The final stanza, moreover, implies that in the sexual act

(repeated, often at noon) man is reborn of v/oman: "...in the

small womb / lies atl the lightningr" tells us that

Iightning, traditionally associated with the visitation of

the male god upon the earthly female and therefore the sign

of divinity as welt as inspiration, is perhaps female in

origin.

Not only is man the potential cause of the coming ice-

a9€, he is "rowing with all his might / towards the ICE"

("Unexpected Guests" 16). The woman, on the other hand, has

one thing to of f er to these "indif f erent gods " hrho would

destroy even "the Arctic's icy shape"--"thjs small ,/ cradled

baby / / [who] invites the universe / to be plain human"

("Five Months Young" 31). A positive version of ice seems to

be snow ( see "Winter Ascendant" 52 and "V,Thitepiece" 61)'

associated in both poems with children. The final poem, "The

Survivor" (7 4) , confronts the narrator with the image of her

own death, appropriately an ice-woman whom the narrator

finally melts and eats, only to discover herself freezing

and being eaten in turn- - " the body of the vùoman I ate /

moves over me / her mouth / devours my mouth."

For Livesayr âs for many others, the child is a multi-
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valent syrnbol. Denham (1987 26-8) points out that the child

symbolizes such possibiliies as imagination, renewal, and

bondage (both to and of the adult). Even a curSory count

reveals that Livesay has wrj-tten literally dozens of poems

in which the chilo figures significantly, from the rather

celebratory "Serenade for Strings" (q L32), through the

deeply troubled "Godmother" (205 ), to the wise o1d

"Grandmother" (Ice Age 33). On the who1e, the child is the

measure of the life of woman--once a child herself ("Ballad

of ÞIe" CP 265); then a wif e (Plainsongs); always a mother to

the race (Ice Age); and finally a child, again, in o1d age

(Part 3 The Phases of Love 1983). As Livesay says, "f am the

sybil's voice / crying for knowLedge: / O do not put me

down" ( "The Sybil " Part 3 Phases ) .

This collection and the earlier The Woman r Am (1977)

represent rather clearly a reconsideration of ongoing

concerns. Woman coI lects published poems, Phases

unpubtished, and both provide a psychic chronology of the

poet. Part 3 of Phases (unpaginated), "Voices of Women,"

moves toward tautology in its introduction of an apparently

new topos (womanrwoman>. Yet, this topos has been implicit

in the poet's rhetoric from the beginning (see above for

hints of self-Iove), as Banting's discussion of Livesay s

life-long search for a female language suggests (I984)- A

relatively early poem, "On Looking into Henry Moore" (I956

CP 236J, makes self-sufficiency a distinct possibility (see
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Denham I9B7 28-29) z

when I have found
Passivity in fire
And fire in stone
Female and male
I'11 rise alone
Self-extending and alone.

Given the topos <v¿omanrearth), a line such as "The earth is

my lover" ( "Confession" Part I "Adolescence" Phases ) carries

its ohrn implications. "SeIf-Portrait: The Androgyne" (Part

4) presents not an hermaphroditic figure but a female with a

fully developed animus; "The Secret Doctrine of Women" is to

"share and divide"; and "Dawnings" has a narrator waiting

"for the tender fingers / of the hloman sun." In Feeling the

VJorlds (1984), lesbian love is implicit in at Ieast two

poems. "Towards a Love Poem" (34) is addressed to "my sister

/ surrogate daughter" who "elected to know me / after

reading my poems":

O early morning listener
lover explorer
who places the affirming kiss
on my vulva
catch as catch can
Iove in flight weightless.

"Arms and the Woman" (35)' a fine inversion of Virgil in its

title, is self-explanatory:

My hand within you
yours in me
by these crossed swords
we make a peace
not of this world
song without words.

The chronological development of Livesay s rhetoric,

then, is seen in a sequence of topoi:
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(1) (woman,x), where x belongs to land;

(2) <woman, Iand);

( 3 ) (woman,rhetoric);

(4 ) (woman, ice-melter);
(5) (woman'woman>.

That this development follows its own strict logic is

readily apparent: the second terms of these topoi constítute

a seguence of metaphoric vehicles in the form of a curve

(part of land, land, IpIace], Itopos], rhetoric, ice-meIter,

hroman) which reaches f rom hloman to herself . Ultimatel-y' such

a circle argues that poetry and language are essentially

self -ref erential, that the triad (ethos,/logos,/pathos) on

which rhetoric is based collapses at least insofar as

speaker ( ethos ) and audience ( pathos ) are supposedly

separated from each other by logos. The female rhetoric of

the poems, in other words, reaches far beyond its immediate

subject (love) to an argument about language and poetry. The

"other" is the "self," and logos (poetry) is the trace of a

journey toward that insight which is also death ("The

Survivor" Ice Age 75).
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2.3 lvliriam Waddington's Transf ormational Rhetoric

If Waddington vrere ínterviewed by Albert MoríLz today, she

would probably not say "I don't have the place in Canadian

literature that I think f deserve" (Books in Canada (May

1982) z B ) ; or r if she did, she would politely but

emphatically be shown Peter Stevens s more recent study

(I984). For Waddington has, until very recently, been better

served by the Iiterary establishment than Livesay, who could

say only two years ago that she v/as "a popular poet but not

completely accepted by the Establishment" (Banting and

Gunnars Prairie Fire 7.3 (Autumn t9B6):I2). But Waddington

was surely wrong about her reasons--"I'm a Jew, a hloman, and

I don't write out of the Christian tradition" (Moritz I).

Until Stevens s work appeared, however, she might have

legitimately claimed that she was not accepted because she

was too overtly rhetorical at a time when rhetoric was

simply a bad word in Canadian criticism.

This is not to say that Stevens studies her rhetoric'

however, though he does come close to doing that. Stevens

isolates two critical aspects of Waddington's works--its

"lining" Isic] and its ambivalent "directnesst'--and goes to

considerable lengths to reconcile these two with a notion of

"a swaying form" which can express "moments of clarity and

hope in the encroaching darkness" (14). His commentary on

the Iine (14-20) is, as he admits, "straining to see the
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effect" (19), but the basic point--that Waddington's line

has a rhetorical function--ís well-taken even if it is never

stated openly. According to Stevens, the swaying form is
perfectly suited to a thematic tension (which he prefers to

caIl "paradox" ) in Waddington's works, a tension that

manif ests itself in binary oppositions like

subjective/objective, innocence/experience, los s/recov€rlr

br iqhL/dark ' hope,/despair, unity,/chaos , and so on (20-25) .

Once he is done with this demonstration (whose chief defect

is that the notion of "swaying form" is never clearly

defined), Stevens turns to the role of the prairie
(especially the prairie city) in her poetry (26-30)' a

treatment of the Iess-than-excellent "social poetry" (30-

35), a discussion of the portraits (35-38), and ends with a

ful1 study of the love poetry (39-49). It is an altogether

decent and commendable study of a major prairie poet.

Stevens attempts to remedy a defect of Waddington

criticism prior to 1983, namely, that it deals almost

exclusively with the form rather than the content of her

work (11). His own treatment nevertheless separates form

from content once again: his discussions of the line, of the

binary structure of her themes, of the role of prairie, and

of the "metaphysical" nature of the love poetry overwhelm

his sensitivity to Waddington's major theme, transformation.

At the very least, such a response to the poetry and its

criticism suggests that the version of the form/content
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dichotomy that Stevens is using may not be appropriate to

Waddington's poetryr or that the notions of "voice" and

"swaying form" may belong to the category of "eclectic"
criticism castigated by Waddington herself and quoted

approvingly by Stevens (10). Perhaps form and content

themselves are not at fault at all--perhaps it is the

neglect of a long and venerable tradition that is the

problem, a tradition that offers a ful1 and flexible notion

of manner and matter, verborum et rerum, and within which

the dichotomy is articulated, explored, and developed in a

dynamic vúay. The crux of that tradition is the notion of

topos, and Waddington (if not her critics) seems to be fully

aware of its role in the invention of form as well as

content.

Of course Waddington hras not f uI Iy aware of the

tradition when she began writing and pubtishing (Green World

L945), but her practice may be discussed using that

tradition--as rhetors have stressed since at least Cicero'

art follows actual practice. Wit,h an instinct as unswaying

as Livesay's (or Page's), waddington begins with the colour

green, which is to say that she begins with (a colour of)

rhetoric. In "Green Wor1d Oner" the narrator is cupped by a

"green world" which shapes her in "green rhythms r " expanding

"under the intensely golden point of the sun" to uncup her

"into a large and windy space" (Driving Home L972 57). The

terrain is familiar: the cup is the symbol par excellence of
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womanr greêri represents burgeoning female sexuality, the sun

is pointedly male, and we are in the presence of a standard

rhetorical device (symbolism verging on emblemism). In

Waodington s work, however, colour is a figure of rhetoric

itself, which persists throughout her work and points to the

larger "sister arts" topos traditionally part of rhetoric.

AII poets of course use words naming the colours, just as

all poets use images (words referring to the visual sense):

but there is a difference between the phrase "a red

wheelbarrow" and the phrase "a wheelbarrow coloured red, " a

diff erence called rhetorical pointing. @,
we might sâ1zr is an important part of Waddington's rhetoric,

and in that part the topos Elrfu has a place.

The topos colour, and, more generally, the ut pictura

poeisis tradition, which may be traced through Waddington's

career, culminates in a remarkable poem, "Primary Colours"

(lne Visitants I981 19). This poem directly employs the

equations red = birth, blue = Iiving, yellow = death, in a

three-part arrangement of elaboration. CoIour symbolism

approaching emblemism is traditional (see CirIot 50-57,

which is the basis for what f ollows), and Vüaddington's use

of it is interesting chiefly because it is so overtly a

rhetorical ploy. The ascending alchemical order of the

colours is {yellow, b1ue, green, black, white, red, gold}:

Waddington's order, {red, bIue, yellow}, suggests that life

i s a cyc I e descending to a ne\¡r beginning rather than
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ascending to an ending in Iíght and illumination. SimilarIy,
the role assigned to blue differs slightly from the

traoition: it is usually a colour of equilibrium--between

white and black--or a colour of thought, distance, and

coldness (blue/sky/tlne gods), rather than a colour of life.
In the "blue" section of the poem, stríking use is made of

the colour orange (usually a figure of violent emotion):

speaking of writing, the poet says "compose an orange song /
and circle it / with canticles of blue." Here, in a figure,
ís a most concise statement of Waddington s personal poetics

rendereo elsewhere in prose:

From my own experience as a poet f believe that an
artist's biography is supplementary to his work.
He arranges his life in the best way possible but
since factual reality is the medium in which he
works, he is constantly transforming it and
refreshing it through language . I t- i s the
transformed, newly created reality which counts,
and not the one that just happens to happen (a. M.
Klein 1970 2).

The "orange song" represents what WiIIiam Carlos Williams

called the "anarchical phase" of writing, when the immediacy

and emotion of archetypal experience spills onto the page;

but the transformation of experience into poetry is not

completed ("circleId]") until experience ("orange") is
subjected to thought ( "blue" ) which yields up the Iinguistic
structure caIled a poem ( "canticle" )-- oE t as V'ii11iams put

it, when the writing passes through "the field of
intelligence" ("How to Write" I936 rpt. New Directions 50

a1986 36-39 ). Furthermore, orange is secondary colour
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composed of red (being born) and yellow (dying).

The "yeIlow" section of the poem brings to the surface

a submerged bird motif that becomes very important in
Waodington's most recent poems ( see below ) :

Yel 1ow,
who are you
yeI Iow?
Tuwhit tuwhoo
Iamland
you are you.

The owl has been present aII along--in the flight imagery of

the "red" section and in the "hundred owlish / eyes" of the

"bIue" section--but now it ans\^rers the speaker's question

with the owlish wisdom of tautology.

There is little profound or original argument in this
poem; but there is an accomplished recreation of the ageless

riddle of life posed to oedipus by the sphinx (what crawrs

at morn, walks on two legs at noon, and totters on three at

night? ) . Oedipus 's ans\Àrer (man) argues "That's lif e--crawI ,

walk, totter." Waddington reworks the riddle through three

colours (red, b1ue, yellow) to the same answer: "That's
life--be born, l-ive, die." Nevertheless, the poem is central

to vüaddington s work because it is the clearest instance of

her rhetorical technique. To "colour" in rhetorical terms is
to "figure"; when that figure is colour itself (and it might

have been any other figure ) , then one of the terms in the

topos employed becomes "rhetoric"; and the poem s argument

becortres an argument about the nature of poetry. In this
case, that argument may be summarized readily enough:
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(Iife, (birth, living, death ) ) ;
< ( birth, Iiving, death ) , colour) ;(coIour, rhetoric) ;
( I ife , rhetoric) .

The poemr wê might note, could equally well have been called

"primary rhetoric," for the cycle of life figured by the

colours is also the cycle of rhetorical invention in the

poem. As Waddington herself notes, such invention is
transformational (1970 2).

In "Primary Coloursr" as in many intervening poems, the

rhetorical pointing occurs very strongly in the title.
Earl ier examples include " Prairie Thoughts in a lv1useum, "

"FaIling Figure, " "Pictures in a Window, " "Looking at
Paintings" (@ 1966); "A Drawing by Ronald

Bloor," "fcons" (Say Yes I969); "A Landscape of John

Sutherland," "In Small Towns" (new in Driving Home I972).

Later examples are "Little Prairie Pictures, " "Grand Manan

Sketchesr" and the various portraits and profiles (The Price

of GoId 1976) . In other poems, the pointing is absent from

the title but the topos is present in the poem, for example,

as in "rn Sma1l Towns" (Driving Home) and "Prairie" (the

Vi sitants ) As a group, aI I these poems are a

straightforward application of ut pictura poeisis. Since

Gotthold Lessing's nineteenth-century analysis ( "Laacoon" ) ,

poetics has held this equation in disregard on the grounds

that visual art is spatial whereas verbal art is temporal;

but the same poetics has continued to employ mimetic

techniques spatial as well as temporal nevertheless. It has

I
2
3
4
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been saio that Waddington s "ímagery is intense and visual"
(Toye I983 BI7): the redundancy (is "imagery" not

necessarily "visuaI"?) is probably unintentional ¡ ctitical

terminology being what it is, but ít is significant on

rhetorical grounds (a "visual" image corresponding to

rhetorical pointing, as when the word "colour" occurs in a

poem using the names of colours).

Of some particular interest for this study are those

poems in this group in which "prairie" occurs as part of the

poet's pictorial response to a picture. "Prairie Thoughts in

a Museum" (The Glass Trumpet 1966 38) situates a speaker in

a big-city gallery viewing both a painting and the people in

the gallery. The speaker notes that the picture' apparently

an abstract painting of a landscape, does not suggest

prairie:

never the last sun in September
falling through the dusty film
of window over desk never the
cries of children at recess across
the cleft valley this would be
too ordinary this would be like
a line straight as the crow flies.

In the gallery of the "rational ,/ mechanical" city, the

prairie seems pointless and unreal--"what if the wild sun- /

flowers still bloom in the scraggly field / at the bus

stop?" Similarly, in "A Drawing by Ronald Bloor" (Say Yes

L969 62) the artist's image ¡ rêndered repeatedly by the

phrase "your cagre of celIsr" evokes the poet's more or less

prairie images of herons and seagulls, large spaces of air
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and sun, a world devastated by lightning and fu11 of dead

roads.

If there is something mechanical about these two poems,

it is perhaps their transparent application of the tradition

of ekphrasis ( tne verbal rendition of the state induced by

the contemplation of a work of visual art) in rigidly

mimetic terms (of course, ekphrasis is not limited to the

prairie poems ) . t'{ore interesting are those poems in which an

experience or thought or mood, not itself pictorial, is

rendered in pictorial terms. "In SmaIl Towns" (Ott 38)

recalls a momentous meeting ( "your crossing / my threshold" )

in several painterly images. The meeting was "Unreal as the

/ shiftíng fields of winter":
you came very
ímaginative liqht
and delicate, fitful;
not at all like
those prairie towns
we lived in or maybe
y€s, delicate like them
in a landscape of ink
and flat paper
all those fastidious
township plans and
Iot surveys penned
through with paths
leading to the very edge
of maps dwindling
into distant archives.

(tutaps f igure also in "The Glass Trump€t, " "Canadians, "

"Provincial," and "The Transplanted: Second Generation" DH

L52, I75 , 42 , 6 3 . ) Even more pointedly, the prairie

experience in "Little Prairie Pictures" (@

I976 11) is presented in seven images moving the viewer
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steadily from the synesthetic ( I ) through the abstract (2,

3 ) and into the increasingly anthropomorphic ( "we" occurs in

4, rrrrr in 7). And "prairie" (The visitants I98I 27) renders

the prairie in two images based on the absence of an

expected effect ( "shadows" ) in the presence of strong 1ight.

Once again, it is hardly noteworthy that a poet renders

place through images: what makes these poems interesting is

that the particular place (prairie) is rendered by images

which emphasize their painterly aspects. Thus, the prairie

towns are Iocated in a landscape of ink, pens, paper, and

maps. Thus, the koan-like synesthesia includes "the colour /
of quiet." Thus, chiaroscuro is impossible on the prairie

and shadows must be invented. And in "Icons" (DH I66), an

experience or thought or mood, not itself pictorial, is

figured by using photographs of past experiences, thoughts,

or moods.

To sum up this aspect of Waddington s rhetoric, we may

note that the simple sequence of topoi,
(prairie, colour) ,(colour, pictura) ,(pictura, poeisis) ,(prairie, poeisis>,

represents not so much an argument as a statement

(and the remark applies also to Waddington

colours ). That methodr âs Waddington noted in

transformational: experience is transformed into

of method

s use of

r970, is
poetry in

such a way as to emphasize a method which is based on topoi

of transformation. The "content" (transformation) is the
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"form" (transformational), and the topoi employed describe

both Waddington s matter and her manner.

To see thisr consider a specif ic example.

"Transformations" (Og 9) explicitty transforms personal

history into a prairie myth of comíng home to place. The

narrator asserts (rhetoricallyr âs we shall see) that "the

blood of [her] ancestors" has died in her, and she cites the

evidence: she has "forsaken the steppes / of Russia for the

prairies / of Winnipeg"; now she "loveIs] only St. Boniface"

and wants to "spend Iher] life / in GimIi." She wilI "come

home" only when Henry Hudson does, and then "the blood of

Iher ] ancestors ,/ wiI I f Iower on Mennonite bushes. " The

figures of transformation are synesthesia (which we have met

before) and metaphor: listening to "the roar of emptinessr"

and looking for the music of rainbow-skinned fishes" are

synesthetic as welI as metaphoric, and the "blood...Itf¡at]
flowerIs]" is a metaphor distinctly recalling the myths and

the method of Metamorphoses.

Given, then, grounds that suggest that transformatioq

informs matter and manner, one might reconsider the function

of myth in Waddington's work: "Everyone has one or two myths

that run through [her] life, but I think they should remain

secret'l (Moritz 7). This is a fond wish which overlooks the

tendency of myth (in the sense of archetype, and Waddington

is certainly not referring to mythological allusions) to

assert itself in the Iiterary work willy-ni11y (ginz and
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Teunj-ssen). Once the nature of the beast is understood, he

leaps up from almost every page: transformation is after all

the ur-myth behind every myth retold by Ovid, and it is the

topos on which Waddington's poetry is built. The colours of

rhetoric as welI as specific myths of transformation are

instances of a transformation topos which "runIs] through

IWaadington's titerary] life" and will not "remain secret."

For an early example, we need to recall only "Green

World One": the cup of the green world is transformed by the

sun into the un-cup of a large, windy space. Perhaps the

most outstanding example is "The Cave" (@

109), a poem that has been called "murky" with respect to
its central idea (Stevens 25). This poem presents "the cave

/ of green light / and water" which contains the opposites

self /o1clnex , f at!;rer / mother, and sister,/brother (Part I ) .

Here, too, are the " traces r " the "watery faces r " of

evolution (dragonfly, fish) illuminationed by history, by

the "fire / of father and mother / by the ashes of self / by

the birth of the other"--but all these are "shadows" (Part

2). The cave, where the apparent oppositions of Part I are

dissolved, is "the heart of the earthr" the source as well

as the end of the ceaseless flow of all things (Part 3). The

widening Iight, originating from "a crack in the darknessr"

and the quickening pulse of the water reveal the writing

hand that has summoned from the cave of light and water the

"shadowy figures / of those who come after" (Part 4).
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figures of

transformation. Light transforms fundamental processes (for

example, the flowing waters of the cave) into shadows

(ironic and written versions of illumination), whereas water

transforms the shadows (for example, the oppositions) into a

cycle of fundamental processes. Water, furthermore, is the

very possibility of transformation: "The waters, in short,

symbolize the universal congress of possibilities, the fons

et origo, which precedes all form and aII creation" (Cirlot

345); water is female, the unconscious, and the most

transitional of all the elements (345-7). The cave, a symbol

of the mother (erich Neumann The Great Mother 44a Schema 2),

is "of water and lightr" and even the light is the colour of

water (green). If (water,x) denotes water-as-symbol, then

among its values is "transformation," an element in a

growing complexity of symbols including (water,cave),

<cavermother), and ending in the tautology (waterrv/ater)

(for the mother is the "bringer of water"). As Peirce noted,

a symbol ultimately becomes a symbol of itself. (2.230).

A quick check of Waddington's poems indicates the

extent of her use of water as a symbol of transformation:

(I) the "long ocean flowings" of "Green World One";

(2) the "bitter waters" (tears) of "Miriam" which "wilI melt

/ the world of desert stone" ("Desert Stone" DH I3B);

(3) "snow" as water in stasis ("Understanding Snow" Sav Yes

I);
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(4) "Rivers" of change (the Price of Gold 15);

(5) the liquid imagery of "The Milk of the Moth€rs¡"
including "syrups of the dead," "green and pulsing" ashes,

"the white blood / of electricity," as well as the "thin'
and "shrieking" milk of the mothers (fhe Visitants 14).

None of these poems achieves quite the fullness of
transformation as theme and method that is found in "The

Cave"; they are cited to support the argument that the role

of transf ormation in VÍaddington's work is central and

pervasive. But the mode of transformation need not always be

water symbolism, and if modes such as "music" and "writing"
are considered, further support is readily marshalled.

The title poem of Waddington's L966 collection, The

Glass Trumpet (DH 152), is an important example of the

first. The narrator represents herself as "an empty carton"

ready to be run over by a car, or as a flimsy "frame for / /
the map of manitoba or any / birthplace" ready to be stuffed

with death. Both these reductions are "orìe way of return- /
ing to earth" a host of creatures emblematic of the self:

"1ost" Icelandic eagles, "tired" Hebrew squirrels, and above

al l the people of Giml i ( "my / love-place" ) --cottage
dwellers, sinners, wanderers (Part 1). These creatures are

presently "a11 outside the mapr " that is, alienated from the

speaker, but they will some day provide both the "sand" out

of which a glass trumpet will be fashioned and the "breath"

with which to "bIow" it in a song of resurrection of eagles
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nesting, sguirrels sleepingr pürified wells, and a prairie

alive with buffalo (Part 21. In fact, the glass trumpet is
already at hand: presently, it "blows no miracles" but

"síngs the last / of death and loss / and the farthest / rim

revealed" of the narrator's night of despair: "it tells ,/ of

maps and sand / and people number- / less"; it "teIIs"
(prophesies?) "of our blind sick- / ness healed," holding us

"open-eyed / in pure transparency" (Part 3). The glass

trumpet, in other words, is both an effect and an instrument

of a continuing transformation and figures, therefore, both

the theme (death continuously transformed into life) and the

meLhod of transformation (by song, that is, poetry). Like

the water of "The Caver" the glass trumpet is the locus of a

complex symbolical argument, (trumpetrx). The role of the

poet, by contrast, is reduced to being a kind of music-

stanQ, a "frame" for the "map" about which the trumpet

"tells"; the trumpet seems to "blow" poetry al1 by itself,

though a generalized "breath" comes o the still-Iiving from

the already-dead (see also "Trumpets" The Price of GoId 71).

The figure is not entirely successful, partly because

the player is separated from her instrument (in the first
part of the poem), partly because musicality as such is not

exploited (only instrumentality is) in this poem or in
Waddington s poetry generally. The very jumpy and Iively
syntax of "The Mile Runner" and "FaIling Figures" (The Glass

Trumpet 57, 76), repetitions of various sorts in poems like

t
It
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"On My Birthday" ( 50 ¡ , and the general trope of poetry-as-

song ("Goodbye Song" 36)--alI these draw on surface

analogies between poetry and music ( Vickers f 98 4 ) .

Rhetoricians call these figures "easy" rather than

"difficultr" but deeper analogies between the two art forms

are indeed possible: every figure may also be an argument

(see the survey, "Music and Poetry" Pjinceton Encyclo

of Poetrv ) .

Consider, for example, two musícal forms--t.he fugue and

the sonata (The New Grove's Dictionary 729-2tand L72419-96).

The fugue, and the word is derived from fuga per canon

(literally, "flight of canons" ), is a development by

repetition, counterpoint, variation, €t cetera, which

returns to itself. The sonata is a musical version of the

Hegelian dialectic: thesis, antithesis, and resolution. The

forms immediately suggest relations to two modes of poetry,

the classical (fugue) and the Romantic (sonata), and, since

the masters of these musical forms are, respectively, Bach

and Beethoven, the suggestion is supported by historical
developments. More particularly, the fugue and the sonata

are rhetorical arguments or topoi, places writ large, which

may be adapted to a variety of particular themes or

subjects. The fugue, since it is a flight of canons, and

since a canon is a reflection of (or on) itself , courts
self-referentiality and paradox. The sonatar on the other

hand, is a great attempt to blunt the paradox implicit in
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opposition by positing some resolution. The fugue is always

also "about" itself, whereas the sonata is usually chiefIy

"about" the Other.

What does the figure of the glass trumpet argue? The

obvious anshrer is transformation, for the trumpet figures
both this theme and a method of del ivering it. But

transformation may be either sonotal or fugal, and the

poem s development of the "glass trumpet" figure itself is
decidedly fugal. The trumpet emerges from the poem (Part 2)

by a series of repetitions (of sand, breath, blows, glass),

variations, and counterpoints (transparency is a variant of

and counterpoint to g1ass, death and life are contrapuntal,

and so on). On the other hand, the theme embodied in the

motif of resurrection, which is also a transformation, is

sonotalr âs both the reference to Gabriel and the poem's

three-part structure reveal. A fugal argument for the

fitness of the trumpet as a mode of delivering a theme of

transformation clashes with. a sonotal transformation-as-

resurrection motif. This discrepancy could have been

avoided: the fugal development of the instrument of delivery

for a sonotal theme represents a failure to exploit fully

the rhetoric of music in poetry. Even a poem such as

"Bulgarian Suite" (The Visitants 75), which has the

appropriate formal appearance, fails to use or exploit fully
the inherent argument of the suite ( there is no discernible

variation in either rhythm or mood in the sequence ) .
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Vühen Waddington uses figures of writing to deliver
themes of transformatíon, she is more successful, partly
because (like most writers) she probably knows writing
better than she knows music, partly because any figurative
use of writing is both an example of and an argument for the

natural reflexivity of language with which the writer is
intimate. The figure of a musical instrument does not
readily serve both of these functions simultaneously, as the

example of "The GIass Trumpet" demonstrates. "Canadians" (DH

L75), by contrast, offers geese, fish, Eskimo faces, girl-
guide cookies, and so ofrr as "our signatures". That is,
though we "look / like a geogrraphy," vre are clearly a1ive,

even though we may wonder sometimes whether we are "real" or

"invented," and, if the latter, by whom (tfie possibilities
include "those / amateur map-makers / our Fathers / of
Confederation" ). The poem argues for the priority of a

primitive, almost pictographic language over the abstract
language of maps. "Looking for Strawberries in June" (Say

Yes 28 ) figures the writer s continuing search for the right
words as a search for strawberries, a search ín which one

finds oneself alv¡ays in an alien landscape where no

strawberries are to be found. As a version of the
inexpressibility topos this poem is interesting chiefly
because it draws that topos through the familiar topos of

landscape as language.

"The Vüakened Wood" (36) evidently goes much farther.
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An unidentified "you" is figured in wood: his chest is a sea

of sailboats whose "wakened wood" turns into "flowers"; his
shoulders are the "wooden pillars" of a Winnipeg verandah in
winter; his back is as strong as the "wooden boats" of the

Levitan. But he himself seems to be "Chekhov's baffled /
mild glance" as he sat writing at his "cherrywood / desk";

he shines Iike "the wood / of the grand piano," makes

designs I ike " the mosaic / of cut logs " which float
downriver to become (mostly ) matches; some logs , however,

are turned into paper on which poems may eventually appear.

Traditional rhetoric is strongly present. Waddington's

blazon of the "you" in figures of wood is skiIfully
modulated from physical description through description of

the mind to a figure of poetry which is also a figure of the

body and mind oi a country's emergring Iiterature:
a few float

away later flower with
garlands and ring their
white bells in the
trilliumed valleys of
my country's spring.

Two of the nev/ poems in Drivinq Home draw on aboriginal
cultures for figures of writing. In "sigins" (10), the
speaker sees the message in her beloved's face as "an fndian

word /...carved on / a 2000-year-old / glacial stone / in
Manitoba." In "Totems" (48), she wants to carve "a new totem

pole" out of the ivlanitoba maple and plant it on the prairie
as a talisman. "Before f Go" (@ 22) returns

to landscape-as-Ianguage: the speaker "want I s ] to. . . /
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. ..invent / / a completely ne\^r language / giddy / as

butterflies / burning / as prairie sunsets, " but her words

turn out to be only the same old flowers. A more

specifically female language is posited in "Husbands" (57):

in the context of the narrator 's spl it personality
(wife/woman), her tongue has turned from "termagtent" into

"gueen of nothing." This (absent) Ianguage is not, however,

developed with any great vigor: "Women" (80), after a

history-in-brief of the emergence of women from

"namelessness" and objectism, has them writing in a borrowed

Ianguage--"we are carving our names / in time's forest of

stone"--despite its assertion that \^romen are now "the hand

making the picture" and "the source of the waters / flowing

back to the waters." Indeed, Waddington returns to a safer

play on Edmund Waller's "Go loveIy rose": "Celebrating
Mavericks" (The Visitants 60) is an extended apostrophe

addressed to "little words," enjoining them to collect and

curb the mavericks ( "those stranger-words" ) with rhetoric,

to "invent" yet another garden-of-Eden of language, and to

rise finally in a military apotheosis as "golden cipherIs] /
in God's motorcade."

Generally speaking, then, the topos Waddington employs

has the form <- t-) where the relation varies as it remains

overtly transformational ( painting metaphors, water

symbolism, musical figures, figures based on writing). Since

a number of these relations involve aspects of the prairie
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as one term or another, the so-called prairie topos (as I
have defined it) is subsumed into a larger place. This place

might well have been called Byllee, though I have preferred

to use the rhetorical term transformation. Nevertheless,

mythos itself delivers the theme of transformation in a

substantial number of poems. One of these basic myths

involves the pair (male, female) in a continuing
transformation based on specific differences. In "PopuIar

Geography" (PG 75'), a Iight-hearted poem about the changes

in North American cities, the province of Manitoba seems to

emerge as a bastion of constancy:

everything
has changed, but Manitoba
oh tvlanitoba, you are still
a beautiful green grain
elevator storing the sunlight
and growing out of the black
earth.

In fact, two kinds of changes are contrasted--that of the

city (negative) and that of the country (positive). The

figure of Manitoba expresses the natural cycle of change in
male/female terms: the green (female) elevator (maIe) grows

out of the black earth (female, female); sunlight (male) is
stored (female) within it. A similar use of the male/female

pair occurs in "Legends" (18), where the male is figured by

1ight, the female by dark; and the presence of the female

within the male is figured in "TaIIness and Darkness" (39)

by making the male both taIl and dark (in this poem the

female is f igured as ice and sno\Àr which are f inally melted
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by the male's darkness ) .

In many poems, the female principle seems at first
glance to be passive and the male active. "Where the North

Winds Live" (PG 107) presents the speaker's vision of the

(female) city, "the transplanted / European village /
/1chraL became my / prairie city." fn this city lived the
(maIe) "north winds" which "whistled" her cIean, "stripped"
her bare, "bussed" her, and finally told her to move from

"the transplanted / village of snow" to a "golden" never-

never land of eternal summer. Waddington's female is "stiI1

/ as a bird" in winter ("Certain Winter" y_as-i!-anig 38); she

vJas "born / in winter" but her "lovers vtere / alI from

autumn" and she now awaits "the true lover / / with his

bow / and his arrohr / dressed in the / green livery / of

springr' (trHoroscopes" 40). "Past the fce Age" (53) figures
the female ("empty spaces" of snow, "ropes of night," and

"Iaps of strawberries") as one who wants to live "just to

hear / the new music / in everything. "

This peculiarity of relation however is modified in one

important way: though the male principle activates the

female principle, the female is also present within the

ma1e. This has already been seen in "The Cave," "Tallness
and Darkness," and "Popular Geography"t its converse is
strongly figured in two recent poems about owls (Thç

Structurist 23/24 ( I983/ I984 ): 19-20 ). The bird in
Vüaddington 's work is usual Iy the f emale principle, the
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colour gold is prominently male, and the "golden owl"
situates maleness within femaleness in "a wonderful
consoling image of stirrness and permanence" (structurist

18; see also my remarks on "Primary CoIours," above). In
"Aspects of Owls I" we glimpse the golden owls "asleep at
the bottom / of very deep welIs," waiting for "a pebble to
fall" into the waters above them. The narrator, however,

sees both the owl and what the owl sees: in particular, she

sees the motion in the water induced by the falling pebble,

a motion that "both announces ,/ and delivers / its own birth
/ from the golden point / in an owl's golden / eye. " The

second owl poem, didactic where the first is symbolic,

outlines the several functions of these owls: they are

associated with the future, with the emotions, with writing
(about both past and future), and with an uneasy sleep. The

poem ends by both heightening and questioning the
possibility that the owls will waken:

Somewhere perhaps
muffled rumours
and faint traces
of the golden eye
f I icker
in the bottom of
an old well.

The topos operating in the first of ths"r two poems is
evidently transformational: the owl, in its wisdom and

passivity, is female; within this female is the male golden

eye of insight whose vision incrudes the penetration (mare)

of the pebble into the water (female) which results in a
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movement that is both an announcement (ma1e) and a delivery
(female) of its birth.

rn waddington's hands, the ur-myth of "transformation"
is an instrument of considerabre subtlety and range. The

binaryr âS a recognition of difference and a possibirity of
transformation, has enormous consequences for human thought
and behaviour (ong 198r chapter r), to say nothing of its
rore in expricating the development of the psyche (rhe Great

Mother). As "Driving Home" asserts, "Classical ESSO" and

"bloodrit SHELL" are versions of the two principles, male

and femare, which inform arr change, arl personal, national,
and culturar histories on the individuar's journey to a

"home" that is pastr prêsêrrt¡ and future "forever" (DH 65).

This myth is the message of "Those earth-stained voices ,/

those murmurings in wood ,/ those soundings and turnings / on

the pathless prairie" (The Vj.sitants title poem 65).

The course through Waddington's works by way of the
topos of transformation comes to rest with the question that
has divided the critics: what about her line? rts
development has been outrined by these same critics as a

movement from the traditionar rine in the earry poetry, to
the very short line with a nod to the prosody of wirliam
carros wirriams in the poetry of the sixties and seventies,
ending in a slight lengthening in the eighties ( stevens ) .
Here is the "skinny" Iine (Jacobs 32) at its most extreme

(reproduced in two columns):



speak me
my images
your words
are earlier
they shout
in the morning
when f am
still asleep

slow to wake
at noon f hear
your voice
speaking my
images I wake
but I am not
me f am you
speaking my
images and

my words are
earlier they
shout in the
morning they
wake everyone
who is slow
to wake and
now I am you

( "How Each Becomes Another in the Early
World" Say yes 32 )

First, several observations about this Iine:
( I ) its immediate effect on the reader of the poem is
visual;
(2') the uniformity of lineation, as much as its shortness,

is responsible for this effect;
(3) the rine is overwhermingry phrasal (two-thirds of the

lines in the above poem , for exampre, are syntactic
phrases ) ;

(4) departures from phrasality invariabry enhance the visual
effect ( that is, they seem to have been made to keep the
line uniformly short);
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speaking my
images and the
slow to wake
are all awake
they go out
in the world
they are not
afraid of
being awake
not afraid
of speaking
their images
in words that
are ear 1i-er
newer than
no\^7 louder
than morning
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(5) these departures from phrasality arso undermine (but
onry temporarily) the expected (syntactical) effect.

second, these rather obvious remarks (which apply to
more poems than the one guoted--see stevens (16-19)) lead to
several less obvious and more contentious suggestions.
waddington s short line is evidently deriberate, which is to
say rhetorical: it emphasizes visuality and destabilizes
sense. But her line ís also extremely rigid: in the books of
the sixties, especiarry, there is almost no rel_ease from the
vertical poem standing firmly erect on page after page after
page of white space. The visual suggestion is that the
short-line poem is a phallic symbor in a vaginal space, and

the rhetoric of waddington's line may be reveared in these
two implications. The phallic poem (which is a function of
the short line) is a technical manifestation (that is, a

manifestation in versification) of the male principre
operating within Lhe femare; the skinny poem may be seen as

an icon of the animus in the female psyche.

waddington's form is appropriate for her content. Her

themes deal pervasivery with transformation; the figures she

uses are very often transformationar. one of these themes

is, and i s delivered by, a male,/f emale dichotomy in which
the two terms interpenetrate one another, and the most
graphic figure of this theme and its derivery is the
distinctive poem in the Waddington canon.
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2.4 The Rhetorrc of EIi Mandel's Imagination

The poetics of Elias WoIf Mandel is succinctly summed up in

a startling litt1e poem in Stony Plain ( 1973 ) :

Saskatchewan Surveyor

at a correction line
he reads the wind's grammar

rhetoric falls from trees

in a simple sentence of land
a disappointed syntax

(Dreaming Backwards t9B1 66)

This poem s figure is at once utterly traditi.onal and ful1y

contemporary; it is both a personal statement and a rebuke

to prairie poets; its language is (Iike Dante's) a paradigm

of the vernacular rather than a quotation from the

vernacular; and the much-admired trap of authentic voice

(into which Mandel's criticism sometintes but his poetry

never falls) is neatly sprung to reveal its jaws of truth

and lie.

The Saskatchewan surveyor is, of course, both literal

surveyor and poet. The former figures the typical prairie

landscape-poet who stops at the correction line (which

itself Iiterally denies the platitude of flatness ) to notice

the ever-present wind. But, and this is the import of the

isolated singleton, "rhetoric faIls from treesr" and the

poet's attention shifts now to a certain kind of prairie

poetry. His judgement is severe: simple landscape-as-poetry
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is disappointing. The poet's survey, in other words' yields

a reading of typical prairie poetry, finds it wanting, and

provides an alternative view of poetry. This alternative is

the larger figure of the isolated stanza: a traditional

figure for the poem, the leaf, is identified as rhetoric'

and the poet is figured as a tree (presaging Newlove, see

below). Of course the surveyor-poet reads and speaks a

truth: the prairie is windy, it is f1at. Of course this

truth is a lie: the surveyor ígnores the evidence of the

correction Iine (which our poet notes), though he does stop

at it; the surveyor doesn't see the trees (though our poet

does) and therefore misses also the falling leaves. And

there can be no question here of authenticity of voice: the

poet's language is both simple (the diction of the people)

and ornate (his tropes are metaphors whose vehicles are

drawn from grammar). The poem's figure of thought is an

opposition (not grammmar, but rhetoric) represented in

stanzaic arrangement, whose grammar is suppressed ("but"

does not appear in the poem). Thus, the poem's argument--

poetry is more than a grammar of landscape rendered by

metaphors--is carefully delivered by a rhetorical device

which includes both grammar and trope yet goes weII beyond

them.

Mandel's poem, in short, contains both the so-called

"serious" and the so-ca11ed "rhetorical" stances: its style

is both plain and grand, its language both simple and
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ornate, its ethos both sincere and deceiving, its pathos

emotional as weIl as inteIIectual. In Richard Lanham's

fruitful terms, Mandel's persona is a bifurcated self that

is both homo seriosus and homo rhetoricus, both truth-teIIer

and liar (L976 Chapter I pt==..*, and Mandel's "The Poet as

Liar" Another Time L977 L5-24). His poetry will therefore

continue to be misread by that reader who believes that the

plain sty1e, the sincere speaker, and the authentic prairie

voice do not constitute a rhetorical stance. Rhetoric itself

has always been perfectly clear on this point: Aristotle

notes that "the writer must disguise his art and give the

impression of speaking naturally and not artificially"

(Rhetoric L404b18); Nietzsche observes that rhetoric is a

balance between the naked imitation of "naturalnesS" and the

expression of the "purely artistic" (Blair "Lecture Notes on

Rhetoric" I874 115); and countless rhetors between and after

these two support their contention. Yet, critics since Locke

have persisted in equating the grand (defined most often by

ornateness of figuration ) witfr the rhetorical , and the

remonstrances of a Genette that the plain is also a

rhetorical style ( "Nothing is more marked than this

sÍmpticity: it is the very figure, indeed the perfectly

obligatory figure, of the sublime" "Figures" 48) have gone

largely unheeded. This false equation reveals more than an

unfamiliarity with the rhetorical tradition: it shows also

Lhat the Christian and especially Protestant ideology of the
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plain style has so far not received the examínation it

deserves.

The response to Mandel's poetry provides a clear

example of a criticism slow1y finding its way to a more

adequate understanding of the rhetorical tradition embodied

in that poetry. In his introduction to MandeI's first

publication (Trio L954), Louis Dudek remarks that Mandel's

"vigorous, rhetoricaI myth-making imagination" wiIl cause

readers some difficulty, words that turn out to be only too

true. Ower (1969) complains that the poetry up to and

including @ (1967) "seldom rises beyond a

rhetorícal utterance to the lyricism which is the mark of

the fully integrated poetic sensibility" (150). By contrast,

Mandel himself asserts that "Poetry is energy' poetry is

oetight, poetry is power" (Fee I974 4)', echoing the

traditional adaptation of the functions of rhetoric to the

definition of poetry in the works of rhetors from Quintilian
and Horace through Sidney and Pope to moderns such as Pound.

Cooley s early disappointment that Mandel's influences

include several conflicLing rhetorics culminates in the

lament that "Ih]e never really finds a vernacular voice"

(I97 B B0). A Manitoba triumverate (Arnason' Cooleyr and

Enright) tries to get Mandel to admit that he is an

" inventor " rather than a "process " poet as he claims (ECvtI

1980 70-73); MandeI counters their,charges that his poems

exhibit a "total absence of a vernacular voice" (73-74) and
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that "the voice I in Out of Place ] is a pose" (79) wíth the

astonishing claim that a line like "the Hebrew puzzles me"

is "so authentic" because it is an instance of the principle

of "syntactical ambiguíty" which he uses in composition

( 8 0 ) . The same seminal " Prairie Poetry fssue" of ECW

contains Stevens's application of Mandel's criticism to his

poetry. Using Mandel's critical dichotomies
(savage,/civilized) and awareness of duplicity, Stevens finds

that the poetry of Out of Place is unable to transcend the

division which it tries to transform into a vision of

wholeness (65-67). "Mandel the Prairie poet cannot escape

iYandel the mythic poet" (67); "the Prairie eludes his grasp,

for the poetry was already there" (69). This judgement

claims that the poetry "faIls short" (64) because it

contains both the rhetorical and the serious stances without

apology. Robert Kroetsch, introducing Dreaming Backwards

(1981), is much closer to the mark: he identifies three

characteristics of MandeI's poetry and poetic--it is a

"radicaI " Iandscape poetry because it resists " the

attraction of the Iandscape itself, " its dominant ethos is

"the double," and it therefore confront= "pIace" in a

"profound, insistent" manner ("Preface" 9-I2l. Ann Munton

(I983) follows this Iead by studying the poetic "means"

MandeI uses to write about "place" (especially Estevan) (73-

7 9 ) . But she continues to accept the unexamined not j-on

(promulgated by Ricou L976, amongi others) that Mandel's
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poetry after 1970 is somehow a "new, open, and looser

Prairíe poetry" (7 3)--despite her own demonstration that

Mandel's arsenal of technique includes practically the whole

of classical rhetoric ( see especially 7 6) . Finally,

Kamboureli (1984) argues convincingly that "language and

place can Iand do] become identical" in out of Place (267').

Though Kamboureli uses the word topos in an essentially

rhetorical sense, she does not acknowledge her debt to her

countryman and to the tradition he founded.

Evidently, most of Mandel's readers have read his

críticism; too many of themr pêrhaps, have read and applied

it rather uncrj-tica11y. Even Mandel's oft-quoted remark--

"it's important to connect my criticism with my poetry"

(Arnason 1980 70)--uses the word connect rather pointedly'

suggesting that the two be read together, not that one

(criticism) be used to read the other (poetry). Indeed it is

dangerous to apply the poet's criticism to the crític's

poetry--as a closer look at both may readily demonstrate. In

the f irst place, ùlandel has some obvious critical

obsessions. On the whole, the essays collected ín Another

Time (1977 ) reveal a preoccupation with Steiner's concept of

language and its movement toward its implied opposite'

silence; the essays in Familv Romance ( I9B6 ) reveal a

preoccupation with Bloom's reading of Freud's reading of the

Oedipus myth; and both sets of essays demonstrate a

continuing obsession with the binary as a fundamental

1

i
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structure. Not aIl these major fixations are found in

Mandel's poetry (the Oedipal paradigm is largely absent),

and those that do occur are modified in the process. fn

particular, the binaries that interest MandeI as a critic

are not the same binaries that appear in the poetry: the

critical binaries tend to functíon as dichotomies ( for

example, savage/cívilized), whereas the poetic binaries tend

to function as related pairs (for example, the double). Of

course, the over-riding concern with the binary remains; but

it is just such a shift in emphasis that Ower, for example,

might have observed but does not.

fn the second instance, MandeI's criticism has its

blind spots. fn reading Wittgenstein, for example, Mandel

stops at the Tractatus notion of language (of what we cannot

speak vre must remain silent, Ð 15) instead of going on to

the Philosophical Investigations (language is a motívated

game, not a strict calculus). Mandel's reading of Norman

Brown suffers similarly: using Brown's notion of symbolism

to argue that Steiner's silence is another kind of speech,

Mandel insists that "the body of Iove" is the physicality of

language (AT 39), yet Brown himself pointed out that it is a

symbolical construct. FinaIly, MandeI argues that the

Oedipal paradigm ( son / father ,/ mother = poet / tradition /
land) does not fit regional writing (Familv Romance 1986 11-

27)¡ yet his ohrn examples (of mis-fit) and his o\^rn use of

the paradigrm to read several different regions show that it
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does fit rather welI. These blind spots reveal a critical

tendency that is emphatically not found in his poetry: the

tendency to fix a difference. The criticism also reveals a

barely repressed desire to unfix that difference (as in his

"Death of the Long Poem" 1985 LI-23), and this desire

becomes an endless play of fixity and unfixity in the

poetryr a play ín difference that is ultimately represented

by the very idea of binary structure (see also Godard 1985

307-r8 ) .

The formal structure of topos is (x,y), and it is no

accident that Mandel is a poet of place, of double, and of

binaries. TO return for a moment tO "Saskatchewan Surveyorr"

the topoi ther e empl oyed are <grammar r w i nd ) '
(rhetoric, leaf) , and <sentence, land). If the traditional

figure (leafrpoem> is applied, the argument (rhetoric'poem>

emerges. The poem therefore Suggests a contrasting but

related pair of figures for poetry: the f igure

<grammarrpoem> may be taken to represent the typical prairie

landscape-poem; the figure (rhetoricrpoem> points to the

resources to which the poet has access. There is then

literal evidence within the poem of the poet's consciousness

of two extremes of style, the plain (grammar) and the grand

(rhetoric), and two kinds of prairie poetry, the serious and

the rhetorical. The same figures constitute a bifurcated

ethos (the double, the serious / rhetorical) which in turn

appeals to a similar pathos in the reader. This little poem
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therefore exemplifies perfectly the rhetorical imagination

of Eti Mandel, poet: it is based on and argues for the

prímacy of topos (which is to sâY, rhetoric) in poetry.

MandeI's Baconian rhetoric (which continually

recommends the rigour of reason to the f I ight of

imagination) however emerges only gradually in his poetry.

The often-reprinted "Minotaur Poems r-VI" (I954; DB 15-18)

translate the heroes and legends of classical Greek

mythology into contemporary terms and are therefore less

interesting than his place-poems. Of places, Estevan has

received the most critical attention, but fti" contains also

a sequence of poems on VaI Marie that meríts study (n. p.)-

"Val Marie Ir" for example, personifies the land aS a female

lover; II and IIf treat the male protagonist's growth to

maturity; and IV figures the place itself. "The land goes

out like sea at Frenchman's creek," says the poem; "Towns

are five-masted here and work the sea." But this sea ís not

teeming with life: the glacier that created the valley is a

"Sick Leviathan" that retreated to the north; the streams

left behind are "dammed and rotting"; and the valley itself

is "sea wrackr" the town a boat "pinned at the dust-wake's

head. " Small wonder that the townspeople "Look northward to

the ice-beast, where it ran." The poem stinks like a slough

of modern alienation, Yet its figuration is pure and

classical, rich and fully allusive. The landscape, rather

precisely rendered in figure, is overwhelmed by a "waste
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Iand" ethos which views Va1 Marie as the evidence of a

geological iIIness.

"Estevan , Saskatchewan " (1954, DB 19) is similarly

figured as a place of sickness: it "bears the mark of Cain, "

it "producIes] / Love's queer offspring only," the young

feign madness and the old forecast more illness, while

Shakespeare's "gioodly frame, the earth" becomes a place

betrayed on whose fields "the stupid harvest lies." The

Estevan that flickers in and out of the poet's imagination

as he participates vicariously in the Holocaust twenty years

Iater ("AuschwiLz" I973, DË 7 4-76 ) is still sick, "a nasty

memory" of movies in which cowboys killed Indians and little

jewboys cheered wildly; but the poem itself is distinguished

by an utterly sincere and wonderfully contríved rhetorical

stutter which delivers the message that the il lness v/as

located in person not place. Mandel returns to Estevan in

L977 ( out of Place ) , and the contrast to 1955 is

astonishing. First of all, the earlier poem is re-read: "in

the estevan poem, for example, / how everyone can be seen

eating / or is it reading / but not everyone / there is

myself in the souris valley" ("the return:" DB 89). In fact'

"everyone" is neither eating nor reading in that poem;

everyone is ill, the earth included, and the "ghostly jews"

( including the earl ier poet whos e pre sence i s now

recognized) were unwittingly praying for a return to health-

That health, the poet now remembers as he returns ' was
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"the f amily \¡/e / caIled breeds, "

though they v/ere dirty and poor, nevertheless "touched one

another," just as "they touched stone / they touched /

earth" ( "estevan 1934: " 99 ) . This recognition does not

obliterate entirely the earlier insight; the two positions

resolve themselves in the notion of the double: "I stand /

inside the film and stare / at places that f never knew"

("doubles: estevan" I07). What has happened is in a sense

described in "Saskatchewan Surveyor": the simple grammar of

lanclscape has yielded to the fuller rhetoric of a poetry

which creates its own bifurcated ethos. Health, in other

words, is defined neither in the merely serious nor in the

merely rhetorical but in the recognition of both.

Fuseli Poems (I960) takes its rhetoric rather

seriously, lacking the more enduring local interest of the

earlier place-poems (though "Prologue" and "Epilogue" are

clear exceptions DB 27 and 28). With Black and Secret Man

(1964), Mandel moves from Greek to Jewish myth--and the

colour turns very black. "A black and secret man of blood

walks / In the garden" of the poet's personal and racial

memory (eSlul 1) . He is the f ather "with his soiled Tallis '

his Tefi\Iin, / the strict black leather of his dark faith"

("Charles fsaac Mandet" 3); he is the "Secret flower of ltfie

poet's] own desig¡r" yet is "Deeper and more secret / darker

and older" than the design ("Secret Flower" 4); he is the

intellectual professor, "A black gownful of lectures ,/
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billowing from a man as black as a blackboard" ( "Only One

Other Reality Among Other Orders?" 6)ì he is the play of

darkness and light ("On the Death of Dr. Tom Dooley" B)' the

"David" among Philistines who contemplates murder to end

murder (I0), "the wet, mouthing idiot, Night" ("In the

Beginning" 13), and even "Orpheus in the Underworld" (17-

18). This figure is both the archetypal double of Apollo'

the shining one, and the archetypal wandering Jew, forever

waíting for a Messiah who never comes ( "There, is No One Here

But Us Comedians" 30).

Thi s " b1 ack and secret man ' " himsel f speechless,

appears in another guise in "Crusoe" (Ð fdio.t Joy. L967 22)z

he is the tongueless, black man Friday to the tradition of

articulation of which the poet is heir. A silent figure of

inexpressibil it.y, he nevertheless begins to articul ate

precisely how and \,ühy silence is a language. Indeed' the

most articulate of aII languages is literally the most

silent. Writing, which consists visually of silent black

marks on a silent white page, is inaudible' and the

traditional battery of figures which invariably renders

writing as speech simply emphasizes this pseudo-silence

("The Silences" Dj 46) . Similarly, metaphors of reading,

typically used to render a human response to place, figure

the speechless landscape as a written (silent) text. The

speaker in "From the North Saskatchewan" is unable to "read

the tree markings" (53). The earth speaks in (silent) images
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earth" which "flowers /

which we are enjoined to

The sequence of topoi by

readily be diagrammed:
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lovers alike faII into "our ladY

into the sea-green of language" to

" listent' ( "Thê Speaking Earth" 52) .

which silence becomes language may

(seeing, reading)
(reading, writing)
(writing, speaking) .

The visual (the silent) is read; reading is always of the

wrrllen; writing is figured as speech; and the centrality of

written language emerges. The topoi therefore argue for the

priority of writing over speaking, and the place of the

vernacular in MandeI's poetry is thereby described- The

grapholect translates silence into speech via writing, and

every grapholect therefore sounds the same ("f see rhythms'

f don't hear rhythms," Mandel, in Arnason 1980 85)-

Stony Plain ( I973 ) is distinguished by two major poems

in the canon--"Wabamun" and "On the 25th Anniversary of the

Liberation of Auschwitz" (Og 57 and 74]'. The most pointed

and didactic of the poems in Stonv PIain, "Saskatchewan

Surveyorr" has been discussed above, but the two major poems

are equally if less overtly persuasive. "Vüabamun" is an

extended meditation in extremely plain language on an image

that might have been taken directly from Pound - In the

central moment of Canto 81 ( "there came a nehl subtlety of

eyes into my tent"), Pound sees an image: "sky's clear /

night's sea / green of the mountain pool." This image is
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repeated in Canto B3: enjoíning the reader to " look from

Ihis] eyes," the poet sees a double image, "sea, skY, and

pool / alternate / pool, sky, sea." Mandel, who admits only

to the influence of Webb and Nichol on "Wabumun" (Fee 1974

I0 ) , begins his poem as f ol lohrs :

lake
hoI ds

sun moon stars

trees
hold

stars moon sun
(Part f)

But the reader should not be lulled by the simplicity of the

diction (on which Mandel remarks, Fee 9) into thinking that

the figuration is therefore not ornate, for the exact

opposite is the case. The first section is a figure of

recursion delivered by control of line, verb ' and

permutation. Letting <-|-) denote "holds," this section has

the following structure:
(1ake, ( sun rmoon, stars, (trees, Istars'moonr sun ]> ) > .

In Mandel's o\¡¡n terminologY, the figure is a "strange loop"

(Family Romance LI-27) in which "holds" refers to itself.

But the self-reference is not fruitlessly vicious, for the

world seen through the poet's eyes contains also the poet as

double:

whether
that one

f I oating
is myself

or the 1i9ht
one

standing
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pier
on the red

(Part 5 )

There is no better account of the other major poem of

Stony PIai.n, "AuschvtLtz," than Mandel 's own "Auschwitz and

Poetry" (@ 3-10) For present purposes ' the

central fact about the poem is that it is an instance of the

f u11 conjunction of homo qef iesl¡_ql{hetoricus in Mandel's

work:

There was a v{ay to write the poem to be thought of
as "AuschwiLz." rt would be a series of
displacements: structurally, grammatically,
imagistically, psychologically. It would be a camp
poem by not being a camp poem. Stuttering. All
theatricality. All frantic posturing. All pointing
to a resolution that would not be a resolution, a
total ambiguity in which two different moments
(Toronto I970 and Estevan 1930) dissolved into one
another seamlessly, becoming at that instant
another time, the unimaginable place of the
killing ground itself (9).

iviandel here suppresses direct mention of rhetoric. The

stutter, whose tenor is authenticity ano seriousness itself

in the poem, is a contrived and deliberate vehicle of

rhetoricity for the poet; and the poem's ethos is whole

because neither half of its split nature is suppressed. This

commentary itself closes on a rather interesting figure

(synesthesia): two "moments" are given as points in space-

time, and their fusion into "another time" turns out to be

also an "unimaginable p1ace."

What had been only emergent before Stonv Plain and

present only as method in its two major poems is fully

present as subject and method in Out of Place (L977 ) . BY far
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the best reading so far, Kamboureli 's "Locality as Writing"

(1985) nevertheless continues to suppress all reference to

rhetoric while at the same time using rhetoric's current

manifestation, deconstructionism, to read the poem. Whatever

the reasons for this, some consequences may be noted -

Kamboureli bases most of her argument that language and

place become one on the role of Ann Mandel's preface (267-

141. This preface, claims Kamboureli, is the reader's first

entry to the poem (268)'i Lf she were right, one would have

to grant her argrument the objectivity it claims for itself.

Preceding the preface, however, are a title and three

epigraphs. Secondly, Kamboureli twice uses the word topos

(268, 275) in a quasi-rhetorical sense: her usages are

rhetorical yet suppress the rhetorical tradition. These

factors contribute to the one major way in which Kamboureli

misreads OP: citing the poet's own words as authority (words

to the effect that Out of P1ace exists in its gaps, its

absences ) , Kamboureli claims that the gaps or absences

between the poems "signify the erasure of the binary

complexity that threatens to lock the poet between the

landscape he visits and the mindscape of his Ianguage"

(267). My argument will be that the binary complexity (of

reference and reflex, fact and figure, Other and SeIf' the

serious and the rhetorical), far from being erased, is both

the method and the subject of Oq! oÉ__E_lCç-e..

Mandel first used the title in another context entirely
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in L976. Speaking to a meeting of the Saskatchewan Writers

Guild in Moose Jaw, he addressed the predicament¡ âs he saw

it, of the prairie writer:

Niy image of the prairie writer...is. '.the one who
returns, who moves in this direction. ...it is not
place but attitude, state of mind, that defines
the western writer--and that state of mind...has a
good deal to do with a tension between place and
culture, a doubleness or duplicity that makes the
writer a man not so much in place but out of place
and so one endlessly trying to get back, to find
his way home, to return, to write himself into
existence, writing west ({no!¡er-Time 69)

Of course, to foIIow the implicit suggestion for reading

contained in these words would be to repeat an error; but

the words do point to rhetoric. "Not place but attitude"

suggests a stance, a rhetorical position that the phrase

"out of place" catches rather precisely. "Place" is both

geographical and cultural: "place" is therefore a double

which contains two different yet related concepts in

f rui tf uI

each of

place

tension. "Out of place" is a doubled duplicity:

the two senses of "p1ace" is split in two by the

phrase "out of," which may mean either "come from" (as in

origination) or "no longer belonging to" (as in alienatíon).

In a diagram, "out of place" is the following tree:

geographical
out of (come from) (1)

out of (alien to) (21

out of (come from) (3)
cultural

out of (alien to) (4)

And there is no reason the "tree" of a particular place

cannot continue to "grov/." For example, a place (Estevan)
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may be identified as a geographical locus by splits such as

city/ruraL, as a cultural Iocus by sp1íts like

ethnic,/natíve t ot as both by dichotomies such as the two

sides of the railroad tracks--all applied before the double

"out of." Splitting may occur even after the double "out of"

has been applied: thus, along the path marked ( I ) ( "I come

from Estevan" ) , a split such as ethnic/native may appear '
signalting to the reader that he is really on the path

marked (3) or (4). As we shall see, OP is structurally akin

to both such kinds of trees, truncated and extended.

Long before the reader encounters Ann Mandel 's preface,

then , s/he has confronted this title, this figure of manner

and matter. Moreover, the title is reproduced several times

before the reader encounters even the epigraphs: firstr âS

cover (with its left half a photograph, its right the title

and the subtitle "Poems by Eli Mandel / Preface and

Photographs by Ann Mandel"); secondr âs title only on the

half-title page; thirdr âs title and subtitle on the title

page (witfr a reduction of the cover photograph in the lower

right-hand corner). There can be no doubt thaL "out of

place" must be read in the context of repetition and

photograph--but read how? The phrase itself raises the

question of who is out of what place, and the photograph

answers "Mandel is out of a house on the prairie." This

photograph of course signifies much more: the grass visible

in the foreground is ta}l and wild; the house is clapboard'
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weathered and unpainted; a window's panes are missi^g;

inside, a door, off its hinges, juts into view; behind the

house, Seen through a second paneless window, stands the

poet looking into the house or at the camera; behind him is

a bit of flat horizon. That is, "MandeI is out of an

abandoned house/home on the prairie. " But this raises more

questions: whose house was this? Why and when lvas it

abandoned? What is the relation of Mandel to this house?

The text never ansvJers these questions; neither this

photograph nor any of the others is identified in any way.

Whatever the suppression of 1 iLeral reference ( the

photographs are evidently "reaI" photographs) says' the

effect of the cover photograph is to foreground the poet (by

seeming to place him in the background--itself a nice

double) with reference to the book's title: the reader looks

directly at Mandel looking into or through a house into a

camera held by Ann Mandel. This is "the rhetoric of the

imager" a Set of "connotations" carried by the more explicit

"denotations" of the image itself (Barthes I977 49 ) . This

rhetoric appeals to chiefly "ideological assumptionsr"

which, in this instance, since a particular Self (the poet)

is located in a particular place (the prairie) but outside

another place (the house) located also within the firstr w€

might call the assumption of authority. Whatever doubt there

is about the identity of the house in the photograph, there

is no doubt about the identity of the author (and, by
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extension, the persona) of the poems that follow nor about

the right of that author to speak about the prairie in which

he is placed.

The reader now turns the title-page and encounters the

epigraphs. The first, a quotation from Land of Hope by

Hoffer and Kahan, and the second, from King's Estevan the

Power Centre, are identifíed ( 5 ) and acknowledged ( 75 ) ; the

third, "the nature of fiction / supposes our presence," is

not. In fact, however, it is given a rather specific context

amounting to near-identification: contemporary (the

seventies) Iiterary criticism locates this saying as a

variant of Robert Kroetsch's "the fiction makes us real,"

which Mandel himself has quoted on several occasions (Munton

75). By contrast, then, to the erasure of reference to

literal place for the cover photograph, the epigraphs are

referred to their literal places (tfre larger sets of words

in which they are to be found ) . Once again, a forceful

statement about place is being mounted on two fronts ' the

geographical and the cultural, emphasizing the conjunction

of the two rather than priorizLng either one.

FinaIly, the reader confronts Ann MandeI's preface.

Kamboureli has pointed out the preface's major functions:

(1) it establishes the history of the poem s origin (268)¡

(2) it excludes the poet (268) ¡

( 3 ) it is double to the poem and its pre-history

273) i

(269 and
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(4) it reveals the central idea of the poem, writing (270).

Kamboureli's analysís of the role of the preface is

brilliant, âs is her further analysis of the central image

of the preface, the vault. The vault is a duplicitous

reality, like Plato's cave (27I\, which contains the records

which lead toward writing the poem (273); it is a place to

exit from before returning to the true place of writing (the

poet's own writings I (275) .

But do "Language and space become identical in the

greyness of the vault" or afterward (27L)? And does this

identification occur "through the poet's displacement"

(267)? Taking the latter question first, wê must answer that

though the poet is displ aced in the preface he is

emphatically central in what precedes the preface (the

repeated title and photograph, the epigraphs ) : in other

$/ords, the reader'S experience entering the poem argues that

the poet is as much rrilìr' as "out of pIace" (which, we

reca]l, is a doubled double). At best, then, the poet is

displaced from Ann Mandel's writing about the vault but not

from the vault (place) itself nor from his own writing about

the vault. But this only emphasizes that the writer (Ann)

occupies a central place in her writing, just as the writer

(Eli) occupies a central place in his. The role of literal

place (the vault) stubbornly persists alongside both

l iterary pl aces (the wr j-tings ) . f ndeed, everything

Kamboureli asserts about the vault (and I agree with her
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assertions ) argues for this persistence: the vault is

duplicitous--if it is the place of Ann's language, it is

also its double, literal place; the vault is a place of

reading but not writing--it cannot therefore be identical

with language for language consists of reading and its

double, writing; the vault is left before writing begins

(for both Mandels)--it is therefore not identical with even

the place of Ann MandeI's writingr let alone her place of

language.

Kamboureli's analysis, in short, establishes that

place, far from being identical with langua9e, is a

rhetorical topos in language. The vault is an element of any

one of severaf pairs: <vaultrcave>, (vaultrrecords) 
'

<vau I t , readi ng) , and so on. Adducing to the topos

(vaultrreading) the topos (readingrwriting) which is used by

Mandel elsewherer we obtain <vaultrwriting): this sequence

captures what is surely the case in Out of P1ace, namely,

that the experience of reading the records in the vault

leads to writing poems.

The topos <vaultrwriting> may be derived also from a

general topos which is familiar to the rhetorical tradition.

From Cicero to PereIman, one of the "topicS" from which

arguments may be drawn is "pIace" itself. Arguments drawn

from "place" are particularly suitable for the praise (and

dispraise) of individuals associated with that "place." In

the terminology of this analysis, the topos is
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(placerperson), with <- '-) denoting "associated with. " By

specializationr w€ obtain the topos (vault,Mandel), which is

one of the topoi employed in Ann Mandel's preface. At the

same time, the titIe, subtitle, the cover photograph' and

the book as a whole establish the topos (Mandel,writing).

Transitivity yields, again, (vault,writing). The fact that

there are many different arrangements of topoi Ieading to

the same conclusion simply means that the denial of that

conclusion (that is, the conclusion <vaultrwriting> )

requires the denial of all these different arrangements. But

these arrangements are grounded on the actual entry to the

poem through title/photograph,/epigraph/preface, Kamboureli's

analysis, and the rhetorical tradition.

Mandel names this tradition several times in the book,

most significantly in "petroglyphs at st victor" (33):

I've always been vürongl
about metaphors
about the five figures
of discourse

the seventY
names of rhetoric and tree
alphabets.

What these errors may be $7e can only speculate, but the

speaker's claims are resonant with the history of rhetoric.

Until very recently, rhetoric has always given priority to

metaphor, though never to the exclusion of other tropes.

There are no five figures of discourse; but there are five

parts of discourse (rhetoric), each of which is a large

figure (topos) in the terms of this study. The various names
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of rhetoric surely include "eloguence," "1iesr" and "poetry"

itself. And trees (of binaries) began to play a prominent

role in rhetoric in the sixteenth century (Ramus): they

continue to be instruments of great subtlety and flexibility

which both depend on and transcend the rigor of the law of

the excluded middle (a double). "IP]etroglyphs" has a second

reference to rhetoric: long after vísiting the petroglyPhs'

the poet "rememberIs] the cut / god's mouths at Wood

Mountain / rhetoric of stone its bluntness" (35)- Here

"rhetoric" is the vehicle of a metaphor whose tenor ís the

double, f.or "that lthe double] is what what hlas written in

the rocksrr ( t'the double world" 53 ).

So it is with doubles that the reader of Out of Place

must deal, with þpos., especially the topos of place itself :

This has been so often remarked that it is a cliche--yet' a

fult analysis of the role of that topos in the poem will

probably never be givenr perhaps because the task is after

all too tedious once the conclusion is glimpsed. The fir3t

poem, "the return" ( 13 ) , is a return to "the estevan poem"

as welI as to Estevanr âs the ambiguity of reflex and

reference in the lines "but not everyone Iin the poem is

reading or eating],/ there is myself in the souris valley /

forty years later" suggests (13). But there is more: the

return to the poem is a new reading of that poem, indicating

that the poet is alien to as well as from that cultural

place; and the return to Estevan mixes a sense of
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origination with a sense ot alienation (tfre poet's family

and friends, "the ghostly jews / of estevan," appear to

him). The first poem, in other words, is based on the topos

described above as a tree (see Figure f 215).

This truncated tree may therefore be considered as a

preliminary way of understanding how topos functions in Out

of P1ace. Indeed, when that tree, which is derived from the

title, is superimposed on the poems, some insights do

emerge. In Part I, "The Returnr" the poet's sense of

doubleness is overwhelmingly cultural rather than

geographical (Figure I 215). Geographical place, it seems,

plays only a positive (originary) roIe, or a negative
(alienatory) role, but seldom both. Of course, it always

provides a tag for cultural place. Only two poems (excluding

the "found" poems) express no sense of cultural duplicity

whatsoever, and both are closely associated with the poet's

geographical but not cultural origins: "strike" (24\ is

about a cultural aspect of Estevan that is divorced from the

poet; "estevan, 1934" (29) reconsiders a Metis family known

but culturally alien to the poet in his youth.

Several different kinds of cultural place are explored

in Out of Place: native culture, ethnic culture, and the

world of writing. These kinds are not mutually exclusive, of

course, and in most the sense of alienation is balanced

against a sense of origination, illustrating that the double

"out of" continues to function as the poet progresses along
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the branches of the extended tree of a particular (cultural)

place. Nevertheless, some branches gro\Âi f arther than others:

native culture, for example, which is clearly alien to the

poet, terminates rather quickly; ethnic culture and writing'

which evoke continuing double responses of origination and

alienation, simply continue to grow and grow. One might say

that doubleness is a necessary formal condition for the

exploratíon of a cultural place to continue in an extended

tree ( see Figure 2 216) .

It is not necessary to discuss here all the extended

trees of place for Part I, but because much has been made of

one particular place--Estevan--some comment on its tree

seems to be reguired (Figure 2). Estevan is a prominent

cultural p1ace, ethnic, native, and literary, for Mandel. It

is situated in the Souris River Valley in Southeastern

Saskatchewan. This region, denoted here as "Greater

Estevanr" centres on Estevan itself, includes Hoffer' and

abuts St. Victor. The poems 1 ocated in this 1 arger

geographical place continue to treat ethnicity ( the Jewish

tradition) as both originary and alienatory in the manner of

"the return." In "birthmark" (16), an old wives' tale (an

alien superstition) becomes a personalized mark of cain and

of souris (mouse) on the speaker's brow (signifying, besides

ethnic, Iiterary and geographical origins). The "souris

river" of the poet's youth is remembered as the "jewish

river where my boyhood, drowned" (17), a figure which catches
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clashes unpleasantly, however, with the literal
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nicely ( it

meaning of

"boyhood"sourís, Ieading to the extreme catachresís of a

drowning in a "mouse" ). Memory operates without alienation

in "birthmark," however, and in "slaughterhouse" (22) it

yields a vivid accommodatíon of origins.

The place of native culture' though its branch

terminates rather quickly, informs several poems (Figure 2

2L6). In "estevan, L934" (29), the poet remembers an alien

(to him) culture he has conveniently overlooked, the metis;

"bienfait" (27 ) offers a stanza on either native culture or

coal-minitg; but the central poem for this place is

"petroglyphs at st victor" (33-35). rn its first section,

the poet confronts the sun-god whose minions, "glreat slow

metaphorsr" remove him from the presence of the 9od, take

his eyes and tongue, and return to the god carrying his

name. Bereft of speech and sight, the nameless poet somewhat

incongruously sees that "my drawings of god / look no better

than my child's / drawíng of me. " Remembering the sun of his

prairie boyhood, the poet attempts but fails to improve the

drawing, and a confession of poetic inadequacy follows (see

above 205). The second section no!\l takes up the question of

the meaning of "the crooked gods." The poet kneels before

them, he anthropomorphizes them (hands, feet, faces), Ann

photographs everything, but the gods remain silent. Section

three Iocates the petroglyphs (native culture) within two
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other aIien cultures--St. Victor ("separate as Quebec") and

Gravelbourg ( "another god / hangs on his cross" ). Recovery

from alienation is by \,vay of literary ("we drive through

names") and familiaI (domestic) place. But the memory of

alienation remains sharp, and even the application of the

western Iiterary tradition cannot naturalize what is

fundamentally foreign ("rhetoric of stone" is after all a

considerable reduction of "rhetoric" to the mere vehicle of

one of its figures ) .

As literary pIace, Estevan (and the surrounding area)

is only remotely associated with the shaping influences of

Wiebe, Huxley, B1ake, Smart, and Thompson ( "doors of

perception" 15). The Hebrew "book of years" has been

replaced by the land-as-text ("1ost pIace" 23), and the

books--English texts I Tarzan comics--of "bienfait" (27 ) by

the poet's own writing ("the return" 13). Most importantly'

"Greater Estevan" includes Hoffer--and the vault which is

the place associated with the writing of this book. The

vaultr âs Kamboureli has noted, is aII but missing from the

poems in Out of Place; yet its one occurrence has all the

fullness of topos that we might by now expect. "IT]he hoffer

colony" (38) appears to the reader first as a cliched parody

of the supple prose of Edward l4cCourt's Saskalchewan, " just

as in... / though unlike his prose." This simile is strongly

originary with respect to literary place; the sense of

alienation comes from the ways in which the poet's
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experience of geographical place differs from McCourt's mode

of representation. The second stanza refers to the vault of

Ann MandeI 's preface:

and in a concrete vault its floor
Iittered with prairie I fínd
scripture a farmer's exodus Israel
Hoffer's accounting f begin
to feel gloomy about possibilities
in mythology some books of the bible
devote themselves to family Iines
some to a census

there are stories
about passionate heroic tax
col lector s others where merchants
ruined by investment sell children.

The poet's first response to the records is to naturalize

them by a synecdoche of geographical place ( "prairie" ) ; then

he attempts a series of metonymies of cultural place

( ttscripture, " exodus ,tt "mythology,tt ttbooks,tt t'bibIe , " and

"stories" ) which form a figural complex. At the mention of

"accountirg, " the poet begins to f ee1 I'gloomy,I' a mood not

relieved by the nature of the stories he cites. This unease

continues as he recognizes the literal value of some of the

records (inventories, bi11s, newspapers); he recovers by

naturalizíng again, this time by recalling an association

between these records and his own family ( stanza three ) . One

more moment of dis-ease, "hot,I should we understand /
prophecies and miracles," before the easy exit from the

vault and the Hoffer colony (stanza 4). It is not surprising

that no one has remarked on the apparently massive

displacement of literat place by Iiterary place in this

poem. For the poet's attempt to naturalize (by literary and
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familial means) tfre overwhelming fact of literal place (the

vault and its records) emphasizes the significance of

Iiteral place. The vault will not be displaced, cannot be

displaced, nor the poet within it, for without it, the

attempted naturalization would be "mere" rhetoric. As it is,

the poem provides a fu11 example of topos--place and double

pl ace .

Much of the above discussion has naturally dealt with

writing as placer or more precisely, with topoi in which

"writing" is one of the elements of a double. But "writing"
is itself a double ("various kinds of doubles" 57), a topos

of the form (x,y). One particular instance of this topos is

examined in some detail in Part fI, "The Double." The figure

of the writer is a doubled double, writer = (doppelganger L,

doppelganger 2), in a pair of poems bearing these titles
(47 , 4B ) . The f irst doppelganger is homo rhetoricu.s: he

refuses, he praises, he abuses himself, jogs, makes love to

the poet's wife, and is an utterly western incarnation of

the trickster figure with his comic vision. The second

doppelganger is homo seriosus: he thinks, his diction is

measured and deliberate, his vision is tragic and high.

Together, the two comprise the writer with his

tragi (serious )-comic(rhetorical ) vision.

A place of particular significance for this bifurcated

SeIf, Estevan, is the subject of the next poem, which again

uses a topos of place applied to "pictures" (49):
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picture

"IT]he cause of doubles" (51) plays on two aspects of the

"cause" (causality and purpose) of duplicity in the Self;

this Self raises questions both rhetorical and serious in

"questions a double asks" (52). "IT]he double world" (53) is

an utterly serious poem in a philosophical vein, but the

more serious mixture of rhetoricity and seriousness

reasserts itself in "instructions" (55). Part II concludes

with a list of doubles which is doubled by its mirror image

on the facing page, a technique that i-mplies the infinite

regress which doubling naturally invites.

Part III, "A Suite for Annr" seems at first out of

place in this text. fndividual poems do use various topoi of

a distinctly double sort--"Fear of Flying" is based on "p or

not-p," "strange Places" on "destination or journey"--but a

more satisfying way of reading this section is to consider

the double <woman,man>. Like Part fV, "Epilogue," Part IlI

has the feel of closure about it: how to exit from the

infinitely doubled place that is this book but by getting

out of the vault of mirrors by reprinting a poem that begins

"Notice: all mirrors will be covered" (72)?

But Mandel cannot abandon the double so easi-Iy. Life

Sentence (I9BI) plays, in its titIe, with puns on both

film(moving )

icon(stiII )

in

of
in

of

"1ife" and "sentence" (7) "Prologue to BloodIines"



considers the ambiguities of "1ine" (I3)

(I4), and language itself (16). "Poem as

Words" (33) reconsiders the central topos
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, "false openings "

Person as P1ace as

of Out of Place:

If we could turn the world into words
If people would only become poems
If the stories I told were only stories
If the o1d magic about words worked
ff forgiveness were as simple as language.

Complex and ambiguous as language is ( stories are more than

stories), its doubles (worId, people, forgiveness) are not

any simpler. The doubled persona, too, continues to

f ascinate: "I know ,/ myself an imitation. f hear / lnLs voice

reading my poems written by him"; "the question of love" is

both "more complex" and "a trick with my tongue . and

with your ear" ( "Ventriloquists" 32) . Repetition begins to

overpower place, howeverr âs one topos yields to another:

This is the year my mother lay dying

This is the year the cancer inside my father's
groin began its growth...

This is the year f grew, ignorant of politics,
specious with 1aw, careless of poetry.
There were no graves. The prairie rolled on
as if it were the sea.

What shall I say?

Telling the tj-me
( "In ltfy 57th

fiction consumes me.
Year" 5I )
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Figure I

Truncated Trees of Place
Out of Place Part t

(llote: originatory - *i alienatory = -)
Poem (page)

return ( I3 )

doors ( I5 )

birthmark ( 16 )

souris ( 17 )

badlands ( f9 )

near Hirsch ( 20 )

rabbi berner's (2L

slaughterhouse (22

lost place (23)

strike (24)

bienfait (27 )

estevan (29)

lines ( 30 )

returning ( 31 )

petroglyphs ( 33 )

sonnenfeld ( 37 )

hoffer ( 3B )

P lace

Estevan

prairie

Sour i s

Souris

Hirsch to
Hoffer
cemetery

) farm

) farm

?

Estevan

Bienfait

Estevan

Estevan?

Estevan

St. Victor

Hoffer

Hoffer

Geographica I

+

+

+

+

+

+-
+

+

+

+
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Figure 2

Extended Tree of Culturat PIace: Greater Estevan
Out of Place Part I

(Note: originatory = +i alienatory = -)
1. Native: "estevan 1934" (-)

"bienfait" ( - )

"petroglyphs at st. victor" (-)

2. Other: almost aII the poems in Part I (+-)

2 .I . Ethnic.

2.1.a. Religion: "the return" (+)

2.1.b. Other

2.1.b.i. Lj-terary: "the return" (+-)
"the hoffer colony" (+-)

2.1.b.ii. Other: "the return" (+-)
"birthmark" (+-)
"souris river" (+-)
"slaughter house" (+-)

2'.2. Other

2.2.a. ReIigion: "petroglyphs" ( - )

2.2 .b. Other

2.2.b.L. Literary: "the return" (+-)
"the hoffer colony" (+-)

2.2.b.ii Other: "badlands" (+-)



STRANGE LOOPS

(for Eli Mandel)

There you stood in moose jaw that worried look or loop
on your face and we sat stunned in front of you would
you choke to death in the anguish that looped itself
about you here on the prairie your home where you had
always been strange?

But you managed a deep gasp a breath of air filled your
lungs and your voice was suddenly stronger not Iess
worried just louder your brow was stilI worried but we
too took deep breaths he's going to make it we said to
each other softly.
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pain
thi s

No one understood what you were trying to say the
was too much we couldn't hear anything except
hurts this t¡ougþ! and the snake's tail in its

cruciating circle but Years
some would feel what you meant.

mouth
I ater

But then your voice sank and the look on your face got
strange again and our brows too creased and somethj-ng
looped itself around your brain and aIl our breaths
were suddenly short again all our brains vlere tightly
squeezed as by a snake and you smiled.

The applause rounded on you as you sat down still
smiling looking pained and some stranger rose to thank
you and your smile disappeared you looked down at the
coiling floor between your feet what was there that
made you look suddenly up and smile again?
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2.5 John Newlove s Prairie

Direct references to the prairie abound in John Newlove s

poetry. From his earliest published book (Qfe_Vç__9ifs L962\

to his latest (The Night the Dog Smiled 1986), Newlove

grounds his work in a referential space and time: a boyhood

in Verigin, Saskatchewan, home of Doukhoborsi growing up in

Regina; leaving, endlessly crossing, and finally returning

to the plains of Saskatchewan. Hundreds of literal

references to person, pIace, and thing combine with

occurrences of the words pragie or plain to establ ish a

symbol of the poet's imagination, a symbol whose values

include despair and hope, the multiple extremes of the human

condítion, and the desire for and loathing toward home.

Newlove and prairie are as inseparable as Newlove and the

personae he adopts--the sad-funny-thin-grey man and his

double, the fat man.

It is impossible to list here the poems in which

"prairie" occurs as a place of reference, either as literal

word, er as "plainr" or as generic term for specific words,

or for that matter as symbol with a great range of values.

All the poems usually considered to be Newlove s "major

poems" contain the word "prairie"--with one exception: "The

Fat Man" (f968) is set in a city beside the ocean which'

because prairie has by this time been eguated to the sea and

because the fat man's double is the thin man, is a trope of
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prairie. Significantly, the three arguably most important

works in the Newlove canon--"Ride Off Any Hor:-zon," "The

Prider" and The Green Plain--are set in the prairie, contain

the word "prairier" and are about the prairie. The critical

cliche that Newlove is a prairie poet is therefore well-

founded even if it is not sufficiently grounded (see Barbour

1980 256-80). If such a grounding were undertaken, it would

demonstrate that "prairie" serves a rhetorical function in

the poetry: it is a fundamental topos whj-ch generates the

invention of Newlove s argument, constitutes an essential

figure in that argument, and establishes an ethos and a

pathos. My argument, in other words, is that Newlove is a

prairie poet in a rhetorical sense: his major topos is a

binary pair (xry) of which one term is or is associated with

"prairie. "

A book such as Elephants, Mothers & Others (1963) is

heavily and obviously indebted to the prairie as place and

experience, but as early as @ (1965) Newlove

uses prairie as a topos. "East from the Mountains" (The Fat

Man L977 28],, for example, situates its narrator away from

the prairie on the west coast looking east and back in time.

A stanza by stanza summary:

( I ) a "sin91e, faltering, tenuous line

"displayed by a thin man s lungs" in winter

sound/sight synesthesia into the poem);

(2) an abstract question--"what to say?"--i

of melody" is

( introducing a

s answered by



"Oh, say nothing. / But Iisten to the ...wind"

the thin singer by the wind ) ;
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replacing

(3-4) the wind's song, however, is silence' snow, the white

1and, the co1d, shining sun (synesthesia);

(5-6) the injunction "To listen to the wind" is

repeated, and this act yields several visual effects: it

removes "the idea" of hiIls and reveals "the real geometry

of the land"; this geometry has "no single distinction to

ruin / the total whol enes s of s\¡7eep / of the earth " but

follows "the tentative line of a gully" to become "lost at

1ast" in Qu'Appelle where it disappears in perspective 1íke

"the tentative line" of the railway;
( 7-8 ) the wind indicates the spaces between cities and

covers the sounds of rural and town speech;

(9) this speech ("so hard / to hear what someone is sayingr"

stanza B) is compared to the singer's weak melody;

(10) and the poem ends with "o tired and halting song!"

The larger figure in this poem is synesthesia--wind-

sound turns into prairie-sight--and this figure is based on

two synecdoches: (wind, sound) is a synecdoche in which

"sound" is part of the whole, "wind"; and <sight, prairie>

represents those visual images in the poem that are parts of

the seen prairie. Because they share middle terms drawn

from the senses, these synecdoches combine transitively to

yield (wind, prairie). This transition more or less

expresses the poem s argumentr part of which is the evident
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intervention of the narrator and an appeal to the reader

( mar ked by the " s'enses " ) . But the argument i s enhanced by

the references to the singer's breath (first and last

stanzas), which suggest that the pair (singer,breath) may

combine with the pair <wind, prairie), since both breath and

wind are air-in-motion, to yield (singer,prairie). Putting

the two togetherr w€ obtain the following analysis of the

poem s fulter argument:

(singer,breath) and (breathrwind) and <wind,sound)
and <soundrsight) and <sight,prairie) together
imply (singer, prairie> .

The argument proceeds entirely by figure: in order, these

figures are synecdoche, metonymyr synecdoche, metonymy, and

synecdoche, yíelding the concluding metaphor. That the

association of this singer with the prairie proceeds

paradoxically by v/ay of the wind which overpo!üers both

speech and songr !et is made the vehicle of both, is

countered by the naturalness of each element of the series.

The reader who (intuitively) follows each step in this

association, that is, who accepts this series of

conventional, figurative relationships, will conclude with

the poem that the "thin man" sings "prairie. " In so doing'

the thin man (Newlove) draws upon a traditional topos of the

lyric: poem-as-song or (poemrsong>.

It has been said that "Ríde Off Any

Night Window I 968; Fat Man 4I ) is o

quintessential prairie poems in Newlove's

Horizon" (

ne of the

Black

two

work ( wah I 98 6
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2L6). A rhetorical analysis of this poem not only justifies

this judgement but reveals why the judgement is correct. The

title is itself a powerful combination of two symbols, a

particul arLzLng synecdoche followed by a generalizLng

synecdoche, repeated six times within the poem. "Ride off"

is @ for "leaving"; "horizon" is toto pro pars

for "prairie." Both individually and together, these two

synecdoches are very rich: ride suggests several modes of

travel including train and horse; horse suggests Sidney's

imagination and lVallace Stevens s noble rider; horizon

evokes the mythic union of earth and sky; it also suggests

"any direction will do," circularity, and the end of the

world (falling off the horizon is specifically noted in the

poem s third part).

A triplet is repeated (more or less ) at the beginning

of each of the six parts of the poem:

Ride off any horizon
and let the measure fall-
where it may

The second line of this triplet places one highly charged

word in six contexts redolent with inevitability. "Measure"

is judgement ( and the larger trope of the whole triplet

suggests a reading like "leave the prairie any way you can

and let your judgement of it be what is is" ), a musical term

(recalling the musical analogy in "East From The

Mountains"), and a poetical term (in prosody, measure is a

rhythmical period, that is, a repeated structure of stress
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patterns). Measure presupposes repetition; "measure" is part

of a refrain; measure therefore serves a reflexive as well

as a referential function in the poem. This "measure" is

inevitable, for the context established by the phrase "let

Iit] fal1 where it may" is gue_sera ESre (note the ethical

shrugr âs in "I'm not responsible").

Yet, the measure hardly falls randomly. One of the

delights in reading Newlove is his employment of the larger

trope of irony ( including, as it does, a continuing

doubleness and duplicity): it was seen in "East" (one is

en joined to " l-isten" and ends up " seeing" ) , it occurs here

again in the contrast between apparent chance and actual

selection, and it will form the basis of his third major

collection, Lies (1972). The places where the measure falIs

in this poem are "on" childhood memories, "amongr" the

detritus of prairie history, "off" the edge of the known,

childhood world, "on" (a night in) a prairie town, against

the British in the Riel rebellion, and finally on the

prairie's "other, " namely, the cities elsewhere. The

structure of this list of places is a movement from the

general to the specific in two kinds of history--personal

(moving from general memory to specific fear and specific

sexuality) and public (moving from prairie history to native

history)--concluded by a movement away from the prairie

altogether. Each "fa11" is a harsh measure indeed: the

memory is hot, bad, dirty, cheap, and narrow; prairie
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history includes death, Ioss, depression, dryness ,

emptiness, dust, wreckage, defeat, and sadness; a childhood

fear is black and annihilating; the night in town is hot and

poised on the edge of wariness; the British are damned for

theír murder of the native peoples in the RieI uprisirg; and

the cities are cold and empty, thej-r inhabitants staring

fixedly at the blockage of their visions. These negative
judgements of prairie would have to be called mere escapism

were it not for the concluding judgement of the cities. By

comparison, the prairie is judged much less harshly than the

city: on the prairie, it is at least possible to have a

vision of an infinity of choices suggested by riding off

imaginatively in any direction whatsoever; in the city, this

premise simply does not obtain, tor "the concrete horizon'

definite, / / stopIsl vision visibly."

The figures in "Ride Off Any Horizon" are four: first,

the combined synecdoche in the opening triplet; second, the

multiple-valued synecdoche "measure"; third, the repetition

of this triplet; fourth, the amplification through repeated

application of this triplet to the two kinds of prairie

history (personal and public) described above. But this

poem s argument is very different from the argument in

"East," which moved forward by a series of carefu11y

controlled conventional figures: here the reader is moved

forward by repetition and amplification, 1uIled into

believing the poem s appeal to chance and its apparent
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condemnation of prairie life, only to be awakened by the

Iast stanza s surprising shift to an even more severe

condemnation of the city. Perhaps, we sâ!r the prairie

wasn't so bad after all; perhapsr wê sây, here in the last

stanza is the rhetorical reason for the poet's use of

repetition (it makes shock possible); certainly, we agree,

the vision, measured by its extension, is very bleak and

becoming even bleaker. FinaIIy, the poem contains, within

these four major figures, a number of lesser figures, one of

the most important of which occurs in part three:

off the edge
of the black prairie

as you thought you could fall,
a boy at sunset

not watching the sun
set but watching the black earth,

never-ending they said in school,
round: but you saw it ending,

finished, definite, precise--
visible only miles away.

This j-s a topos of apocalypse, figured by a boyhood fear of

falling off the edge of the prairie where it meets the sky

at the horizon. Its larger connotation includes the sailor's
fear of sailing off the edge of the sea, an apt fear

certainly for a migrant poet who judges the place which he

escaped from less harshly than the place he escaped to. That

this is a crucial, imagined-yet-real event for Newlove will

become clear below.

It is fairly evident, then, that the landscape of the
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prairie is the locus of the early Newlove s imagination. In

fact, it is Iandscape generally, not specifically prairie,

that comprises this locus, and it is the imaginative not the

"reaI " landscape that is rhetorically important. "The

Double-Headed Snake" ( 48 ) is Newlove's clearest, early

statement about "the natural sublime," that is, about the

relation of the landscape to the imagination (Barbour 277).

This poem is an exercise in enthymematic reasoningr based on

the topos "greater and lesser." Its opening Iines suggest

that the "fee1" of the mountains and the "feeI" of the

prairies are somehow opposed; they move to a statement of a

major premise--"What's love1y / is whatever makes the

adrenalin run" ; and r orrìitting the minor premise, they

conclude "therefore r count terror and fear among / the

greatest beauty." But "the greatest beauty" (applying the

topos ) is "to be ali-ver " and this beauty is related to

"remembrance,rr though it "hurts" and is "foolish."
Stanza two repeats the major premise ( "Beauty's

whatever / makes the adrenalin run" ) and substantiates the

unstated minor premise by an example--"Fear / in the

mountains," engendered not by cold and place but by

remembrance of the Indians' stories of "the double-headed

snaker" makes the adrenalin run. Part of the conclusion of

stanza one (that fear is a beauty) fo1lows. Stanza three'

again repeating the premise, provides another example of

"fear at night on the level plains," again engendered not by
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cold and place but by "no horizon / and the stars too

bright" and by the remembrance of winter's blowing sno\¡l

brought on by the "wind bitter / even in June." By this time

the opposition in similarity between mountain and plain is

rather strong, and it is explicitly stated in the fourth

stanza: "And one beauty cancels another. " This stanza gives

three examples of such cancetlations: in the mountains, the

plains "seem" safe; in Saskatchewan, the mountains "are

comforting to think of"; and in the foothilÌs' both "seem

easy to endure." One fear (that is, beauty) may cancel

another when its place is absent. Remembrance without place

inspires no fear or terror.

The last stanza therefore concludes the argument for

remembrance in place as the greatest beauty (which was

suggested in stanza one' is implicitly argued by each

example of beauty so far given, and is clarified by the

stanza on cancellation) :

As one beauty
cancels another...,

Ilike t ot because, fear (experienced in mountains or plains)
cancels fear (remembered away from plains or mountains)l

remembrance
is a foolish act, a double-headed snake
striking in both directions

Iso, or therefore, remembrance alone is foolish in both
places I .

Thus, remembrance in place, which inspires fear and terror

beauty. And what is this

nSr of course, but it is
(which are beauty), is the greatest

remembrance? The poem does not tel1
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evidently an active, deep, imaginative response to the

landscape, involving place as experience, place as memory/

but clearly going beyond both. What the poem does sâ1zr does

argue, is that remembrance in place is the greatest beauty.

Beauties, in other words, Rây be ranked: mountains and

plains are less beautiful than the fear and terror they

inspire ¡ fear and terror are less beautiful than remembrance

evoked in place; rememembrance in place (being alive,

forgetting nothing) is the greatest beauty. The topos

"greater or lesser" therefore argues strongly for the

priority of the imagination in place over place itself, over

feelings inspired by place, and over mere memory.

"The Double-Headed Snake" explicitIy argues what is

implicit in "Ride Off Any Horizon"--that the escape from an

entrapment in mere place is imaginative. Contra Atwood

(1973), Newlove knows very well how to escape, and it is not

surprising that she discusses neither "Ride" nor "Snake" in

her early and important article. A closer reading of Newlove

is Jan Bartley's amendment of Atwood (1974). She reads

Newlove as a mixer of "positives and negatives r " a poet who

sees what is, despairs, and offers some hope nevertheless.

Bartley claims that Newlove's hope is seen in his "courage,"

his "craftsmanship," and his "versatility" (a7l¡ she gives

pride of pIace, ât Ieast thematically, to "The Prider"

Newlove's second most important prairie poem, because it

offers a positive vision.
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"The Pride" (I977 67 ) , despite its technical

achievement, is flawed by naivete (at best) or racism (at

worst). It is Newlove s personal ride on a troika o'f

"image," "ghoSt," and "story" to a dubious affirmation of

"this land is my land." Part I employs the by-now familiar

technique of repeating a generic term ( image ) amplified by

specific images of the native peoples in their empty land

(pawnees, teton sioux, arikaras, cree, athabaskans). Part 2

fills the spaces with the ghosts (Iegends) of fndians from

the coast to the plains: ethlinga, raven, thunderbird, and

d'sonoqua the wild v/oman. The distinction between memory and

remembrance in place (see "Snake") is evoked, for the

"ghosts and memories" are waiting "to be remembered." Part

3 raises a distinctly Eliotian question: "But what image,

bewildered / son of al-l men / under the sun" is yours to

worship and to make you whole? The fourth part, very short,

presents an image of the western country moving quickly

through time from the past to the present. Part 5 gives us

an image of early eighteenth-century warrior life as

remembered by an oId cree and told to David Thompson,

followed by the narrator's meditation on the nomadic ways of

the plains peoples, moving restlessly with the wind,

following the buffalo, and "wheeling in their pride / on the

sweating horses, their pride." The word pride turns the poem

sharply from its ostensible subject (the fndian on the

plains) to its real subject (the narrator's attitude to the
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fndian and the plains, namely, the narrator's pride of
place). This subject is developed in part 6 as poem, not

story:

Those are all stories;
the pride, the grand poem
of our land, af the earth itself,
will comer w€Icome, and
sought for, and found,
in a line of running verse,
sweating, our pride.

More specificallyr "a single Iine,,with its,,sunlit
brilliant image" wiIl shock us beyond desire into the
recognition that, alone but not lonely, we "have rootsr" and

by dwerring on these "rooted words," by formurating and

contemprating "' the unyierding phrase / in tune with the

epoch'," we will achieve "the ldesired] knowledge of / our

origins, and where / \^/e are in LrutJn, / and whose land this
is / and is to be." The knowredge is now uneguivocarry
spelled out in the seventh and last part. we are the new

rndians: they "still ride the soil in us"; "h/e become them";

"they / become our true forbears"; and "we / are their
people, come,/ back to life again."

The technical achievement is stunning: twentieth-
century poetics (image, phrase, Iine) becomes the basis of a

claim to the land; the impricit argument of the first six
parts is revealed with consummate crarity in the last part
(trre images have alr been rrof. the rndian and "by" the poet,

the "unyielding phrase" is also coloured white, and the

"line of running verse" is Newlove's very own). Indeed, the
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claim in the seventh part is parts

of that argument is a seguence of

ans ) --)image (as an element of
poetics )

-->poem (of the land).

These synecdoches carry the argument forward to its

conclusion, though they do not appear in the poem in exactly

this order. In the poem, the generic term "image" comes

first; it is followed by specific images of "fndian"; next,

a specializing synecdoche, "ghosts," reduces native legend

and mythology and prepares us for the generalized "image"

and Christian overtones of the narrator's question; specific

images are now replaced by the general image of "the

country" from which its native peoples are absent; when a

specific image of "Indian" is introduced, the poem turnsr orl

the general term "prider" away from the Indian's false pride

in the horse (a legacy of the white man) toward the true

pride in the white man s poem of the land; most importantly,

"image," which previously functioned as a generalizing

synecdoche (as a general term for many specific images), now

becomes particularízing (it is a specific part of that whole

caIIed poetry). The poet's claim to the Iand, in other

words, is precisely that he is able to write the poem of the

Iand by incorporating many specific instances of "image"

within an abstract, general term and by changing that

abstraction into a particularity within the larger context
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of poetry. Shel Iey 's "unacknowledged Iegi s l a tor " here

manipulates a take-over of the land with a seguence of

binary topoi which constitute the poem s argument:

<[poet],specific images) and (specific
images , image) and ( image , poem) and <poem, I and)
imply (poet, land).

This rhetorical analysis ( "finding the thought already

present in the materials" Sloan) hardly needs to be made by

the reader: it is sufficient, rhetorically speaking, that
s/he feels the force of the poem s argument; indeed, it is

better that the force be felt and not examined, for analysis

reveals the usurpation that has taken place. Bartley's
judgement, that the argument is naive, is perhaps too

generous: the argument is a "poetic" version of a popular

response to Indian Iand-claims ( "at least we did something

with the land"). The Indian never turned the land i-nto a

poem, whereas "The Pride" does exactly that. The great

technical achievement, then, seems blighted by the latent

racism that Monkman sees lurking in almost every literary

appropriatj-on of Indian history by Euro-Canadian writers
( I 981 Conclusion ) . Assimilation, my native students
continually remind rì€r is but the other face of

appropriation. As Lenore Keeshig-Tobias writes in a recent

review of W. P. Kinsella 's "Indian" writings , "Maybe novìJ it

is time f or him Itfre narrator SiIas Ermineskin, but by

simple extension also his creatorl to melt back into the

prairie bush" ( f987 25) .
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Black Night Window, then, reveals Newlove as an already

skilled rhetorician, employing figure (chiefly synecdoche)

as a topos of place in argument. Newlove himself has

indicated his preference for symbol and synecdoche ( though

he oid not put it quite that way, echoing Pound instead with

"f try to produce the thing itself," Bartley "An Interview

with John Newlove" 1982 I49). The care and intensity with

which Newlove persuades also undercuts the second half of

the suggestion that Newlove vras "the first to produce a

Iarge collection of impressive Prairie poems, written in

open forms and rhythms--structures that evidently suit a

large part of Prairie experience" (Cooley 1980 17). Exactly

the opposite is the case: the forms are traditional,
rhetorical, and can hardly be called "open, " whatever that

means. Nor does "Newlove's style exhibit a strong distrust
of rhetori-c and conventional f orm" (Denham I97 3 248) ; it

exhbits rather a profound use of both rhetoric and form.

Simil-ar1y, the rhythms are classical and tightly controlled,

as the second major collection (The Cave 1970) demonstrates.

Newlove does not think that some structures "suit the

Prairie experience": his starting point is rhythm--"The

first thing that brought me to poetry was rhythm" (Bart1ey

L9BZ I41); and "ft Itfre poem] mostIy starts with sound.

Rhythms for me" (143). One rhythmical device that Newlove

uses is of course simple repetition (and it may be noted

that repetition is the basis of all prosody), but there are
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others, equally potent. Off-rhyme is a favourite device: the

Iine of melody becomes "lost at last" in Qu'AppeIle ("East

From the lvlountains" ) ; the sought-f or poem "wi11 come,

welcome" ( "The Pride" ). And one poem, "The Prairie" (Fa.!-þn

B0 ), bases part of its appeal on " f igures of h/ords "

(metaplasms), or sound-play.

"The Prairie" is a poem about prairie poetry. It

develops its argument by figuring words as excrementa

( stanza I ), the prairie as food-source that animals

transform into words (sLanza 2) which turn out to be

insufficient for both history and scene for the alienated

narrator (stanza 3) who therefore becomes a perpetual

migrant, a seeker of "god or food or earth or word" (stanza

4). The poem admits tacitly that the vision of "The Pride"

has failed--but the ability of the prairíe to generate poems

continues unabated. The words that the poet "compiles,

piles, piles" (I970; "compiles, piIes, plies" L977 ) are so

many "dried chips / of buffalo dung" excreted by the "beasts

/ / the prairie fed." The buffalo roam, men roam as beasts,

and the poet too roams endlessly: this is an argument for

authentic belonging, but the poet knows he does not belong'

that "bred / on the same earth IheJ wishes himself /
something different, the other's / twin, impossible thing."

The migrant poet, in other words, figures Þe!þ authenticity
(tfre native animals and peoples are nomads) and alienation
(he is "never to be at ease," that is, he is not native).
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As noted above, hovrever, one topos in "The Prairie" is

sound-pIay. Besides the "compi1es, piIes, pIies" of the

f irst stanza, the poem f eatures masses,/massif s /mastíf f s;

"words, verbs"; "fed, foddered, / food...fostered" in stanza

two; a string of -ing sounds (barking, meaning, roaming'

something, thing, twining, meaning, migrating, seeking); and

the concluding sounds of god/food,/earth/word. The overt

figuring of the poem as music ("East from the Mountains")

has become actualized as sound distributed throughout the

poem; and the sounds of the key words of the poem are

repeated in the concluding line ( "god or food or earth or

word" ) . The poem's sound points to its thought: for the poem

is in effect a distributio of "word" (piles of excrement'

derived from the prairie, insufficient to establish

authentic belonging or being-in pIace, and a cause of

endless searching) followed by a reqapitulatio (or summary).

Sound, the basis of this poem's rhythm, is closely modulated

to thought, and it seems that Newlove s rhythms are not

open, either.

"The Prairie" is prototypical of The Cave because it

introduces a concept basic to topos, the binary or "double. "

Not only is doubleness the measure of the narrator's

impossible desire ("Desire is what I write about, mostly"

(Bartley I982 146)) to be a double ("twin") of a double

("the other"), but it is a major characteristic of the

language used to express that desire. Thus, "the words do
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not suffice" uses an inexpressibility topos (Curtius 159-

L62) r êxpressing what is ostensibty inexpressible
( (expressib1e, inexpressible> ) . The "lie" emerges strongly

as a motif in The Cave and becomes a theme as well as a

technique in Newlove s next book (Lies L972). Lie and truth
( <Iie rnot- lie> or (truth, not-truth) ) are contrasted ,

compared, and explored in a great many poems in The Cave:

some use the word "lie" in its double sense ("You" 14, "You

ToId Me" L6, "Any Place I Look At" 22, "Take These Three

Months" 23, "Strand by Strand" 24, "Remembering Christopher

Smart" 57)ì others play on the differences and similarities
between "1ie" and "truth"--here are poems of despair in
Iove, of beauty within despair, of the un-reality of

reality. Indeed, the title poem deals with the dichotomy of

appearance and reality which is one of many variations on

the doubleness of truth and falsehood.

"The Last Eventr" a poem about death and war (not

reprinted in Eet Man), may show how doubleness is

incorporated into the topos of place. Much of the underlying

imagery is prairie: "Great heaps of captivating skuIls,
stretched tents of our human / skin, filling the dark plain

with mementos" sets the scene. Men have searched everywhere

and have departed, learning nothing. War and sickness and

death are all that is left in the desolate pIain. But

situated in this place is a series of duplicities or

paradoxes: knowledge, whÍch kills, of course, or is born of
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misery and surpasses understanding to become "the consummate

poise of / a faLsified death"; "hands carefully searching

for the slack lax vaccine / of warring love"; "fever...and a

desire for fever"; and, everywhere too, the play on sound,

manipulated to make order out of the "Black chaos...belov/."

The Cave marks a lessening in Newlove's overt use of

prairie as topos. The topos has gone underground¡ so to

speak, and is now recognized as the same topos as the sea:

"The f lat sea and the prairie that \^Ias a sea contain them

lthe men waiting in the cities]" ("The Engine and the Sea"

Fat lvian 7 6) . At the same time, the topos continues to

function, ever more subtly, in both figure and argument.

"The flower / is not in its colour , / bui- in the seed" ( "The

Flower" 97') , f or example, uses an organic f igure

particularly applicable to wheat (whose flower is the colour

of the rest of the plant ) to make a statement about rhetoric

and poetry. It argues that the colour (of rhetoríc) is not

as appropriate a synecdoche for its flower (poetry) as is

the seed (invention or thought) which generates it. The

flower is in the seed, and not vice versa, just as invention

precedes style, just as style is more than the mere dress of

thought.

Lies (197 2) , a ful ler expl

structure of topos via the double

"truth, " locates the exploration in

few poems, one of which however is

oration of the binary

doubleness of "lie" and

the prairie in only a

(nearly) the title poem.
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is away from

atmosphere is

s ] to remember

p Iace

," and

where the

he "seemI

The hard-surfaced snow
would have stretched tightly
over the low hills, vast pearls
glowing in the night of five o'clock,
white lies.

The question, evidently, is what white lies? The snow? The

pearled hi1ls ( its sounds--pearls, lies--evoking
Shakespeare s "Those are the pearls that were his eyes" in
The Tempest)? The too-ear1y night? Or, the winter¡ or even

the whole lot of memories? The recapitulatory position of

"white Iies" at the end of the stanza suggests they refer
ultimately to aIl these memories and therefore to memory

itself. The white lie of mere memory is therefore not the

imaginative "remembrance" in place of "The DoubIe-Headed

Snake" whichr w€ recall, was "the greatest beauty." There is

no run of adrenalin in a narrator who says "The winter

shines, I think."

Two other poems in Lies, "ff You Would V'lalk" and "Like

A River," modulate several of Newlove s concerns. "Walk"

(I972 50 ) recovers the horizon of "Ride Off Any Horizon"--

"One long look down the undulating line of prairie / leads

to the horizon"; a hypothetical walk through the fields is

repeated to evoke blackbirds flying up, dust-devils swirling
behind your and an endless search for the once-seen horizonl-
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and the walk is recapitulated in the "return through the

swaying fields and rattling birds / to your own known house,

of which you are the core, / more easy as you close the

rasping door," recalling and changing the dis-ease of the

speaker in "The Prairie." This poem has some love1y rhymes

and employs a very long line, two features found also in

"River" (I972 51) which contains, in my opinion, Newlove's

finest off-rhyme: "we wiIl go ortr until we are gone." This

rhyme occurs appropriately in a poem in which a plane leaves

one city for another as "the sunset flows like a river into

the blackening sky." A plane,/plain rhyme is implied, for the

scene is a "prairie sunset" in a land once peopled by

"raiders" and "nomads" hrho have no\¡z been replaced by jet-

setting wanderers. An earlier identification between the

plains Indian and the wandering poet is here repeated; an

earlier identification between prairie and sea is here

narrowed in the simile linking river and sky.

Sea and land provide the binary structure of "Why Do

You Hate Me?" (¡'at Man II7). Brief 1y, the opposition

between sea and land is developed as an opposition between

"you" (swimming f ish, curving trajectories of blood) and I'Irr

(du11 grain, planted in rows), and concluded by "you's"

hearing ("hate") the opposite of "I's" saying ("love"). A

fine Iittle poem, "Party" (L972 6g), uses the implicit

opposition in a very different manner. At a party, "you" is

berated by a speaker (an implicit "Iil) in such a \day as to
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make clear that yo.J/f are the warring halves of Richard

Lanham s bifurcated Western self, that uneasy pair called

homo seriosus,/rhetoricgs (I976 Chapter I ) . The speaker takes

the opportunity for ful1 rhetorical flight in a rhetorical

question of great seriousness:

How, trapped in rhetoric's parabola, now constrained
to faster and faster invention, what lie
can you explain?

It is hard to free myth ( seriousness ) from reality
(rhetoric).

1977 saw the publication of selected poems from L962 to

1972 (fhe Fat Man), and Newlove s deliberate choice of the

thin man's double for the titte only emphasizes the binary

topos discussed above. He publisheC no books of nehr poems

between L972 and 1981 when The Green Plain appeared. That

book (witfr Preface t98I; reprinted without preface The Niqht

the òoq Smiled 1986 Lg-23) is John Newlove s master prairie-

poem. The Preface. "An Accidental Life," is helpful in

understanding his thematics (but not his poetics); the poem

itself is a coming-home to the prairie; and the prairie is

both an altogether imaginative and a completely literal
place. Technically, The Green Plain is more accomplished

than "The Pride"; philosophically, it is unmarred by

questionable social assumptions; formally, it is a long

Iyric which places itself in direct opposition to that locus

of modern poetry @ whose title it parodies.

Whereas Eliot celebrated (in a mournful way) loss, Newlove
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Land marked an apogee of poetic

recovery;

despair,
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Wastewhere The

The Green Plain

marks a perigee of muted hope.

In his Preface to the poem, Newlove articulates the

centrality for him of a childhood vision of Ioss obliquely

noted in "Ride Off Any Horizon": "a crystal image" of "a

tangible vision of paradise" which "was brokenr ruined

abruptly after an eternity" by himself as a very young

child. As he points out, "Most of what I write seems to me

to go back eventually to that day: to the real knowledge of

the existence of a veritable paradise and the real knowledge

of the tiny monster, the ogre, lurking in like a shadow in

that greenness" (Preface). This Blakean vision of experience

within innocenceT realized in the marriage of heaven and

hell that is represented by his work before 1981, is now re-

examined in the garden called the green plain.
Because The Green Plain comes at the top of a poetrc

cyc1e, one expects (and finds) that it re-interprets much of

what has come before, both in Newlove 's and others ' works.

Stanzas I-3 restate the "crowded worId" motif of "Tn the

Crammed World" (Fat Man I26): fiIled with humans and

monsters, the world surrounds the narrator with dreams and

rain; he wonders whether "civilization / [is not] only an

ant-heap at last." Stanza 4 reiterates one of Newlove s

central claims to authenticity in place--"Even the nomads

roaming the green plain, for them,/ at last no land was ever
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enough." Escape--riding off any horizon, in other words--

seems impossible and doesn't really solve anything: we

prefer "small farms" to "stars," and "all the places we go /
space ís distorted Iby us]" making "the symmetry of the

uníverse" which is our or,rrn symmetry seem unsalvageable
(stanzas 5-6). Stanza 7 asks again the guestion in "The

Prider" but now in even more general, cosmic terms: "Which

myths ,/should capture us,... / or are they the same, âII of

them?" fn stanzas B-10, the narrator re-dreams a figure
evoking BIake's "Nobodaddy," Stevens's "major manr" Pratt's

"Panjandrum, " and tentatively identified with "GuIIiver" :

this "giant sprawled among stars" is a "hugre, image of us"--
stupid, slow to learn, capable of delight, ending ín hatred.

But he is "an image only," an image of a disaster which

never happens though "we Ido] lose joy and die." The

rhetorical questions of meaning in stanza I1 include the

image of "the ruined crystal" of the Preface; stanza 12

counters with an image of forests, beautiful in their own

being; and 13 corrects Heraklitos: "It is not time that
flows but the world." This ceaseless flow of the world moves

poets (stanza 14) to speak of spring (stanza I5), and here

occurs the poem s first overt reference to prairie--the

flowers' perfumes and colours are "rural as the hairy crocus

or urban as a waxy tulip." Stanza 16--by its fragmented

sentences, its staccatto questions--suggests that the

prolonged meditation is l-eading to the despair implied by
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the poem s openíng lines on the meaning of civilization and

echoed in stanza 17 ("FIy-speck, fly-speck"). Then comes the

poem s turn and centre ( stanza 18 ) :

And the land around us green and happy,
waiting as you vrait for a killer to sprJ-ng,
a fuIL-sized blur,
waiting like a tree in southern Saskatchewan,
remarked or, lonely and famous as a saint.

Stanzas L9-22 (the Iast) state the poem s answer to the

question of civilization and meaning: "we live / inside the

stars," but "the mechanisms by which the stars generate

invention / live aIl over and around us" and constítute

"this only world." The world--variated and spreading, happy

and flowing--flows al-so "through the climate of
intelligence" which is a "beautiful confusion, " seeing and

marvelling. The last words are a lament: "O Memory...."

The key stanza (Stanza 18) of this central prairie poem

situates all of "us" as well as "you" (the narrator and the

reader) on a "green and happy" plain, "waiting for a killer
to spring" (the ki11er will not spríng, however), "waiting
Iike a tree" in Saskatchewan. The topoi (poet,tree) and

(treerprairie) again yield (poetrprâírie); but the middle

term tree measures the last of several developments in the

narrative ethos: the poet was first a singer whose voice was

the wind which overcame it, then a wanderer like the plains

Indian, and now a rooted, remarkable tree. Such a

development is insignificant unless the prairie changes from

brown to green as it becomes a garden: (prairie, brown) and
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however, do imply

Newlove s prairíe garden is a peculiar and astonishing

place. It is raining, but the rain is "arguments and

dreams. " It is crowded with "smal1 human figures and

fanciful monsters," with "forests Iof people?] between us."

Time's arrow circles back on itself in this garden:

prehistoric animals ( "dinosaurs" ) jostle for place with the

plains fndian ( "nomads" ), the citizens of India, and aIl of

us ("Fly-speck, flyspeck"). The garden is "spreading" and

"flowing" and "burning." Overhead shine the cold stars.

There are many possible readings of this garden. It is
first of aII a centre-piece of Christian mythologyr post-

Edenic, and redolent with revision (the tree is the most

obvious instance; the motif of immanent falI is another). It

is also a contemporary version of Spenser s "Garden of

Adonis" (Fal5þ=Queeg III Canto vi) with its theme of cycles

of generation and regeneration presaging his later and more

secular vision of mutability (VfI, vi, vii, and especially

vii.58). It is Blake's "Argument" in The Marriage of Heaven

and Hell-- "Roses are planted where thorns gre\^/, / And on the

barren heath / Sing the honey bees . / / Then the perilous

path was planted..."--and Pound's "paradiso terrestre"
( "Notes for Canto CXVII et seg. " ) , that "grreen world" that

pulls down man s vanity (Canto LXXXI). But most of all, the

garden that is a green plain ís Eliot's waste land,
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radically challenged and updated

Fortunately for us, Newlove has not attempted to mirror

the five parts of The Waste Land, though there are many

structural parallels between the two poems. Eliot's bored

belladonna is matched by Newlove s doltish "GuIIiver." The

flow of time marked by the seasonal movement in the parts of

EIiot's poem is replaced by the flow of the wqrlq in

Newlove s. Both poems employ sharp shifts in rhetorical

situation--compare Eliot's "Winter surprised us" and

Newlove s " Rain surrounds us " to the subsequent

individuaLizations of "I think \¡/e are in rats' alIey"
(EIiot) and "Now a dream involves me" (Newlove). Eliot's use

of Dante's fire is as different from his predecessor s as

Newlove s. Each poem offers a synecdoche of itself in its

title and central image--the waste Iand and the green plain

are literal-imagínative places drawn from a traditional

topos, namely, the topos of place. The fisherman-poet with

the arid plain behind him (<fisherman-poet,waste-Iand))

tries to escape the waste land; the tree-poet with the green

plain around him (<tree-poet,gtoen-plain)) assumes the

garden as his natural habitation.

Eliot ends The Waste Land on a note of practicality:

the thunder has spoken three rules for 1 iving ( give '
sympathi ze, control ) ; the narrator somewhat confusedly

intends to put his fractured world into some semblance of

order ( "These fragments have I shored against my ruins" ) ;
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and the last line is a Hindu benediction, "shantihr"
repeated a trinity of times. Newlove s meditation--which has

teetered on the brink of despair--resolves itself in the

image of a tree in a fruitful plain. The old centre (Yeats)

has not held: Newlove's centre is not an attempted recovery

(like Eliot's) of the old images now lying about in ruins;
Newlove s centre is the imagination. Where @
lamented lost beliefs and attempted to put Humpty together

again, @ offers a relation among the ideal
("stars"), the actual ("green pIain"), and the imagination

of the poet (tfre "tree" ) which accommodates both by beíng

rooted in the earth and pointing to the heavens.

It may help to have Newlove s argument before us:

The mechanisms by which the stars generate invention
live all over and around us
and yet v/e ref ine machines, def er
to tricks as discovery. Everything is always here,
and burning.

There are no surprises, there is only
what is left. We live
inside the stars,

the mechanisms.
burning, burning,

(Stanzas 19-2I)

The "mechanisms" are not machines but living, burning

entities teeming "al1 over and around us" in the green

plain. One of the "mechanisms" is man, that means "by which

the stars generate invention." Man "liveIs] / inside the

stars" as well as in the green plain: this (apparent)

paradox is "what is leftr" the kernel of Newlove's vision.
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The poet 's imagination mediates between heaven and earth:
(plain,tree) and (tree,stars> yield <plain,stars).

Paradox has a complex rhetorical history. It is

implicit in Aristotle's Rhetoric--the very first commonplace

"is based upon consideration of the opposite of the thing in

ques tion" ( 13 9 7a5 ) . In þg!gg, Aristotle seems to equate

paradox with impossibility and absurdity ( I59a18, 160b17 -

22) ¡ in Sophistical Refutations, he discusses how to elicit
paradoxes from an opponent by using several "commonplace

rules" such as generalizationr proliferation of guestions,

and especially fallacious opposition (for example, meetingt

an argument based on convention or opinion with an argument

based on its opposite, nature or truth) 172b10- I73a30).

Cicero and Quintilian Iist both "contraries" and "opposites"

as topics ( De Oratore II.xxxix. I62-xl.I74¡ Institutiones

oratoria V.x. 32-100 ) ; Quintilian considers "arguments drawn

from opposites" as figures of thought (IX.i.34) and

"antithesis" (contraposition or contentio) as a figure of

speech ( IX. iii.8 1 ) ; Iike " correction, " these figures of

speech differ littIe from figures of thought (IX.iii.89).

The Renaissance rhetors follow suit: Wilson classifies

"contraritie or contentio" as both a logical "place" and a

"colour of rhetorique" ( 37,224)¡

Ramus's Logike bases its method of dichotomy on a theory of

"opposites" which has four levels of negation (relatives,

denj-als or contradictions, repugnings, and deprivings) (37-
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42). His followers, Fenner and Fraunce, classify synecdoche

as a trope based on division, thus grounding it on dichotomy

and therefore on the theory of opposites. Paradox, "when we

affirm something to be true, by saying we would not have

believed it," appears in Peacham's The Garden of Eloquence

under rhetorical schemes of the sentence (25) ¡ and Puttenham

renders it as "the Wondrerr" a figure similar to aporia or

"the Doubtful l " ( n. p. ) . CoIie's observation that a

rhetorical paradox is a defense of the indefensible whereas

a logical paradox is a contradiction (Paraoxica Epidemica

L966 3 and 7') summarizes the theory and practise of paradox

in the Renaissance. Interest in paradox is replaced in the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries by a concern with the

empiricism of Locke (see Campbe1I and elair); it revives

somewhat in Whately's elements of Rhetorfu (1846) which

emphasizes "the burden of proof" or "the presumption" in
argument (IL2 ff. ) The position of twentieth-century
rhetoric with respect to paradox is to grant it a limited
role: insofar as logic is strict reasoning based on a formal

system, paradox is illegitimate; insofar as rhetoric is non-

Iogical reasoning aimed at persuasion, paradox is legitimate
(see Perelman 1969 1-13 and 187 ff. ).

Paradoxr âs has been recognized since antiquity, is
moreover at the core of the "human condition." Aristotle
introduced a "Prime Mover" (motivated significantly like
Lucretius ' atoms by love ) to avert the paradox of infinite
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regress of "first" causes; Sir Thomas Brovtne heartily
asserted that paradox moved him to ecstasy rather than

despair because it led to God; others have been less

enthusiastic--the melancholia of Romantic irony, the fear of

loss of belief in Matthew Arnold's "Dover Beach," Yeats's

assertion of that Ioss, and Eliot's attempt to recover--a11

these attest to the centrality of paradox in the disease

ca 11ed humani ty. llarvin Minsky 's The Societv of IvIind 1986

demonstrates an "artificial intelligence" expert's attempts

to escape paradox in our time.

Newlove s contribution to the continuing debate about

the problem is startlingly resolute: to state the paradox in

a singular manner for his time and his place--and that is

all. The contrast to Eliot is sharp: Newlove is very

conscious of the consequences of paradox for belief (Eliot

is not); Newlove confronts paradox, directly stating one

(Eliot does not); Newlove does not beg the guestion by

escaping paradox (eliot does). Thus Newlove can end the poem

by praising "this only world. .. flowing through the climate

of intelligence," which is to say engaging the imagination

actively ( "lookingr" "seeirg,rr rrmarvelling" ). This

imaginative activity goes by various names: here,

"invention"; in "The Double-Headed Snaker " it \,ùas called

"remembrance." RecalIing that "remembrance" is not memory,

we see why the poem closes with the invocation "O lrlemory":

the muse, Mnemosthene, is necessary but not sufficient for
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the imaginative act, and the ínvocation is both a lament and

a recognition.

fn a curious footnote to The Green P1ain, Newlove

underscores the negative aspects of his muted hope with

heavy irony. "The Light of History: This Rhetoric against

That Jargon" ( 1986 57 ) alerts us by its title to distinguish

"thís rhetoric" from "that jargon." Rhetoric is

traditionally associated with poetry; jargon is group-

specific argot; and Newlove's "rhetoric" is quite clearly

his own poetry. Specifica1ly, "Light" takes up the vision of

The Green Plain, removing death and leaving only an Eden of

vigorous life lived in peace and love forever. That the poet

considers the Edenic vision "jargon" is emphasized by his

use of a syllogistic form (if-then). "When tif1 the day

comes that these cries Itfris rhetoric, this poetryl" will be

thought "ridiculous, " "amusiag, " and "ununderstandable, "

"then God bless you happy people." Happiness here depends on

ignorance: being unable to "comprehend / sadness or

cruelty"; saying "To HelI with it" to "understanding."
Again, the ironic conditional :

So long as the green Earth grows
and the great stars shine, live on and love each other.
Being is admirable and Lhe graceful trees in the wind
sway in concert with you in this ever deathless world.

There is more in , of course,

but

Plai
nothing to match the culminatory nature of The Green

n. "The Wandering Tourist Comes Home" (I4) evokes the
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earlier wandering poet motif and a sense of (spiritual)

homecoming to family rather than place. The very fine "White

Philharmonic Novels" (58-68) is, like @' a

summing üp, but a summing up of the rhetoric of poetry

generally rather than of the topos of place (tfre technique

of that poem is stated within the poem--"arrangement is

all"). Hence, the findings in this study with respect to

Newlove s use of the topos <prairie,x) would have to rest

with the evidence of The Green Plain.

The argument has been that Newlove's major topos is
(prairie,x). As defined above, the topoi are sources of both

figure and argument, and the figures themselves may function

as topoi. Thus, the notion of topos explicates the sense in

which Newlove s poetry is rhetorical: its. argument is drawn

from a topos, <prairie,x), which itself constitutes an

argument from pIace. Particular examples of this topos

include synecdoches such as (singer, prairie) ("East from

the Mountains"), (measurerprairie) ("Ride Off Any Horizort") t

<poet, I and) ( "The Pride" ) , and (tree-poet, plain) ( "The

Green Plain"). Other topoi (amplification, repetition,

greater-Iesser, metaplasm, paradox) are used in poems about

both prairie and prairie poetry ( "The Double-Headed Snake"

and "The Prairie" are notable examples). Newlove s poetrlr

in other words, demands a rhetorical reading because it is

rhetorically based.
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2.6 Robert Kroetsch and Paradox

A major topos in the critical and poetical writings of

Robert Kroetsch is paradox. Thi s assertion, which

incorporates the received criticism, is intenCed to suggest

both Kroetsch's actual practise and an underlying,

unarticulated philosophical position. He challenges perhaps

the oldest and most fundamental of aIl philosophical

principles ( the law of the excluded middle ) by transforming

the traditional vehicle of such challenge (paradox) into a

central and dominant topos of thought and style. Kroetsch's

Iong-standing flirtation with paradox, though it is an

important element in his readers responses (see below), is

usually not itself subjected to scrutiny. There is a

recognition of a debt Kroetsch or,rTes to the Renaissance; and

there is a wide-spread and growing understanding of the

logic of paradox in that poetic (Rosalie Colie's Paradoxica

Epidemica is the best-known, early example). Yet, critics

have been content to observe, to describe, and to follow

Kroetsch's poetical and critical interests: they have, in

short and in contemporary terms, deconstructed Kroetsch

according to Kroetsch.

The rhetorical tradition of paradox has already been

described (247-9, above). But contemporary logic offers a

further insight into the significance of paradox for both

thought and language. All known cases of paradox apparently
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involve self-reference of some kind (for example, the set of

aIl sets) and thereby violate some form of the vicious

circle principle. Under the rubric of classical Iogic' a

paradox is a statement which implies a contradiction: that
is, a paradox is a statement whích ímplies another statement

of the form "p and not-p." At the same time, "p and not-p"

is classically equivalent to "not- ( p or not-p ) . " The

statement "p or not-p" is known as the law of the excluded

middle (it asserts that "either p, or not-p, is the case,

and there is no other possibility"). In other words, in

classical Iogic, the denial of the law of the excluded

middle is equivalent to a contradiction; and every paradox

denies the law of the excluded middle (Mendelson L964r or

any standard text).

It has been suspected since antiquity, however, that

neither the assertion of a paradox nor the denial of the law

of the excluded middle is necessarily the assertion of a

contradiction. Indeed, it may be noted that rhetoric gge

rhetoric grounds it.self on this very insight (part 1).

Similarly, many paradoxes (for example, "The Liar," Martin

I970 ) are not self-evident contradictions: the inference of

contradiction depends on the formal system in which the

paradox is formulated; this inference may be prevented by

altering the system in some way. At the beginning of this

century, these insights Ied to the development of non-

classical logics which do not accept that axiom which allows
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a contradiction to be derived from the denial of the law of

the excluded middle (Heyting 1966 99-I00). Under these non-

classical logics, however, every paradox still denies the

law of the excluded rniddle: but the way is open to

considering a paradox as something which denies the Iaw of

the excluded middle but does not necessarily imply a

contradiction.
Several arguments having nothing to do with non-

classical logics have been advanced against the validity of

the law of the excluded middle, including arguments from

psychoanalysis, physics, and hermeneutics (Harold Brown

1-982) . The most interesting of these arguments, however,

comes from developments within classical logic itself: in

1931 GoedeI proved that any language powerful enough to

formulate the theory of elementary arithmetic within

classical logic can formulate also a statement (S) such that

both S and its negation not-S are formally unprovable in

that theory, yet S is intuitively true of that theory

(Mendelson I43-44). Such statements are called undecidable;

the formal systems to which they belong are cal Ied

incomplete. The existence of undecidable statements in

classical logic supports the suspicion that the law of the

excluded middle may not be universally valid: if I'ptr is

given the standard interpretation "p is provable, " then the

unqualified law of the excluded middle asserts that "for any

statement pr either p is provable or not-p is provable."
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Yet, for the undecidable statement S, this assertion is

evidently false. Moreover, Goedel 's proof depends

fundamentally on a form of self-reference which courts but

does not ímply outright contradiction. The point, then, for

this study, is that there is a defensible logical position

which suggests that paradoxes derj-ved from self-reference

are undecidable statements which mâ!r in some sense, be

true.

Binary relations may be used to summarize the above

discussion:

(I) if [-,-] denotes "andr" then Ix,not-x] asserts a
contradiction for x'i
(2) if {-,-} denotes "or," then {x,not-x} asserts the law of
the excluded middle for x;
(3 ) if <- t- ) is any binary relation, then (z,lxrnot-xl)
asserts, with respect to the relation (-,-), a paradox for x
but not necessarily a contradiction;
(4) if <-t-) is any binary relation, then (z,not-{xrnot-x}>
denies, with respect to the relation (-,-), the law of the
excluded middle for x.
(5) if <-r-) is any bínary relation, then (x,x) asserts that
the relation <- t-) is reflexive for x.

Evidently, if (3) holds, then so does (4). Furthermore' (4)

asserts the 1aw of undecidability with respect to the

relation <-t-) for x. For Kroetsch, (3) to (5) are

fundamentally significant: (the rhetorical) paradox (3),

(tfre law of ) undecidability ( 4 ) , and (the principle of )

reflexivity (5).

Some critícs are rather close to understanding

Kroetsch's rhetoric. Robert Lecker argues that "recent
criticism of Kroetsch's poetry tends to be inspired by

Kroetsch's current critical pronouncements" and therefore
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denies "the traditional leve1s of meaning that Kroetsch has

never denied" ( 1 98 6 L23) . It is certainly true that

postmodern, deconstructivist terminology has reduced the

ovibos moschatus of meaning to a mirage glimpsed only

occasionally in a white-out of noise; but Kroetsch's

"traditional- leveIs of meaning" are not all that

traditional, as we sha1l see. On the other hand, more

traditional approaches to Kroetsch's poetry are also flawed.

"The search for an adequate languag€," says Thomas, "is

essentially the same as the quest for an authentic self"
(Robert Kroetsch 1980 17). Thomas's notion of adequacy is

narro\¡r: it is an adequacy for authenticity--which is only

one half of Lanham's bifurcated Western self. This self,

however, is adopted as a persona by Kroetsch and becomes the

subject and object of his ridicule and praise. The search

for an adequate language is Robert Kroetsch's search--but

this language must be and is a language adequate to both

homo seriosus and homo rhetoricus, to both authenticity and

rhetoricity. To insist that the language be adequate for one

to the exclusion of the other is to insist that the law of

the excluded middle apply--and that is precisely not

Kroetsch's philosophical position. Russell Brown is on

firmer ground when he asserts, for example, that "Seed

Catalogue is not after all a poem constructed through binary

opposition...but rather one made up of Itfre rhetorical

devices ofl reversals and corrections" (1984 162-63). And E.
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D. Blodgett concludes that for Kroetsch the object of all
discourse is "the problem of how significance is produced"

(1984 203).

Vühat Kroetsch's position is may be found, inarticulated

but clearly present, in his critical writings (an earlier

version of the following analysis appeared in
6.3 (Summer I9B5): 57-61). Consider the following
(admittedly reductive) readings of Essavs (1983):

( I ) the dichotomy, American writer or not-American writer,
admits a third, namely, the Canadian writer who is not
simply not-Amerj-can ( "The Canadian Writer and the American
Lj-terary Tradition" (II) and "Contemporary Standards in the
Canadian Novel" (37));
(21 the binary opposition, hiding,/revealing, yields to an
"unhiding" which is neither yet both of the former
("Unhiding the Hidden: Recent Canadian Fiction" (17))¡
(3) langue and parole do not exhaust the possibilities--
there is also "voice" ( "Effing the IneffabIe" (23 ) ) ;(4) the traditional male,/f emale opposition in fiction has a
non-traditional resolution in prairie writing: for example,
the "horse-house" opposition becomes "whore's-house" rather
than "marriage and family" ("The Fear of Women in Prairie
Fiction: An Erotics of Space" (47));
(5) between form and formlessness lies "violated form" ("The
Exploding Porcupine: Violence of Form in English-Canadian
Fiction" (51));
(6) beginnings and endings are both strategies of "delay"
("Taking the Risk" (65) and ""For Play and Entrance: The
Contemporayy Canadian Long Poem" (91));
(7) Canadian wrJ-ting is a "literature of dangerous middles"
( "Beyond Nationalism: A Prologue" ( 83 ) ) ;(8) order or chaos? No--"carniva1" ("Carnival and Violence:
A Meditation" ( III ) .

Of course 7 such readings completely overlook the

content of Kroetsch's criticism, but they do begin to locate

its form. Again and again, Kroetsch announces variations on

a single theme--the 1aw of the excluded middle does not

hold--by offering "third" possibilities which, taken

Prairie Fire
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together, promulgate a law of undecidabil it.y. Whether

critical issues are decidable or undecidable is probably

itself undecidable; hence, Kroetsch's position is a belief
(in the law of undecidability rather than in the law of the

excluded míddle). The form of this criticism is, moreover,

its theoretical content. A restless motion of mind--

forward, backward, oscillating, doubling--suggests directly
that reading and writing are a never-ending play of making

out with meaning. For this pIay, the law of undecidability
is much less inhibiting and repressive than the law of the

excluded middle. The idea that "doubling" ultimately

exhausts all possibilities is exactly what the law of the

excluded middle implies. Doubling is also dichotomization,

and as such is an indispensible tool in the establishment of

meaning. At the same time, v¡ithout "doubling, " the law of

undecidabilit.y loses its significance because the "third"
option assumes a value only on the basis of its purported

exclusion. The double is therefore central to Kroetsch's

attack on that law (excluded middle ) which announces the

double's central position in the search for meaning.

Labyrinths (1982) demonstrates that the object of

Kroetsch's search is meaning itself. First, the book is a

quest for the meaning of the term "postmodern. " When this

term is directly confronted (195-209), it resists definition
(which is, after aI1, "as restrictive as cosmology" 7).

Second, the book's index shows that the "doub1e" is a
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longstanding, central preoccupation for Kroetsch: though

there are entries with more citations, few have a larger

range or a greater íntension (see, besides doubling, index

entries for game, undecidability, myth, dichotomlr

indeterminacy, gt cetssg-)-. Third, Kroetsch's favourite

response to "meaning" of any kind is to "resist" or "refuse"

it (see index), yet, the "fragment" discovered typically in

an archaelogical site (167 ) is an open invitation to create

meaning. Thus it is not meaning as such that ís denied, but

received meaning: in place of this, Kroetsch would

substitute his own invented meaning. Kroetsch desires making

meaning so much that he courts meaninglessness precisely

because it provides the opportunity to create meaning. He is

utterly decided on this point: "I do believe in writing so

profoundly...I suppose f write against systems even if T,

ironically, end up incorporating a system" (160). The system

Kroetsch incorporates, in my view, is the law of

undecidability: it slays the minotaur of received meaning

and allows him to replace that hated beast with his ov/n

invention, a new muskox of meaning.

Thusr êrs Lecker says, "there is an aesthetic centre in

Kroetsch's \n/ork"; but that centre is not "the space between

polarities" such as tradition,/innovation, modeL/anarchy,

f orm / ínv ent i on , f athe r- / sonship, hist ory / presence,

myth,/ta1e , glenea Logy / t so la ti on , c on vent ion/experiment a ti on ,

ar che typ e / f.r agmen t , s t ab iL íty / ins tabi l ity r êõrst/west,
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start/stop, closed/opêñ, death,/birth, and so on ( 148 ) . Each

such polarity is an instance of the 1aw of the excluded

middle, and to locate Kroetsch in the emptiness between such

polarities is to miss precisely his challenge to the

validity of that 1aw. The aesthetic centre of Kroetsch's

work is the meaning of meaning: the @ is

that meaning necessarily demands the demolition of the

polarities on which it depends ; that i s, the ryaning of

meaning is a paradox called the law of undecidabilitv. One

of the immediate consequences of undecidability is a

personal commitment to process--"I do believe in writing so

profoundly. "

But the Essays, in which Kroetsch unwittingly yet

consistently argues from this phitosophical position, date

mostly from the late seventies and early eighties. By that
time he hras already a recognized novelist and poet, and it

comes as no surprise that the same philosophical concern is

a ground for his imaginative writings as welI. The Stone

Hammer Poems (1975), for example, contains several early

instances of quests for meaning that fail to satisfy the

questor. Kroetsch's dissatisfaction with received meaning at

this poínt in his career is underlined by the variety of

forms he uses in his poetry: retelling Indian Iegends,

arguing syllogistically, portraying the artist-figure, and

playing with descent motifs. The title poem is itself a

text-book exploration of the meanings of meaning.
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The sequence of "Old Man Stories" (3-f2) is a self-

confessed attempt to locate meaning in stolen "tales" (1,

footnote ) . Thomas's very positive response to this seguence

is based on his admiration of the poet's use of stolen

narrators, the trickster and the shaman: "'The Old Man

Poems express the trickster principle..."; "The shamanistic

sensibility of'The Old Man Poems'is evident in Old Man's

discontinuous acts and in his incidental existence which is

characterized by chance meetings and events that are

resolved only 'ironicalIy"' (EçW. 39-40). These two figures

seem to stand in some (unspecified) relation to Narcissus

and Orpheus and their associated descent motifs (4I). Thomas

articulates an important insight in his recognition that

Orpheus and Narcissus are doubles (53) whose "interchangre"

( 49 ) and "interpenetration" ( 45 ) constítute an axis of

significance in Kroetsch's poetry. As we have seen, however,

Thomas ( like most modern readers ) prefers Orpheus to

Narcissus ( 48 ) , and this bias undermines his reading of

Kroetsch's poetry and of the original myths, classical and

native.

Orpheus and Narcissus may be considered representations

of homo seriosus and homo r¡eleIiçr¡s, respectively, and as a

representation of the fu11 yet bifurcated Western self,
jointly (Lanham 1976). The shaman and the trickster seem to

represent a similar bifurcation in the Amerindian self
(Radin I956, EIiade 1964). That both native American and
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classical Greek myths should agree structurally on a

representation of the self suggests that the dynamics of the

sel f in these two traditions might exhibit further

similarities--and, indeed, similarities are found in a

shared ascenL/descent motif. In the classical version,

Orpheus is a changed singer when he returns from his failure

to rescue Eurydice from the underworld: "now f need a

lighter refrain to tell of boys whom the gods have loved and

of girIs. ..seized with unlawful passion. . . " (Ovid,

Ivletamorphoses X.150 ) . The love of male f or male is
symbolically equivalent to self-Iove, and hence this change

tends toward narcissism (III.4I0 ff.): a "serious" Orpheus

has been transformed into a "rhetorical" Narcissus-figure.

The nehr Orpheus has not lost aII power, but he has lost the

power to move his "serious" audíence which now kills him.

In the native version, the shaman's Orphic descent into

the underworld (to retrieve a Iost soul) is both a

demonstration and a source of his powers; when he returns,

he can use these po!\7ers effectively only if the society

retains its "serious" beliefs. EIiade notes that, as the

belief systems of native societies erode, the effective
powers of the shaman diminish, making him a "black sorcerer"

(299). This sorcerer is similar to the trickster-figure who

acts negatively rather than positively but has considerable

power. Jung, commenting on Radin's study of the trickster

cycIe, says that "the trickster obviously represents a
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vanishing level of consciousness which increasingly lacks

the pov/er to take shape and assert itself" (Radin 204), a

"shadow" (202) behind which is the "anima" (210). The

structure of the relation between a "serious" shaman and a

"rhetorical" trickster-figure, in other words, is that the

latter is a transformation of the former.

The meaning of "OId Man Stories" therefore resides in

the narrator as much as in the narrative, in the

representation of ethos as much as in the representation of

Iogos. Thomas 's observation that this narrator is

"resolutely unconnecting" is entirely fair: "He IOId Man]

demonstrates very completely the unstable self which has

creative energy and is capable of knowledge but perennially

fa1ls back into the error of self-love" (ECW 41). On the

other hand, this narrator has very little of the serious

shaman: if "shamanism = technique of ecstasy" (EIiade 4),

and if the shaman is "the great specialist in the human

soul" (B), "a sick man who has been cured, who has succeeded

in curing himself" (27) and who "knows the mechanismt ot

rather the theory of i1lness" (31), then Old Man is no

shaman. Homo sçrresus is present in Kroetsch's poems, and in

a distinctly shamanistic form, but not in "Old Man Stories"

where homo rhetoricus roams freely:

H€, touching, found them warm, and turned them over.
He lifted off their clothes and "Ah, he said,
"they have been stabbed. Here are the wounds."
He put a finger in the wounds, then added, louder,
"No. They have been shot. I smell the gunpowder" (II).
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(Self,lr hetorícaI, serious l) is a paradox, and Old Man's

rhetorical self does turn serious in the last of these

stories (20). He shapes a woman and her son out of clay and

buries them, resurrecting them four days later. In response

to the woman's question, "Wi11 we always have 1ife?," OId

Nian claims he "didn't think of that" and suggests a buffalo

chip wil I decide:

If it floats, people when they die
will be dead for four days.
If it sinks they die forever.

If it sinks we must die foreverr so that
we will always be sorry for each other.
If it floatsr wê live forever.

Her alternative to OId Man's suggestion introduces a serious

note: death is acknowledged as inevitable (for the stone

necessarily sinks), and those who love life should therefore

pity each other. The woman's words unmask Old Man's mocking

use of logic (his application of the law of the excluded

midd1e is rhetorical). "Throw the stone," he replies, now

utterly serious.

Of course his suggestion reveals

issue: people will die, the only

or not. The woman, pleased with

stone:

"Syllogisms of Desire" (22-3)

(which is after aII the paradigm

these "syllogisms" is an en

syl Iogism ) , one of two ba s i c

that he knows there is no

question is whether forever

lif e, sugrgests they use a

uses the topos (ifrthen)

of all topoi). Each of

thymeme ( a rhetorical

tools of rhetorical
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demonstration. The wit in these arguments is often in the

suppression of a premise: in "Ar" for example, the

conclusion, "Therefore my dog has fleas, but keeps / me

scratching," is seen to follow from the major premise, "411

dogs have fleasr" only when the minor premise, "my desire is
a dogr" is recognized in the middle stanza:

My bed and blankets, all are rank
with itching; back, belly, bum and
balls all burn.

Of course, the wit is compounded because this middle stanza

itself is enthymematic--desire causes my body to itch like a

dog, therefore desire is a dog--and because the conclusion

returns us to a conseguence of one of this enthymeme's

premises--my desire may be the dog, but f keep scratching.

Sometimes the suppressed premise is cued by a pun: "Man is
what he eats" is followed by a menu in honor of Aphrodite

(ending with "one / small rhinoceros horn") and a conclusion

( "come, sweet, I must / in thee abide" ) which asserts that
the speaker is 'horny' ("C"). Syllogism rrE' states its major

premise last, assumes its minor premise (Socrates is a man)r

and uses these two to imply an answer to a rhetorical
question. What did Socrates do when he met Xantippe? "411

men are mortal" and history ansv/er that he married the

terror. The paradox that is the meaning of desire (and

paradox with respect to the relation "desires" is denoted by

(z,lx,not-xl>) is caught with an elegant mingling of the

rhetorical and the serious in the middle section of
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"Sketches Towards a Couplet on Love" (26) z

My ark of }onging has its beast
and crying beast; but never quite
a pair. My cataclysm of desire
rides you to comfort in the night

and me to fire and despair,
and more desire.

On a more serious note , Rr.oetsch next rings several

meanings on the term artiste. Critics have studied four
poems on the artist-figure (Thomas ECW 44-45, Lecker 1986

129-30): to these must be added a fifth poem on St. Jerome.

All these artists are silent men who "speak" in the media of
graphic and silent languages. Wong Toy is elegized in his
"son's" poem (44); Grove finds a new identity in his
invention of the world in words (46); Albert Johnson

survives in words because he was literaIIy silent and

silenced ( 48 ) ; and Tom Thompscn speaks in a language that
can never be voiced (50). That leaves St. Jerome, "the first
man ever, reading not to read / aloud not moving / / his

lipsrr ( rt20/20 Vision" 53 ) . This observation is actually St.

Augustine's about his teacher Ambrose (Confessions Book 6

Chapter 3 133-34), but, historical inaccuracy asider w€ may

recall that St. Jerome is remembered in líterature for his
mastery of rhetoric and his misogynistic writings, the

latter ridiculed by Chaucer's Wife of Bath. The Word that
Jerome read silently in study and desert is surely the

Scripture; "The Word (she) saying" that we read in the poem

is the good Wife's, a skilled rhetorician and anything but
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silent. Yet, the speaker in the poem identifies with Jerome,

"vrhen he read / moving the world into his ornrn / (my) head

into his vision." The writer, in other words, is a man of

silence, just as his artistic medium is silent. The writer
transcends "the victimization of voice" (Lecker 1986 131);

his silence is emphatically not evidence of
inexpressibility r ot ¡ âs Thomas would have it, a sign of

"the inability to express private grief in public song" (qg

34 ). Kroetsch's stance is traditional, ironic, and

rhetorical--an inexpressibility topos writ large--though the

point is serious. The reader who finds a tragic
interpretation of "siIence" d.isconcerting in the context of

the exuberance of Kroetsch's work is right to be uneasy: the

critics have been misled by a rhetorical use of silence to

make a serious point about writing.
Kroetsch's fourth attempt in this collection to locate

meaning--the first three (in received narration,
argumentation, and artist-figures ) have all resulted
ultimately in dislocation--again involves the
inexpressibility topos. A returned Orpheus who anticipates

future failure of expression as he evokes the hope implied

by past successes, who, in other words, €mploys both

prolepsis (anticipation) and analepsis (evocation), is using

the inexpressibility topos. The version of this topos that
he employs is (poet, Iprolepsisranalepsis ]>, which involves

an instance of Ixrnot-x] (pgg = before and ana = after).
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This topos may be analyzed by applying Aristotle's "common

places" to the concept of expressibility: both failure and

success in expression are possible ( "what can or cannot

happen"); future failure is anticipated ("what wilI or will
not happen" ) ; and past successes are evoked ( "what has or

has not happened" ). More specifically, expressibility
( "what" ) is possible ( "can happen" ) r âs the past
demonstrates ( "has happened" ) , yet unl ikely ( "wi1 1 not

happen") in the future. The "Orphic topos" consists then of

a particular iteration of rather basic topoi applied to

expressibility. The choice of alternatives (the preferred

ranking of alternatives ) for the future is, however,

dictated by Orpheus's experience in the immediate past--the

drastic outcome of his descent to the underworld.

It need not be so: the healing function of the shaman

hinges on the possibility that he can in fact bring the soul

lost in the underworld back to its o\^rner, thus curing a

soul-sickness (EIiade). If expressibility is the "sou1" of

the poem, if the failure or success of expression in the

poem is a measure of its "sickness" or "hea1th," then the

poet is a "shaman" precisely insofar as he evokes (past)

failure of expression and anticipates (future) success (that

is, insofar as he undergoes a successful descent / ascent

experience). A shaman-poet, in other words, employs the

topos (poet, Iprolepsis,analepsis]) somewhat differently than

does Orpheus. When the subject of the poem is a descent /
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ascent experience, then the poem is about the writing of the

poem, that is, about expressibility. Such a poem is based on

the reflexivity of the relation "expresses," (xrx).

Four poems in SHP begin the process that will end many

years later in an extreme self-referentiality (reflexivity)

expressing the solipsism of the human predicament. AII four

contain shamanistic elements, eiÈher private "techniqueIs]

of Iachieving] ecstasy" or public "hea]ing" functions, and

a1l four play on the descent/ascent motif. "Pumpkin: A Love

Poem" (24) situates its speaker "Ii]nside the pumpkin" which

the end of the poem implies is the centre of the world. The

speaker is at the nadir of his descent experience,

repeatedly insisting "I feel much better. " The repetition

undercuts the assertion which is further denied by many

allusions to effort and difficulty: the speaker is "trying

to smiler" squirming uneasilyr" and "just barely able to

unzip." Readers have agreed that the poem involves a

masturbatory movement (Thomas ECW 42-3 and Lecker 1986 L32) ¡

they feel that the poem is unsuccessful because it is too

narcissistic (Thomas) or ultimately self-defeating despite

its postulation of an idealized female Other (Lecker). But

the shaman is first a wielder of techniques of ecstasy and

then a healer; "Pumpkin" evidently presents the speaker as

the former.

The remaining three poems similarly feature the descent

motif. In "Winter Birds" (3I), the world into which !he
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shaman-poet attempts to descend is up in a tree. He

discovers that the inhabitants of this world reject him: the

best he can do is become the tree; the birds, in effect,

descend to their underworld ( the tree-man rooted in the

earth), but the poet cannot descend (ascend) successfully

into his. "Idea for a Poem" (52) likens the descent/ascent

of the poet to the experience of the fish-hawk. The poem

( "pike" ) sought by the poet ( "hawk" ) may be articulated
(brought "ashore"); or it may be so powerful ("heavy,"

"strong") that the effort to express it (bring it "ashore")

kills him (tfre hawk drowns). lrihat happens to the poem in the

latter case is not clear, but the danger to the poet is

clearly expressed. "Mile Zero" (61) is literally "some

account of a journey through western Canada in the dead of

six nightsr" a descent to an end which is also an ascent to

a ne\^r beginning. Four poems, then, treat the arrested

descent-/ascent experience. In retrospect, these poems

anticipate the more successful experience in "How r Joined

the Seal Herd" (prolepsis) while they reca1I the failure of

Orpheus (analepsis); they show a trickster-figure struggling

to exercise the techniques that induce the ecstasy needed to

make a successf ul journey to cure his olvn and his poetry's

"souI sickness. "

The quest for meaning in SHP ( represented by

explorations of a narrating ethos, enthymematic argument '
the artist-figure, and descent motifs) is focussed on what
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it means to be a "poet." The title poem, however, deals

overtly with the meaning of "stone" (54). In an obvious wây,

the stone is paradoxically both lost and found, which is to

say that its meaning is the paradox (stone,Ilost,found]).

Nine of the poem s eleven parts (parts 1-6 and 8-10)

alternate between a "lost" stone (1-3-5-9) and a "found"

stone (2-4-6-B-I0); part 7 equates poem and stone--hence,

<poem, I lost, found ]); and part I I replaces the opposition

with "kept" stone. AIt parts move from the present tense and

situation to the past: more precisely, then, the poem and

the stone mean this process of finding and losing, moving to

that which is "kept." Thus, the meaning of both poem and

stone is the paradox (z,llosing,findingl), moving finally to
(z , keeping>.

Russell Brown, however, reads the poem as a study of

loss (1984 L73), remarking that the poem proceeds by

correç¡tio (163) and is "an enactment of the poet's

invariable response Iwriting]" to that loss which is
ultimately death (173). But more than death is Iost (and

found) in this poem. According to Lecker, the stone that is

repeatedly lost and found means orígins, Indian history,

family history¡ ân actual paperweight, and poetry (1986 L27-

8). Poetry, for example, this poem, therefore is the process

of searching for meaning (128-9). Lecker points out that
Part 6 contains "the paradox of IKroetsch's ] most emphatic

statement" (129), a statement that Brown interprets as an



expression of "Kroetsch's divided desires

know)" (169):

I have to/l want
to know (not know)
?WHAT HAPPENED

(SHP 56)

The narrator's statement, "to know (not know

worth examining careful 1y, for it bears central
Kroetsch's argument. It has several pos

interpretations :
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( to l<now; to not
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1. to know or not to know;
2. to know or to not know;
3. to know or not know;
4. to know and not to know;
5. to know and to not know;

- 6. to know and not know.

Readings 1-3 are all applications of the law of the excluded

middle (which Kroetsch overwhelmingly rejects); readings 4-6

are aII paradoxes (and Kroetsch welcomes paradox); readings

2 and 5 are evidently the two possibilities Brown favours
(Lecker does not specify which of readings 4-6 he chooses).

But the statement itself suggests that only readings 3 and 6

are possible on syntactic arounds: blth share a distinctive
l L-j. '* i^-,L':-t f îfeature--one instance of the preposition I'tot' distributes

over two inf initive f orms ( "knor,,r, " "not know" ). That is, the

interpretations closest to the poem's statement are 3 and 6¡

and 3 may be excluded because it. is an instance of the law

of the excluded middle. That leaves interpretation 6z to
know and not know.

"I want to know and not know" is an extremely
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interesting paradox of the following form:

(2,Iknowrnot-know]), where the relation (-,-), in this
poem, is "desires to. "

It implies therefore (see above 255l,,

(z,not- { know, not-know } > .

But this latter statement translates into
z desires to not-{knowrnot-know},

which, in turn, translates into
z desires to deny the law of the excluded middle

for knowledge.

That is,

z desires to assert the law of undecidability
for knowledge.

"To know and not know" therefore is not a binary opposition,

but a unitary if unstable state. The narrator's (z's) desire

"to know and not kno\d" is a desire to assert that knowledge

is undecidable. But knowledge is meaning: therefore the

narrator desires to assert that meaning is undecidable in
general, just as the meaning of the stone and the poem are

undecidable in particular (for the meaning of stone and poem

are continuously lost and found). The rneaning of meaning, in

other words, is its (paradoxical) undecidability. "Stone

Hammer Poem," then, argues that poetry is a search for

meaning (for example, the meaning of "stone"); it argues

also that this search is not meaningless (for the meaning of

meaning is undecidability, the objecL of desire). The

paradox "to know and not know" justifies the importance that
Kroetsch and his readers evidently attach to it.
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"The Ledger" (I975; Field Notes f9Bl 23-43) argues from

and for the same position. Its double-entry, double-column

form is appropriate for "the paradox that is imptícit in any

attempt to find a 'balanced' account of oneseLf" (Thomas RK

l7); it ends with "the paradox of peace through terror"
(Thomas ECW 48 ) ; and it features the poet as Coyote bringing

chaos (McKay I984 150) r or as dialogician exploring "the

meaning of writing" (Lecker 1986 135). Paradox in "The

Ledger" is distributed over six definitions of "ledgerr" aIl
of which are recapitulated in the last: besides (z,lx,not-

x]), the poem employs (zrnot-{xrnot-x}), distributio ,/

recapitulatio, and definitio (the lexical kind). In summary:

(a) the ledger (=z) is a book of Icredit,debit] which is in
a state of Ibalance,imbalance], its pages Ipresentrabsent],
and writing is a search, [ "is debit, is credit" ] --a1 1
instances of 1z , lx, not-x ] ) ;(b) the ledger as a piece of wood leads to (z,lraísercutl),
as well as Iraiserburn] , Iraise,kil1 ], Iraiserfall ]; a
moment of balance is tenuous--"yes:no / no:yes";
(c) the ledger as "resident" violates the neat dichotomy of
{arrivalrdeparture}--that is, (ledgerrnot-
{arrival rdeparture}> ;(d) "the nether millstone" is, paradoxically, "the grinding
stone / that does not turn";
(e) ledger as tombstone suggests that Imarriedrburied]
balances; thus, "You MUST marry the terror";
(f) the ledger, "a book that lies permanently in some
pIace," is both IIie,truth] and "the poem"; the definitions
are reviewed; and the poem ends on a note of [peace,terror].(Note: where no confusion can result, f have written Ixrnot-
xl instead of the fuI1 statement of paradox, (2,Ix,not-x]>.)

The trope correctio used in this poem (Brown 1984 163)

is therefore actually based on successive applications of

paradox. A larger paradox in both "The Ledger" and "Seed

Catalogue" is (zrldocumentdry,poem]>. As Brown argues, one
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of the major oppositions "corrected" in "Seed Catalogue" is

the usual one involving the seasons (155): spring is absent

on the prairies, and winter is followed immediately by

summer. The poem makes this correction as an inference:

Into the dark of January
the seed catalogue bloomed

a winter proposition, Lf
spring should come, then

(Seed Catalogue I977 l3).

The seed catalogue is metonlrmically and synecdochically the

literally absent spring of the prairies; a metaphor "blooms"

this season into the "winter" proposition that "if
should come, then" summer can't be far behind. That i

sprr-ng

s,

if (winter,seed catalogue> and (seed catalogue, spring)
and (springrsummer) then (winterrsummer>.

The seed catalogue is a "pIace" where the missing season

(spring), rhetorically necessary for the connection between

winter and summer, ilây be found (this is precisely Ong's

understanding of the Ramistic notion of topos 1958 182-3).

The inference is enthymematic: the major premise (if spring,

then summer) is only partially stated; the minor premises

(it is winter, and spring has come) are delivered by the

reference to winter and the advent of the seed catalogue;

the conclusion (winter is followed by summer) eliminates the

literaIly absent season bV qodus ponens..

Formally, "Seed Catalogue, like many of Kroetsch 's

poems, is an extended anaphora or isocolon of question and

answer: "How do you grow X?" is the poem's question (X =
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garden, lover, town, past, and, most importantly, poet) and

governs the methodical development of its ansv/er. The

question is predictably (given the poet's work so far)
undecidable, which is to Sây, that the answers are

paradoxical. To grovr a poet one plants a seed in a suitable

environment: but the title suggests that the seed of the

poet is found in the catalogue which is the poem; the given

environment is so hostile that a suitable one needs to be

grown before the seed can be planted; hence, the poem is
also a catalogue of seeds for the environment of the poet.

The whole analysís, moreover, proceeds by way of paradox,

for each of the possible answers to the several related
questions is an apparent opposition whose conjunction is a

seed of the poet. Thus, (zrIxrnot-x]), where Ixrnot-x] is

Imale,f emale], Imother,f ather]r Igarden,f ield],

Ipoemrstory], Iwritingrspeaking], Iabsence,presence],

Iloverlust], Ido,die], Ipastrfuture], Iforget,remember],
[warrpeace ] . The poem closes with a question, "A<}am and_jre

got drownded - / @," which recalls similarly
italicized remarks strategically placed in the poem. First
is the repeated question "@"; second, a

series of statements on the paradoxical nature of Iove in
Parts 2 and 3, and " / playing dirty"
in Part 3; Part 7 has " " ;

Part 9 begins with " "; and the

last part begins with a poem:
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Poet, teach us
to love our dying.

west is @. rie
under th@
o frt.

These italicized words are apostrophes by the poet to the

self-as-poet, he who was left ("Pinch-Me" 2l-) when Adam and

Eve fell from innocence, he who is "1eft" when the seed

ripens.

Brown's readirg, that "Seed Catalogue" is made up of

reversals and corrections rather than binary oppositions
( 1984 L62-3) , is therefore closer to the spirit and method

of the poem than Lecker's interpretation that the poem is a

dead draw between the oral and the written (1986 137-9).

Indeed, one of the paradoxes in the poem is
(poem, I wri ting, speaking ] > , which bears on " growing" the

poet: the poem itself contains "1yric" and "story"; the

mother is associated with the lyric impulse, the garden, and

the breath; the father "te11s" stories, yet the "story"
about his advice to the son who would "write" a poem is a

poem; and the whole is an instance of silencing words by

writing them down. The relation (poem,Iliteracyrorality]) is
the general "place" from which these paradoxical assertions

are drawn. As Blodgett points out, Kroetsch uses the

techniques of both poetry and narrative to explore "how

significance is produced" ( I9B4 203) .

"Seed Catalogue" returns to the project of discovering
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the meaning of "poet" exprored in The stone Hammer poems--

except in one respect: it says nothing about the descent /
ascent motif. The collection, however, ends with an urtimate
descent / ascent poem, antícipated by the attempt in "My

Tree Poem" (62). "Hohr r Joined the seal Herd" (sc 67) is,
somewhat surprisingry, dismissed by Kroetsch's readers:
Thomas regards it as a light-weight "shamanistic dream-song"

(BÄ 31 and ECvÍ 50-53); Lecker calls it an "ultimate
regressíon" that posits "a Itemporary] death of writing"
(1986 139-4r). rt is, of course, neither, but the recreation
(after the fact and in writing) of a shamanistic journey

(rear or imagined is not the point) that hears the
narrator's sour. By situating the narrator in the present,

recalling an event in the immediate past, Kroetsch can

employ to great effect the paradoxical ethos (homo,

I rhetoricus, seriosus ] > --trre experience was serious, the

telling is rhetorical and serious, and the interplay of
these two is the locus of the poem s persuasive power. An

"orphic topos" (see above) with its propensity to tragedy
(inexpressibirity) is rejected in favour of a "shamanistic
topos" with its propensity to comedy (expressibirity). Like

"stone Hammer Poemr " with which it shares a prominent, rast
position in a correction, "Hov/ r Joined the seal Herd" is a

paradox: how to be rhetorical and serious, simultaneousry.

The descent / ascent experience in the poem may be

simply described: (1) the narrator is in a room with a woman
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who wants "no other going,/than to be gone"; (2) he--or both

he and the woman, the ambiguity is deliberate--joins the

seal herd outside; (3) undressing, he sees a young cow (who

may be the woman ) , enters the water at her invitation, and

f ights of f a buIl ,; (4 ) tfrey mate; (5 ) he returns (perhaps

with the woman/cow) to the shore. That this is a successful

shamanistic descent / ascent experience is clear: the

narrator prepares for descent by a ritual of deprivation
(symbolized by removing the appurtenances of civilization);

he recovers his own lost soul (symbolized by the cow with

whom he mates), thereby healing himself; he returns, a new

man, to the society from which he departed. Possession of

techniques for achieving ecstasy is the mark of the shaman,

and the ability to heal oneself is a prerequisite to healing

others (EIiade).

But the telling of this experience is another matter

entirely. First, it establishes that the descent was

successful: the narrator returned a new man, he sang, and he

sings again in this new poem. The experience, in other
words, was serious (not to be confused with tragic) as well

as comic ( as successful descent experiences are by

definition). Several examples of serious speech during the

descent/ascent are recorded, the major one being the song of

insight during or immediately after sexual union:

America was a good lay she nearly
fucked me to death, ivow but this
I 'm a new man (mammal, I corrected
myself ) here.
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Of course the seal /man never loses his human-ness, measured

always by the capacity and articulation of expression, and

his return to the shore is accompanied by an increase in

verbosity.

Secondly, the telling establishes that the narrator

retains his capacity to be rhetorical. He is both sure ("I

swear" ) and unsure ( "maybe / f have this wrong" ) about what

happened; he represents himself as playing both hero ("I,

the lone bu11 seal bravely / guarding the rookery") and

human ("Frankly, I wanted to get laid") in those past

events; he provides evidence that he experienced both

bravado ("men in their forties . are awfully good / in

bed") and anguish ("my nights are all bloody / 9od, I

am lonely" ) in his pursuit of the cow/woman down under. This

telling reveals also that during the descent experience the

rhetorical capacity was diminished. As the narrator recalls

and tells his experience, his present rhetorical control

mirrors his descent from the world of rhetoric to the world

of seriousness and his return therefrom. The reported

speeches during the descent, even in retelling, ring of

utterance. A contrast may be drawn with "Pumpkin: A Love

Poem" (SHP 24). It is spoken from within the descent

experience; "Seal Herd" is spoken after such an experience.

The change in tense makes aII the difference: the narrator

in the pumpkin remains primarily homo rhetoricus; the'

narrator who joined the seal herd became homo seriosus and
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upon his return is (homo, Iseriosus,rhetoricus]); the former

descent, though it induced ecstasy, did not heal; the latter

"un-hid" the serious part of the soul, healing the self into

accepting its fuI1 and bifurcated nature. The rhetorical

se l f claims (af ter the f act ) tfrat he wanted to say " I

am/writing this poem with my life," and no doubt he \ivas.

But the serious'self extends his concern further:

dear, I whispered I hope my children
(ours, T corrected myself) their ears perfect
wil1 look exactly like both of us.

"Seal Herd" marks the fuller emergence, then, of (hoqrq,

I seg:pege, ELretqricus ]) , that complex persona (ethos ) who

figures more or less in all of Kroetsch's subsequent poetry.

Because the persona is not split into two opposing parts but

rather consists of two parts held in paradoxical

conjunction, it constitutes a continual challenge to the 1aw

of the excluded middle (which would say that the self can be

serious t or rhetorical, and there is no third possibility) .

But Iseriosus, rhetoricus] is a third possibility; it

specifically violates the law of the excluded middle; it is

a paradox answering an undecidable question. Question: Is

this persona serious, or rhetorical? Answer: It is both

(that is, the question is undecidable). The only certainty

i s that t he " Orph.i c topos " has been abandoned f or another

version of descent.

This ethos dominates two more poems in
(1981). Both "The Sad Phoenician" (75) and "The

Field Notes

Silent Poet
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Sequence" (I03) share another major characteristic: they

rely heavily on the use of and,/but and on the pun. "And/but"

is the paradox (but,Iandrand-not]) (Fowler calls this usage

of but "illogical"). The puñ, like the grammatical "but,"
is both an example of the low made high and an instance of
(z,lx,not-x]): disparate meanings of two words rendered by

one word which is similar to another "Earache the Red" is
(The Red,IEaracherEric]). It depends for its effect on both

phoneme and grapheme, marrying the worlds of orality and

literacy. And the alphabet, perhaps these two poems' most

obvious topos, is emphatically the essence of orality made

visible. Nearly every section is informed in some way by its
letter: for example, (x) is "a cargo to Upsilon Iy]," (y)

asks "why? who? himr" and (z) is "ízzard." The alphabet is a

gloss on the extended argument that is "The Sad Phoenicianr"

allowing the reader to track the argument in the large ( just

as and,/but does in the small ), giving the reader the

illusion that s/he is "fo11owing," but at the same time

offering a negative comment on argument itself. The alphabet

is, of course, the legacy of the Phoenicians, and provides

therefore the "place" from which the poem's title and

narrator's name are drawn. Alphabets are based on iterated

doubling ((a,b> and (brc) allow passage to (a,c), and so

on), and Kroetsch furthermore divides his alphabet in half:

and even if it 's true, that my hromen al l have new
lovers,

then laugh, 90 ahead (a)
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but even if i t 's true , that my v/omen a I t have new
1 overs ,offer no pity, remember, the worm turns (b).

This inversion suggests that the second half of the poem (n-

z) will be in some sense the mirror image of the first hatf
(a-m), a generalized "but" to a generalized "and." Since

each poem, (a) to (z), ends with the conjunction with which

it begins, every pair of poems shares this alternating
structure: (a) is framed by "and," (b) is framed by "but,"
just as (a-m) is framed by "andr" and (n-z) by "but." The

paradox (but,Iandrand-not]) therefore is superimposed on the

alphabet, yielding the structure of any two successive
stanzas in every section, âDy two successive sections in the

sequence, and the two halves of the seguence.

It is perhaps cIear, then, that relations of the form

1.2,Íxrnot-x]) generate matter, manner, and ethos in "The Sad

Phoenician. " fndeed, the role of paradox is so pervasive
that it seems to frustrate every attempt to make any

traditionar meaning out of the poem (Lecker 1986 14r). The

poem is about the paradoxes of language and love, of course,

as they are viewed by the ethos (homo,

Iseriosus,rhetoricus]). Since the speaker is a paradoxr ân

ans\Àrer to an undecidable question, the poem s meaning

incrudes the undecidabirity of the speaker's statements. A

particular instance where this meaning emerges with stunning

clarity is at the end of the highly rhetorical section (n)--

which is, not incidentarty, the first section in the second
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Phoenician, with utter seriousness.
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says the Sad

The Sad Phoenician's ethos poses an enormous problem

f or his vromen: how to love (homo, Iseriosusrrhetoricus])? The

woman from Swift Current nohT pursues adverbs; the woman in

New York runs after dooknobs; "Miss Reading" of Montreal

follows the fire to the fireman; and the woman from Nanaimo

Iives in a submarine. H€, in turn, claims he loves them all
( n ) , accuses them of Ieaving him, and suggests the
possibility that he "might" be their new lovers (I). But

these particular women in fact give way to "the huntress"
(n), who reappears as "the lady" who is "the guardian of the

tree" (y), also called "the old gal" (z). This figure is the

archetypal female herself, embodying as she does

characteristics of Artemis, Aphrodite, and Athenar âs well
as of the four identified vromen. "Woman," rather than any

individual vroman, is the ob ject of the Sad Phoenic j-an 's

paradoxical desire, and he paradoxically forsakes the

individual for the archetype rather as the neoplatonist
forsakes the individual for the ideal.

The Silent Poet (fX f03-I3) shares the dual ethos of

the Sad Phoenician, but tends more readily to the serious: a

completely serious rivaI, Earache the Red, is lampooned

mercilessly, yet his seriousness and success reveal the

anxiety beneath the Silent Poet's humour (Lecker I986 143).

Once again, individual \iJomen figure in each of the six poems
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in the sequence: each of them is the poet's lover in some

sense--Earache's wife, "Whatzernayme" and the "patient in
the asylurr, " "she who loves gold" and is taken in by

Earache, and the woman ("Jezebel") in the poet's bathroom.

Each of them is a face of Woman.

Woman is a point of entry also to "The Winnipeg Zoo"

(FN LL7-119). A narrator recounts the activities of an

unnamed woman who takes her lovers (a boy, a tall young man,

a farmer, a lawyer), one by one, to the Winnipeg zoo and

returns alone. It is important to understand the narrator's
situation: he is "here," but where is that? First, he is
"exhausted from moving" and "the moving is a story."
Secondly, he seems at times to be at home (for example, when

the v/oman returns alone); at other times, he seems to be at
the zoot watching the v/oman with her lovers t ot (at the end

of the poem) being with the woman, wanting to go home. This

suggests that the narrator in fact follows the woman and her

lovers to the zoot rushes home to be there when she returns,
and is f inally discovered by the \Àroman herself at the zoo.

He is literally exhausted from all this movíng, the story of

which he recounts in the poem. Furthermore, the narrator, in
the guise of his alter-ego, Audubon, fixes for the reader

the succession of dead, non-moving images of v¡oman and lover

in zoo (hence the gun imagery). As poet, however, his
resources are not limited to fixed images: there is also
movement, that is, narrative. Thus, signification is once
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again produced by uniting story and image in the poem

(Blodgett); and the reader, who is continuously addressed,

becomes a kínd of doubled voyeur. He sees what the narrator

sees ( the fixed images of the v/oman and her lovers ), and he

sees the narrator following and spying on the woman (story).

(See Lecker 1986 for a rather different reading of this
poem. ) The exit from "The Winnipeg Zoo" is therefore the

marriage of techniques of story and poetry in a poem, a

marriage that is contradictory only if the law of the

excluded middle is taken seriously. But Kroetsch does not

take this law seriouslyr âs we have seen again and agaín.

"Sketches of a Lemon" (f'W I23-L27), in some ways very

similar to "Stone Hammer Poem," explores the meanings of

"lemon." Lemon, it turns out, has no fixed meaning, is a

thing which stubbornly violates the law of the excluded

middle on which fixed meaning depends, yet nevertheless is
very much a lemon. That is to sây, a lemon, like A:!1|, is

a tautology. Amending Lecker, "The ultimate subject of the

poem becomes Inot] the impossibility of articulating its

ultimate subjectr" but a particular instance (what is
lemon?) of an undecideable question (what is meaning?).

"The Criminal Intensities of Love as Paradise" (ry I31-

144 ) has been read as a series of left-hand, poetic

meditations on a right-hand, narration of events (Dyck 1982

22, Neuman 1984 183, and Lecker I986 145). Topically
speaking, it sets the stage for Kroetsch's next book by
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featuring a particular instance of (x, x) as its dominant

figure: old as old as / time as time; hand of hand; ripe as

rite; the is of light / is all or all; the lip on lip; as

always as; lovers have hold / of hold; the knocking knuckle

/ knocks; the bell / ringing the belt; all alone alone; and

horse beware / the horse; to begin begin; the darting of / &

and is tongue tongue; and

figure is the x of x. (See

of the following analysis. )

Advice to My Friends

the same wit and obsess

applications:

death as proud / as death. This

Dyck 1987 for an earlier version

( 1985 ) employs this figure with

lon. A Iist of some obvious

the cabbage, folding itself, unfolds (17)
Let the surprise surprise you ( 18 )

the years' aging (27 )

the was or is of / story is a story of (35)
(after ,z which there can be no after) (37)
the bait bait, and / the hung hook hang (38)
think you think ( 39 )

ffi sea \^Jas the sea s roar (40)
the story of the poem / become / the poem of the
story / become (41)
A dark as dark as a dark ( 55 )

to desire an end to desire / is to desire (65)
lVe must live our living (7I )

By meaning we mean something that means (72)
the holes in the cheese contain the cheese ( 100 )

as as / a concept ,/ poses problems
as in the ,/ examPle of / as ever (121)
nothing / bulu / nothing (135).

It is easy to establish that these are all extreme examples

of the figure of figurality in the Western poetic tradition.
Metaphor has always been and continues to be a kind of abuse

of words: "luletaphor consists in giving the thing a name that
belongs to somethíng else," says Aristotle. One figure of



metaphor ís (x,y), where L is
properly speakirg, to the thing y_.

becomes (xrx) r ârr abuse of metaphor

a catachresís. (The figure chiasmus

(xrx): for chiasmus has the form

together yield (xrx). )

a word not

By a slight

, a metaphor

may also be
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applicable,

swerve, this

of metaphor,

a source for
(x r y) and (y, x) , which

Taking most of Kroetsch's readers' responses at full
value, this catachresis figures in itself the subject of
Advice and of much of Kroetsch's work: the writing of

writing. (X,x) is therefore a figure of the subject and the

style of Advice to Mv Friends. As Ricoeur has argued,

metaphor is the figure of style and content in the Western

tradition (The Rule of Metaphor 1977). But style--to repeat

the argument of Part l--has always been a central figure of

rhetoric itself. That is, the path from a particular figure
( (xrx) ), to a figure of style and content (metaphor) , to a

figure of rhetoric (style), never escapes from figure. When

that figure (<xrx)) represents both the manner and the

matter of a book of poemsr \^/€ may suppose that the book is
somewhat rhetorical in nature. That is, (xrx) is literally a

topos of style and subject (a place where both are

invented ) .

Three sections of consist of

"sonnets." The first, "Advice to My Friends" begins with an

eighteen-line poem about the sonnet (9); this eighteen-line

form is used and named in the penultimate section, "sounding
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the Namerr ( I'Sonnet #1" 131 , and "sonnet f or my daughters "

136); a fourteen-line poem in the same section is called

"Sonnet #5"; and the last section, "The Poet's Mother,"

contains four "sonnets" of fourteen lines, one of sixteen

lines, and an "envoi. "

The sonnet is a major figure of form in the English

tradition. Its origins are foreign (Dante held that it and

the ballad were much inferior to the canzoni). fts history

is a history of play and struggle with fixity, from

Petrarchan, Shakespearean, Spenserian, Miltonian variations
to the jumping rhythms of Hopkins and the wonderful

distortions of e. e. cummings. Its subject has varied from

eros through philia to agape. It has always tended to the

personal and is often addressed to the author's friends or

enemies in moments of crisis. Even the number of lines has

not remained constant (for example, the "tailed" sonnet).

This is the tradition that provides a topos for matter and

manner in three of the eight sections of Advice to My

Friends, sections that constitute, literally, a frame for

the remaining five sections. Here is an example of the

rhetorical pointing that introduces the sonnet:

but you take nohr your piecemeal sonnet
\^row, certain of these here poets,
these chokerman can't count to fourteen
and as for Petrarch, well, I mean

I've been to bed with some dandy and also skilled
ladies, sure, but would f a ballyhoo start
for the keen and gossipy public?

( "for a poet who has stopped writing" 9 )
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Among the people addressed in are

three figures of woman: beloved, daughter, mother. "Letters
to Salonika" are addressed by the poet at home to the

beloved (wife ) away. Just as wife is a figure of
domesticity, so the Ietter is a f igure of intimacy.
Consequently, the poet struggles with the absence in his
bed, the eggplant in his fridge. But the tongue as always is
busy making words, making Iove. SimiIarIy, daughters are

addressed in "Postcards from Chj-na." Again, the postcard is
an appropriate vehícle of fatherly address to his Caughters.

The tone is utterly familiar to anyone who has ever written
home: "Today we went to many places, and one of them was the

New Summer Palace" (79-80); "And the voice, Laura, you

should have heard him" (82l'. Daughters figure also in
"Delphi: Commentary." Here, ãgain, the situation is
domestic--the aging poet is seen in the company of two

liveIy, slightly irreverent daughters who are going to
Delphi for very different reasons than he.

A footnote in the revisited "Mile Zero" introduces the

most important of these three figures: "And yet is not the

mother figure at once most present in and most absent from

this poet's work?" (36). This absence is remedied in the

last two sections, in a typicatly Kroetschian manner, by

presenting snapshots, dreams, and memories of the mother

gone ( " Sounding the Name " 1 3 2-L34) , and by locating
precisely the matrix of the poet's life-long quest for the
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female ín the most serious and moving poems of the whole

book ("The Poet's l4other" section, especially "f have sought

my mother" 140 ) .

And so Female enters the poems. It is not hard to see

why the sections "The Poet's Mother" and "Delphi:
Commentary" are the most successful of the book. The appeal

to pathos via mother and daughter is deft and sure, whereas

the recourse to orality in the "Letters" section is

calculated to embarrass or even offend, and the deliberate

fIatness of "Postcards" is like1y to discourage. For this

very reason, these two sections are among the most daring
(though not the most successful) portions of the

book. The reader is not in the formal world of the sonnet

any longer: s/he is rather in the unpoetic worlds of the

husbandly letter and the fatherly postcard, pr€Iudes to the

world of the private journal addressed to Ishtar (see

Excerpts from the Real World 1986, below).

Shirley Neuman has offered a close reading of three of

the longer poems in using the notion of

intertextuality (I984 176-194). "Mile Zero," according to

Neuman, foregrounds the hrays in which this poem is its own

intertext: earLier versions affect and are affected by later

versions, deletions become insertions, reading becomes

indistinguishable from writing, forwards becomes backwards,

a six-part poem becomes a six-pair poem, and so on (Neuman

184-185). The poetics of "Mile Zero," in other words, is the
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poetics of revision. As the poem makes clear, revísion (read

"writing") is a never-ending process with temporary stops.

Even the earlier L969 version contained reference to the

failure of closure ( 30 ) ; the Iater version consists of six
poems within poems, six instances of (xrx). This figure is
literally a figure of recursion because the sequence (xrx),
(x, (x tx)) t (x, (x r(xrx))) , models a potentially inf inite
iterative process. The process may be stopped at any point,
but it never actually ends. The poem called "lvlile Zero" may

not yet be finished.

The formal structure of the poem parallels the poem s

other theme: the journey west stops at mile zerot a

beginning. This theme, a particular version of the quest-

motif, is explicitly stated in the earlier version ("(MiIe

Zero is everywhere)" 40). The journey is repeated in the six
inserted poems; and the theme is restated in the last, which

is a collected set of aphorisms chiefly on cyclicity (for

example, "Every year is the same: / it's different" 4f). The

never-ending quest, the quest which stops at yet another

beginning, is again an instance of (xrx). As the poem

suggests, the quest of west becomes the quest of quest

itself ("(qqesJ / or quest or)" 35). The message of "Mile

Zeror" we might say, is the same as its medíum.

"Delphi: Commentary," says Neuman, is "Kroetsch's most

complex use to date of intertextuality" (186). One aspect of

intertextuality of course is the citation of authority, the
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rhetorical function of which is to establish the ethos of

the speaker (he is knowledgeable and therefore believeable)

and thereby to establish a suitable frame of mind in the

hearer (pathos). Authority, furthermore, is firmly located,

in the rhetorical tradition, as a topos: it is a place where

especially the matter but also the manner of the work may be

invented. Like many others before him, Kroetsch uses

authority as a topos against itself to reveal a hidden truth
about authority, namely, that it is its opposite,

uncertainty. Thus, the poem begins with a fragment of "The

Eggplant Poems, " followed by a double column, Frazer's

Pausanius on the left, Kroetsch's "VrIhat can v/e say for

certain?" on the right. Indeed, the poem is based on the

undermining of authority by the citation of the citation of

the citation of authority which turns out to be commentary

on commentary on commentary....

An ultimate f igure of authority in the Western

tradition is the oracle of Apollo at Delphi, rendered in the

myth of Oedipus. The richness of tbis story is rather fully

exploited in this poem and this book: the father is

displaced (his words, which are the oracle, are an echo of

the poet's words in Seed Catalogue) ; the poet's quest for

love is identified with the quest for mother ( in "The Poet 's

Mother" section ) . Most importantly, the oracle is itself

Iost in the maze of uncertainties of the moment and the

situation, foreshadowed by an earlier gloss on meaning: both
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answer and questíon are "always" mislaid, stolen, revised,
erased, forgotten, denied, remembered, and so on (105). The

only certainty, in fact, is an "EggpIant" fragment: "the
gnomon is all / that remains" ( 103 ) .

We may no\^r enter the text of "The Frankf ort
Hauptbahnhof." The gnomon is a geometricar figure (derived

from the parallerogram by deletion) that looks very much

like a rrVrt on its èide. This i s the f ormation of " crows

numerous / on a flighty sky" (120) and is (almost) 1íterally
renderedinthetextonthenextpa9e:''notation>

divination ) augury." "Hauptbahnhof" is fuIl of (attempted)

definitions of notation: notation is prediction (117), a

system of writing (Il9), "a set / of instructions for /
reading (in) the / future" (123), "the reader in the text"
(L241, "the double of the poem" (125), "a flying" (L25),

"what keeps it moving" (127). Neuman has already noted the

extent to which these definitions recover contemporary

notions; but notation specifically differentiates the
rhetoric of Iiterality from the rhetoric of orality. The

quintessential rhetorical situation is, in both cases, a

triad: speaker/the spoken/hearer in oratory; the writer,/the
written/th,e reader in written communication major
difference--and it is a crucial difference--between the two

is that the writing ( the gnomon ) remains whereas the spoken

word vanishes (except in recordings). No matter how it is
rendered, writing is impossible without notation. Notation
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is the writing of writing. A poem about the self-as-other,
the writer-as-reader, writing-as-reading, â11 of which are

indissolubly linked by notation grounded in graphic symbols,

is and is about (x,x). The poem is the hermeneutic circle.
The speaker in Advice to Mv Friends is hardly limited

to the role of friendly counsellor, which functions as a

generalized topos for "self" in these poems. Among the

figures of the self which appear explicitly or implicitly in

the coI I ection are sonneteer, husband, lover, father,
traveller, quester, son, editor, critic, reader, double, and

so on. The poems fulfiIl their own prophecy of "se1f,
portraying / self" (39). It is of course true that this
utterly reflexive image of the self ís yet another instance

of the figure (xrx); it is also an instance of
(homo,Irhetoricusrseriousus]), in the sense that one half of

the self may be portraying the other half. To follow the

speaker of Advice to My Friends is to see this speaker adopt

a number of rhetorical selves, sometimes within a poem or

even within a Iine:

envoi (to begin with)

There is no real
worId, Ry friends.
Why not, then,
Iet the stars
shine in our bones?

The argument has been that Advice to My Friends is a

self-proclaimed rhetorical document grounded in a particular

figure which provides a topos of both matter and manner for
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the poems. But, to note the ways in which Advice is
specifically rhetorical is not to suggest that it is merely

rhetorical. Rhetoric begins with the view that language is
both referential and reflexive (it refers to the Other as it
reflects on itself ) and that any instance of Ianguage usage

invol ves a community (ethos, I ogos, pathos ) . |¡|gice,
therefore, is, in an essential way, about the tragicomedy of

the human condition: about the desire to communicate, about

the wonderful failure to realize desire, about the deep fear

of and aspiration toward desire--all of which are figured in
(xrx).

Kroetsch's latest collection of poetry, Excerpts from

the Real World (1986) is in many ways a continuation of

earlier concerns. There are however several relatively new

features in this book: the journal format, the epigrammatic

prosepoem entries, the motif of the country and western

song, and the central role of Ishtar. None of these has been

used specifically before in Kroetsch's poetry; though all of

them are intensifications of earlier techniques.

"StyIe is a way of thinking," says the narrator, and

immediately provides an example: "Contemplate the rodeo

rider, pitched wild1y about by his fancy boots" (56). The

figure is contemporary and Western, but the idea is

classical and fully rhetorical--for the figure is a figure

of thought. The essence of the rodeo rider is to ride the

bucking animal ( to be "pitched wildy about" ) ; this essence
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is literally obvious to anyone who sees him walking ( the

high heels of "his f ancy boots" wj-l1 throw him about); the

boots, usually considered "mere dress", deliver the essence

of the man. fn the same wây, style, usually considered the

"mere dress" of thought, delivers the essence of thinking

The narrator's observation suggests that we think about the

poems' style to determine how the narrator thinks.

First, the style is only apparently prosaic. That is,

the only formal element of poetry missing is the line (it

has been replaced by the sentence): the paragraph or journal

entry is the stanza; surprising juxtapositions of an

enthymematic sort are fully employed; and a ful1 array of

traditional figures is used (see Kroetsch's comment in

Gunnars s interview 1987 57). SecondIy, the lyric is a

subject rather than a mode in these poems: blue is

associated with desire (I5)i several country and western

laments are included in the poems Q0 and 2I); and singer

and song are evoked in the titles of two sections (25 and

47). Third1y, the traditional singer is not the narrator but

the unamed woman addressed by the narrator. She is not

actually a singer but a guitar player: she composes country

and western songs in her sleep (20), was a Spanish guitarist

in a previous incarnation (44'), and is now a performer (65-

66, 70, 75). Fourthly, the rhetorical triad is overtly

present in the text: the narrator and the woman are each

other's audience and speaker, each having his or her
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preferred mode of address.

The f iguration within the text of ethos/1ogos,/pathos

begins in the book's dedication , " . and for yoü,

Ishtar." But fshtar is and is not the woman addressed as

"you" in almost every entry. The relation between "you" and

Ishtar is revealed only at the end of the book, when "you"

is suddenly replaced by "she" in a single entry (30/Il/85) z

"We live," she said, "a whole life with the same
person. It makes us very old." f sipped my coffee.
From far in the distance, I heard artillery. "Then
you are notr" f said, "fshtar." She \^rore a dozen
bracelets on each of her golden arms. "You have
known her for a long time," she told me (77).

"You" returns in the following entry, and a little laLer the

narrator makes the relation between the two explicit:
The gate is off its hinges. But I love you just
the slam. And the proof of the pudding, Ishtar is.
I am mad today, with missing you. You are
everywhere (78).

As hre have seen in earlier poems, the figure of address is

not a particular woman but Everywoman. Ishtarr âs is well-

known, is the name of the Babylonian mother-goddess of love,

war, fertility, cyclical generation, propogation--in short,

a manifestation of the Great Mother (Neumann 1963).

If style is a way of thinking in these poems, then

there are four aspects to that way: the narrator's prose

poems, the singer's lyrics, her identity as fshtar, and the

narrator's efforts to communicate with her (see also the

Ieading epigraph, "Perhaps if I ca}I you forever / you'11

hear me toward the end"). That is, the narrator prosaically



addresses the singing goddess of

goddess, and desire--in a triangle
thinking this way for a long time.

(logos , I prose, song ])

(I, I speaker, listener ] )
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his desire. Prose, song,

. Robert Kroetsch has been

(f shtar, I listener, singer ] )
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2.7 The Secono Generation

The distinction between major and minor wríters is no doubt

tenuous except in extreme casesr usually situated in the

distant past. The size of a body of work, its reception by

readers and critics, its influence on writers who come

later, and, most importantly, its use of and contribution to
the evolving traditions of poetry, poetics, and rhetoric--
these are the criteria by which a work may tentatively
receive the label "major" or "minor." AIl the writers
considered so far continue to write into the present and

overlap therefore with those poets here called the "second

generation. " Some of the works which are discussed below may

predate some of the works belonging to the major prairie
poets; some of these later poets may have a larger body of

work than some of the major poets; and some of these second
i

generation poets may already Éave had more influence on both

readers and younger writers than their predecessors ever

wilI. But all of them have read and been influenced by the

five poets discussed above. Since the converse is not the

case, and since only a representative sample of three poets

will be presented, the term "second generation" describes

this group without suggesting that other contemporary poets

are less important. AIl of these three poets have made their
most significant contributions in the present decade.
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2.7 .L Andrew Suknaski

of arr the poets here designated second generation, suknaski

has the largest body of work, the greatest influence, and

has made a s ignif i-cant contr j-bution to prairie poetry
(making him a strong candidate for majority status).
Suknaski's influence and contribution derive from his first
major correction' @ (1976). As At Purdy

says in his introduction, "More than anything, the poems are

a clear look at people and places of Wood Mountain, seeingr

both past and present simultaneously with a kind of double

vision" (I1) . P_ee_ple., place, and time, in other words, are

three of five characteristic concerns of this most "prairie"
of prairie poets since Newlove. Lorne Daniel adds narrative
(Canadian Forum 56 December L977 61); and after a second

collection, The Ghosts Cal1 You Poor (1978), Laurie Ricou

describes the "characteristic" suknaski poem as "(in informal

narrative monologue " by a 1oca1 1y situated character
(canadian Literature B6 Autumn 1980 Lzg). These critical
touchstones are summarized by stephen scobie, editor of The

Land Thev Gave Awav: New and Selected poems (1982):

Suknaski's subject is Wood Mountain, his forrn anecdotal, his
mode realistic as well as mythic, elegaic, and celebratory
(12-13).

The second stage of Suknaski criticism begins to
challenge these assumptions, and begins, in fact, before the
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first stage ends. It also locates the fifth and most

important of the poet's concerns as language. patrick Lane,

responding to the darker side of Suknaski's vision, sees

ranguage as the cause of the poet's disease of arienation
(ECW I8/19 Summer/raII 1980 95). Others see language as a

source and sign of the poet's authenticity (Munton Dalhousie

Review Spring 1983 82), a cry of despair in and need for
community ( Gunnars Dinosaur Review 1985 45) , a failed but

noble attempt to recover religious and mythical wholeness

(Cooper 49)', or a celebration of "the vernacular muse"

(Cooley VM 186-7 ) .

Suknaski's most immediate topoi are evidently instances

of (prairie,x), where prairie = Wood Mountain and x =

people, time, story, and language--a11 associated with that
particular place. It will not be necessary to analyze all
these topoi in detail (see, for example, Munton 1983, the

fullest study to date of the poetry up to @
fnterstellar Cry I982), but one of the second terms

(language) informs two others (people, story) to such an

extent that (prairierlanguage) easily becomes Suknaski's

major topos. The people's story, in brief, is told in the

people's language--or so it would seem--and the poet is
their chronicler. In " Indian Site on the Edge of Tonita

Pasture" (Laryl 39), the people are the natives and the

settlers of Wood Mountain. The story is a blend of the

actual discovery of three "indian rings" by "lee soparlo,"
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the poet's re-discovery of this discovery, and the history

of the native peoples and the settlers as it bears on this

discovery. The language is colloquiaI, and the poet

identifies himself as a chronicler. His recounting of the

natíve story, however, is an imaginative reconstruction, for

"on1y the wind knows for certain" what that story is. In

this poemr ês in "Poem to Sitting Bull and His Son Crowfoot"

(37), the wind is an authority or a speaker, but it may also

be a figure for the language itself, as a later, ekphrastic

poem specifically states: "suknatskyj Iistens / to what the

dry grass speaks / in the vernacular of wind / across

prairie" ("After 'A Prairie Boy's Summer'" 7I). The same

Iines are repeated in Montage (33) in the context of the

poet's remembering his last meeting with his father, making

the wind emblematic of Suknaski's concerns with language

throughout his career.

John NewIove, of course, had by this time (the early

seventies) established an ethos by reference to place in a

very similar way, but Suknaski's use of the prairie wind

differs in one important respect from Newlove's. Where

Newlove's wind sings, Suknaski's wind speaks the vernacular;

where, in other words, Newlove s poet is a Iyricist,

Suknaski's is a vernacularist, and in that difference is the

measure of Suknaski's contribution to prairie poetry.

Suknaski's languâ9e, especialty during the Wood Mountain

period, is prosaic, deliberately anti-poetic, and anti-
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literary. What George Ryga said about the Ianguage of

Canadian drama applies with uncanny accuracy to Suknaski's

poetry: "The common speech of the people, carefully studied

and reproduced, is nov/ being elevated into theatrical
poetry" (Canadian Theatre Review I4 (Spring L977 ) 8). This

Ianguage, moreover, is chosen on the same principles as the

founders of the Romantic movement in English poetry chose

theirs: it is "a selection of language really used by men"

(Wordsworth's Preface to Lyrical Ballads 1802). For this
reason, Suknaski 's early poetry, especial 1y but not

exclusively in its vernacular aspects, may be called

Romantic. (An earlier version of this analysis appeared in
The Dinosaur Review 6 (Winter 1985): 40-44).

The first poem in the Wood Mountain Poems section of

Land is Part I of "Homestead" (25). That the language in

this poem is "a selection of language really used by men"

may be readily demonstrated. The poem contains several

italicized quotations of speeches by the poet and his

father. Every one of the father's speeches in Land (1982)

dif f ers f rom the corresponding speech in ry. ( 19 76 ) in

exactly the same hlay: the correct English of WMP has been

broken. One example will suffice:
(1976) my life moves now to an end with the speed

of electricity
(1982) myne life now moveh to end vit speed of

letrica
What happened between the "Homestead" of L976 and the
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"Homestead" of l9B2 is anyone's guess; mine is that in 1976

the father is represented as. speaking Ukrainian (which the

poet correctly rendered in grammatical English), whereas in

I982 the father is represented as speaking the broken

English rendered by the poet- In both cases, a principle of

selection is operating but with very different effects. The

I976 version is actually more realistic because the non-

native speaker of English is likely to revert to his native

language in moments of passion or stress; the L982 version

is, however, more powerful--and more Romantic. Further

examples of Suknaski's selection of "the language really

used by men" are readily found by comparing other poems in

Land with their earlier versions: "Andrevt Czornucha" (Land

53, The Ghosts CalI You Poor 36) and "Hurakan" (Land 89, In

the Name of Nerrg 1981), for example, show that Coleridge's

critigue of Vüordsworth's conception of language (but not of

his practise) applies readily to Andrew Suknaski (elpgraphia.

Literaria Chapter 17).

Suknaski's poetry is Romantic also in its search for

that elusive symbol of the "orìe Life" theme. Gunnars calls

this the "search for ultimacy" (Dinosaur Review 1985 45),

and Lane finds such a symbol in a prairie mandala, the

teepee ring in Vasile Tonita's pasture (¡CW I9B0 97). But,

as the poem (Land 39) makes perfectly clear, the teepee ring

is not such a symbol for the poet. The teepee ring

symbolizes the wholeness of a past and alien culture; the
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poet may "claim these things / and this ancestral space" as

his ohrn, but clai-ming is not possessirg, and "making them

Iive" is not living them. Indeed, the strain is evident in
the poet 's ef f orts ( "try, " repeated, stanza 2) to " imagtine"

(a telling word, also repeated) what that lost paradise must

have been like. The teepee ring (by extension, the prairie

encircled by the horizon) symbolizes loss for the poet; the

prairie he knows is hopelessly split, cut upr and fenced in-

-it is, in other words, the pasture.

If the Iand symbolizes lost wholeness, it symbolizes

also a lost sense of community (man's relation to the land).

This loss, moreover, is dramatized in the poetry by a

fragmentation of ethos into an array of characters and

speakers appearing in the poems. These ethoi range through

the Chinese cafe-owner ( "Jimmy Hoy" ) , the Indian driven from

hís ancestral homeland ("Sitting BuIl"), and the East-

European immigrant (an important example is Suknaski's

father). Vühether alienated from the environment or not,

these characters are alienated from the poet who is

searching also for that kind of "ultimacy" found in an

adequate reflection of himself as poet. Chief Sitting 8u11,

for instance, is a "dreamer / or a poet" (Land 36) who

functions as an ennobling human, "an index of delight, ,/ Of

grace and honourr pow€r and worthiness" (Wordsworth Prelude

8.280-1). But Sitting Bul1 is hopelessly separated from the

poet: the Indian's connection to the land was authentic and
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mythic, he was a great leader of his people, and he was

ultimately kilIed by the society to which the poet (by

virtue of being white) belongs. Less exalted characters,

chiefly immigrants such as Lee Soparlo, are closer to the

poet's ego and are therefore more Iikety candidates for

symbols of wholeness. Even as remembered, Soparlo is a

writer of sorts--he made crosses, "texts," out of plywood;

he records the births, deaths, arrívals, and departures of

Wood Mountain; he remembers and retells stories (44). This

is perhaps a remarkably apt characterization of the poet's

practise in WVIP; but the poet cì.earIy wants and realizes

more than SoparIo, who after all is a "Ip]oet sown by

nature" and lacks "the accomplishment of verse" (Wordsworth

"The Wanderer" ).

If in its language, its search for a symbol of the "one

Life," and its reliance on memory, Suknaski's poetry is

distinctly Romantic, it. shares also in the Romantic irony of

any attempt to reclaim nature through the imagination.

Suknaski's attempts to reclaim the prairie (by which is

meant the land and its people) for himself end in failure.

"Western Prayer, " the last poem in WPM (L22 ) and not

reprinted in Land, celebrates that failure by turning it

into a prolepsis of success: "time poet / to put aside what

you came to / Ieaving all else / behind." In fact, Suknaski

did not leave the dream and search behind, but he did move

temporarily to a fuIIer recovery of his interest in
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Ianguage. In the "New Poems" sectíon of Land, he returns to

his earlier concerns with the Chinese immigrant and his
language. To his immense credit, Suknaski makes an attempt

to understand the Chinese he writes about, and his attempt

is Iinguistic rather than empathetic. He had already
translated, iconically speaking, the ideogram into a visual
poem (Land L9-2L) ¡ the figure of the Chinese immigrant had

already appeared in poems like "Jimmy Hoy's place" and "The

Gold Mountain" (27 and 05); and now the two are merged in
"Hwui. Shan Crossing 55 N Parallel West of Turtle Is1and (Now

North America) in 499 AD" (96-I01).

Hwui Shan, a Buddhist monk, sailed across the Bering

Sea from China to North America a thousand years before

George Vancouver arrived on our western coast. This Chinese

"ancient mariner" was guided by the stars and his knowledge

of the heavens t he named the place he landed on "Many Voice

Wind"; he kept his records; he made his inter-IinguaI
connections; and he moved oûr leaving an enigmatic memory of

himself behind. Hwui Shan is not only essentially homeless,

he is at home with his homelessness: there is not the

slightest trace of homesickness ín him. His business is the

language which connects heaven and earth: his job is to

spread a "zen gospel" (heaven) and name the places he

travels (earth). He is fundamentally a poet, not because he

writes something called "poetry," but because he deals in
language. Here is an adequate alter-ego and symbol of
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wholeness for the contemporary poet, a model that shows also

why Sitting BUII could never be the model Suknaski wanted

him to be. The Sioux chief's tradition is oral rather than

1 iterate; Suknaski 's tradition , like Hwui Shan 's , i s a

literate rendition of orality.

Several characteristics of the Chinese language inform

this very ambitious poem. There ís the visual stanza ( see

also "Barkerville" 102); the line is short and character-

istic; Chinese words and ideograms appear. Despite the

problems with the Chinese characters in the poem ( see Dyck

1985 44 for a fuI1 discussion), "Hwui Shan Crossing" is a

key poem in Land: it signals a movement away from the

Romanticism of the Wood Mountain period; it presents an

adequate symbol (or emblem) of the poet; and it abandons the

anti-literary stance altogether. The movement ahTay from

anti-li-terarity is, in fact, seen also in a marked use of

traditional repetitions in several other poems in this

section--"In the Beginning Was re" (95), "Tracing" (115),

"Second Thoughts" (139), "Betrayal Beginning in Dreams"

(146), and "The Faceless Goodbyes" (155). Repetition has

recently been re-invented as a basis of poetry (Easthope

1983 16); but from a rhetorical point of view, this

discovery is better understood as a return to the

fundamental properties of a topos.

Simple repetition is, in the terminology of this study,

the repeated application of a topos (xry) :
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(xryI), (xry2) , (xry3), (xry|) , and so on.

The term x may itself be suppressed after its initial

occurrence, only the topological formula being repeated

(epic similes, simple 1ists, and extended rhymes on one

sound are examples). More complex repetition reveals the

transitivity that simple repetition masks:

(x,yI) and {yL,y2(x,y2) and {y2 ,y3(x,y3) and {y3,y4
and so on.

(xryI);
imply 1x,y2) ¡
imply (x,y3);
imply (x,y4) i

The term x may again be suppressed; the seguence {yl, y2,

y3, y4r...\ may be regarded as a set of variations on x

itself, or as a set of variations on yI (which is related to

x by 4-,->); and two (or more) related topoi ((x,y) and

{x'y}) may be involved. of course' the relation between

(xry) and {x,y} must be close enough to aIlow transitivity

to be applied across the two topoi. Indeed, repetition may

become an incredibly complex sequence of nested arguments

involving sub-seguences of related topoi--as its dominant

role in traditional rhetoric might suggest. Repetítion

therefore is often the mark of an extended argument based on

the inter-transitivity of several topoi as wel 1 as on the

topoi themselves. Far from being only an oral formula,

repetition represents a mode of thought involving

transitivity which appeals directly to the reader through an

easily perceived aural effect (also called repetitíon).

The first of the "Nev/ Poems" in Land provides an
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example:

( stanza I ) in the beginning was the
wEte world

.the seã-

. 
- 

.ñõntain
his tongue

like the
rEt e¿ ark

(stanza 2) that was
the ascent

that
hras the beginning

and millenia Iater
the word IS

This poem foregrounds time and word in a peculiarly
ambiguous hiay. Its title, "In the Beginningi was Ther" states

a conclusion which is at variance with the poem s argument.

That argument proceeds by repeating, in the first stanza,

the first term of a topos, (timerthe y); two of the second

terms (sea, mountain) are derived from a division (another

topos ) of the whole into its parts (sea and mounta j-n divide

the world). This introduces a distinctly male, oral, and

false language into the poem and the novr-divided female

world¡ "his tongue / Iike t!;¡e / fabled ark." The topos, here

a synecdoche combined with a simile, is (languager!þ y>

rather than (time,the y); yet, time is implicit because 'lin
the beginning, " a reference to the originary moment of
mythic t j-me, has been replaced by ref erence to hi stori ca 1

time. fndeed, the second stanza measures historical time

from the advent of a change in language: "that lthe advent
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of a ne\^r kind of language ] was / the ascent, " and " that /
v¡as the beginning Iof historical time]. " Both terms of the

topos (time,!þ y> have been changed--the f irst no\¡/ applies

to historical time; the second no\,v applies the to

abstractions (ascent, word) rather than to objects (world,

mountain, sea). Successive sexual images accompanying the

repeated application of the topos (time,the y> argue that
the change within the topos is a debasement: "a single cock"

(the whole world) "filled her mouth"; but "his tongue" only

"plough[ed] / through damp / earth"; and now "the word is /
doled out / like fucking / sunday / mints. " Language as

system, in other words, is male; the first speaker is
female, the first mode hieroglyphic and oral; the next

speaker is male, the mode hieratic but still oral; this is

followed by a movement to abstraction, the written, and the

merely emblematic, marking the faII of language from

immanence to transcendence (Frye 1982 6-f5).
Yet, as noted above, the conclusion of the poem is *in

the beginning was the": this phrase inserts perhaps the most

abstract of all words (the) into the originary mythic moment

of stanza one; the continues to be applied in the historical

time of stanza two; and the familiar conclusion to the

Biblical phrase is supplied at the end of the poem. The

poem, in other words, demonstrates that the debasement (the

faI1 ) in language never happened, it was always there: in
the beginning was the. The poet's choice of topos ((time,thq
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y>) itself is the figure of such an assertion: the topos

marks a relation of immanence between time and language, for
language ( in the poem's argument ) always has contained the,

but has revealed this containment in historical time.
SimilarIy, the changes from female to male speaker, from

orality to literacy, whatever they say about a fa11,
uneguivocally suggest that language systems are maIe. The

world that swells inside the female speaker's mouth is a

"single cockr" namely, the word itself; the poem features an

active male speaker addressing a passive muse ( "1ady
coyote" ).

Repetition is the figure of an argument also in
Suknaski's Montage For an Interstellar Cry (I982), a poem

which is in many !\iays a drunken rant. The poem is not an

epic, though it has epic dimensj-ons; it is not a lyric, but

it has lyric moments; it is not an elegyr 1let laments a

great loss. U_onta.g-g draws on sources as diverse as

anthropological prehistory ("Iucy" and "taber child"), the

Norse eddas and mythologies of severar kinds incruding the

Christian, the visual arts from the cave paintings to Munch,

twentieth century holocausts like the bombings of Dresden

and Hiroshima, and Ginsberg's Howl. But most of all, Montaqe

is a journey through time in Winnipeg circa 1980 which ends

on a drunken night in the bar of the Tourist Hotel, St.

Boniface. This journey is measured by the repetition of a

topos (time, X), where "time" orders the events rrxrr as they
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march

cry. (

time, see his rambling review-essay in B:içk L982.)

Time is overwhelmingly marked by "after" (over forty

repetitions) and, to a somewhat lesser extent, by "before"

(some fifteen occurrences). The sense of the first of these

markers is that the moment of arrival at this cry is "after"
the events the poem records; each instance of "after," in

other words, emphasizes the difference between the present

event (a poem, "this" cry) and past events; it asks the

reader to consider the present as a natural response to the

past, to understand the cry as rooted in the experiences,

personal and collective, of human history; it foregrounds

the present moment (now) and mode (cry) of enunciation as it
provides the necessary background. "Before," on the other

hand, situates the speaker and reader imaginatively at some

point in the past, looking ahead to events yet to be

narrated but already experienced by the speaker. The sense

of "beforeI' is therefore "before this moment, before this

cry. " There is something distinctly Orphic about Suknaski 's

use of "before" (prolepsis) and "after" (analepsis), but the

different times (of the narrative situations ) associated

with these markers means that this is not an "Orphic topos"

as that term was used earlier.

The "montagie" of the poem s title comprises the events

narrated in the poem. It is a serious clue to the poem:

inevitably forward "to arrive at this" interstellar
For a personal account of Suknaski's obsession with
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diverse events are not simply juxtaposed--they are selected

and ordered by a poetic consciousness j-nto a vision of

apocalypse which manifests itself in the lives of three

characters. "Suknatskyj" is the familiar persona of the

poet; "mahzahkahzah" is a Metis poet and suknatskyj's
bloodbrother; "mikeodin" is a Norse artist of destruction.

A1l three share in a specific rage and despair; all three

"arrive at this" moment and cry, but in their ohrn

characteristic ways. ltfikeodin 's art attempts to escape the

"black spot" of his melancholy heritage (33-40);

mahzahkahzah's drunken song of his people's story concludes

with the assertion that "we've all got the right of the cry"
(7L-75); and suknatskyj himself recalls his personal history
of Wood Mountain ( 31-33 ). Behind these three is the immense

pressure of world history that has preceded this arrival.

"To arrive at this" is applied seven times, with seven

references for "this": ( 1 ) "rites of a IoneIy passage / on

the edge" (17); (2) revelations of apocalypse like those of

St. John the Divine (l-8-19); (3) "in Larayan. Iman path]"
(2I); (4) "these gleanings of millenarium promise" (23]'¡ (5)

"the cry" (30); (6) "totality" (33); and (7) another

apocalyptic revelation (43). Thus, "this" is the poem, the

oracular stance of the poet, the vision of the poem, and of

course the particular selection of apocalyptic, historical
events shaping that vision. As in the language of the Wood

Mountain period, "seIection" is everything; as the word
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"montage" suggests, the vision of the poem is a single image

made up of many elements carefully selected and arranged.

This image is the image of time:

sweat your brow

eat bread

tilI earth

you from dust

you to

dust return
(13)

time is absolute

and universal

flowing steadilv from past to future
(ls )

". . .by the way

welcome to the 20th

century. . . "
(7s )

The ancient wisdom of the cycle ( from dust to dust ) fuses

with dreams of progressive history (time as an arrow) to

yield a figure of a wheel rolling in a straight line. The

figure of a wheel (the cycle) endlessly repeating itself

through time ( tne arrow) renders the argument of the topos

(time, x) .
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2.7 .2 Douglas Barbour

In her biographical article on Douglas Barbour's feIlow-
poet, Stephen Scobie, Margery Fee quotes his claim that

"when they try to write an account of prairie poetry that
does include Robert Kroetsch, they're going to have to bring

in Doug and me as wel1" (Fee 1987 90). A claim to odd-man-

out status may be valid for Scobie, but Douglas Barbour

writes out of a prairie tradition that he makes peculiarly
his own. White (I972), for example, uses a figure of al1

colours (white-ness) to explore the prairie to which he

returns from eastern Canada (VisibIe Visions 1984 33-48 ) ;

Songbook (1973) begins a distinctly aural word-play (see

"Song 5," for example, W 52) which will culminate in the

"breath ghazals" of ten years Iater (ry I53-7). Bet\^reen are

sandwiched experiments in notation (Shore Lines 1979 ) and

"homolinguistic translations" of other poems in English
(Pirates of Pen s Chance 1981, co-authored with Stephen

Scobie). From beginning to end, then, Barbour is intensely

interested in language--its figurative possibilities, its

aural persuasiveness, its notative functions, its structure

as system. These interests are focussed in Visions of My

Grandfather (I979; VV 97-I23), a poem which locates Barbour

firmly in the tradition of prairie landscape poetry (tefs

1980).

An @.eeis is "a self-contained description, often on
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a commonplace subject, which can be inserted at a fitting
place in a

a work of

discourse" (Lanham 1968 39). When the subject is
visual art, however, the description is neither

"commonplace" nor "self-contained" :

The ekphrastic tradition in antiquity grounded
itself in a belief that the verbal description of
a work of art unfolds into multiplicity and
sequential time what the visual work itself
captures frozen. The words make the still work of
art move. . It has been argued, in fact, that
ekphrasis signifies "speaking out," that is, the
bestowing of a voice upon a mute picture (Barkan
1986 9; Barkan's note cites Jean H. Hagstrum's
The Sister Arts Chicago 1958 49-53 ) .

If the locus classicus of the ekphrastic tradition in the

West is Homer's description of Achilles' shield (Iliad Book

XVIII), the fuller development of that tradition includes

Ovid's Metamorphoses, topographical a

poetry, and contemporary Canadian

nd Romantic nature

Iandscape poetry.

( visual versus

moment versus

Ekphrasis mediates between the sister arts of paintingr and

poetry as it recognizes their differences

verbal, silence versus speech, and the frozen

metamorphosis through time). Indeed, the rhetorical basis of

Barkan's study is that ekphrasis is itself a metamorphosis

of the visual image (whose content is very often

moment of metamorphosis )

temporal metamorphosis ) .

Horace's ut pictura poesis

plastic arts are spatial
(Laakoon 1766).

into verbal description

Ekphrasis therefore falls

and Lessing's contention

and the verbal arts are

a frozen

( of the

between

that the

temporal

Prairie poets have made use of thi s tradition
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occasíonally (see Livesayr Waddington, and Mandel, above),

but no one has exploited it as a rhetorical strategy in
Iandscape poetry--no one, that is, except Barbour. His

Iandscape is either conceived in painterly terms ( the colour

studies in White) or based on visual representations of the

literal landscape (the studies of paintings in \lieiens_!É_ry
Grandfather). In the Iatter case, the ekphrastic tradition
is explicitly identified (Part 2 Vísib1e Visions 98):

My grandfathers voice, the eye
speaking, its yea-saying (now, to me
across the years) colours, designs, yes
this he has seen, his perspectives

the world he knew in these pictures
stories i never heard
by firelight, word of mouth

of €ye, for aye

an uneven speech,
forth.

a calling

Ekphrasis depends on a topos of transformation: (sightrword)

and <word, speech), hence <sight, speech). The topos
(sight, speech) i s here directly named ( "the eye /
speaking" ) , but no mention is made of writÍng ( though , of

course, i t is used ) . The medium upon which the
transformation from sight into speech depends is, however,

named in Part 3 where the poet refers to the acts of writing
("now as i write this") and "checking [his] sketches, notes

for a poem / begun in lhisl mind last summer" (99). Nor are

these isolated instances of self-consciousness with respect

to the rhetorical basis of the poem, for the topoi are named
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again and again: (1) "what was seen, heard inwardly by the

heart which said / yes" (I0l); (2) "Everything. Exists / to
be seen & recorded by the hand by the mind / colours or
words, but we have to get it down" (107); (3) "& how i speak

to you grandfather, of you for you, is different, a / nother

wây, these new lines Iong 1ines, lean like the prairie
towards / some meaning" (11I); (4) "i would sing what you

did not paint" (1I5).

Identif ying (naming ) tfre topoi on which ekphrasis is
based is however not ekphrasis, properly speaking. The first
instance of that is "the etching" ( r0B ) which the poet loves

best of all his grandfather's works. The poet knows the

place, Iong since commercialized by tourism, whose more

pristine, original image seems to be hanging above his desk.

sandwiched between these two observations is the forrowing
description:

the water is smooth, the sheer lip of
mountain runs out then in, image and reality,
& the 1og, the 1og canoe, rests on the shorer on the

water
& it is all a kind of momentary perfection
coming clear & still.

Notab1y, this ekphrasis partakes fully of the tradition: the

image is presented (water, mountain, 1og canoe, shore, and--

in the closing lines of the poem--sky and tree); the
presentation unfolds into multiplicity ("image and reality"
refer most likely to an etched reflection but evoke also the

differences between the etching--image--and the place the

poet knows--reality); and the description suggests
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temporality ("the momentary perfection" is frozen, yet to
the viewer it is "coming clear and stiIl" ). The verbal ímage

is frameo above and below (so to speak) by change and time

(tfre place then and notv, the etching of that place Ithen]

hanging where the working poet can view it [now]); beyond

that frame lies another, the poet's apostrophe to the

grandfather, indicating authorship of painting and poem and

asserting a shared love of the land. Of course, the

ekphrasis itself demonstrates the poet's love, just as the

painter's etchíng demonstrated his; but the ekphrasis

clearly extends the original image, just as it enlarges the

scope of the poet's love to include the grandfather.

A second major example of ekphrasis is found in the

next poem (untitled, Part I 109-110). This poem begins by

Iocating the grandfather on the prairie with its need for
and love of water in the presence of the manífest beauties

of sky, land, and wind. It then describes "B colourful
versions of what Itfre grandfather] saw," seven of which

contain water. Each description voices multiplicity and

temporality--sometimes by pointing to the interpretative
function of the viewer, be he painter or writer or both
( "the far bank is a long humped animal stretching / its
fur" ), sometimes by articulating an imptied movement ( "white

huge / pennants of cloud / crash against blue" ), sometimes

by locating the painter at work before or after the moment

actually represented ( "how soon did you run / paper inside
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your shirt, the first huge drops / exploding off your

skin?"). The poem concludes with the poet's speculations on

the changes between time primordial and the moment caught in
the paintings (very little, "only the cultivation" is new)

and on the (only apparent) absence of "life moving" on the

canvas.

Evidently, one of the rhetorical functions of ekphrasis
(and the topos <sight,speech)) is to identify the grandson

with the grandfather. The very real gap between generations

is bridged by recourse to a technique: focussing on the

grandfather 's I iteral vision, the poet himself relies
heavily on literal vision in order to articulate the
grandfather's metaphoric vision, his vision of life. The

limitation (to one sense) is not entirely satisfactory to
the poet (after all, he does write ekphrastic poems), and

leads him eventually to question the grandfather's larger
vision. Though the poet repeatedly insists on his
grandfather's great love for the land (a love which the poet

shares), the truth is that there are no sounds, smells,

tastesr oÍ touches of the land in the paintings. Above all,
there are no people. The poet's ever so gentle critique of

the grandfather's limited vision begins with questions--did

he notice that the grass hras being replaced by grain (98)?;

s/hy is the white winter missing f rom the paintings ( 100 ,

102)?; did his "mj-nd. 's eye" see as wel l as his eye ( I06 ) ?--

and extends to noting that the grandfather's vision omits
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himself and his o\47n f amily (I03 ).

This omission is far more serious than any other.
Although the poet seems to accept the grandfather's
limitations as his own ( "this poem like your paintings tells
of places mainly" 116), he in fact is doing precisely what

the grandfather did not do, he is peopling the poem and the

land. The question "ho\n/ can i people this poem properly" is
therefore both rhetorical and serious: it is rhetorical
because people (especially the poet and his grandfather) are

omnipresent in the poem; it is serious because the
grandfather is present primarily as an eye which is
apparently incapable of seeing people, however much

enamoured of the land (and light) ít may be. fn such a

context, the poet's assertion that he must go further than

the grandfather rings with the truth of prophecy fulfilled
(115):

i
would sing what you did not
move beyond the light,

ness of
which i do love. i do love
it, & must go

further, íf
i can / but try

paint, some times

your vision

beyond your paintings my poems.

The poet does go further: his ekphrases unfreeze the

paintings into movement and voice, and his vision includes

people.

The ekphrasi

for here the poet

sinI¡ühite

describes a

(VV 33-48) is very different,

colour rather than a painting.
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Yet, the colour is again the colour of a landscape, and the

ekphrasis again unfolds the colour into multiplicity and

temporality. The time is winter, but more important than the

season are the symbolic values of its colour. These values

include of course the expected ones: the winter moon,

clouds, hoarfrost, fog, storm, drifts, and owl. White also

symbolizes the empty page, its invitation to put down in
black "what i want to say" (37); it is a new negative,
"white darkness" (41) as welr as "facts" such as death and

life (45); and it represents possibility itserf (36 and 4i).
Thís last value is extremely powerfuI: "white" contains aIl
the colours of the spectrum (as is specifically noted 36);

it is twice associated with "poss ibil ities " ( 3 6 and 47 ) ¡

therefore, "white" in itself symbolizes "symbol" (for the

symbol is defined by its having a spectrum of possible
values ) .

The topos (sightrspeech) at the centre of ekphrastic

poetry is more precisely expressed by the transformation
(visual imagerverbal image), which is to say that the

ekphrastic topos involves a metaphor (the verbal image, the

word, is a vehicle whose tenor is speech). What is needed to

transform sight into speech is another "topos" Iike (verbal

image, sound image) ( for speech is not grapholect but
phonolect). But this latter "topos" (if, indeed, it is a

topos) describes the act of reading a1oud. Perhaps

recognizing the metaphoric nature of the (sight,speech)
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topos, Barbour turns to notation in an attempt to make

visibre some orar aspects of speech (shore lines vV 127-81.

The visuar representation (in notation) of orar aspects of

speech (sounds), however, seems to employ a topos like
(sound r visual image>--which returns us to " sight. "

Barbour's newer poems take a different approach to his
central concern: they use topoi of the type
<sensationrword), in which the sensation is speech-rerated

and the word applies to that sensation. The "Touch" poems

(vv r4B), for exampre, begin with verbar descriptions of

touching and end with the ref1exivity of "Touch 5" (I52):
labia I

Iab
ratory movement of
the tongue tone

tent
ative

I ive
ladling the

words letters
lost in the glottal
stoP.

stop.

The correspondences between word and speech are very close:

"labial " and "tongue " name the orgrans of speech used to
articulate the words; "glottal" (almost) uses the glottal
stop. Such correspondences are, strictly speaking ,

autological (the words apply to themselves): "1abia1" is
labial; "tongue" is tongued; "91ottaI" is glottal; and the

two instances of 'stop," each followed by a ful1-stop and

together bracketing a stanzaic break, are literally stops.
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tttongue, t' and

"glottaI" is primarily physical (the organ is used,

touched); but the experience of autology in "stop." is
primarily visual and mental. The topos <sensation, word)

takes an aspect of speech ( for example, the sensation of
using the organs of speech), and transforms it into a word

referring to that aspect. Barbour's interest in one sense

involved in speech (sound) has been replaced by an interest
in another (touch).

Touch and sound are both integral to speech. So is
breath:

amongt' the many leaves
surround me listen
phtt phtt phtt
tlip tlip tlip so

softly a apart look
only grey clouds slightly
cross the sun pht.t
tlip you Iisten

rain drums soft
on leaves spaced apart

( "breath ghazal number 2u W 154 ).

Here, Lhen, is the topos (soundrword) ("phtt," "tlip"),
and the larger argument of Barbour's exploration of
(sight, speech) emerges :

(sight,word)r or (visual image,verbal image);
(soundrvisual image);
(sensation , word)
(sound, word) .

The metaphoric problem in the original topos has not been

resolved (it may be incapable of resolution), but a deeper
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insight into the ways Ianguage turns experience ínto speech

has been v/on. Experience begins always in the senses; it
wants also to end in the senses; but the relation between

language and the senses remains as mysterious as it has ever

been. Somehow, breath enters the language and the poem, and

with it comes the soul of the speaking poet. Barbour s

interest in language therefore is rather broad and deep. It
includes the specifically rhetorical (ekphrasis); its topoi

become ever more precise as he searches for the topos that
wilI transform experience directly into speech; and the

language system that his poetry embodies and articulates is
remarkably complete.
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3.3 Patrick Fiesen

Near the end of Patrick Friesen

the narrator cries,
I want something other than
a gesture (67 ) .

s Flicker and Hawk (1987)

rhetoric or ritual maybe

At first glance, this cry would seem to be more serious than

rhetorical. The line is void of figure; the style is plain;
and "maybe" echoes the vagueness of "something" without
questioning the speaker's d,esire. But the position of
"maybe" is ambiguous ("I want . maybe"? Or "I want

maybe / a gesture"?); and the line cannot seriously posit
"gesture" as an alternative to "rhetoric or ritual," for
gesture is a part of rhetoric and ritual. The context of
this cry is a poem entitred "arì audience with the dalai lama

or¡ the oId-fashioned pas de deux," hardly grounds for
arguing that this cry is of the heart. The poem is full of
similar cries: "What can f say about what I know?"; "f feel
a lot more stupid than I did is this wisdom?"; "f want to
redeem love bef ore it does me in. " 'perhaps the narrator's
ful1-throated rhetoric is crying here, furry conscious that
any escape from rhetoric is an illusion, that rhetoric is,
so to speak, all there is (in poetry). perhaps the narrator
is very cleverly mocking himself. Unless the narrator is a

fool.

In the seventh part of the serial poem "nothing in the

mirror" (321, the narrator comments bleakly on the heroic
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mj-rror" as an example:

I foIIow
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pursuit of the illusory woman "in my

a stony river bed
an overgrown road

always riding past the tournament
into the desolate countryside

narr.

Narr is the poet's German for fool; narrator is the poet's
translinguistj-c pun; and the evidence is in the poet's (not

the narrator's) "translations" (73). The narrator realIy is
a fool, then; and the poet is mocking him. Consider, now,

the narrator's statement "I want something other than

rhetoric. . . ."
But the narrator in these poems himself insists, over

and over, that he is a fool, above all, a fool for love (46,

47,52,58,65). So the narrator is not a foolr or, if he is
one, he is a wise fool; when he calls himself a fool, then,

he is being rhetorical, pretending to mock himself. And the

poet, when he calls the narrator !grr, is being rhetorical,
too, meaning rather that the narrator is wise. Consider the

narrator's statement "r want something other than rhetoric.
It

The narrator sings "the song of the sly one" (11):

I am the sly one
who slides through the net
that every jesus cast
show me an icon
show me the text
I will show you where I passed.
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If the narrator is being rhetorical when he calls himself a

fool (that is, if he really is wise), then what is he bej-ng

when he calls hímself "the sly one"? Isn't "the sly one"

rather "r¡/ise" ? So the narrator is being serious when he

calls himself "the sly one": after all, the poet was being

rhetorical when he caIIed the narrator a fool (narr),

meaning of course that the narrator was really a wise fool.
Consider, again, the narrator's "I want something other

than rhetoric. . . ." Is he speaking as "foo}" or as "wise

fool"? That is, is he serioust ot is he rhetorical? And if
one or the other, what of the poet? Or are both being both?

Or are narrator and poet one and the same person(a)?

Patrick Friesen s achievement in FH is to move far
beyond earlier, ethnic obsessions into the fuller humanity

of rhetorical and serious play. The obsession has been we1I-

documented for his first two books, the lands i am (L976)

and bluebottle (I978) (Lenoski 1980); it continues through

The Shunninq (1980) and Unearthly Horses (1984); but in his

most recent work it. is confined to the first part ( "water
burial" 1-23). Even here, a Iessening is apparent in
increasing compassion ("john isaacs is long gone" 4), hints
of humour ( "bible" 9l , and the use of rhlrmes ( "john isaacs"

and "song of the sIy one" fI). In the remaining three
sections of E, a complex narrative ethos reminiscent of

Kroetsch's narrator in The Sad Phoenician emerges. As Group

Mu asserts, this ethos is a function of rhetoric: "The

S

t
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totality of these operations. Iof rhetoric]. . .produces

a specific aesthetic effect called gthos" (4I). But if the

narrative ethos is more serious than rhetorical, it is
because Friesen di-rects two rhetorics--the "rhetoric of

conviction" and the "rhetoric of mockery" (Eco The Name of

the Rose)--with great seriousness against the narrator.
Conviction is a rhetoric of high seriousness, often

symbolic and evoking a range of archetypar significances,
both rerigious (fixed) and mythic (free) (waardenburg 1980

47-49). Two related symbols, "1ight" and "room," dominate

FH. The traditional symboric varue of light is irrumination,
and Friesen uses just such an equation in "fooI's week"

(L2). The narrator endures a downward cycle from Monday

through Saturday, but on the next morning he wakes to
clarity: "f was becoming light / on a sunday / with a1l the

other days before me." fn a similar wây, "first light" (15)

contrasts "the sun's going down" with events inside a room,

where "the children are dreaming toward first Iight." The

serial poem, "nothing in the mirror" (25-4I), associates
light with the narrator's often illusory insights (29, 30,

3I) and with the archetypal woman he seeks {26,30, 3Zl. The

title of this poem rinks both the absence of the woman and

her ephemerar nature to the absence of light--"somewhere it
is midnight / and nothing in the mirror" ( 37 ) . The nether

side of light (that is, darkness) represents the narrator's
orphic descent in the "black river" section ( "dream of the
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black river" 44-45) ¡ his highly quarified ascent is figured
as "breaking for light" and out of the cord toward warmth

(52-53). This section contains the title poem (48-49) which

again associates light with a woman in the room of the

narrator's heart; "flicker" is the flicker of love and

warmth as well as a bird. Two poems in the last section
pointedly continue these associations. A "quiet right goes

down" in a kitchen as the narrator and his wife descend to
words and anger and love ("after words" 56-57). In "the blue

wind" ( 60 ) , the speaker sees a woman through a window as she

stops to admire herself; but "the sun dips behind a cloud /
and she sees Irri-m] instead." This f leeting encounter awakehs

his great need, "[his] heart raspls] open, and the blue wind

blows through at last" as he stammers and wails his pain and

joy: "this woman f know by the grace of mirrors I've seen

her / an appearance in my life and my life bending like
light as it ,/ passes earth."

The poet's topos is (lightrx), where x = illumination,
love , warmth, i lIusion, and even I ight 's absence . An

explicit association of light with room and woman, moreover,

leads directly to the poems' second major symbol. A room is
a vessel, a container, and the vessel is the archetypal

symbor of the essentiar feminine ( Neumann The Great Mother

39). SpecificaIly, the room, one aspect of the vessel-
symbol, is related to the womb and the belly, that is, to
the generative and procreative aspects of the great mother



(Neumann 43-46). Room symbolism in EE is,
intensely developed than light symbolism.

if

A
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anything, more

major seguence

( "nothing in the mirror" ) takes place in the mind of the

narrator as he sits with his cat in a room eating oysters.
He recalls a $/oman lying on a bed where she threw herserf,
turning toward the sun, rising and opening her blouse (26);

now, however, the grave is empty (27). At a New year's

party, seeking "the woman who knew every dancer " he hides in
another room where she finds him (29). sometimes she invites
him out of the shivering cold and into her room (30-3I, 34-

35 ); other times he is surrounded by warrs but she is absent

( 39 ) , or he is walking toward a room where she may be and he

may die (40). Symbolically, the woman is the room: "she

opens her lilac umbrella / and makes room for me" (37).

The room the narrator wishes to enter is also a room

from which he wants to escape. rn "dream of a brack riverr"
he is drowning in a cold, dark flow (another symbol of the

female) from which he wants to be rescued (44); even at the

point of symboric death he desires to enter death more fully
("my darling lord take me all the way" 44, "take me beneath

your umbrerla of water" 45); he becomes someone other than

himself, someone "banging at the window" trying to break

into his own dream, wanting "another / another" (45). In

"flicker and hawk," the room fulI of "love and anger we

should have torn apart / years ago" contains "what / we know

of love" (48-49). Escape is the subject of "breaking for
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Iight" (52-53 ) ; yet this escape from water and room to a

place " somewhere outside the room where it 's r¡rarm" Ieads to

earth, to love, and back to a room ( " f want you al I the \,'ray

/ sometimes at close guarters " ; "h/hen the streetlight 's in

the window and the children asleep / can you know my

absence? " )

In the last section, "after words" continues the theme

of breaking out of and back into the room (56-57)z "I want

the walls down but I know / I'I1 need them"; "I want to go

home to my room a boy on mother's lap"; "if we stay with it

long enough" perhaps we can "break the glass and step out.

. come clear / and . hold hands." "Leaving home" (61-64)

questions the possibility of hierosgamos ( "it can't be put

together can it?" ) yet presents another mythical history of

an eternal return to the elusive room. "Private ceremonies"

celebrates also the room in which they occur (68-69); and

"one more round" (70-71) has the narrator standing at a

window in an empty roomr looking out into the rain, hoping

once more to "get lucky." The narrator, it seems, has come

fu1I circle (1I).

The topos (room,x) is a powerful symbol of \^roman' fully

exploited in the last three sections of ry. X is lrzoman, but

several intervening topoi are important: <roomrrvindow) , for

example, and (window, mirror) "grrow, " as Peirce said, into

the possibility that woman is an illusion or a projection of

the narrator's mindt oE, in Jungian terms, his anima. On the
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other hand, the woman ( severa I identif iabl e \¡/omen may be

treated as aspects of woman ) has some distinguishing
features. She usually has black hairt grel eyes, long
fingers and legs, delicate shoulders, and a slender back.

She vrears skirts, a yeIlow scarf , a silk top hat, and

carries a lilac umbreIla. She travels a Iot or is often

absent. She is lover, wife, mother, juggernaut, seer, a

black river, Iife, and death. Above all, she is room--which

is to say that she is a particular aspect of archetypal
woman, treated with ful1, rhetorical conviction in its
positive and negative aspects by the poet.

By contrast, the narrator is continuously mocked, a

holy fool. Of course, he mocks himself (or so it seems)¡ but

he is mocked also by the author's rhetoric--and "drie mock"

is a traditional appellation for irony. Symbols have been

associated with unconscious processes since at least the

time of Coleridge; Jungian archetypal criticism (Hinz and

Teunissen I 978 ) and readings of Freud through the
Iinguistics of de Saussure (Lacan 1972) emphasize that
symbolism is a rhetoric of the unconscious. Briefly, the

symbol (a signifier) points to repressed desires (the

symbol's values, the signified's). And for all his ranting,
wailirg, caterwauling, and crying, the narrator is unaware

of the nature of this desire. He claims he desires love, yet

the symbols (the room and light) imply that he desires womb

and knowledge, the bliss of darkness and Iight, the
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conjunction of the lower and the higher, the chthonic and

the Platonic. The irony of which the narrator is the butt is
precisely this, that he hopelessly, irreconcileably desires

to be split in two. For the narrator identifies himself with

the male principle, but the female principle is (in his
view) unequivocally Other:

hre are two people man and woman we are two
birds in dif ferent f lights \l're are two

we have learned the odds and embrace them
we come together fire and water flicker

we know of love ( 49 ) .

cultures and two
e Iements

and hawk this is
what

As Denham has pointed out, these lines expresse a Donne-ish

belief that "love contains all contraries" (1987 24)¡ but it
is love that contains these contraries, not the narrator. At

the apparent apex of his search, the narrator achieves

wholeness by classification (peop1e, cultures, birds,
elements); his mood is insistently indicative (are, arel
are); his insights are cerebral (learned the odds, know of

love); and he embraces a probability. Cutting through this
semblance of unity is a fundamental difference, "twor" Self

and Other, symbolized by "fire and water flicker and hawk"--

and the implication of putting these two together seems to

be lost on the narrator.
The narrator is mocked also by his views on language.

His attitude toward words is complex: his own are sometimes

"clouds" and "foolishness" (29) ¡ an other's "words teased me

into her arms" (3I); he is "bereft of words but not the need

to find them" (a6l ¡ he yearns for the beloved's words but
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can't believe her words of love ( 50 ) ; words move toward law

and orderr let destroy the loved,/hated room (56); he laments

that his words onry "surround" the things and events they
refer to (59); song and sex transcend words (63-a); and "he

bends his kneè to words he loves" (66). yet, words are, even

for him, the locus of the Self ("breaking for light,'52)t
f am myself when I write I know I've got the glory it

tike heat from the hearr somerimes r'm =ru"d=iIïTj *o
chair

downstaj-rs singing harmony or slow-shuffring around the
room

with smooth rhythm
it happens the lord's there no question and r take the words

I'm hungry for the words Èhere's love there someplace
between the words

and r say them and sing them you can see the red and brue in
the room

and r know where r am it feels crean no clothes no dreams r
feel you my heart's open come on come on whoe".lrå""

Here, the narrator admits that he actuarizes himself in
his words; elsewhere, as noted above, he claims that the

words he has are not the words he wants i ff., the words he

wants are something other than what he is. rf he is anything

at all, this narrator, he is rhetoric; but he wants and

believes in "something other than rhetoric', (67). The

narrator's attitude to words has the same structure as his

attitude to the femare: in each case, he desires an other
than himserf. The female he desires is (in his view) other

than himself; the words he desires are (in his view) other

than rhetoric, which nevertheress describes the words in
which he realizes himserf. Apparentry unaware that the
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female is ín the male (as anima), and unable to recognize
his words as himserf (as rhetoric), the narrator rides the

horse of his knighthood through these poems, "past the

tournament / into the desolate countryside," searching for
the woman (anima) he grimpsed in his mirror (32). The

tournament, of course, is precisely what he is but does not

want (rhetoric); the countryside, of course, contains
himserf and therefore the other (anima). And the irony is
that that 's aI I there is.

The narrator, in other words, cannot embrace fully the

rhetoric of his desire. rn contrast to the poet, who directs
a rhetoric of conviction as well as mockery at the narrator,
the narrator directs onry a rhetoric of conviction at
himself. He is unabre to mock himself, despite his running

assertion that he is a fool, for he takes that role
seriously. rn "evisceration, " wercoming the love that will
destroy him, he criesr"r will be your foor in the tarons of

an iron bird r will be free in the / horrible sky" (47). rn

"breaking for lightr " there is no hint of mockery in his
discovery that he's "fooled again" by an old trick" (52).

rndeed, his attitude, measured again by the statement "r
feel more stupid than I did is this wisdom?r,,maintains its
sincere conviction to the end. rn "one time round" (70), the

narrator seems to be ready to play:
tonight I'm ready where is everyone? my fever's gone down

f want to dance all night maybe I'1I get lucky.
But the holy fool overtakes him in a shift of pronouns:
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hey ma it's one time round there's rain at the window and
someone s lucky tonight.

"Epperson's cello" ( 58-59 ) reveals sharply the

difference between narrator and poet. In the narrator's
account, he is so moved by "epperson's celIo" and wine that
he fears he must be drunk ("why else would I talk so

predictably so / sentimentally as if I'd given up alt
intelligence") and "about to make a fool of Ihimself]."
Here, he thinks, is " a great escape Ihe 's ] yearned f or ,,' ,,a

warm anarchyr " a divine moment when "dvorak epperson / and

the cello are trinity." But words fail him:

I live with words I try to make them feel and

cliche toward silence there's honour in th

I'm moving
through

is it's no
lie yet I

don't know that

I have no words for epperson s

this isn't what I want.

cello only words to surround
ir

So he continues with his account ("1et's just say") of
driving home, apparently still drunk, to "crouch Iat a

keyhole I watching / my love undress. " Now he remembers the

"gift" of epperson s cello:
epperson's cello hlas a plumb line from head to foot a dream

of
divinity perhaps or all the cliches gone to bed and the

human
heart alone.

The narrator is conscious of the inadequacy of his words

"for" epperson's celIo; but he seems unaware that the
adequacy of words in relation to things ( for example,
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"cer1o") is precisely to "surround" those things. That is,
the crosing metaphors do represent precisely what the celro
is (for him). Again, the narrator recognízes that
"epperson's cello breaks through the formalities toníght" ;

but does he? He describes the bacchanal in eucharistic
terms, catches himself ("it sounds like a set-up"), then

asserts the presence of a trinity (dvorak, epperson, cello).
rf the consciousness of formarity is a first step toward

breaking the formarity, then the narrator is on his way. But

he reverts to the figure of the lover,/fool kneeling before
the beroved, his heart is in her hand, and he dies again.
Unsel f-conscious Iy .

The poet's account of the narrator, however, includes

the account of the narrator's frashes and rapses of self-
consciousness, offering an ironic commentary on the ethos

created in these poems. The poet employs the topoi (rightrx)

and (roomrx) and the varying serf-consciousness of the
narrator to reveal him to us. The ethos (of the narrator)
that emerges as a function of (the poet's) rhetoric is
urtimatery serious and, therefore, blind to itself. He sees,

dimly; he plays, seriously; and he earns the irony he heaps

unwittingly on himself: ritter and narr.



Now preye r to hem arre that herkne this ritertretys or rede, that if ther be any thyng in itthat liketh hem, that therof they thãnken oureLord Jhesu crist, of whom procedLh a1 wit andgoodnesse- And if ther be any thyng that displese
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the tares of caunterbufy, thilke that sohTneninto synne; .
Geoffrey Chaucer

lvhen chaucer s reader finishes The canterburv Tares, he

encounters the words quoted above. This reader may notice
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Conclusion

some traditional topoi: divisions such as
(treatisergood/load), <bookrmanner/matter),
<manrknowledge/wilI) ; generic places like (goodrGod),
(bad'man>; and, of course, the oppositions underlying all of
them. The reader wirl not be surprised at chaucer's
a\^rareness that "this lite1 tretys, " which ref ers primariry
to "The Parson's Tarer" may please some and displease others
(for, isn't it. the most serious and moral of arr the
tales?). But how could any of the tales "sohrnen into synner"
and which tales are these? To "sor¡tnen into" is to "tend
toward, make for, be consonant withr" and chaucer first uses

the phrase in describing the speech of the Clerk:
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Noght o word spak he moore than was neede,
And that was seyd in forme and reverence,
And short and quyk and ful of sentence;
Sownynge in moral vertu was his speche
And gladly wolde he lerne and gladly teche.

( "GeneraI Prologue" 304-308 )

Ah' y€sr the clerk, and isn't his speech rather like the
speech of the Parson, "sownynge in moral vertu"? But "The

Parson's Tare" turns rather sharpry on the parson, revearing

him to be tending toward sin as much as toward virtue.
Perhaps the chaucer of the retractions is after arr not so

far removed from the chaucer of the "General prorogue', and

of the tales: (homo, seriosus/rhetoricus ) .

This study must concrude on a simirar note. There are

things in it that will please some and disprease others. rf
the reader is pleased, I hope s,/he thanks my teachers and my

guides. rf the reader is dispreased, r hope s/he attributes
the faurt to my "unkonnyng€," for r would have said better
if r had been abre to. My "doctrine" is that a furry
traditionar notion of topos deepry informs prairie poetry;
and r acknowledge that this treatise has "sownynges" which

need to be "retracted. "

The study itself is based on a topos which might be

described by (theoryrpractise). part I is a theory of topos;

Part 2 is practicat criticism. At the same time, part I
extracts its theory of topos from the practíse of rhetoric;
Part 2 tests that theory against the prior practise of
poetry. Within each part of the study, then, I have been

guided by an ancient rhetorical principle: ars utens
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(practise) comes before ars docens (theory). Thus, the
actuar practise of rhetoricians with respect to "topos" had

to be surveyed before a theory of topos could be offered up,

and the actual practise of prairie poets wíth respect to
"prace" had to be known before a theory of topos could
analyze that practise. This rhetorical principre is
therefore based on the very topos used in this study, for
(theoryrpractise) describes a comprex relatíon between two
processes that are each others' antecedents and consequents.

The theory of topos advanced in part I is one of the
study's major findings. The def inition of topos , ,,a reration
(xry) such that if (xry) and (y,z) then l.xrz) r,, accommodates

traditionar and contemporary concepts of both "topos" and

"figure." rt is simpre, flexibre, and usefu1. But it may

seem to do its work without addressing a continuing problem

in the rhetoric of poetry: Sor poetry persuades, but to
what? And the proper technicar answer (it persuades the

reader to accept the relation <xrz)') may strike some as just
that, technical. This objection may be met, r believe, in
several ways. First, the analysis of a poem (or an author's
entire work) traditionally proceeds by considering both

"what" and 'iho\n/" the poem (or work) ,,means.,, That is, ',what,,

the poem "means" is inseparable from "hohr" it achieves that
"meaning." The topoi are, so r have arguedr ân essentia1
part of "how" and, therefore, of ,,!.that.,, Secondly, ,,what,,

the poem "means" raises the question of "meaning. "
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contemporary views that "meaning" is both sense and

reference (Frege), a reration between signifier and

signified (saussure), a hermeneutic circre (Heidegger), an

aporia (Derrida), the reader's response to the author's text
(Barthes), and an endless play of signification (arr of the

above)--arr these views are anticipated, even present, in
the traditional triad, ethos ,/ Logos / pathos, which is
Aristotre's contribution to rhetoric. rn that triad, topos

prays a centrar role. Thirdly, a technicar answer to the
question (persuades to what?) does not limit the reader in
any way: it simply provides a basis for any rarger answer

that may be invented, for the reader, like the poet, is a

rhetorician. rn wordsworth's termsr ërn imaginative poetry
(of genius) demands an imaginative reader (with taste).

Despite my conviction that the technicar nature of this
study is an asset, r may not have succeeded in using it to
its full advantage. The search for the topoi present in the

work (Part 2') may strike the reader as the study's ma jor
characteristic, and a tiresome one at that. Again, my

justification for the search is that the topoi must be

discovered before one can tark about them; and if r did not

talk profoundly enough about a poet's use of topoi in a

poem, then f am to be blamed (not the poet, not the poem,

not even the topos). The binary structure of the topos

sometimes obscures the transitivity of the relation
invorved, but this is in part caused by the very nature of
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enthymematic persuasion. And even where r pay furr attention
to transitivity, the reader may notice a kind of "wrenchingr"

rather like the Renaissance prosodist's attempts to fit
Engrish rhythms into crassical hexameters. But the end

resurt of Renaj-ssance poetry, its flower so to speak, is not

"wrenched" at a1r, and is its own demonstration of
rhetorical fitness:

Let me not to the marriage of true minds
Admit impediments; love is not love
Which alters when it alteration finds
Or bends with the remover to remove.

(Shakespeare Sonnet If6 )

My point is that my skill in topicar anarysis is evidently
beginning not ending.

For exampre, r have asserted that the topoi constitute
much more than the enthymematic argument of the poem, that
they present an ethos and determine a pathos as werr. yet,

onry in the studies of two poets (Mander and Kroetsch) has

this assertion received any kind of demonstration. rn other
words, the relation of topos (obviously integrar to logos)

to ethos and pathos needs to be studied more carefurly. when

this is done, a better understanding of the question of
persuasion (to what?) and of the role of transitivity should

resul t .

These "retractions" aside, the study's second major

finding, Part 2, is the identification of the topoi used by

five important prairie poets. This identification is the
basis for a characterization of the most significant aspect
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of each poet's work:

( I ) Livesay's female rhetoric;
(2) Waddington s poetry of transformatíon;
(3) Mandel's tree of imagined place;

( 4 ) Newlove's symbolic prairie i

(5) Kroetsch's paradox of undecidability.
The mature work of three representative, second-generation
poets shows both infruence and innovation in their use of a

prairie topos (suknaski), an ekphrastic topos (Barbour), and

symbolism (Friesen).

My last "retraction" is the simple admission that more

poets might have been studied, and those poets who were

studied might have recej-ved furler treatment. A furl study

of prairie poetry is stilr not at hand. But a beginning has

been made, and onry time and the limits of this exercise

have prevented me--so far--from completing it.
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